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One of the major purposes of the National OccupOional Information
Coordinating Committee -(NOICC) is to encourage the use of occupational
information. This purpose, contained in the enabling legislation,
states: ". . labor market informetion, including career outlookand other appropriate information required by youth in matching career
desires with available an& anticipated labor demand, shall beencouraged and supported by the National Occupational Information

, Coordinating .Committee (NOICC)."

NOICC's thrust to fulfill this mandate, beginning in 1979, has been
through the Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS) competitive
grant program. Since the beginning of the program, NOICC has,
encouraged these systems to use the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) as the primary means for organizing the
information contained in them. NOICC has established minimum
requirements for use of the SOC structure by State Ocaupational
Information Coordinating Committees receiving CIDS grants in NOICC
Administration memorandum no. 81-23.

The SOC should.prove to be an effective: tool linking information on
occupational _outlook information with personal OccUpational desires
referred to-in the legislation. However, befote the. SC(C could be
effectively used in the CIDS, two preliminary tasks had to be
completed: 1) relationships between the SOC and' other existing data
systems had to be established, and 21'the'definitionSpublished in the
1180 edition of the SOC Manual had to be expanded and rewritten fOr
occupational guidance purpOset. Fortunately much of the first task has
already been completed through another NOICC projeCti the develOpMent
of the publicatiOn Vocational Preparationand Occupation&-(Vp0). This
publication establishes linkages between currently used edueational and
occupational coding structures.

To accoMplish the second task, NOICC initiated a new project to modify
the SOCdefinitions and organize the existing VP0'-droSswalks between
classification systems so they could be used for CIDS purposes. -,The
results of this ,effort- are. published 'kn. this document, the
Classification Structures for Career Information (CSCI).-

This edition of Classification Structures for Career-Information has
been Published aS an interim edition. This Wat done because the short

,

time available I4LcOmplete this effort did hot permit p. comprehensive
teohnical edit of the occupational statements4 Furthermore, tbere is a
plan to conliert the current educational.classifidatiOn- codes contained'
in these tables to the neW ClassifiCatiOn of InstructiOnal Programs in
the near, future.



The NOICC:staff feeli that this interim edition incorporates th latest
.

information-:cOncerningi the interrelationships of Occupatio al and

educational classifioption Systems.: This publication can servq as the

Primary source of information for -CIDS information- de eloperS,

counselors and Other persons seeking information regarding:t the world

of work.

This important work was coMpleted through the efforts of a large number

of people and organizations. :It is our sincere hope .that the

Classification Structures for Career Ufortation will, be. a uSeful

document not only for %he technicians of.CIDS.but also for,.counselors
and ethers.who have a need for occupational information. :

RUSSELL B. FLANDERS
Executive-Director
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I. INTRODUCTION

Background

To carry, out the .legislative mandates Contained in 11.4. 94-482 (the
Education Amendments of. 1976),: and .1,44. 95-524-:(the Comprehensive-
Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1978), NOIDC"s Technical
Steering Group adopted a number of policies* Amohg them (as' published'
in the Federal Register) is one which adopts the Standard Odcupational
Classification as NOICC's overall occupational classification system.f,
The SOC was designed to ettablish a standard coding syStemand nomen
clature'for use.in identifying, classifying and codifying dcOupations'.
The struCture of the IOC-provides the CIDS with an organizing:scheme
that groups occupations with similar, worker functions,: This feature
Can be . used to expand the occupational choice oroptions of the CIDS
user. The,feature also-facilitates development of' the CIDS user's
understanding of the functional relationships among :different
occupations.

The SOC structure alSo permits- an expansion oftitles available within
a CIDS. There are 834 separate SOC titles.. Most of these are directly .

related to groups Of .Dictionary of Occupational Titles 1DOTY codes,
This means that the 834 SOC.titles are matched With 12,099 defined bate
DOT titles. This arrangement enhances the selection of *Occupational
titles appropriate for a Particular State need.

As presented in the 1980 SOC Manual, the SOC structure is composed of a
four-level system: Division, Major Group, Minor Group and Unit Group.
Each SOC grouping or category represents a collection of occupations
which are sufficiently similar in their main tasks to be grouped under
a common title. Fundamental to each SOC Division are the various
categories. These categories are arranged from general to
progressively more specific level of occupational detail. Because of
this structure, it is possible to aggregate or disaggregate categories
under a particular SOC Division according to the level of detail
required.

Given, the advantages of the SOC and the NOICC Policy, NOICC staff
approached the implementation of the SOC Policy in a developmental way.
It has proceeded with the SOC implementation with as much 'interagency
and field input as possible. To assess the impact of a SOC/CIDS
requirement to "use ;he SOC as a standard structure for the
presentation of occupational information :in CIDS's funded under the
GIDS Grant Program," NOICC held 'a meeting with' a variety of CIDS
experts. These included representatives from NOICC's . statutory
agencies, NOICC staff, nonprofit.and commercial organizations, and the
CIDS assistance staff from.the National Governors' Association.



-The major conclue16M/of this group was that the.SOC definitiont were
not suitable for use in a CIDS. Their review of the SOC indicated that
mere details about worker functions were needed to-facilitate us Of SOC
definitions in a CIDS.

The group Advised NOICC that all CID3 would. Awve the same Problem.
Therefore, they' recommended thet. NOICC' Should aponsOr a project tO
modify or conVert the existing definitions for use in CIDS. To avoid
potential duplication of effort amOng the CIDS grantees and to fulfill'
enOther NOICC mandate to establish standarddefinitionS,NOICC initated:
a Special Purpose Grant with the.Nisconsin.SOICC.- The end products of
this project are. this .publication'end e computer tape. ImJuly 1980, a
ArejeCt task: force waa convened by NOICC 'for the purpose of
establiShing criteria; and guidelines for the' development Of- the.;
guidance-based definitiono. ibis task- force: was -comprised. of
representatives from-dareer information delivery systeMs,- ocCUpational
informatiOn coordinating committees,- :-.professional educators;
representatives from varioUs federal agencies, and-NOICC staff. (The,

taakforce membership is included in the Acknowledgment.) Ihe specific
charge of this task force .was .to develop-the parameters fOr the
definitions contained-in Volume I and to repdtmend: prOcedures to
develop *Composite attribute and classificetiomooding'for tbe various.:
SOC groupa contained in Volume

.

-Definition development recommendations of the teak forde included the

following:

1. A general description of no more than 540 charecters shOuld-,be
developed for eech occupational.gropp end should.fecus upon the
.activities included under the .specific DOT titles within the
'group;

2. A section of sample-Work activitiea fro0 representative DOT
titles within each occupational group. Should be included;

3. A 'statement: covering .the hours _of work and ...travel

requirements, if any, for'the'occupational-titleswithinAhe group
shOuld be develoPed::

4. Typical places:of employment,should be listed. ,Additionally,
the definitions Were to be writtem for a 6th-1011th grade reading
level. HOwever, the task force was unable to agree upon Specific
methOdology to be used in measuring the readability of_the
definitions.



The task force recommehdations for'developing the composite attributes
were difficult to fulfill. Con$ideration had to be given to a variety
of factors: what other'classification systems should be related and
aggregated for each SOC group; which variables describing worker
traits, interests, and aptitudes,.etc., shoUld be included;, and howshould the iaggregation and compilation be completed. The tables
contained in this publication were designed to carry out the intent
not the letter of the task force recommendations.

Purpose

The primary purpose of this publication is to provide CIDS staff with
pertinent and useful occupational inforMation arranged according to the

. Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) structure. Through this
publication NOICC is providing technical assistance to states tplassist
them in converting their existing,CIDS to a SOC structure: A secondary
purpose for this publIcation is to provide counselors with a'homperodium
of occupational informati compiled from a great variety of i6-6 ces.
This publication compiles al of the background informatidn used in
Preparing the Dictionary f Occupational Titles (DOT) as wello'as
numerous other occupational and educational codes into oneqsource
document. Tihis feature should save a .researcher or -information
developer an enormous amount of time.ch

Organization of The Volumes
:

BecauSe of the vast amount of detailed Information -:tontainedin the
entire Classification.Structuresfor Career Ihformation, _4t Was'
necessary to.publish it in separate volumes.

.

The first volume, divided into three 'parts, contains the 19 Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) codes and titles,as well as the new
guidance-Oriented definitions. Cther seletted information 'reflective-
or the group of ,individual occupatiohe assigned to a particular SOC
code or category has been provided also. ple first volume cif, the
Classification Structures for Career InfOrmation is subtitled
"Occupational -Statements:"

The ,second Volume is subtitled liccupatiOnal Char4 acteristics." ,This
-volume containttechhical infqrmation about the individual occupations
assigned to:each SOC category. -Each pc categoryjs identified along
with -ell of 'its assigned DOT codes and other crOssWalk codes. Ibis
second.volume is"divided into four parts..

A .third Volume alao had been compiled., It :is'-subtitled
"Technical InforMation., This VOlume:COntains detailed explanations of
tbe DOT occupational characteristics bodes., a Aescription/ of the
NanOul occupational and educational Classification syStemt suggested
uSes for the entire publication, and a briefgiostary of terthe-and a
,bibilography.



ORIENTATION TO THE:CSCI

Orientation to the Standard OccUPatiOnal Classification

Before proceeding with a-detailed explanation ofthe tables, contained
in both the OccuPational Statementi volume';'ancl the' Occupational
Charatteristids Volume, a brief review of:' the -SOC Structure is in
order. :.As explained in the liBackgrOund'!: section Of this publiCation*.
the SOC is a four-level Classification. sYstem; Aleginning with: the
DIVISIONi, the least detailed and btoadett CategorY, the levels-descend, .

-through the MAJOR GROUPand MINOR GROUP to the moSt specific level ;of
_detail, the UNIT GROUP. A SOC category that has DOT Codes assigned to
:it is at the most specificJevel of detail.

Not every SOC level has DOT codes assigned to it. There are no DOT
assignments made at the Division level; Within a Division, DOT'
assignments are made in a category when, that category is at the finest
level of detail. On a few occasions, there are DOT codes assigned to
one of the Hlajor Groups within a particular Division and, in this
instance, there are no further levels...Minor Groups or Unit
Groups--below this particular Major Group. Again* this is because thiS
Major Group is at the most specific level of detail.

AS, stated, the 1980 spc is aTf.our-level taxonomy. There are SOC codes
astigned to theiVariciUSMajOr OrOups, Minor Zi.*oups and Unit OronPs.
The Division is not Codec4 :An:example orthis 1444

COde)

Major 19-.

Minor Group........ 191
Unit

1913
A.914
1915
1916,
1919

Social Scientists, Social Workers* Religious
Workers and Lawyers

Social Scientists and Urban Planners
Social Scientists
Economist
Historians
Political Scientists
Psychologists
Sociologists
Social Scientists Not Elsewhere Classified.

eXample, DOT codes are assigned to the Unit Grouwbecause they
are,the finest level Of detail. Because most occupational- groups .are
broken down to: this level:of detail, DOT-titles Are most frequently
assigned' tO the.UnitiGroU0 level. .

,
By cOntrast, however, SOC cOd$ 192,"Urban and RegiOnal. PlannerW-is .

and-example of 4 3-digit categOry being thejinest level of detail.
Thus DOT codes are asSigned to.the MinOr Group inthis

TheSOC tode.strticture also leaveS numerical gaps. l'Or- example* a
numerical -gap exists.between Unit Group 1916 and.the next groupc.1919*
The purpose'vf these gapa is to provide room for 'future expansion :or
reyisioat to the coding structure.



With this baékgrOund:, it can be:seen that there would be a prOblem in
using the SOC Code.strUcture (aa 'it Is published) Hwith a ,Computer
assisted .CIDS. One of the,problems stems frOm the uncOdedrDivisions.
-TO resolve this problem, :a fourdigit code wan aSsigned to eaCh
Division .to permit A,he. DiVisiOn Hcategory- to be -used fOr career
infOrmation searPhing Purposes. UnfOrtUnately thit 'code 1$ out :of
nuMerid sequence with the :. other categOries.:Contained 'within.: the
Divition.

For instance, in the example previously given, the Division, "Social
Scientiits, Social Workers, Religious Workers and Lawyers," is coded
1899 while the rest of the Division categories (MPjor Groups, Minor
Groups and Unit Groups) all begin with 19. This numbering system wprks
for use in a computer search strategy. An explanation of how this
coding was accomplished and how it can be used for CIDS purposes in 'the
Technical Information Volume of the
Classification Structures for Career Information.

'Organization of the Occupational Statements.

-While primarily designed:for cOunteloriciient use, this voiumw.ceintains
information useful to people using the: SOC to claSsify informationL
obtained from surveysi preparing information for a CID'S, or for, Other
technical purposes. The Occupational.: Statements Contain a 'brief
guidance...oriented definition for each of,the-834 Categories contained
.in the 1980 spc, EaPh definition is identified with bOth the SOC title
and its code.

In those cases where a SOC category has been assigned DOT codes and
titles, additional information has been prepared. This information
includes: Sample Work Activities, Hours ot Work and Travel, and Sample
Places of Work. Again it is important to note that unless there have
been DOT codes and titles assigned, there will be only a SOC code,
title, and the guidance-oriented definition. Additional occupational
information was not developed unless DOT titles were directly assigned
to a SOC category.

Organization of the Occupational Characteristics

The Occupational Characteristics Tables of the -Classification
Structures for Career Information contain 0 technical information about
the individual occupations assigned to each SOC category. This volume
is designed primarily for technicians who prepare information for a
CIDS. Other professionals working with occupational information may
find this publication useful. The Occupational Characteristics volume
contains only the guidance-oriented, descriptive statements listed in
the other volume of the CSCI. Therefore its user may want to work with
both volumes to obtain the full benefit of the comprehensive
occupational information organized by SOC codes.



There iS a table for each SOP category_that has a DOT Code assignecrtO
it. Eachtable containt, in its heading, tho-SOC Code-title, the.thort
guidance-orientedlefinition, and the-numberHof:astigned DOT.

The% Tett- of -the table ls divided into: two:parts:the Composite:
Clatsification Tables and a listing. of DOT,titles ancFrelated._attribute:

codes.

The Composite ClatsificatiOn Tables proVide the readerwith an overview:
or *minty. Of :the characteristict aisociated: with, theDOT titlet
assigned-to th.0C code.: These tables ate actually -a series :of

chartt. There:aretwo kinds Of information inthete chart$ chart; for..
each par characteristic. One type- of itformatioW: is the namerical-

frequency rate; the Other type it the'percent:of:times thata specific
characteristic OCOUrs within the entire:group of DOT titles atsigned to
the SOC code,.

-The Second Part of this table contains a-listing of each DOT.COde and,

title assigned to .:the particular SOC code.' The various.oCcupational.

charaCteristic codes, as well as-other related occupatAndl::and
educational classification codes, ate displayed in'this part Of:the

table. Host of.the headingt for this part of the: table have been
abbreviated -and doUble-staCked in the data-oolUmnsrto,conserve spece.
The doUble.4tacked columns of data contain :,twe listingti:-.:one listed
over the other. For instande, the guide to QcOupational Exploration
(GOE) Code for a partiCular DOT title it listed over the., U.S. Office:

of Education vocatiOnal Program code rillere appropriate.' Complete
explanation$ for each of the codes listed in these' tables are:-proVided:
in Volume' III, Technical. Information of :the

Clastification Structures for Career InformatiOn.



III. bescription of Tables in Volume II of the CSCI

The appendices in this volume provide a 'comprehensive expaination of
the data referencedin the tables contained in Volume II, Occupational
Characteristics. This section provides a brief description' of these
data for those already familiar with them but for whom the tables .

represent a different format for presenting this tYPe of information,

On the next page, one table from Volume II is reproduced. It is marked
with letters (A-D) and numbers (1-20). These letters and numbers
reference the explanatory material Which follows, Nlany of the
explanations refer to the appropriate Appendix for additional
information. These appendices, will lbe especially useful to those
unfamiliar with DOT worker trait and worker function coding amd
classification systems.

verview of the Tables

Letters A-D illustrate how the tabes are divided. Each table has four
parts; each part presents different information about the particular
SOC group.-

A. The part lettered "A" contains the SOC number and the SOC title.
To the right side, 'this part also shows the number of DOT titleS
associated with the SOC group.

B. This part contains the guidance definition for the SOC group. This
is the same definition which appear;s in Volume I.

C. This part contains the composite worker trait codes for the. DOT
titles associated with the SOC group. For each worker trait,,the'table
presents the frequencey and percentage of occurrence across all DOT
titles. As such, this part of the table *provides an overvieW of worker
traits within the BOC group.

'-

D. This part contains the characteristic detail on each DOT title
associated with the SOC group. It also contains summary informatiOn on
the classification codes presented. ,As such, this part of the table is
useful in understanding theeBot%group at the occupational level.

Worker Traits and Classification Godes in the Tables

The numbers 1-20 are marked near each kind of information.6ontained'in
the,parts marked C and D. Numbers 7-12 and 15-20 contain worker trait
information. Due to space limitations, the levels are indicated by
codes taken from the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs. To facilitate use of
the tables, the summary pages from the Handbook are reproduced
following in Appendix G. This summary contains the definition for each
level or attribute shown in the table,
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CLASSIFICATION AND CODING-DISTRIBUTIONS

1. 4123. REAL ESTATE SALES OCCUPATIENS

REAL ESTATE AGENTS and BROKERS assist clients in the buving or sefling of a home or property.

BROKERS not onlv sell real estate, but also rent and manage properties, sake IPPraisals, and

develop new building proJects. They often arrange for lans_gnd_title searches for buyers and

set up meetings between buyers and sellers. REAL ESTATE ABMS art independent sales workers
who work for a broker. They: help buyers find homes or property and provide sena of the

services offered by, the brokerage firm...

......
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1. This column in the table contains a unique 8-digit code matching
each DOT title associated with the SOC group. It is made up from the
SOC code (1st four digits) followed by an ascending number sequence of
four digits (0205, 0208, 0211, 0215, etc.). The principal use of this
code is for information specialists.

2. This column contains the DOT code for the associated DOT title.
The middle three digits of each DOT title contains the wprker function
rating for the occupations. The first three digits show the industry
code.

3 Iniwoblumn shOws the complete DOT..title aSsOciated with.: the SOC

group. Over 12,000 titles are represented:in the 632 SOC groupsin
Volume II.

4. This column contains the OES Survey Codes and the OES Survey Matrix
Code for each associated Dot title. The word "over" used in the table
should not be interpreted mathematically; it simply indicates that one
type of information is presented on top of the other. OES refers to'

the- Occupational Employment Survey carried out under the auspices of
the Department of Labor. A complete explanation of the OES is

contained in Appendix C.

5. The GOE code in this column is the numeric code assigned to each
DOT title in the Guide for Occupational Exploration,0 a Department of.

Labor, Employment Service publication. An index to these codes is
contained in Appendix E.

6. The USOE code which appears below the GOE code in this column

represents the program assignment to the United States Office of

Education classification. The program codes are those used in Handbook

VI (Appendix D). Mn some cases, the word "Blank" appears in this

location. It indicates that there is not a program designated for the
partcular DOT title.

7-12. These columna contain the worker trait assignments for the DOT

titles. The summary of the worker traits following this -section

provides the correct interpretation for this data. The order of

presentation is often important. For example, under GED, General

Education Development, three numbers appear for each DOT title. These

numbers designate the assigned developmental level in BL. (reading), M

(mathematics), and J. (language). The composite tables in part C show
the order in which the information appears for eadh worker trait. SVP

refers. to Specific Vocational Development; Phy. Dem. referg to

Physical Demands; and'Env, Cond refers to Environmental Conditions.

13-14. These columns contain the frequency of occurence of the

indicated classification code in the SOC group. For example, OES

Survey Code 25527 occurs once assigned to unique occupation code

41230205; ADES Survey Code 71008 occurs three times assigned to

41230208, 41230214 and 41230217.



15-20. These data show the frequency and occurence cf each worker
trait within the SOC group. The abbrviated designations can be read
as follows: PHY= Physical Demands; TEMP=Temperaments; GED=General
Educational Development; SVP=Specific Vocational Preparation;
ENV=Environmental Conditions; APT= Aptitudes. The meaning .for each of
the level designations is shown inthe summary of worker traits in
Appendix G. Two examples of correct interpretation of these data for g
SOC 4123 follow: the composite SVP for SOC 4123 is 3 titles (60
percent) assigned to level 5, and 2-titles (40 percent) assigned to
level 7; the composite S (special) apptitpde level for SOC 4123 is, 1

title (20 percent) assigned to level 2, 3 titles.,(60 percent) assigned
to level 3, and 1 title (20 percent) assigned to level 4.

1Z1
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IV.- USE QF THE CSCI IN CAREER INFORMATION DELIVERY smgm "(ups) ,-
bEVELOPMENT

Overview

Section I describes the rationale behind the NOICC requirement for the
use of the Standard Occupational Classification in CIDS, development.
The translation of this rationale into rules regarding appropriate
action by CIDS has proceeaed slowly. Caution has been exercised to

ensure the rules would cover only essential elements which are
important to the realization-of the intended objectives. The danger of
overregulation was perceived to be the potential inhibition of
creative action by a CIDS to meet unique state needS.

Appendix A (NOICC Administrative Memorandum191-23) contains the most
current statement by NOICC on SOC implementation. Although this
memorandum will be superceeded by more *current statements, it is
included to provide a sense of NOICCIs general strategy. This strategy
can be summerized as follows:

1. The Standard Occupational Classitication structure and codes
must be preserved in devplopment ota career, delivery system to
ensure efficiency, comparability, and transportability.

2. Within these parameters, neither specific definitions nor
specific aggregation or disaggregation of titles are mandated.
Rather, NOICC requires careful documentation of a CIDS1 actions in
regard to title selection and coverage.

3. NOICC will make available resources which can be used in

whole or in part, to facilitate implementation.

Volumes I, II, and III were developed under NOICC funding to serve a
the principal resource for'CIDS,developers..

Using SOC in Title Selection and Content Development

Within the parameters defined by NOICC, SOC is a useful tool'in CIDS
developmental activities. This uselfulness stens' from certain

attributes of the classification system.'

i. SOC-is inclusive of most work activities in U.S. society

2. SOC combines most DOT titles into functionally related groups.

SOC clusters the occupational groups into a meaningful,

workrelated structure. 0 .
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The SOC clustering of titles allows the CIDS developer to present a

coherent picture of the world of work. Titles which are similar, at

least on the dimension of "function, can be displayed together.

Further, the structure can provide a useful access strategy. CIDSI

users find the SOC divisions to be a useable delineation of the world

of work.

The attributes of SOC are also useful in selection of occupational

titles for development. Because SOC isinclusive, it allows the CIDS

developer to select titles based upon/the extent of coverage within a

division, interest of users in a division, or employment in the

division. The inclusiveness of SOC can be a mechanism to facilitate

user input.
For example, when provided wtth the overall SOC framework and a list of

current titles covered by the CIDS, a user can easily indicate

preferences for new titles to be selected for development.

There are a variety of ways to select titles for inclusion in a CIDS:

availability of quality data, actual employment, employment potential,'.

etc. However, CIDS, regardless of funding source, must ultimately

satisfy the end user. Those operating a CIDS will recognize typical

user demands in the following statements.

1. Individuals in the early'phase of career decision-making want g

general information on a wide variety of occupational titles.

Preferably, they wish to begin their career search with all

options available for consideration.

.2. Later, after beginning specialized training or after narrowing

their options, individuals want information on specific

occupational titles within an'occupational group.

Together, these_Pdemandsu represent a critical concern for CIDS

management which impact both marketing success and product development:

users demand more information on more titles. Implicit in SOC 3.6 a

developmental framework which can guide a CIDS in responding to such

user demands. As mentioned earlier, certain attributes of SOC

facilitate controlled planning of title development and user input into

the planning process. Use of SOC as a mechanism to channel user input

is essential both to ward off potential impatience in the speed of

development and to provide a viable, contextual framework for input.

Because of the DOT assignments to SOC, staff or useft can easily

disaggregate occupations within a group based on interest, employment'

potential, or data availability.

In addition to these benefits accruing to a CIDS using SOC, the

inforMation contained in Volume I, Occupational Statements, provides an

inexpensive way to enhance a system. Historically, most state CIDS

have *Selected titles for their occupational files based principally

upon employment within their state and data availablility. Standards

of information development demand rigorous bollection procedures to

fill all "slots" for each type of data for each occupational title

preSented.
Unfortunately, this very desirable quest for excellence has



)..

lead to a most undesirable correlation: unless all slots can be filled,
present nothing about the title. In other words, some CIDS 'developers

will avoid a title such as "athlete" because of the absence of valid

.data on some important occupational characteristics.

Clearly, a CIDS should not "makeup" information about an occupation

.when valid data do not exist. However, the information in this Volume

provides national descriptions covering numerous titles. Such

information ean be included in a CIDS within the context of appropriate

precautions for the user. Certainly valid, national descriptive

information is better than no information at all.

Title selection for a CIDS can be conceptualized as a developmental

process. Each title, taken alone, is presented with all valid

information available. Further development, then, takes the form of

aggregation or disaggregation based on the condiderations enunciated

earlier and upon the guidelines contained in the NOICC memorandum. The

result is a product with a builtinjlanning sequence for information

development that pnovides maximum responsiveness to the needs of many

diverse user populations.

Volume II of the Classification Structures. for Career Information

should prove ,!to be a valuable resource to facilitate title selection.
The assignment of DOT titles within SOC firoups displayed in the tables

could reasonably serve aS guidelines for meaningful aggregation or

disaggregation. Additionally, the data showing worker trait coding and

classification assignment by DOT title could serve as a valuable

resource in the process.

Occupational doding

In deVeloping a 'CIDS based upon SOC, occupational, coding to an .

accessing strategy may pose a. difficult problem. To address this

problem in, depth, it is essential-to define.'the terMS ."accesaing

strategy" and "coding". These Aefinitions- will ensure a coMmon

readers.

For the purpose of this publication, an accessing strategy is defined

as a method developed by a C1DS to be uSed by an indi,vidual for the

purpose of reducing the full spectrum of occupational titles in the,

system to a manageable number. Typically, the purpose of an accessing

strategy is to help a user identify specific titles which might be of

interest. The method can be complex or straight forward. A complex

method might, for example, help the user relate needs, aspirations, or

values to occupational titles which might satisfy them. A straight

forward method might be using the SOC numeric framework and titles to

foeus on a group of occWations which the user .feels might be

interesting.

xvii
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Coding can be defined as the rules used by an information developer to

relate a particular title to a specific attribute. Generally, the

relationship will be expressed in "yesnon terms, that is, ail at.tribute

will be defined to exist or not to exist within the occupation. Rules

for coding can be clearcut, for example, coding occupational titles to

salary ranges using the average wage reported in the descriptionf or

rules for coding can be very judgmental, for example, coding

occupational titles to interest in a high school subject where the

developer must decide whether intellest in the subject might be related

to interest in the occupation.

Most sophisticated accessing strategies consist of numerous attributes

grouped in the form of statements requiring a forced choice response by

the user.

For example, a statement might be: 1

I would like an occupation which is related to my interest

a) math
b) social studies
c) language

To code ali occupations in the system to tile attributes (interest in

math, social studies,
and/or'language).contained in the statement, the

aeveloper will have to decide, for each occupation, whOher the

occupation will be ulikedu by a person ',interested" in the subject.

Sophisticated coding rules can be used with this type of attribute

(such as multiple raters). However, it should be apparent that such

attribute coding and the resultant accessing strategy does not and

cannot approach 100% predictive validity.

As a codsequence, it should ,be equally apparent that accessing

strategies cannot provide users With final career choices. At best,

accessing strategies direct a user to occupations which can be examined

in greater detail. Further, the process inherent = in the accessing

strategy shouldoexpand options to be examined beyond an initial listing

of occupations which satisfy the profile of choices the user has made.

in:

With a sophisticated accessing strategy, the SOC numeric framework

Provides an ideal vehicle to expand options. Depending on the level of

the occupation (unit group, minor group, etc.) produced by a search,

functionally related titles can be generated by the system.

Volume II, Occupational Characteristics, provides the CIDS information

developer with a wide range of variables useable in constructi6n of

questions or statements for inclusion in a sophisticated accessing

strategy. An explanation of the tables in Volume XI is provided in the

previous section. Understanding the contents of these tables should

not be difficult.

Nevertheless, the developer must be extremely careful in using the data

in the construction of the questions or statements presented to the

user and in coding occupations to, response options.
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Appendices F-K contain material dealing with worker trait and worker
function data. This material, from.the Handbook for Analyzing Jobs, is
reprinted in the CSCI primarily as an aid etc developers, since for'
many, the Handbook is difficult to obtain. The Handbook contains the
rater instructions provided job development specialists. It is

included to give the CIDS information developer a clear idea of the
meaning of the ratings reported in the tables in Volume II. Without
studying this material carefully, it would be quite easy to develop a,
question or statement which could potentially mislead the user. For
example, in constructing a sophisticated accessing strategy, the
developer- may wish to include a question or statement on the
decision-making requirements- of occupations. Several worker traits
within the category, temperaments, deal with this topic directly or

D-DCP, J-SJC, -M-MVE. The careless developer might use
J-SIC and M-MVC to code occupations to the following true/false
question reflecting decision-making:

I would like an occupation which requires me td be responsible for
choices I mike.

In a sophisticated accessing ,strategy, this question would be very
appropriate to tap users needs for self-direction in an occupational
selection. However, using the temperament variables M=MVC and J-SJC to
code occupations to this question would be most inappropriate.

In Appendix G, abbreviated definitions for the two temperaments are
provided:

J-SJC

Adaptability to making generalizations, evaluations or decisions
based on sensory or judgemental criteria.

M-MVC
Adaptability to making generalizations, evaluations, or
based on measurable or verifiable criteria.

These definitions combined with careful study of the rater instructions
fh Appendix J should lead the developer to reject J-SJC and M-MVC as
viable data sources to code the questions First, it is apparent that
occupations could be assigned these tempe'raMents due to the requirement
in the occupation to make generalizations or evaluations, not

decisions. Second, there does not seemito be a requirement that the

individual assume responsibility for decisions made.

*/

While careful study of these variables rules out their use in coding

the question stated previously, it does suggest an alternative

statement to replace it:

decisions

I would prefer an occupation in which: (choose one)

a) I would make judgments based upon subjective evidence

b) I would make judgments based upon concrete evidence
c) It doesn't matter to me

2 it



Clearly, the data in, Volume II could be used to cdide -occupations to

this statement.i Assuming an appropriate audience, ,the statement

reflects the users needs for reality or subjectivity as the basis fOr

judgmental behavior. These qualities are directly related to the

decision-making style of individuals. 4

Virtually every worker trait contained in the tables will suggest

similar accessing statements or qUestions to the creative -develbper.

However, after carefully developing a question or statement, a second

important task for the developer is deciding coding rules,

In the example presented above J,ISJC and M-MVC are to be used to code

each SOC title to the statement. The most useful data for this purpose

is contained in the composite section of the tables in Volume II.

Looking up the data for seyeral titles in Volume II, Part 1 illuminates

the reason for clearly defined coding rules:

SOC 1131 Judicial, Public Safty, amd Correction Administrators

J (SJC) = 9 (69%) W1MVC) = 5 (38%)

SOC 1341 Communications Operations Managers
J (SJC) = 7 (44%) M-(MVC) = 6 (38%)

SOC 1414 Underwriters
J (SJC) = 1 (100%) M (MVC) 1 (100%)

SOC 1624 Mining Engineers
J (SJC) = 2 (40%) M (MVC) = 5 (100%)

SOC235 Special Education Teachers
J (SJC) = 4 (80%) M (HVC) p (o%)

SOC 362 Clinical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians

J (SJC)= 0 (0%) M (MVC) = 7 (88%)

SOC 4364 Cashiers
J (SJC) = 0 (0%) M (MVC) = 3 (f4%)

The percentage of DOT titles coded to these temperaments within these

seven SOC groups varies from 0-100 percent. Thedeveloper will have to

make a number of coding rule decisions:

1. Determine whether or not an occupational group should be coded

to both options or only one. If only one, a rule will have to be

dedided to determine which variable gets priority.

2. A cut-off percentage must be determined as a decision point

for indicating a SOC group has or does not have the attribute.

3: Should the percentage rule apply if the number of titles is

Very small, for example, one title in SOC 1414.

4. Can the developer exercise judgement in certain situations:

for example, in SOC groups with few DOT titles, for SOC groups

where the percentage is very blose to the cut-off, etc.

XX



Each of these decisions must be considered carefully. probably the
most useful excercise is to formulate a terhativeiset wif rules, tpen
apply it to aOrandom selection of titles to see if it "worksft.
Generally, this proceedUrie will lead to Some rule modification and
decision to allow greater latitude for the developer 'to make judgments.

A final set of rules j.n the example above might 4:

, 1, An occupational group can be'coded as having one,'both or
neither of 'the traits.

2. Occupational grodps which have over 50 percent of' DOT titlesassigned the trait should.be coded aS having it.

3. An occupational group must have more than,four titles to becoded automatically.' For those with four tita.es or less. thadeveloper should make the final determination using the dataassigned for DOT)itles as a guide.

4. If a SOC group can be coded to neither trait; but,the
percentage assignment for each is betwOen 30-50 percent, the".
developer should code the occupation to at least one trait based
on DOT title data.

These rules would result in the following ratings for the seven SOC
groups-shown earlier.

J-$JC M-MVC

SOC 1131 X
SOC 1341
SOC 1414
SOd 1624
SOC 235
SOC 162 X
SOC 43k4

* Developer s subjective decision

Following coding into the accessing strategy, users would receive theJ

,

following list Of titles depending on their choice of optfon a.or b in
the earlier statement:

4 would prefer an occupationn in which: (choose one)

a) I would make judgments based upon Subjective evidence.

Qualifying Titles:

SOC 1131, Judicial, Public Safet and Correction Administrators
SOC 1414, Underwriters

.

SOC 235, SPecisl Education Te oilers

2 3 10



b) would make judgements based uP on concrete evidence.

Quali:fying Titles:

SOC 1341, Communications Operationb Managej's
.SOC 1414, Underwriters
SOC 1624, Mining Engineers
SOC 362, Clinical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians

Of course, if the user selects option'"c", "it doesn't matter to me"

the system should be configured ta maintain all titles as "qualifying."

This example illustrates a very intersting aspect in the development of

accessing strategies and coding rules. The rules used in this example

were "liberal", conservative rules will 'yeild different results.

Conservative rules (i.e., coding rules which will include only titles

clearly having an attribute) would eliminate SOC 1131 from statement

response (a) and SOC 1341 ftom statement response (b). In a sense, the

result would be cleaner. However, in this writers opinion, accessing

,strategies should maximize.qualifying titles for further exloration;

thus; liberal coding rules are judged preferable.

In this brief description of accessifig strategies and coding, the

subject area has certainly not been exhaused. However, the commentS

and examples should be useful to experienced developers and will

provide a proper orientation for beginners. Admittedly, the process is

both art and science, as such, it is both challenging and exciting.

Successfully developing an accessing tool used by hundreds of
individualsis certainly adaquate gratification for the work invested.
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NOICC ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM 81-23

MEMORANDUM FOR: SOICC DIRECTORS

FROM:

SUBJECT:

PURPOSE

RUSSELL B. FLANDERS,
Executive Director, NOICC

The Use of Classification Structure for Career Information

The purpose of this memorandum is to (1) announce the official distribution
of the Classification Structure For Career Information to be used as a
technical standard for a State Career Information Delivery System (CIDS)"
and as.the minimum content of the Occupational Characteristics component
of the State Occupational Information System (OIS) (2) provide the
SOICCs with new-direction for the use of the Standard Occupational Class-
ification (SOC) in a CIDS and.certain-aspects of the CIS, and (3) replace
the previously issued NOICC Administrative Memorandum 80-23 (reissued

as 81-9 in the SOICC Director's Guide), and supersede references to the

SOC,in other NOICC memorandums.

BACKGROUND

In march 1981, NOICC circulated a Draft copy of a proposed Administrative
Memorandum addressing the use of the new, guidance based definitions:for

the 1980 SOC prepared bY the Wisconsin SOICC. Comments and suggestions
for simplifying and clarifying the language in the draft memorandum were

solicited from SOICC Directors having CIDS in their States. The comments
received along with NOICC staff reviews have been incorporated in thiS

memorandum.



Distributed with the draft .memo were 282 preliminary SOC/CIDS definitions.

Up to this time these have been referred to as either the "Wisconsin Project"

or the "SOC/CIDS Definitions." Please note that NOICC has officially titled

the completed product from the Wisconsin Project as "CLASSIFICATION

STRUCTURE FOR CAREER INFORMATION (CSCI), Occupational Classification

S stems FOR USE IN CAREER INFORMATION DELIVERY SYSTEMS." In a Memorandum

ate u y I, N I C announce t e etal s for a workshop for%the use

of this new document.

The rest of this memorandum addresses the development of the CSCI document,

and prevides directions for using it to incorporate the SOC in a CIDS

in accordance with NOICC's policy. Also, its use in the oIs is discussed.

To carry out the legislative mandatet contained in P.L. 94-482 (the

Education Amendments Act of 1976), and P.L. 95-524 (the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act Amendment of 1978), NOICC's Technical Steering Group

(TSG) adopted a number of policies. Among them (as published in the Federal

Register) is one which adopts the Standard Occupational Classification as

NOICC's overall classification system. .

This policy affects two of NOICC's major programs, the Basic Assistance

Grants (BAG) program and the CIDS program. One of the primary purposes

of the BAG program is to provide State Occupational Information Coordina-

ting Committees with funds to develop and operate an OIS. The CIDS,

program is a competitive grants program in which grants have been awarded

to States for the purpose of establishing computer systems and alternative

nodes for disseminating career information.

Although this memorandukis concerned primarily with the use of the SOC

within the CIDS, there are some related OIS details that need to be

addressed simultaneously.

An OIS is a process for organizing occupational information and a network

for delivering that information to different user populations in appro-.

priate formats and within requisite time frames. The occupational

information is to support two types of user decisionmaking processes:

1. The planning process for education and training,programs, and

2. The career planning, gulf:lance, and job search processes.

An operational OIS contains a large data

of sources. As explained in Volume 2 of

this data base is organized according to

measures and maintained in the manner it

Handbook recommends that for each of the

base that is derived from a variety

the OIS Handbook (page 2-1),.

comuTZE1115W7 its source
is supplied to the OIS. The

data categories, information be



'stored in the OIS at its finest level of detail. This practice allows
for analytical flexibility to examine and compare different'data interrela-
tionships, and facilitates the aggregation of data from a variety of
sources to prepare information in various formats and coding structures
to serve a variety of users and uses.

Conceptually, the CIDS is one of the delivery mechinisms of an OIS.- The
primary purpose of the CIDS is to serve individuals (not agencies) who
are seeking information to help in their career decision or job search
processes. NOICC's policies for CIDS state that "The information used in-
these systems should be obtained from the OIS..." As compared to-the OIS
the CIDS does not have the multiplicity of uses (nor does it generate a .

variety of reports), therefore it does not require the information pro-
cessing flexibility that was described as necessary for an OIS.

, The CIDS data base, as derived from the 0IS0 can and should be organized
and presented by a single format or aassification structure for stan-
dardization and convenience purposes. This is one of the numerous
reasons for NOICC's policy of adopting the SOC as the classification

structure for the CIDS. In additionithe SOC has two other important
features that make it suitable for this purpose: its structure and its-
compatibility with various data collection programs.

-

The SOC was designed to establish a standard coding system and nomenclature
for use in identifying, classifying and codifying occupations. The

structure of the SOC provides the CIDS with an organizing scheme that groups
occupations with similar worker functions. This feature can be used to
expand the oftupational choice or options of the CIDS user. The feature
also facilitates the development in the CIDS user of an understanding of the
functional relationships among different occupations.

The SOC structure also permits an expansion of titles available within a

CIDS. There are 842 separate SOC titles. Most of these are in turn
directly related to groups of Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT).
This means that the 842 SOC titles are matched with 12,099 defined base

DOT codes. This arrangement enhances the selection of occupational
titles appropriate for a particular State need.'

As presented in the 1980 SOC Manual, the SOC structure is composed
of a four-level system, i.e., Division, Major Group, Minor Group and

Unit Group. Each SOC grouping or category'represents a collection of

occupations which are sufficiently similar in their main tasks be grouped

under a common title. Fundamental to each SOC Division are the various
categories arranged from general to a progressively more specific

level of occupational detail. Because of this structure'it is possible

to aggregate or dissaggregate categories under a particular SOC Division

according to the level of detail required.



Given the advantages of the SOC, the OIS/CIDS relationships, and the NOICC

Policy, NOICC staff approached the implementation of the SOC Policy in a

developmental way. It has proceeded with the SOC implementation with as

much interagency and field input as possible. To assess the impact of a

SOC/CIDS requirement i.e., "use the SOC,as a standard structure for the

presentation of occupational information in CIDSs funded under the CIDS.

Grant Program," NOICC held a meeting with a variety of CIDS experts. These

included representatives from NOICC's statutory agencies, NOICC staff, non-

profit and ,commercial organizations and the CIDS Assistance staff from the

National Governor's Association.

The major conclusion of this group was that the SOC definitions were not

suitable for use in a CIDS. Their review of the SOC indicated that more

details about the workers functions were needed to facilitate their use in a

CIDS.

The group advised NOICC that all CIDS would have the same problem.

Therefore,they recommended that NOICC should sponsor a.project to augment

or convert the existing definitions for use in CIDS.

To avoid potential duplication of effort among the CIDS grantees and to

fullfill another NOICC mandate, i.e., to establish standard definitions,

NOICC initated a Special Purpose Grant with the Wisconsin SOICC. The end

products of this project will be a publication and a computer tape. The

publication entitled, Classification Structure For Career Information

contains background information and a description of the development

process used to prepare the SOC-based 'CIDS'definitions and their accompanying

profiles.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT FROM THE WISCONSIN PROJECT: CLASSIFICATION

STRUCTURE FOR CAREER INFORMATION

As explained in the previous section of this memorandum, the final Product

of the Wisconsin project will be in both printed and computer fape format.

The basic effort of this project is the development.of guidance based

definitions for the 832 SOC codes and titles. Each definition will

consist of four parts:

1. The SOC code and title and a maximum 540 character description.

(This description is recommended by NOICC to be an integral part

of the CIDS information).

2. Additional information
including: sample work activities, hours of

work/travel, and sample places of work.



A summary of the distribution of the DOT attributes. This infor-
mation is displayed according to the percent and numerical
frequency with which a particular attribute occurs within the
total group of DOTs assigned to the SOC code.

A listing of all DOT codes, titles, and attributes, as well as
other occupational classification code relationships assigned to a
particularSOC.

As some SOC titles do not have DOT assignments, it is not possible to de-
velop complete four part definitions for all titles. However, a written

description has been prepared for all of the titles. This work was com-
pleted to facilitate the conversion of existing CIDS to the SOC and assist
with any potential SOC category aggregation or dissaggregation needed for

State purposes.

Another feature of the Classification Structure for Career Information is

the assignment of some nell--"coestocertairtsote.spuished,
the 1980 SOC Manual does not contain a code for.the Division level

titles and definitions. A code has been added to the Divisions to
facilitate complete SOC useage within a computer version of a CIDS.
Also, there may be some instances where a unique identifying code may

necessarY to single out a particular DOT within a SOC category. Foe
these purposes and for maintaining standardization, a unique code has
been assigned to each DOT apportioned to each SOC group,

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS COMPONENT of the OM

"Occupational Characteristics as defined in Volume 1, Chapter 4 of the OIS

Handbook includes information about the worker, the work performed and tNi--

work environment for specific occupations. This information is of interest

to tido distinct types of OIS uSers. One group is composed of the planners

and administrators of education and training programs, who are interested

in information to help in program development, operation and evaluation.

This group uses quantifiable Occupational Characteristics information in

an analytical manner to: identify groupings of occupations for training

purposes, assist in program participant recruitment, establish performance'

standards, and other administrative and management purposes.

The other group of Occupational Characteristics information users are

professional career guidance and counseling personnel, as well as students

and other clients of human services. The information this group'tends to

use is more dlscriptive in nature and less statistical than the previous

group.

This descriptive information is used to assist individirals in the career

decisionmaking and career exploration processes. In keeping with its

policies relative to OIS and CIDS NOICCencourages the information used

for career exploration and decisionmaking purposes be obtained from the

GIS and delivered to its users through the CIDS.



As described in Chapter 4, Volume 2 of the 01$ Handbook, most of the in-

formation needed for CIDS purposes is to be-T3E5f;r5-the OIS Occupational

Characteristics file. Much of the data identified as important to this

file is contained on a.computer tape being compiled as part of the

Wisconsin project.

The codes used to represent the numerous DOT and Guide to Occupational

Exploration (GOE) worker and occupational attributes are contained on

this tape. Also included are: DOT, Standard Industrial Classification

(SIC), and Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) codes and titles.

All of these codes and titles, along with their attribute codes are ar-

ranged according to their relationship to the SOC codes, titles and

definitions. The information contained on this tape still does not

represent a complete occupational characteristics file for a State OIS.

NOICC recognizes that there are a number of technical issues to be re-

solved at both State and Federal levels before this file can become as

complete as defined in the Handbook. However, until such time As these

issues are resolved, NOICC encourages the use of the file in a State OIS

as a major component of its Occupational Characteristics file.

AVAILABLILITY OF WISCONSIN PRODUCTS

1. Computer Tape

It is expected that either a print or data management tape containing

the SOC information previously described will be available by early

September (1981) from the Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center. A

NOICC Information Memorandum will be issued when all of the ordering

details are available. For more information please contact David

Caulum (608) 263-5601.

2. Classification Structure for Career Information

A limited number of preliminary draft copies of this publication will

be made available to participants of the NOICC sponsored workshop to

be held in Washington D.C. on September 16 and,17, 1981. (Details of this

Workshop were mailed in a separate memorandum). Single copies

of the official publication will be sent to SOICC Directors and other

copies will be available pending the resolution of the current Federal

Government printing moratorium.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF SOC INTO CIDS

The SOC is to be used as the standard structure for the presentation of

occu ational information in s stems funded under the NOICC s onsored CIDS

rants rogram. In a.ition to prey ous y e neate rationa e or t e

uie of the SOC, there is a need to establish a degree of standardization

and compatibility'among State systems to facilitate the exchange of informa-

tion among systems and the potential development of a National data file.-

Keeping this rationale in mind, and to provide the States with as much flexi-

bility as possible, NOICC has developed the following "guiding principles"

for using the SOC as the "Standard Structure" in a CIDS.



1. The hierarchical coding structure of the SOC must be milntained.

Maintaining the SOC structure should be interpreted to mean that within
a SOC Division many aggegrations of units, minor and major groups can be
created in accordance to the labor market organization of the State.
Conversely', dissaggregations within a SOC Division can also be made, i.e., -

splftting a unit group into several subgroups may best reflect the labor
market conditions of the State. (Further explanations and directions
aregiven in the next two guiding principles.)

2. Combinations or aggregrations of major, minor and unit groups
within a SOC Division may be created.

SOC Unit Groups anci Minor Groups may be aggregated up to the next larger
Group or disaggregated down to the next lower Group. The aggregation pro-
cess does not permit the reassignment of specific DOTs to other SOC Unit,
Minor, or Major Groups nor the reassignment of a SOC group to another SOC
Division. Using the SOC Division, "Executive, Administrativiand
Managerial Occupations" as an example of aggregation, consider the following
scenario:

Because a particular State government does not have certain positions
it is necessary to combine unit groups 1131, 1132 and 1134 but exclude
unit groups 1133, 1135, and 1139. This aggregration can then be iden-
tified by the Minor groups code of 113 under the title of "Officials
and Administrators, Government Agencies."

3. A disaggregation below the Unit Group of a single, or combination
of, DOT codes (assigned to the Unit GrouP) may be created.

For example, consider Minor Group 127 Manager; Social Sciences and Related
Fields; this configuration of DOTs may merit combining the DOT titles
of (1) Director, Fundraising (2) Director of Community organizations
(3) Executive Director, Sheltered Workshop and (4)-Director Volunteer
Servfces. The four remaining DOT codes may also be combined to form
another sub-group under this Minor Group. Ln this example two of the
unique eight digit codes should be assigned to the newly formed sub-
groups, and used instead of the Minor Group code (127).

As illustrated by the previously described examples, CIDS information
developers have the flexibility to select any combination of major group,
minor group, or unit group codes, titles and definitions. This flexibility

provides forthe selection of the appropriate level of occupational '-
detail that best reflects the labor market structure of the State.

4. Records must be maintained relative to,how each SOC 4roup was
aggregated or disaggregated.

This requirement is necessary not only for internal State information updat-

ing purposes, but also to facilitate the exchange of information among States.

The record will also be needed for the future inclusion of a National DatA

File, and to use needed information obtained from the 1980 Census. The

record of SOC modification can be an internal computer file (which cambe

*called up* for printing) or maintained manually as a hard copy.



A hard copy must be made available

5. Identifying and selecting
for inclusion in the CIDS

if requested

SOC codes or
is the State

by NOICC.

occupational sub-groups
responsibility

While NOICC has not developed any specific instructions for this selection
process, the following criteria may be used to determine SOC codes to be

included:

o Occupations contained in a SOC that have State employment;

o Occupations contained in a SOC that have Job Bank listings;

o A high level of client and/or user site interest in a
.particular occupation;

o The frequency of requests for information atiout a p rti

cular occupation; and

Availability of the required national, State or local
information concerning specific occupations.

ACTION REQUIRED

1. It is now time to initiate a SOC identification process for the selec-
tion for appropriate SOC codes and titles or complete any necessarY
aggregations or disaggregation to establish the/appropriate level of
occupational detail required for the State CIDO. Documentation of

this work, i.e., aggregation/disaggregation must be maintained to

- insure that it is possible to trace back to the original SOC config-

ration.

Take action to acquire the SOC/CIDS computer tapefrom Wisconiin.

DevelOp the plan for incorporation of S
Statewide CIDS use.

Implement plans to incorporate the SOC in the CIDS. Use the

Classification Structure for Career Information as a primary resource

T--------arrrelriirrr---dactv,ties.ocumentforSCDT

ased information into your..

File this Administ- itive Memorandum in your SOICC Director's Guide,

INQUIRIES

Any:inqUiries regarding.this memorandum Should be directed to:John Van Zant

or Walton E. Webb On. (202) 653-7080.,



STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
(SOO SYSTEM

Background

The Standard, Occupational Classification provides a mechanism for cross-

referencing and aggregating occupation-related data collected by social

and economic statistic reporting programs. The system is designed

to maximize the analytical utility of statistics on-labor force, employ-

ment, inco e and other occupational data Collected for a variety of

cpurposes b various agencies of the United States Government; State

agencies, professidnal associations, labor unions.and private research

organizations.

1

The classification covers all occupations in which work is performed for

pay Or profit, inclUding work performed in family-operated enterprises

where direct remuneration may not be made to family members. This

classification may be used to classify volunteers, but occupations

unique to volunteer settings were not included in this edition. The

SOC provides a coding system and nomenclature for identifying and classi-
.

fying occupations within a framework suitable for use in and out'of

government.

In developing this classification, the following principles were followed:

The classification should realistically reflect the current

occupational structure of the United States.1

An occupation should be classified on the basis of work per-

formed. Skill level training, education, licensing and
credential requireMents usually associated with job performance
should be considered only when an inaccurate picture of the

occupational structure would be presented without such con-

sideration.



. Place of work .(industry) should be considered in classi-.
fying an occupation only when the work setting alters the
nature of the work sufficienqy to warrant separate classi-
fication. For example, cooks in private households and
commercial settings were classified in different unit groups
because the nature of the work is significantly dissimilar
in the two work settings.

The occupations should be classified in homogeneous groups
that can be defined so that the content 'of each group is well
delineated.

An occupation that combines two distinct activities should be
classified in one group on the basq, of the primary activity,
the one that accounts for the major portion of the worker's
time. However, in cases where one activity requires special
skills that are crucial in carrying out the duties Of the
occupation (although not require& for as muCh time as other
activities), the activity should determine the classifica-
tion of the occupation.

Each occupation should be assioned to only onegroup at the
lowest level of the classification system (unit group).

Large size,should not by itself be considered,sufficient
reason for separate identification of a group.

Small size should not be considered sufficient reason for
excluding a group from separate identification, although size
must be considered or the system Could become too large to
be useful.

Supervisors should be identified separately from the worke
they superOse wherever possible in keepinTwith the real
structure of the world of work.

10. Apprentices and trainees should be classified with the occupa-
tions for which training is being taken.

11, Hefpers should be identified separately when their work is
such that they are not in trainino for the occupation for which

. they are providing help or if their work is truly different.

12. The'need for comparability to International Standard Classi-
fication of Occupations should not be an overriding factor.34

34 U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Federal Statistical Policy
.

and Standards, Standard Occupational Classification Manual (U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, October 19801, pp. 8-9.
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The.SOC i-s structured on a four-leVel sys.tet: Airrtion, major grówi,/
, !

Minor group', and, unit group Each level representsgroupingsin succes.7

sively finer detail which enables users to tabulate oeanalyze.data on

different levels of aggregation. Residual categories are establisibed,

where necessary, at all levels-to handle groups of occppations tiiat do

not warrant separate -Identification or do not fit into one of the specifi

groups. (See Reference D for a listing of SOC-codes and associiated titles.)

-.-.STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL

6117 Heavy Equipment Mechanics

This unit goup includei occupations involving repairing and maintaining the operating condition of
mobile mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic equipment used in construcnon4 logging, mining, etc and
of railroad rolling stock. Engine mechanics are classified by -appropriate, propulsion systeni in unit

'groups 6111, 6112, 6113, and 6114.

Construction-equipment mechanic.
Logging-equioment mechanic. soo**ses 0000000 0000 41.

Mechanic. endless track vehicle.
Mechanical-unit 00000000 00000 . ... . . . . . ... . ..

Car repairer
Car repairer, pullman. be.

Csr-tepairer apprentice- .....
Mine-carrepaUvr-- 0.64.4.

Air-compressor mechanic. ... . 444.
'Plates: whacker

211...620261022
544.....620281042

......154 620381014
154-542 620381018

542-.622381014
751 622381018
542 622381022
578 622381030
542 622684010

.oee'

{ oo oo 000000 .. 0000000 o .11 1.4.44.4.44.4444,4
817 807667010



Each group includes a listing Of Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(DOT), Fourth Edition, codes and titles which are desCriptive of the

group. Each title is assigned to one group and on.ly to one group.

All cm base titles are included,in the classification. Immediately

following the title there may be a Roman numeral, 4.g., I, II, III;

these numbers indicate that there ismore than one occupation with

'the same title and industry designation. -The first column of-numbers,

where there are two columns of nuMbers, is the code for the industry

designation that is used in the DOT to designate the "kind of tndustry

or industries" where the job is found. bne to four.sets of three-digit

numbers may be assigned to the title. 'When an occupation is found in

a large number of industries, a cross-industry designation; e.g.,

clerical, professional and kindred, is assigned to the occupation.

The last column contains the nine-diOt.code associated with the title.

These .occupational titles,and codes and industry;codes'are explaiped in

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Fourth Edition, ahd on pages 41

through 47 of this publication:

Selected occupational codes from the 1970 Census of Population Classified

Index of Industries and Occupations also are included in the groups. The

Census codes which are the single three-digit number in a column near

the center of the page, were added to provide additional information about

the content of these groups-.

Data Uses, Limitations or Issues

Federal government agencies will be required to use the SOC wherever

.it is appropriate for collecting occupational data, planning occupational

education and training programs, identifying areas of occupational

research and analysis, planning and placementservices, .studying the

mobility of workers and related activities dealing with occupational

statisti. State and local government, business andiabor organiza-

tns,a-Od research groups are encouraged to use it for statistical

gurposes. Where the SOC detail is not sufficient for a Specific use,

subclasses should be developed that are compatible. Where conceptual

compatibility cannot be maintained without causing program difficulties,

cross references should be made to the extent feasible.



New. Or.unioue occupations that'are n t described Dr listed in the SOC

should be classified in the grOup tO ich they are most similar.- ,

Jhe SyStem allows the tabulation of data from:different data unit groups

for SpeCial pimp:nes fort.xample,HcWege and uniVersityteachers are:-

cla-ssifie-c[bylbject matter:taught,. whith allows.teachers to:be pm-.

biped:with subject matter specialists, i.e., c011ege chemistry leacherS

and chemists.

,
Publ4cation formats.0 Occ4pational data should:follow:thiS Strutture

for majortabUlarpresentations but recombinations sUch:at those men--

tioned aboVe:Are encouraged for supplemental analysis

For some.presentations, especially of cross-tabulation data,,a very

abbreviated set of occupational classet may be needed. In order to

proilide for standardization of Such abbreviated or aggregated groups,

the following groupings are suggested:

Administrative, engineering, scientific, teaching and related
occupations including creative artists (Major Groups 10-34).;

Technical; clerical, sales and related occupations (Major
Groups 36-48);

Service occupations, ihcluding military occupations(Major
Groups 50-53 and 91);

Farming,,forestry, fishing and hunting occupations (Major,t
Groups 55-58);

precision production, crafts and repair (Major Groups 60-69);

Operators, fabricators and laborers (Major GroUps 71-87).
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OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
(OES) PROGRAM-

Background

The Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) program is a Federal-State

cooperative program, designed to produce national,-State and area data on'

current and projected occupational employment for use In planning v ca-

tional- education and training'programs and in career guidance. It pro-

vides a consistent conceptual and methodological approach to the develop-

ment of State and local data by the State Employment Security agencies

in cooperation with the Bureau:of Labor Statistics and the Employment

'and Training Administration. The Bureau of Labor Statistics develops

the national OES data. The OES Program has been adopted by NOICC as

the standard princi pal source of current and projected occupational
,

emplAyment data for use in an occupational information system.

In general, information on current occupational employment is based on

a directsurvey of employers, the OES survey and on a curreilt industry.-

occupational matrix derived from the OES survey. In States where the

survey -data are not available, the matrix is based on data updated from

the 1970 Census of Population.

The OES Survey

.The OES survey collects data on current employment by occupation and

industry for non-farm, wage and salary workers. The survey is a Federg=

State cooperative program begun in 1970; in Fiscal Year 1981, the District

of Columbia and all States except California are conducting the survei.

-The survey provides data for approximately 1,700 occupations.by detailed

industry category for the nation. States and a limited number.of'Stan-

dard Metropolttan Statistical Areas.



The DES survey operates on a three-year cycle with each year's-survey-

covering a different sector of the economy." For example; the OES survey

occupations shown in this edition of the IMO are fnom,the 1974 survey of

manufacturing industries; the 1975 survey of government, hospitals and

.most non-manufacturing industries except trade, transportation, communica-
,

tions and public utilities and the 1976 survey of wholesale and retail
- ,

trade, transportation, communications
0

and public utilities.. The OES

survey does not cover the agriculture, forestry and fishing industries

or self-employed, unpaid family and private household workers. Data on

these industries and workers normally come from the Census of Population;,

however, researchls being conducted on expanding the:0ES survey into the

agriculture,.forestry and fishing industries.

The OES survey uses a questionnaire containing a list of'occupations

.specially designed for each'industry or.for a group of industries-being

surveyed that, in general, employ the same kinds of occupation's in alI

categories, e,g., professional,.clerical, etc.. Typically, the survey

collects data for a speOfic reference week in the spring of the year.

Questionnaires are mined to a randomly selected sample of employers.

Telephone follow-ups and personal interviews are conducted with those

employers whose responses are,considered crftical. The sample of emploYers

is distributed (stratified) according to the employer's industry and level

of employme'nt; all large employers are included in this sample. Estimates

of current occupational employment are generally produced for industry and

employment size categories similar to those used in 'the.sample% These

estimates are then adjusted to the level of total employment in the State
d

or area being surveyed.

OES SURVEY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
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. Each occupational category in the OES'survey is assigned a unique title,

definition and five-digit code. The five-digit coding system for the

OES survey occupational categories is structured into major and minor

groups. Since a major purpose Of the OES survey,is to provide data for

use in the industry-occupation matrix system which is supplemented by

Census information, the OES major groups were designed to be compatible

with the 1970 Census ocCupational groups. The major and mtnor groups to

,which an occupation belongs is represented in the first, second and

sometiMes the third digits of the code. -The first digit identifies,the

major group, i.e., 10900 is Managers and Officers, 20000 is.Professional

Workers, etc. The second and third digits identify intermediate arid

minor groups, i.e., 22000 is Natural and Mathematical Scientists and

22100 iS Mathematical Scientists. A full list of the major 'and minor

group codes is presented below; a full list of the OES survey occupation

codes and titles utilized in this publication is shown in Reference E.

Summary of OES Survey OCcupational Groups Coding Structure

10000 Managers and Officers
(19000 All Other Managers and Officers)

20000 Professional Workers

21000 Engineers
. (21900 All Other Engineers)

22000 Natural and Mathematical Scientists.

22100 Mathematical Scientists
(22199 All Other Mathematical Scientists)

22200 Physical Scientists
(22299 All Other Physical Scientists)

22300 Life Stientist
(22399 All Other Life'Scientists)

23000 Social Scientists
(23900 All Other Social Scientists)

24000 Systems Analysts
25000 Other Professionals

25100 Teachers
(25199 All Other Teachers)

25200 Photographers
-(25299 All Other Photographers)

25300 to 25500 Miscellaneous Other Professionals'

(29000 All Other Professional Workers)
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30000 Techniciang

31000 Computer Programmers
32000 Engineering Technicians

(32900 All Other Engineering Technicians)
33000 Science Technicians

(33900 All Other Science Technicians)
34000 Other Technicians
35000 Medical and Dental Technologists and Technicians'

(All Other. Medical. rand Dental Technologists and Technicians)

(39000 All Other Technicians)

40000.Service Workers

41000 Janitors, Porters and Cleaners
42000 Guards and Doorkeepers

(42900 All Other Guards and Doorkeepers
45000 Food Service Workers

(43900 All Other Food Service Workers)
44000 Other Service Workers

44500 Police/Fire Related Workers

(49000 All Other Service.Workeri)

50000 Production, Maintenance, Construction, Repair, Material Handling
and Powerplant Workers

51000 Mechanics and Repairers
(51900 All Other Mechanics and Repairers)

52000 Darkroom Workers
(52900 All Other Darkroom Workers)

53000 Laundry and Drycleanjng Occupations
54000 Truck Drivers
55000, 51000 and 58000 Other Production, Maintenance, ConstructiOn,

Repairs Material Handling and Powerplant Workers
55000 Assembler

(55099 All Other Assemb)ers)
*Note: The code 55E22 has been used previously for AsseAters
56000 Helper, Trade% .

*Note: The code 55887 is used for Helper, Trades when a hetailed
breakout of Helpers is not used.

(59001 All Other Skilled Craft and Kindred Workers)
(59002 All Other Operatives and Semiskilled Workers)
(59003 All Other Laborers and Unskilled Workers)
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60000 Cieriaal Occupations

61000 Office Clerical. Occupations

61100 Office Machine Operators
(61199 All Other Office Machine Operators)

61200 to 61400 Other Office Clerical Octupations

(61900 All Other Office Clerical Workers)

62000 Plant Clerical Occupations
(62900 All Other Plant Clerical Workers)

. ,

70000 Sales Occupations

71000 Sales Representatives
(71900 All Other Sales Agents, Sales Associates, and/or
Sales,Representatives)

72000 Salei Clerks and Other Sales Related Occupations

(79000 All Other Sales Workers)

RESIDUAL CATEGORIES are shown in parentheses. The appropriate residual

for categories, where no residual is shown, is the pillory group residual

category. For example: The appropriate residual category for codes within

the 34 'group, Other Technicians, is 39000, All Other Technicians.

Before eaCh year's survey, the occupational categories and questionnaires

are reviewed and updated as necessary. For this reason, the content of

OES survey occupational categories changes'from time to timeias occupations

are dropped or added. The OES survey codes, however, are unique and the

scope (coverage) of eMployment and the related titles and definitiongare.

fixed. New codes are assigned to any occupational category in which the

.; scope of employment is considered to be significantly different from

previously, used codes. New definitions also are prepared.

The OES Survey Dictionary, available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics

or Zooperating State Employment Security agencies, is a compendium of all

current OES survey occupational titles, definitions and codes. A revised

OES Survey Dictionary is issued each year to include the moHFdcent changes

in-the codes, titles and definitions. The.dictionary, dated 1976, shows

the occupational categories included in this edition of the VPO. The

occupations initially were developed primarily from the third edition of

the kict-lationalTitles (DOT). The occupational categories

have been updated and revised by survey experience and use of the fourth

edition of the DOT (described in pages 41 through 47 of the VPO). Because

18



the DOT was used.in the development of the OES survey occOations, the

:survey occupations carLbe related to the nine-digit ppT codes.

Because,the pp survey occupations shown in this edition,of the VPO include

only those occupational categories used in t6e 1974-1976 OES surveys, some

codes shown may no longer be in use and, therefore, do'not appear in the

most recent OES Survey Dictionary or on current DES survey forms. AlsO,

the most recent Dictionary and the survey forms include occupational cate-

gories added during the 1977-1980 survey rounds but are not found in this

edition of the VPO. Reference F lists the OES survey codes that have been

dropped or added since 1916..

Since the OES survey provides data on occupational employment by industry,

it is pOssible to relate the OES survey occUpational categories to the

industry codes of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual. The

SIC classifies industries according to economic activities; i.e., agri-

culture;mining; construction; manufacturing; transportation; communication;

electric and sanitary services; wholesale and retail trade; finance, insur-

ance and real estate; personal, business, repair and other services; and

public administration. The SIC provides a single industrial classification

system for use in Federal statistical programs and by-other users. The

SIC is developed and issued by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and

'Standards of the U.S, Department of Commerce (formerly the Statistical

Polity Division, Mice of Management and Budget).

Reference E shows the three-digit SIC codes (two-digit for education) for

industries in which data for each OES survey oCcupational category was

collected. This reference contains codes from both the 1967 and 1972

'editions of the SIC Manual, since each edition was used in the OES survey:

the 1967 SIC was used to define the industries covered in the 1974 and

1975 OES survey and the 1972 SIC was used for the 1976 OES surveys. Codes

from the 1967 SIC are fri.44,5ed by an asterisk in Reference E. Referende I

shows a list of the industry codes and titles now in the survey from both

the 1967 and 1972 editions of the SIC.



Industy0ccupation Matrix S steffi

The industry-occupation matrix is a tabulation of employment data cress-
.

classified by industry and occupation. The data ard arranged in the form

of,a grid or matrix which is divided into columns and rows. The columns

of the matrix show the industries or employment and the rows show the

occupations,of employment. By reading down any column; the user can

determine the distribution of employment by occupation within an industry.

Similarly, by reading across any row, the user can determine thg dis-

tribution-of employment by occupation wjthin-an industry..

As mentioned earlier in this section, the industry-occupation matrix system,

of the Occupational Employment Statistics program consists of two types of

matrices based on different'sources of data: the OES survey-based matrix

based on the OES survey data and the Census-based matrix based on 1970

Census of Population data. Each matrix has its own set of occupation codes

and titles that are different in detail and content. In both matrices,

hoWever, the occupations are arranged in a structure similar to that of the

1970 Census occunational coding system.

SURVEY-BASE041ATRIX SYSTEM
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The survey-based matrix is developed:from data:_collected throUgh'the OES

survey described earlier plus supplemental data from the 1970 CentUs of'



Population for industries and types Of workers not covered by the OES

survey. The process of matrix construction is complex because'the OES

survey does not collect data ,on every occupation iR eveny industrY. For
example, the survey occupational category "Mainten'ance Electrician" is

not included on all survey forms where small numbers are employed. In

these industries, estimates are made by disaggregating the survey occupa-

-tional categories of "Other Skilled Workers."
. The matrix.developed in

Fiscal Year 1979, based on the 1974-1976 OES survey, provides data on

1,574 occupations, a somewhat smaller number of occupations than found in

the input survey data.

The survey-based matrix uses an eight-digit occupational coding structure

with the occupations arranged-into groups similar to those of the Census-
.

fbased matrix .systeM which.waS developed earlier and which was already

familiar to many users of the matrix data. Each occupational category,in.

the OES survey was assigned to a Census occupational group. Documents

used.in making these'decisions were the OES Survey Dictionary, the
A

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Third Edition) and the 1970 Census

Classified and Alphabetical Indexes.

Because the Census occupational-lists carry no definitions, the claisi-

fiers sometimes had difficulty deciding where an OES survey occupation

should be classified. Sometimes the decision could be made based on

the industries in 'Which the occupation was surveyed and the industry or

industries.to which the Census related the occupation. if the survey

title Was not found in the Census lists, the survey occupation was classi-

fied into a Census'group by judgment information on whether the job was

apprenticeable also was used.

To aidin grouping the long lists of maChine operatives surveyed, the

survey-based matrix was designed to include 14 groups of machine opera-

tives, 12 of which are induStry-specific and 2 of which are not. In

addition, there are three groups of more general operatives, grouped

according to a broad type of industry--durable goods, nondurable goods

and nonmanufacturing.



Once classified into the Census occupational groups, the 1 836 survey

occupational categories were coded with unique eight-digit codes and

grouped in a manner similar to that of the Census-based matrix. Although

the sequence of the survey-based matrix occupational groups is the same

as the Census-based matrix, the codes are not necessarily the same

because the survey-based matrix has more summary level occupational

categories. The first two digits of the survey-based matrix code indi-

cate the broad occupational category, such as 10000006, Professional;

20000000 Managerial; or 70000000, Service. The third and fourth digits

indicate subdivisions of the major group. Thus, 10020000 is Engineers: 4

10040000 is Life and Physical Scientists and 10200000 is Teachers. The

fifth and sixth digits indicate a specific Census occupational title or

summari level title, such as 10200100, Adult Education Teachers; 10202000,

ColTege and University Teachers; or 10200300, Elementary School Teachers.

The final two digits indicate the specific OES occupational category.

Thus, 10202002 ts Extension Service Specialists. The full list of survey-

based.matrix occupational category titles and codes is shown in 'Reference

G.

Because the survey-based matrix is based on the OES survey, the occupa-

tional codes and titles used in 'the matrix can be related to OES sur'vey

codes.and titles, which in turn are related to the Dictionary of Occupa-

tionaf Titles codes. Reference G shOws a conversion.fromsurvey-based

matrix to DES survey codes, in order by matrix code. Reference E shows

the matrix code related to each survey code in order by survey code.

As noted earlier, the matrix.arrays data by occupation and industry. It

is possible, therefore, to use the matrix to identify the industries in

- which each occupational category occurs arid the number employed in that

occupational category in each industry. The matrix uses a.six-digit

industrY coding scheme, with the first two digits indicating the industry,

division and group-400000 ii Manufacturing, 410000 is- Durable Goods

Manufacturing. The third, fourth and fifth digits correspond to the

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code of the industry at the



two- or three-digtt level of the SIC--412400 is Lumber and Wood Products

(SIC 24) and 412410 is Logging (SIC 241). The sixth digit of the matrix

industry code is always a zero. The SIC codes embedded in the matrix

industry codes are the same as those shown in Reference E.

CENSUS-BASED MATRIX SYSTEM
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The Census-based industry occupational matrix generallY follows the occupa-

tion Ind industry classification used in the 1970 Census of Population

Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations or the ,1976 Census of

Population Classified Index of Industries and Occupations as described

in the next section of the VPO. Certain adjustments were made to the.

Census majoi- occupational group categories so that the present matrix

categories would be consistent with those used in the earlier matrix

based on 1960 Census data.

The major gro,dp.of operatives, except transport and transport equipment

*eratives, were,aggregate0o the category operatiVesyarMersi' farm

managers, farm l4orers and farm- foremen were aggregated to the Category

farmers'and/farm workers.; and service workers., exceOt private household

and private hoUsehdld workers, were aggregated to the category service

-workers, The remaining.major oCCupationalgroupsin the matrix are the

(
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same as tOse in the Census with only slight differences in the titles..

These are professional, technical and kindred workers; managers, officers

and prol7rietors; sales workers; clerical workers; drafts and kindred

workers4 and laborers, except farm.

The m trix intermediate occupational categories were,developed independ-

ent1i of 0.65e-in the:Census butinaPy'of theM are Identical to the Census

cateprIes. There are 37 intermediategroups:,In the,matrix versus 31 in

the tensus.

Th :Matrix.tontains fewer detailed occUpatiOns (.377). than are :found in the

Ce sus (442) because certain Census occupations were aggregated to-the

trix as follows:

The Census occupational category "personal service apprentices"
is related to only two occupational-categories, i.e., "barbers"
and "hairdressers And cosmetologists' and was proportionately
distributed between them in the matrix.

/The'individual college teaching specialties in the CensuS have
been arranged to "college and university teaChers" in the matrix.

3. All of the separate apprentice occupations in the Census have
been combined.in the matrix with their respective journeymen
occupations.

4. The Census occupational categories printing apprentices, except
Pressmen" and "craft apprentices, n.e.c.," could not feasibly be
combined with any single journeymen occupation. Both were there-
fore added to "craft and kindred,workers, n.e.c."

The following Census sales occupations, which are identified
by industry were aggregated to 'sales workers, n.e.c." in the

\,matrix: sales representatives, manbfacturing; sales repre-
/sentatives, wholesale trade; sales clerk, retail trade; sales-
linen, retail trade; and salesmen of services and construction.

The Census matrix structure is based on an eight-digit code that allows

for aggregation of several levels. The-first two digits identify the

major occupational group-10000000 is Professional, Technical and Kindred

Workers. The third'and fourth digits identify the intermediate occupa-

tional group-10020050 Is,Engineers, Technical. Finally, the last four



digits identify the detailed occupation--10020050 is Engineers, Aero-

Astronautic. The total of all occupations (code 00000000)- is,derived by

aggregating all the major occupational gioups. The full list of Census-

based matrix occupational titles and codes along with the related 1970

Census codes and titles is shown,in Reference H.
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UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION
(USOE) CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Background

The codes and definitions for the'instructional programs in the Office

of Education Classification System were intended to help local and State

education agencies itlentify, classify and properly report information

about subject matter and curriculum activities. Twenty subject matter

areas, plus one area for cocurricular activities and one area for general

elementary and secondary education were identifIed in Standard Terminology

for Curriculum and Instruction in Local and State School Systems, State

Educational Records and Report Series, Handbook VI, Department of Health,

Education and Welfare.

Seven of these areas were designatqd fat^ vocational-technical education.

l'hese areas were identified 'and coded as follows:

01. Agriculture/Agribusiness Education
04. Distributive Education
07. Health Occupations Education
09. Home Economics Education
14. Business and Office Education
16. Technical Education
17. Trade and Industrial Education

The definitions of the vocational-technical education areas and their

subject matter were determined by: (1) an extensive study of record and

report forms of local schoo systems and State education agencies, (2)

an extensive review of the professional literature concerned with subject-

matter areas and cocurricular activities, and (3) conferences with

numerous persons in State education agencies, local school systems,

colleges and universities and the U.S. Offite of Education.



USOE PRO6RAM606ES,AND'DESCRIPTORS
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The USOE code and desckptor are the identification code and nari-ative

description for an instructional *program. Although some programs in

Handbook VI have ten-digit codes, the programs defined in Vocational

Preparation and Occupations gomerally haVe been 'Wilted to six-digit

codes. In a few cases, eight-digit codes were used to allow for greater

detail in describing instructional programs as in the above example.

The interpretation of the codes is as follows:

'17.100301

First 2-digit position: subject matter area
Example: 17. TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Second 2-digit position: 'principal segment of subject matter
Example: 17.10 CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE.TRADES

0

Third 2-digit Position: division of principal segment
Example: 17.1003 HEAVY EQUIPMENT (CONSTRUCTION)

Fourth 2-digit position: first-level detail of
division of principal segment
Example: 17.100301 MAINTENANCE, HEAVY EQUIPMENT
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, The USOE code is flexible, ranging from broad subject matter areas

(17.00) to very specific/programs (17.100301). Each succeeding level

of specificity is donsidered to be subsumed in the previous one. In

assigning a code to a program, the most specific code that is applicable

should be used.

The code number's Ling in "99," located at the end of each subject

matter area, are intended to designate instructional programs being

offered that are not identifiable by other subject matter codes. Note

the addftion of the word "other" to the USOE code title.

Example: 17.0199 AIRCONDITIONING, OTHER

Example: 17.1099 CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE TRADES, OTHER

Example: 17.2399 METALWORKING OCCUPATIONS OTHER

Data Uses, Limitations or Issues

The USOE taxonomy has been utiliied by various State and 1oCal eduCa7..

tional agencies to collect vocational education Program data,

enrollments, completions, etc, which are reported-to the U.S. Department

vof Education. In addition, this taxonomy is the primary coding system

employed in the collection of information for the Vodational Education

Data System (VEDS). -The data colleCted are used by,ate and 4national

agencies as a decisionmaking aid in administratiVe and planning func!-:

The vocational education instructional programs specified by the USOE

cOdes'are defined in Vocational Preparation and Occupations. The

descriptions of the instructional programs are comPosites of subject

matter, rather than well-defined courses. The programs are not'asso-

ciated with any parficular level of education but are general descrip-

tions which may be related to several eduCational levels.



-

Special care in interpretation is necessary where four-digit USOE codes

are used. The four-digit code may:

(1) indicate programs which are combinations.of specialized
programs such as those under it in the classification
system.

Example: 17.02 APPLIANCE REPAIR includes at least /wo
principal segment divisions, i.e., 17.0201
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND 17.0202 GAS APPLIANCES.

(2) provide a means of summarizing data for an entire group.
Data are aggregatedto the four-digit c de.

Example: 14.02. BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS OCCUPATIONS
may be used to include 14.0201, 14.0202, 14.020201,
14.0203, and 14.0204:

Although the codes are structured by general subject matter areas i.e.,

09. Home Economics, there may be instances in which there_is a duplica-

tion of segments of subject matter at the four-.and six-digit levels.

For example, 09.0203 Food Management, ProductiOn' nd Servites and 17.29:

Quantity Food Occupations duplicate the subject matter content of one

another. While this is not considered a Prgblem by training program

administrators, it is a problem for technicians utilizing data collected

and tabulated with USOE codes for supply inforMation.
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Introduction
Purpose of the Guide

One of the first objectives of the U.S. Fedeild-State
Employment Service System is to help people see them-
selves realistically in regard to their ability to meet job
requirements. The Guide for Occupational Exploration is
designed for that pprpose. By providing information about
the interests, aptitudes, adaptabilities, and other requiSitéS
of occupational grouPs, the Guide makes possible a com-
parison of these requirements with what the individual
knows about himself or herself. It is also a tool for counsel-
ors assisting individuals in self-assessment and occupational
choice.

The language of the text is simple and nOntechnical,
intended for any reader's use, with or without counseling
help: the youth irho is planning a -Career; the person who
must, or wiShes to, change jobs; the partiallY lualified or,
unqualified jobseeker; and the counselor or vocational
adviser 'who assisis others with career exploration and
planning and occupational choiceS or changes.

Organization

The data in this publication are organized into 12 interest
areas 66 work groups, and 348 subgroups.

.2-

INTEREST AREAS

The interest areas correspond to the interest factors
whiCh were identified from the research and development
activities in interest measurement conducted by the Divi-
sion of Testing in the U.S. Employment Service. The
interest factors represent the broad interest requirements of
occupations as well as the vocatiofial 'interests of individ-
uals. Both the factors and the areas are identified by a tub-
digit code, for example:

01-An interest in creative expression of feelings or ideas.

WORK GROUPS

Within each interest area are work groupsjobs suitable
for exploration by those who have the particular interest.
Each w9rk group contains descriptive information and a
listing of jobs. Within each group, the jobs are of the same
general type of work and require the same adaptabilities
and capabilities of the worker. Each group has its unique
four-digit code and title, for example:

01.01 Literary Arts

The number of groups in each area varies from 2 in Area
12 to 12 in Area 5.

3 0

SUBGROUPS

Within each work group, jobs are st rouped to make it
easier for the reader to distinguish mong. jobs. Each
subgroup has its six-digit unique code and title, for example:

01,01.02 Creative Writing

Because a the number of jobs within some of the
subgroups, a further clustering of these jobs by industry is
made, for example, aircraft manufacturing, iron and steel,
motion picture. Within the same industry designation occu-
pations are listed in alphabetical order and also within each
subgroup. If an occupation has more than one industry
designation, it is listed under that which occurs first alpha-
betically; for example, a job' having the industry designa-
tions of motion picture, radio, and tv broadcasting would
be listed under motion picture."

The following illustrates the components of the struc-
ture:

01 Artistic (Interest area)
01.01 Literary Arts
01.01.02 Creative Writing

(Work group) ,
(Subgroup)

Screen Writer (motion pic, radio & tv broad.),
131.087-018

Crossword-Puzzle Maker (print. & pub.)
139.087-010

Editorial Writer (print. & pub.) 131067-022
Biographer (profess. & kin.) 052.067-010 .

Copy Writer (profess. & kin.) 131.067-014
Humorist (profess. & kin.) 131.067-026 A

Lyricist (profess. & kin.) 131.067-034
Pod (profess. & kin.) 131.067-442
Writer, Prose, Fiction and Nonfietion (profess..

& kin.) 131.067-946
Continuity Writer (radio & tv broad.i

131.087-010

Descriptive information for each group gives the kinds ot
job activities perfomed, the requirements made on th,
worker, clues for relating individuals to the type of work*
preparation for entry into jobs, and other pertinent items.

To meet the needs of all the users of this publication, fon*
appendixes are added.

Appendix A: Background and fechnical dievelopment of
the Interest Factors and the Guide. Describes
the concepts and procedures for the develop-
ment of the interest factors, and the method-
ology for their use in determining interest
areas in this publication. Includes ,the tech-
niques and procedures used in developing
the work groups and subgroups.
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Appendix B. USES Interest and Aptitude Tests (ineasure-
ment tests oriented to u tilization of the
Guide). Provides (I) a brief description of the
USES Interest Inventory and General Apti-
tude Test Battery (GATB) (measures of an
individual's occupational interests and apti-
tudes oriented to the Guide and its use); and
(2) a listing of occupations for which specific
Aptitude Test Batteries (SATB's) have been
developed to aid counselors who have access
to the GATB.

Appendix Ci Use of the Guide in o'rganizing career and
otcupational information resources. Con-
tains techniques and procedures for catalog-
ing and filing occupational information
materials according to the structure in the
Guide.

Appendix D: Alphabetic ArrangeMent of Occupations.
Lists all the occupations in the Guide
Bridges the occupations in the Dktionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT) and the sub-
groups in the Guide. Includes all occupations
in the DOT, fourth edition, excepting those
specifically related to the military. Oecupa-
tional titles are the same as those in the
Dictionary, followed by the industry designa-
tion(s), the Dictionary code, and the six-digit
code from this publication. Base titles are in
capital letters; undefined related titles, in
initial capital letters; and alternate titles, in
lower case letters.
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1111. Definitions of Interest Factors*
1. MHISTI

Interest in creative expression of feelings or ideas.

2: SCIENTIFIC:
Intereit in discovering, collecting, and analyzing information about the natural world and in applying scientific research
fmdings to problems in medicine, life sciences, and natural sciences.

A. PLANTS AND ANIMAL&
Interest in activities involving plants and animals, usually in an outdoor setting.

4. PROTECTIVE:
Interest in the use of authority to protect people and property.

, 5. MECHANICAL
Interest in-applying mechanical principles to practical situations, using machines; handtools, or techniques.

6. INDUSTRIAL
Interestjn repetitive, concrete, organized activities in a factory setting.

7. BUSINESS DETAIL
Interest in organized, clearly defined activities reqwnng accuracy and attention to detail, primarily inau office setting.

8. SETTING:
Interest in bringing others to a point of view through personal persuasion, using sales and promotion techniques.

9. ACCOMMODATING:
Interest in catering to the wishes of others, usually on a one-to.one basis.

10. HUMANITARIAN:
Interest in helping others with their mental, spiritual, social, physical, or vocational needs.

11. LEADINGINFLTIENCING:
'Interest in leading and influencing others through activities involving high-level verbal or numerical abilities.

12. PHYSICAL PERFORMING:
Interest in physical activities performed before an audience.

*See Appendix A.
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IV. Summary List of Interest Areas,
Work Groups, and Subgroups

01 Artistic 02.03 Medical Sciences 05.01-02 Environmental Protection

02.03-01 Medicine and Surgery 05.01-03 Systems Design

01.01 Literary Arts 02.03-02 Dentistry .
05.01-04 Testing and Quality Control

01.01-01 Editing 02.03-03 Veterinary Medicine 05.01-05 Sales Engineering

01.01-02 Creative Writing 02.03-04 Health Specialties 05.01-06 Work Planning and Utilization

01.01,03 Critiquing 05.01-07 Design

02.04 Laboratory Technology 05.01-08 General Engineering

01.02 Visual Arts 02.04-01 Physical Sciences

01.02-01 Instructing anil Appraising 02.04-02 Life Sciences 05.02 Managerial Work: Methinks'

01.02-02 Studio Art 05.02-01 Systems

01.02-03 Commercial Art 03 ilants and Animals 05.02-02 Maintenance and Construction
05.0203 Processing and Manufacturing

01.03 Performing Arts: Drama 03.01 Managerial Work: Plants and 0502-04 Communications

01.03-01 Instructing and Directing Animals 05..02-05 Mining, Logging, and Petro-

01.03-02 Performing 03.01-01 Faiming leum Productiod

01.03-03 Narrating and Announcing. . 03.0 l-02 Specialty Breeding 05.02-06 Services

03.01-03 Specialty Cropping 05.02-07 Materials Handling

01.04 Performing Arts: Music 03.01-04 Foreitry and Logging
01.04-01 Instrucfing and Directing 05.03 EmaneeriniTechnolnly,

01.04-02 Composing and Arranging General Supervision: Plants 05.03-01 Surveying

01.04-03 Vocal Performing and Animals 05.03-02 Drafting

01.04-04 Instrumental Performing 03.02-01 Farming 05.03-03 ,Expediting and Coordinating

03.02-02 Forestry and Logging 05.03-04 Petroleum

01.05 Performing Arts: Dance 03.02-03 Nutsery and Groundskeeping 05.03-05 Electrical-Electronic

01.05-01 Instructing and Choreography 03.02-04 Services 05.0306 Industrial and Safety

01.05-02 Performing 05.03-07 Mechanieal

03.03 Animal Training and Service 05.03-08 Environmental Control

01.06 Craft Arts 03.0101 Animal Training 05.03-09 Packaging and Storing

01.06-01 Graphic Arts and Related 03.03-02 Animal Service
Crafth 05.04 'Air and Water Vehicle Oper-

01.06-02 Arts and Crafts 03.04 Elemental Work: Plants and ° ation

01.06-03 Hand Lettering, Painting, and Animals 05.04-01 Air

Decorating 0 .04-01 Farming 01.04-02 Water

93.04-02 Forestry and Logging
01.07
01.07-01
01.07-02
01.09-03

Elemental Arts
Psychic Science
Announcing
Entertaining

03.04-03,,
03.04-04
03.04-05

Hunting and Fishing
Nurseryand Groandskeeping
Services

05.05

05.05-01

05.05-02

Craft iechnology.
Masonry, Stone, and 'Brick

Work
Construction and Maintenance

01.48
01.08-01

Modeling
Personal Appearance

04

04.01
04.01-01

Protective

Safety and Law Enforcement
Managing

05.05-03
05.05-04

,

05.05-05

Plumbing and Pipefitting
Painting, Plastering, and Pa-

perhanging
Electrical-Electronic Systems

02 Scientific 04.01-02 Investigating Installation and Repair
05.05-06 Metal Fabrication and Repair

02.01
5

Physical Sciences 04.02 Security Services 05.05-07 Machining

02.01-01 Theoretical Research 04.02-01 Detention . 05.05-08 Woodworking

02.01-02 Technology 04.02-02 Property and People 05.05-09 Mechanical Work

04.02-03 Law and Order 05.05-10 Electrical-Electronic Equip-,

02.02 Life Sciences 04.02-04 Emergency Responding ment kepair

02.02-01 Animal Specialization
05.05-11 Scientific, Medical, and Tech-

0202-02 Plant Specialization 05 Mechanical nical Equipment Fabrica-

02.02-03 Plant and Animal Specializa-
tion and Repair

tion 05.01 Engineeiing 05.05-12 Musical Instrument Fabrics:

02.02-04 Food Research 05.01-01 Reséarch tion and Repair
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05.05-13 Printing
05.05-14 Gem Cutting and Finiching
05.05-15 Custom Sewing, Tailoring,

and Upholstering
05.05-'16 Dyeing
05.05-17 Food Preparation

05.06 Systems Openstion '
05:06-01 Electricity Generation and

Transmiscion
05.06-02 Stationary Engineering
05.06-03 Oil, Gas, and Water Distribu-

t
tion

05.0 ,6-704 Processing

05.07 Quality Control
05.07-01 Structural
05.07-02 Mtchanical
05.07-03 Elactrical
05.09-04 Environmental
05.07-05 Petroleum
05.07-06 Logging and Lumber

05.12-05

05.12-06
05.12-07

05.12-03
05.12-09
05.12-10
05.12-11
05.12-12
05.12-13
05.12-14

05.1245
05.12-16

"95.1247
05.12-18
05.12-19.

- 05.12-20

05.08 Land and Water Vehicle Oper-
ation

05.08-01 Truck Driving
05.08-02 Rail Vehicle Operation
05.08-03 Services Requiring Drivin
05.08-04 Boat Operation

05.09 Materials Control
05.09-01 Shipping, Receivirig, and

Stock Checking
05.09-02 Estimating, Scheduling, and

Record Keeping
05.09-03 Verifying, Recording, cind

Marking

05.10 Crafts
05.10-01 Structural

v 05.10-02 Mechanical
05.10-03 Electrical-Electronic
05.10-04 Structural-Mechanical-Elec-

trical-Electronic
Reproduction
Blasting
Painting, Dyeing, and Coating
Food Preparation
Environmental

05.10-05
05.10-06
05.10-07
05.10-08
05.10-09,

05.11
05.11-01
.05.11-02
05.11-03
05.11-04

Equipment Operation
Construction
Mining and Quarrying
Drilling and Oil Exploration
Material? Handling

05.12 Elemental Work: Mechanical
05.12-01 Supervision
05.12-02 Mining, Quarrying, Drilling
05.12-03 Loading, Moving
05.12-04 Hoisting, Conveying

06

06.01
06.011.01
06.01-02
06.01-03

06.01-04
06.01-05

06.02
06.02-01
06.02-02

06.02-03
06.02-04
06.02-05

06.02-06
00.02-07
06.02-08

06.02-09

06,02-10

06.02-11

06.02-4 2

06.02-13

06.02-14

06.02-15

06.02-16

Braking, Switching, and Cou-
pling

Pumping
Crushing, Mixing, Separating,

and Chipping
Lubricating
Masonry
Heating and Melting

4 Welding
Structural Work
Cutting and Finishing
Painting, Caulking, and Coat-

ing
Mechanieal Work
Electrical Work
Food Pregaration
Cleaning md Maintenance
Reproduction Services
Signalling

Industrial

Production Technology
Supervision and Instruction
Machine Set-Up
Machine Set-Up and Oper-

ation
Precision Hand Work
Inspection

Production Work
Supervision
Machine Work, Metal and-,

Plastics
Machine Work, Wood
Machine Work, Paper
Machine Work, Leather and

Fabrics
Machine Work, Textiles
Machine Work, Rubber
Machine Work, Stone, Clay,

and Glass
Machine Work, Assorted Ma-

terials
Equipment Operation, Metal

Processing
Equipment Operation, Chemi-

cal Processing
Equipment Operation, Petro-

leum Processing
Equipment Operation, Rub-

ber, Plastics, and Glass
Prooessing

Equipment Operation, Paper
and Paper Products Proc-
essing

Equipment Operation, Food
Processing

Equipment Operation, Textile,
Fabric, and Leather Proc-
essing
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06.02-17 Equipment Operation, Clay
and Coke Processing

06.02-18 Equipment Operation, Assort-
ed Materials Processing

06.02-19 Equipment Operation, Weld-
ing, Brazing, and Soldering

06.02-20 Machine Assembling
06.02-21 Coating and Plating
06.02-22 Manual Work, Assembly

Large Parts
06.02723 Manual Work, Assembly

Small Parts
06.02-24 Manual Work, Metal and Plas-

tics
06.0225 Manual Work, Wood
06.02-26 : Manual Work, Paper
06.02-27 Manual Work, Textile, Fabric,

and Leather
06.02-28 Manual Work, Food Process-

ing
06.02-29 Manual Work, Rubber
06.02-30 Manual Work, Stone, _Glass,

and Clay
06.02-31 Manual Wori, Laying Out

and Marking
06.02-32 Manual Work, Assorted Mate-

rials

06.03 Quality Control
96.03-01 Inspecting, Testing, and Re-

pairing
06.03-02 Inspecting, Grading, Sorting,

Weighing, and Recording

06.04 Elemental Work: Industrial
06.04-01 Supervision
06.04-02 Machine Work, Metal and

Plastics
06.04-03 Machine Work, Wood
06.04-04 Machine Work, Paper
96.042435 Machine Work, Fabric and

Leather
06.04-06 Machine Work, Textiles
06.0447 Machine Work, Rubber
06.04-08 d Machine Work, Stone, Glass,

and Clay
06.04-09 Machine Work, Assorted Ma-

terials
06.04-10 Equipment Operation, Metal

Processing
06.04-11 Equipment Operation, Chemi-

(cal Processing
06.04-12 Equipment Operation, Petro-

leum, Gas, and Coal Proc-
essing ,

06.04-13 Equipment Operation, Rub-
ber, Plastics, and Glass
Processing

06.04f-14 Equipment Operation, Paper
Making

06.04-15 Equipment Operation, Food'
Processing



06.04-16.. Equipment bperation, Textile, 07.02-04 Billing and Rate Computation 09.01-03 Food Services
Fabric, and Leather Proc.
essing

07.02-05 Payroll and.Timekeeping - 09.01-04 Safety and COmfort Services

06.04-17 Equipment Operation, Clay 07.03 Financial Detail 09.02 Barber and Beauty Services
Processing 07.03-01 Paying and Receiving 09.02-01 Cosmetology

06.04-18 Equipment Operation, Wood 09.02-02 Barbering
Processing 07.04 Oral Communications

06.04-19 Equipment Operation, Assort- 07.04-01 Interviewing 09.03 Passenger Services
ed Materials Processing 07.04-02' Order, Complaint, and Claims 09.03-01 Group Transportation

06.04-20 Machine Assembling Handling 09.03-02 Individual Transportation
06.04-21 Machine Work, Brushing, 07.04-03 Registration 09.03-03 Instrnction and Supervision

Spraying, and Coating 07.04-04 Reception and Information
06.04-22 Manual Work, Assembly Giving 09.04 Customer Services

Large Parts 07.04-05 Information Transmitting and 09.04-01 Food Services
06.04-23 Manual Work, Assembly Receiving 09.04-02 Sales Services

Small Parts 07.04-06 Switchboard Services
06.04-24 Manual Work, Metal and Plas- 09.05 Attendant Services

tics 07.05 Records Processing 09.05-01 Physical Conditioning
06.04-25 Manual Work, Wood 07.05-01 Coordinating and Scheduling 09.05-4)2 Food Services -

06.04-26 Manual Work, Paper 07.05-02 Record Verification and 09.05-03 Portering and Baggage Serv-
06.04-27 Manual Work, Textile, Fabric, Proofmg ices .

and Leather 07.05-03 Record Preparation and Main- 09.05-04 Doorkeeping Services
06.04-28 Manual Work; Food Process- tenance 09.05-05 Card and Game Room Serv-.

ing .07.05-04 Routing and°Distribution ices

06.04-29 Manual Work, Rubber 09.b5-06 Individualized Services
06.04-30 Manual Work, Stoner Glass, 07.06 Clerical Machine Operation 09.05-07 General Wardrobe Services

and Clay 07.06-01 Computer Operation 09.05-08 Ticket Taking? 'Ushering
06.04-31 Manual Work, Welding, and 07.06-02 Keyboard Machine Operation

Flame Cutting
06.04-32 Manual Work, Casting and 07.07 Clerical Handling 10 Humanitarian

Molding 07.07-01 Filing
06.04-33 Manual Work, Brushing,

Spraying, and Coating
07.07-02
07.07-03

Sorting and Distribution
General Clerical Work

10.01
10.01-01

Social Services
Religious

06.04-34 Manual Work, Assorted Mate-
10.01-02 Counseling and Social Work

rials 08 Selling
06.04-35 Laundering, Dry Cleaning 10.02 Nursing, Therapy and Special-

06.04-36
06.04-37

Filling
Manual Work, Stamping,

Marking, Labeling, and

08.01
08.01-01
08.01-02

Sales Technology
Technical Sales
Intangible Sales

10.02-01
10.02-02

ized Teaching Services
Nursing
Therapy and Rehabilitation

Ticketing 08.01-03 General Clerical, Work 10.02-03 Specialized Teaching

06.4-38 'Wrapping and Packing
06.04-39 Cleaning 08.02 General Sales 10.03 Child and Adult Care

06.04-40 Loading, Moving, Hoisting,
and Conveying

08.02-01
08.02-02

Wholesale
Retail

10.03-01
10.03-02

Data Collection
Patient Care

08.0243 Wholesale and Retail 10.63-03 Care of Others

07 Business Detail 08.02-04 Real Estate
08.02-05 Demonstration and Sales 11 Leading-Influencing

01.01 Administrative Detail 08.02-06 Services
07.01-01 Interviewing 08.02-07 Driving-Selling 11.01 Mathematics and Statistics
07.01-02 Administration 08.02-08 Soliciting-Selling 11.01-01 Data Processing Design
07.01-03 Secretarial Work 11.01-02 Data Analysis
07.01-04 Financial Work 08.03 Vending

07.01-05 Certifying 043-01 Peddling and Hawking 11.02 Educational and Library. Serv-

07.01-436 Investigating, 08.0302 Promoting ices

07.01-07 Test Achninistration 11.02-01 Teaching and Instructing,
09 Accommodating General

07.02 Mathematical Detail 11.02-02 Vocational and Industrial

07.02-01 Bookkeeping and Auditing 09.01 Hospitality Services Teaching
07.02-02 Accounting 09.01-01 Social and Recreational Activ- 11.02-03 Teaching, Home EcOnotnics,..

07.02-03 Statistical Reporting and ities Agriculture, and Related
Analysis 69:61-02 Guide Services 11.02-04 Library Services

2
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11.03
11.03-01
11.03-02
11.03-03
11.03-04
11.03-05

11.04
11.04-01
11.04-02
11.04-03

11.05
11.05-01

11.05-02
11.05-03 Management Services: Gov-

ernment
11.05-04 Sales and Purchasing Manage-

ment

11.06 Finance)
11.06-01 Accounting and Auditing
11:06-02 Records Systems Analysis
11.06-03 Risk and Profit Analysis
11.06-04 Brokering

Social) Research 11.12
Psychological 11.12-01
Sociological 11.12-02
Historical 11.12-03
Occupational 1112-04
Economic

Law 12
Justice Administration
Legal Practice 12.01
Abstracting, Document Prep- 12.01-01

aration 12.01-02
12.01-03

Business Administration
Management Services: Non- 12.02

Government 12.02-01
Administrative Specialization

11.06-05 Budget and Financial Control

11.07
11.07-01
11.07-02
11.07-03
11.07-04

11.08
11.08-01
11.08-02
11.08-03
11.08-04.

Services Administration
Social Services
Health and Safety Services°
Educational Services
Recreational Services

Communications
Editing .
Writing
Writing and Broadcasting
Translating and Interpreting

11.09 Promotion
11.09-01 Sales

Contracts sad Claims
Claims Settlement I

Rental and Leasing
Booking
Procurement Negotiations

Physical Performing

Sports
Coaching and Instructing
Officiating
Performing

Physical Feats
Performing

11.09-02 Funds and Membership Solici-
tation

Public Relations11.09-03

1L10
11.10-01
11.10-02
11.10-03
11.10-04
11.10-05

11.11
11.11-01
1111-02
11.11-03
11.1144
11.11-05

Regulations Enforcement
Finance
Individual Rights
Health and Safety
Immigration and Customs
Company Policy

Business Management
Lodging
Recreation and Amusement
Transportation
Services
Wholesale-Retail
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WORKER FUNCTIONS

DATA

0 Synthesizing
1 Coordinating
2 Analyzing
3 Compiling
4 Computing
5 Copying
6 Coniparing

Structure of Worker Functions

PEOPLE

0 Mentoring
1 Negotiating
2 Instructing
3 Supervising
4 Diverting
5 Persuading
6 Speakifik-Signaling
7 Serving
8 Taking Instructions-

Helping

THINGS

0 Setting Up
1 Precision Working
2 Operating-Controlling
3 Driving-Operating
4 Manipulating
5 Tending
6 Feeding-Oftbearing
7 Handling

NOTE : The hyphenated factors Speaking-Signaling, Taking Instructions-Helping, Operating-
ControllineDriving-Operating, and Feeding-Offbearing are single- fundions.

<,

Included in the concept of Setting Up, Operating-Controlling, Tending, and Feeding-
Offbearing is the situation in which the worker is actually part of the setup of the
machine, either as the holder and guider of the material or holder and guider-of the tool.

When a worker becomes part of the machine functioning, either by reason of holding
and guiding the material or holding and guiding,,the tool, 'the Worker Function should
be interpreted as machine related. In these cases the 'worker is either Setting Up,
Operating-Controlling, Tending, or Feeding-Offbearing.

- When a worker is involved primarily With non-rfiachine activities, but also has'a minor
relationship to a machine, the aPpropriate non-machine, Things worker function, should
be assigned even though it may be lower in the hierarchy than the machines function,

Worker Functions Definitions and Illustrative Situations

NOTE : The examples for the Worker Func-
tions `are job-worker situations and
are not to be cofisidered as repre-
senting specific jobs.

DATA FUNCTIONS

Pala: Information, knowledge, and conceptions
related to data, people, or things resulting
from observation, investigation, interpretation,
visualization, and mental creation. Data are
intangible and include numbers, words, sym-
bols, ideks, concepts, and oral verbalization.

SYNTHESIZING: Integrating analyses of
data to discover facts and/or develop knowl-
edge concepts or interpretations.
Originates, seletts, and edits verses; develops

ideas for greeting cards.

37

Interprets plaY saipts and conducts rehearsals
for stage presentation.

Designs artwork and prepares layouts for sin-
gle and multicolor illustrations, using knowl-
edge of illustration, layout processes, and
printing techniques.

Creates satirical Ur humorous cartoons based
on personal interpretations of current news
event§.

Formulates hypotheses and experimental de-
signsto investigate problems of growth, in-
telligence, learning, personality, and sensory
processes. .

Directs choral group rehearsals and perfoim-
an"ces to achieve desired'effects,such as tonal
and harmonic balance, dynamics, rhythms,
tempos, and shadings.

Conducts research to discover new uses for
chemical by-prodticts, and devises new proce-
dures for preparing organic compounds.
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Conceives and develops ideas for application
of mathematics to the fields of science and
engineering.

Composes musical compositions, inventing
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic structures
to express ideas musically.

Formulates editorial policies of newspaper and
originates plans for special features or
projects..

Originates theme and dialogue for sketches,
plays, and similar types of radio programs.

Interprets serious or comic parts by speech or
gesture to portray role in theatrical produc-
tion.

oCreates display arrangement to attract cus-
tomer interest and promote sale of Merchan-
dise.

COORDINATING: Determining time, place,
and sequence of operations or action to be taken
on the basis, of analysis of data ; executing de-
terminations and/or reporting on events4
Plans and -directs milk plant activities such as

pasteurizing, separating, evaporating.; dry-
ing, cooling, and bottling, in the processing

,-of milk products:
Implements rules oand regulations affecting ac-

tivities of municipal police department, in
accordance with authority delegated by mu-
nicipal cOde or Police Commissioner. .

Plans and arranges for activities of radio or
television studio and control room person-
nel to insure technical quality of pictures
and sound for programs originating in stu-
dio or from remote pickup points.

Organizes company activities with- that of pub-
lic agencies to provide public services.

Plans advertising campaign to promote sale of
merchandise.

Authorizes, regulates and controls com-
Mercial airline flights, according to Govern-

- ment and company regulations.
Plans and establishes collection routes and di-

rects assignment of personnel and equip-
ment in the operation of a municipal sani-
tation department.

Directs the routing and controlling of oil
through pipelines from wells and storage
tanks to delivery points, in accordance with
delivery obligations and deadlines.

Authorrzes number, and frequency of buses
traveling over established city routeg tO
meet the transportation nee df of patrons..

Arranges activities of public and private hous-
ing projects to relocate residents, in accord-
ance with relocation regulations, facilities,
and services.

Adjusts municipal low-rent housing and rent
determination programs consistent with es-

tablished policies for tenant selection and

Directs food service to patrons of a hotel,
'dining ,room, or restaurant.

Implements plans and policies affecting activi-
ties of personnel involved in routing, ship-
ping, classifying, billing, and recording of
merchandise sent out of motor-transporta-
titM warehouse.

ANALYZING: Examining and evaluating
data. Presenting alternative actions in relation
to the evaluation is frequently involved.
Examines sounds, observations, and reported

symptoms to determine nature of engine mal-
function.

Evaluates student loan applications and de-
termines eligibility bdsed on need and aca-
demic standing.

Selects costumes for members of a cast after a
study of the styles of the period and char-
acters to be portrayed.

Examines incoming weather data and plots an-
ticipated weather developments on maps and
charts.

Reviews and evaluates scouting reports in pre-
paring defensive planS for a football team.

Examines patent applications and researches
technical; scientific, and patent literature as
a basis for recommending approval or re-
jection of applications.

Assays mineral samples taken from outcrops,
floats, and stream channels for preliminary

, quantitative estimates of mineral content.,
Studies loan docuMents, such as deeds,.aisign-

ments, and mortgages, to assure conform-
ance to escrow instructions, policy, and legal
requirements. ,

Reviews loan applicant's financial status to ob-
tain information necessary to grant or deny
loan request.

Evaluates condition of used merchandise to ob-
tain basis for personal estimate of cash value
or trade-in allowance on new, merchandise.

Investigates and evaluates consumer complaints
at source and attempts to find solution, us;
ing knowledge of product.

Studies blueprints and operation of machinery
or equipment in plant for evaluation of de-
viations from original specifications to re-
solve problems.

Examines course of pilotless jet airplanes and
missiles from guide\plane or ground radio
transmitter to ascertain needed adjustments
offlight characteristics.

COMPILING: Gathering, collating, or classify-
ing information about data, people, or things.
Reporting and/or carrying out a prescribed
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4.1

action in relation to the information is fre-
quently involved.
Observes operation of niachine as work pro-

gresses, and makes adjustments to conform
to blueprints and specifications.

Classifies'aircraft flight data and submits data
to Dispatcher for approval and flight au-
thorization.

Collects background information on persons
who are applying for credit, employment,
insurance, or adjustments.

Collects, clarifies, and records forest data such
as rainfall, stream flow; and soil moisture
to develop information tables. .

Summarizes details of transactions in separate
ledgers and transfers data to general ledger
to maintain records of financial transactions
of an establishment.

Collects and arranges flight arrival and de-
parture times at specified points to construct
flight schedule.

Interviews applicants for employment and
processes application forms according to es-
tablished procedures.

Reviews electric power rates for conformity
to schedule and prepares records pertaining
to operative costs, revenues, and volume con-
sumed.

Investigates complaints from public concerning
crimes and police emergencies, records com-
plaints, and files them for future processing.

Catalogs library materials such as books, films,
and periodicals, according to subject matter.

Classifies and files musical recordings, sheet
music, original arrangementg, and scores for
individual instruments.

Maintains inventory of goods in a stockroom.
Sells footware, such as shoes, boots, overshoes,

and slippers in a ,department store.

COMPUTING: Performing, arithmetic opera-
tions and reporting on and/or carrying out a
prescribed action in relation to them. Does not
include counting.
Calculates cost of customers' laundry by pric-

ing each item on customers' lists, using add-
ing machine, calculating machine, or cornp-
tometer.

Calculates interest and principal payments on
mortgage loans, using calculating machine.

Figures and quotes repair cost estimates for
hosiery and gloves.

Quotes tool-rental rates, prepares rental form,
issues tool, and collects fee upon return of
rental tool.

Calculates the amount of fabric required to
produce specified styles of garments in vari-
ous sizes, using size charts.
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Figures daily wages of miners from produc-,,
Um record.

Totals payments and proves daily transactions
in a car rental establishment.

Makes change for payment received for food
bill, cashes checks, and issues receipts or
tickets to customers.

Calculates freight or passenger charges ,,pay-
able to participating carriers, using rate
table and calculating machine.

Determines telephone charge of customer, ac-
cording to time consumed, type of call, and
rate of mileage zone.

Calculates payable odds to winning bets in
gambling establishment and exchanges paper
currency for playing chips or coin money.

Determines cost to customer of NVater condi-
tioner based on frequency of Service and
size of unit required.

COPYING: Transcribing, entering, or posting
data.
Enters information on manifest, such as name

of shipper, tonnage, and destination from
bills of lading and shipper's declaration.

Records meter readings such as oil, steam,
temperature, and pressure on company op-
erating chart

Records style, color, and stock number of yard
- goods on warehouse card.

Transcribes virritten data from production de-
partment to punchcards by means of key-
punch machine.

Enters test score's of applicants on permanent
office record form.

Transcribes addresses from mailing list to en-
, velopes, cards, advertising literature, pack-

* ages, and similar items.
Records quantity and length a hides from tag

on bundle.
Types letters, reports, stencils, forms, or other

straight copy material from corrected rough
draft.

Transcribes telephone numbers onto message
slips, and forwards them to delivering per-
sonnel..

Records color, quantity,, material, and part
number from work ticket onto production
report.

Posts totals of checks and drafts tO clearing-
house settlement sheets.

Types reports, bills, application forms, ship-
ping tickets, and other matter from clerical
records.

Transcribes musical scores onto stencils, co-
litho plates, or ,manuscript paper for repro-
duction.



Records odometer reading and amount of gas
and oil used during refueling in vehiCle log
book.

fTypes notes and records of measurements, an-
gles, elevations, and other data procured by
surveying party.

COMPARING: Judging the readily observ-
able functional, structural, or compositional
characteristics (whether similar to or diver-
gent from obvious standards) of data, people,
or things.

Sorts and 'inspects telephone charge tickets
for such billing information as destination

aof telegraph message and accuracy of tele-
'phone number to which charges are made,

Sorts and stacks hats, according to color, size,
and style specified.

Inspects invoice of incoming articles 'with ac-
tual numbers <and weights of articles.

Grades dressed poultry, according to size and
quality.

Sorts burned clay products, such as brick,
roofing tile and sewer pipe, according to
form, color, and service characteristics.

Selects seasoned logs, following specification on
work ticket, and examines wood for moisture
content, following specified percentages.

Inspects candy in containers or on conveyor to
insure that it is formed, coated, cupped,
wrapped, or packed according to plant stand-
ards.

Locates and inspects conditions of assigned
area of forest with respect to fire regulations
to insure compliance by travelers and
campers.

Examines painted surfaces of automobile to de-
tect scratches, blemishes, and thin spots.

Inspects proof copy of Braille transcriptions
against original script to detect errors and
marks proofs for correction of grammatical,
typographical, or compositional errors.

Walks between rails on railroad tracks to de-
tect damaged, worn, or broken rails, pulled
spikes or blots, broken fish plates, soft beds,
or wash-outs.

Inspects loaded freight cars to ascertain that
materials and goods, such as automobiles,
lumber, or containers of explosives are se-
curely braced and blocked according to load-
ing specifications.

Verifies weights marked on boxes or other con-
tainers for purposes of billing or verifying
bill of lading.

Inspects washed automobiles at end of auto-
matic car wash line to insure completeness
of wash job.

PEOPLE FUNCTIONS

People: Human beings ; also animals dealt with
on an individual basis as if they were human.

MENTORING: Dealing with individuals in
terms of their total personality in order to
advise, counsel, and/or guide them with re-
gard to problems that may be resolved by legal,
scientific, clinical, spiritual, and/or other pro-
fessional principles.
Renders consultation to those in physical or

emotional distress to enhance their spiritual
comfort.

Counsels clients in legal matters.
Works out plans with parents, teachers, and

children, for overcoming problems in chil-
dren who have behavioral, personality, or,
scholastic difficulties.

Works with parolees to,assist them in rehabili-
tation and contacts employers to promote
job opportunities for them.

Provides treatment for individuals with, men-
tal and emotional disorders.

Provides individuals with vOcational and edu-
cational planning services, based on profes-
sional appraisal of their interests, aptitudes,
temperaments, and other personality aCtors.

Counsels students in educational and personal-
social activities and administers student per-
sonnel programs.

Advises and assists individuals in the solution
of their socio-economic problems.

Guides juvenile campers by maintaining disci-
pline, leading groups, and instructing in-
dividuals.

NEGOTIATING Exchanging ideas, informa-
tion, and opinions with others to formulate pol-
icies and programs and/or arrive jointly at
decisions, conclusions, or solutions.
Negotiates with property owners and public

officials to secure purchase or lease of land
and right-of-way for utility lines, pipe lines,
and other construction projects.

Contacts landowners and representatives of
oil-producing firms in an attempt to complete
agreements such as leases, options, and roy-
alty contracts covering oil exploration, drill-
ing, and production activities specified oil ,

fields.
Arranges with officials of various organizations

in each locality to rent premises for a cir-
cus, to arrange for distribution of publicity
and promotional materials, and to hire mu-
sicians for the circus band.

Participates in talks to settle labor disputes.
1 Confers with union members and prepares



cases for presentation. Meets with employers
to negotiate or arbitrate.

Confers with foreign shippers to agree -upon
reciprocal freight handling contract

Contracts with hospitals and other institutional
agencies for students to obtain clinical expe-
rience in a school of nUrsing.

Meets with representatives of entertainment
attractions such as troupes, performers, or
motion picture distributors to arrange
terms of contract and fees to be paid for
engagement in establishments such as night-
clubs, theaters, or dance halls.

Contracts with farmers to raise or purchase
fruit or vegetable crops.

INSTettCTING: Teaching subject matter to
others, or training others (including animals)
through explanation, demonstration, and super-
vised practice; or making recommendations on
the basis of technical disciplines.
Trains nursing staff in techniques of industrial

nursing. Conducts class0,fin first aid and
home nursing for employee's.

Conducts classes in instruniental or vocal
music for individuals or groups in public or'
private school.

Provides training for police recruits in Police
science investigative methods and techniques,
government, law, community life, marksman-
ship, self' defense, and care of firearms.

Trains wild animals such as lions, tigers, bears,
and elephants to perform tricks for enter-
tainment of audience at circus or other
exhibitions.

Teaches one or more subjects in a college or
university classroom.

Coaches groups at playgrounds and schools in
fundamentals and rules of competitive
sports. Demonstrates techniques of a game
and drills players in fundamentals until they
are familiar with all its phases.

Lectures, demonstrates, and uses audiovisual
teaching aids to present subject matter, to
class.

Illustrates and explains normal and emergency
driving techniques and mechanical operation
of automobile, using blackboard diagrams
and audiovisual aids. Observes individuals in
actual driving of automobile, explaining and
demonstrating operation of brakes, clutch,
and gearshift or automatic transmission.

Advises farmers concerning agricultural prob-
lems. Lectures and prepares articles on sub-
jects such as farm arrangement and soil con-
servation. Demonstrates practical procedures
used in solving agricultural problems.

Lectures and demonstrates job fundamentals
to stewardesses of a passenger airline.
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SUPERVISING : Determining or interpreting
work procedures for a group of Workers,
assigning specific duties to them, maintaining
harmonious telations -among them, and Pro-
moting efficiency.

NOTE: A variety of responsibilities is
- involved in this function. 'While any of

the following activities may indicate this
function, usually a combination of them
will be present in jobs appropriately rated
for supervision :

Determines or interprets work pro-
cedures.

Assigns duties to workers.
Trains workers.-
Evaluates workers' performances against

standards.
Maintains harmonious relations among

workers.
Promotes efficiency among workers.
Assists workers in solving work prob-

lems.
Initiates and/or recommends personnel

'actions such as firing, hiring, promot-
ing, transferring, and disciplining.

Enforces company regulations.
Maintains or directs maintenance of rec-

ords related to production and per-
sonnel.

Assigns guard force personnel -to station or.
patrols. Interprets security rules and super-
vises subordinates in carrying out rules.
Reports' irregularities and hazards to appro-
priate personnel. Selects and trains sub-
ordinates. Insures that safety standards are
maintained.

Has responsibility \ for workers engaged in
loading drips' cagoes. Studies bills of lad-
ing to determine "Sequence of loading oper-
ations, calculates number of hours and
personnel required, anti assigns tasks to
workers. Oversees workers to insure cargo
is loaded in proper sequence.

Issues oral and written orders to newspaper
workers engaged in gathering, writing, and
publishing one type of news such as sports, .
society, music, drama, etc. .

Directs the activities of workers engaged in
distributing material to other workers and
keeping records of parts worked on and
completed.

Inspects engines and other equipment and
orders ship crewmen to repair or replace
defective parts.

Directs workers who maintain propulsion en-
gines ; boiler 1 deck machinery; and elec-
trical, refrigeration, and sanitary equipment;
and orders ship crewmen to repair or re-
place defective parts.



Interviews,' liires, and gives instructions to
fishing vessel crewmen, and assigns crew to

-.watches and quarters. Directs fishing opera-
tions, using knowledge of fishing grounds
and workload capacities of vessel and crew.

Establishes worfi procedures for workers en-
gaged in loading and unloading kiln to dry
green hops. Examines hopS on kiln floor to
determine distribution for drying, and. gives
instruetions to workers 'concerning depth
hops may be piled in kiln .bay ; and kiln tem,.
perature and air volume to be maintaified.

Directs workers engaged in maintaining
grounds and turf on .golf course. etermines
work priority and assigns workers to tasks
such as fertilizing, seeding, mowing, raking,
and spraying. Observes employees' work and
demonstrates more efficient work methods.'

DIVEATING:. Amusing others'. (Usually ac-
coniplished through the m5dium of stage,
screen, television, or radio.) .

Portrays role in dramatic production to enter-
tain audience.

Sings classical, opera, church, or folk music in
. musical programs. Performs classical,' mod-

ern, or acrobatic dances alone, with partner,
or in groups .to entertain audience.

Includes hypnotic trance in sabjeetsi, occasion-
ally using members of audience a's subjects,

. and commands hypnotized subjects to per-
form specific tasks.

Speaks in such a -manner that voice appears to
come from source- other than own vocal
chords, such as from dummy or hand puppet.

Performs original and stock triCks of illitsion
and sIeight-of-hand to mystify audience,
using props 'such as cards and cigarettes:
Frequently uses members of audience in act.

Pilots airplane to perform stunts and aerial
acrobatics at fairs and carnivals.

Dons diving suit and helmet, and "drops t
floor of tank tOqeed fish on scheduled show
periods. Circulates among fish and identifies
species. and describes their life history' iu
commentary over sound system;

Drives racing car over track in competition .
with other drivers.

Performs difficult and' speciacular feats such
as leaping, tumbling; and balancing, alone
or as a member of team.

Professes to judge patron's character Joy study-
ing his handwriting, observing detailsof .
letter formation.

Turns crank on portable barrel, organ to play
tunes. Trains and provides for monkey
which accompanies him.

ImpersOnates Santa Claus durine Christmas
season.

ERSUADING: Influencing others in favor
of a product, service-, or point of view.
Confers with producers of crudokoil and nat- .

ural gas to purchase products at a favorable
price.

Writes scripts for"radio and television adver-
Using.

Sells services of industrial psychology firms to
management officials.

Calls on farmers to sOlicit repair business and
to. I ell new milking equipment: Demonstrates
milking machines.

Offers articles.at auction, asking for bids, at-
tempting to stimulate buying desire of bid-.
ders and closing sales to highest biddei.

Sells all types of life insurance by. pointing
out company programs that meet clients'
insurance sedas.

Plans or assists in advertising program to
promote sale of company's product. Prepare
advertising brochures an anuals fox pu
lication.

Writes `6mments ,on topi s of current interest
to stimulate or mold public opinion in ac-
cordance with vi cants and policies of
publieation

- Solicits freight or Storage business by visiting
homes or business establishments to eahnate
cost Of packing, crating, Moving,, shipping,
otnd delivering household goods, machinery,
or other material.

Contacts individuals and firms by telephone, in
person, or by other means. to solicit funds

, for charitable organization.
Sells home appliances to customer after point-

ing out salable feature's of merchandise.
Calls on retail outlets to suggest merchandis-

ing advantages ot company's trading stamp
plan.

Promotes use' of and sells ethical drugs and
other pharmaceutical products to doctors,
dentists, hospitals, and retail alid wholesale.
drug establishments.

$ AXING-SIGNALING: Talking with and/
or s gnaling people to convey or exchange in-
formation. Includes giving assignments and/or
directions to helpers or assistants. -
Directs traffic by motioning with flag when

construction work obStructs normal traffic
route. .

Gives property man verbal directions in the
placing of items on stage or Set.

Confers with photographic staff to suggest '
iinprovements in artistry of camera shots.

Informs publiwon library activities, facilities,
rules, and services.

Indicates 'customer bid by word, inanneri^sm,
hand, or other characteristic signal. ,

Interviews job applicants in an-teraployment
agency.



Answers questions from passengers concerning
train routes, station, and timetable informa-
tion.

Informs -tourists concerning size, value, and
history of establishment, points oü t. features
of interest, and gives other. information pe-

Mixes and serves alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks following standard recipes to patrons
of bars s

Bathes and gives alcohol rubs to hospital
patients.

, .

fliar to establishment. TAKING INSTRUCTIONS-HELPING : At-
Answers telephone to give information about tending to the work assignment instructions or

company's special services to potential eus- orders of supervisor. (No immediate respinse
tomer& . ,

required unless clarification of instructions or
Signals or rela irs srgnals to operators of hoist- _

orders is needed.) Helping applies to "non-
ing equipment engaged in raising or lower- learning" helpers.
ing loads and pumping or conveying mate- NOTE: Taking Instructions-Helping, the
rials. ,

lowest level 'worker function involving
Receives verbal complaints concerning mail .de- people, (Consists ,of receiving orders or in-

livery, mail theft, and lost mail structions and/or helping others. Although
Explains hunting and fishing laws to sports- this functibn is present to some degree in

any functional responsibility involving.
men, -

Gmets and introduces guests and suggests people, it is possible to identify jobs where
planned adtivities such as 'dancing or games. Q the functional involvement with people is

at this prescribed level. No variety of re-
nsponsibilityis involved in this fuction,

SERVING: Attending to the needs or requests . .and any of the following situations willof people or aniinals or the expressed or im-
plicit wishes of people. Immediate response is be rated for Taking Instryctions-Helping:

involved.
Receives instructions. .

Is informed of assignments, orders, etc.
Receive§ payment for merchandise such as Helps and assists other workers.

bakery goods, magazines, 'groceries, books, Obtains directions.
and tobacco selected by customer. Wraps or
bags merchandise, 'and keeps shelves stocked THINGS FUNCTIONS
with merchandise. .

Rents bicycles to patrens at beach, resort, or Things: Inanimate objects as distinguished
similar recreational facility. Issues bicycle from human beings ; 'substances or materials,
to customer, records time of transaction, and machines, tools, equiPment and products. A.

accepts payment. '
driver

thing is tangible and has shape, form, and
Accom and assists ambufance on

callspanies. Assists in lifting patient onto wheeled other physical characteristics.
cart or stretcher and into and out. of ambur 'SETTING UP : Adjusting machines or equip-
lance. Renders first aid such as bandaging, ment by replacing or altering tools, jigs, fix-
splinting, and administering oxygen. , tures, and attachments to prepare them" to

Renders -variety -of personal services conducive perform their functions; change .their per-
to safety and comfort of airline passengers formance, or restore their proper fUnctionnig
during flight. if they break down. Workers whoThet up bne

Carries golf bags around golf course for play- or a number of machines for other workers
as, handing- clubs te players as reqUested. or who, set up and personally operate a Va-

Cares for eklerly, handicapped, or convalescent riety of Machines are included here.
people. Acts as aid or friend by attending Mounts- reels of magnetic or pdper taPe onto
to. employer's personal,. business or social spindles,* decks of cards in hoppers, bank

checks,in magnetic ink readersorter, notices
in optical scanner, or output forms and car-
riage tape in printing devices, to prepare
off-line domputer peripheral machines for
opetation. Sets guides, keys, and switches
according to oral instructions or run book
to prepare equipment to transfer data from
one form to another, print output'and read

'needs.
Walks, rides bicycle, or uses public -conveyances

to make deliveries, and collects money from ,
customers 'for cash-on-delivery orders.

Stands at upper or lower end ,of escalator to
insure that passengers do not enter wrong
conveyor. As'sists elderly, infirm; or hesitant
passengers in entering or leaving escalator.

Ari.anges wearing apparel and- checks personal data into and out of digital computei .
effects for performers and other personnel Unlocks ticket dispensing machines with key
when they are on set: and turns knobs to reset number registers to

''.Feeds and waters animals in a zoo; and cleans zero. Changes code slugs eo that different
and disinfecis their pens symbols are printed on tickets. Replaces



depleted reels of ticket tape, threading ends
.of tape through feed rollers to type rollers.
Presses keys qf machines to obtain sample
tickets. Examines tickets to ascertain that
machines are printing correctly:

Selects, positions, and secures cutters in tool-
head, in spindle, or on arbor of gear cutting
machines such as gear shapers, hobbers, and
generatorS. Sets feed rates and rotation
speeds of cutters and workpiece in relation
to each other by selecting and mounting
gears, cams, or templates, or by moving
levers. Moves controls to set cutting speeds
and depth of ti oke and cut for reciprocat-
ing cutters, an1Jo position tools and work-
pieces.

Turns screws to adjust pockets of gathering
machines to accommodate signatures. Turns
dials to required graduation to .et,grippers
and feelers accoiding to thickness being
gathered, using Measuring instruments., In-
stalls specified jogging trays at discharge
end of machines and adjusts flow of glue
and conveyor speed, using'handtools. Starts
machines to process sample copies and verify
accuracy of machine setup before product4on
run by machine operators..

Selects arid positions, alines, and secures elec-
trodes, jigs, holding fixtures, guides, and
stops on 'resistance welding and brazing
machines. .

Lifts specified die sections into die-casting ma-
chines that cast parts such as automobile
trim, carburetor housing, and motor parts
from nonferrous metals. Secures die sections
in position and adjusts stroke of rams. Con-
nects water hoses to cooling system of die.
Preheats die sections. Turns valves and sets
dials to regulate flow of water circulating
through dies. Starts machine to produce
sample casting and examines casting to ver-
ify setup.

Selects, installs, and adjusts saw blades, cut-
ter heads, boring bits, and sanding belts in
a variety of woodworking machines, using
handtools and rules. Operates machines to
saw, smooth, shape, bore, and sand lumber
and wood parts. Periodically verifies dimen-
sions of parts for adherence to specifications,
using gages and templates.

Determines tooling required according to speci-
fications and knowledge of operations to be
performed hy multiple-spindle lathe-type ma-
chines equipped with automatic indeking and
feeding mechanisms to perf6rm turning, bor-
ing, threading, and facing operations. In-
stalls collets, bushings and stock pushers in
stock-feeding _mechanisms, using wrenches
and screwdrivers. Installs and adjusts cams,
gears, and stops. Starts machines and ob-
serves each operation. Verifies conformance,
of workpiece to specifications.

PRECISION WORICINO: Using body mem.
bers and/or tools or work aids to work, move,
guide, or place objects or materials in situa- ,

tions where ultimate responsibility for the
attainment of standards occurs and selection of
appropriate tools, objeets, or mkerials, and
the-adjustment of the tool to the task require
exercise of considerable judgment.
Lays out position of parts on metal, using

scribe and handtools.
Locates and marks reference lines such as cen-

terlines, buttock lines, and frame lines and
marks location of hol o be drilled, using
scribe,

Uses water color, bru s, pen, and rulers to
sketch original &sena for textile cloth pat-
terns op graph paper.

Carves statues, monuments, and ornaments
from stone, concrete, and wood, using chis-
els, hammers, and knives.

Polishels screwheads to specified dimensions and
finish by fitting screws in circular multihole
steel block, using tweezers and suction de-
vice ; grinding blocked heads on bench
mounted grinding wheel to remove burs;
and polishing heaqs on bench flatlap polisher.

Lays out, cuts, shapes, And finishes wood, plas-
tics, plexiglass, and hardboard parts of dis-
plays, using handtools.

Prepares scale and full size drawings for use
by building Cohtractors and craftsmen.

Diagnoses electrical' malfunctions, using test
lights, ohmmeters,- voltmeters, circuit simu-
lators, and wiring diagrams.

Pulls bow across strings of violin with one
hand and presses strings with fingers of
other hand to produ6-desired effects.

Inspects machined parts -and assembled units
-fo'r conformance to specifications, using mi.
crometeris, gages, calipers, and other pre,
cision 'measuring instruments.

Cuts, trims, and tapers hair, using clippers,
comb, and scissors.

Bilasures, marks, and cuts carpeting and lino-
, leum with knife to get maximum number of

usable pieces from standard size rolls, fol-
. lowing floor dimensions ancl diagrams.
Forms sand molds for production of metal cast-

ing, using handtools, power tools, patterns,
and flasks ; and applying knowledge of Vari-

' ables such as metal characteristics, molding
sand, contours of patterns, and pouring pro-

. cedures. .

Sketches design, using pencil 'or permane6 ink.
Grinds colorS oh pottery tile, using palette
knife to mix colors and" oils 'to desired con-
Sistency. Paints freehand or within sketched
design, using mixed colors, or applies pure
colors, one over another; to produce desired
shade.



OPERATING-CONTROLLING: Starting, thp-
ping, controlling, and adjusting the pro ress
of a machine or equipment. Operating involves
setting up and adjusting the machine or mate-
'rial (es) as the work progresses. Controlling
involves observing gages, dials, etc. and turn-
ing valves and other devices to regulate fac-
tors such as temperature, pressure, flow of
liquids, speed of pumps, and reactions of
materials.
TUrns controls on television camera; observes

scenes through camera monitor; adjusth lens
to maintain scenes in focus; and oyes lev-
ers to alter angle or distance of shot to
photograph scenes foie broadcasting.,

Places wooden barrel horizontally on barrel
'rest of barrel lathe machine. Clamps barrel
between two chucks of the lathe. Starts ma-
chine and holds barrel plane against surface
of revolving barrel while guiding tool along
its length to scrape and smooth it.

Attaches skip bar to ltey punch machine. Loads
machine- with decks of punchcards. Moves
switches and depresses keys to' select du-
plication, spacing, and transfer of ..cards
through machine statinn.

Moves lever to regulate speed of turntable of
tape recorder machines. Turns knobs on cut-
ting arms to shift or adjust weight of
stylus. Moves switches to open micrOphone
and tune in live or recorded programs.

Clamps sample of tinplate on scribing table
and outlines specified areas to be coated,
using scriber. Moves coater machine lever
to raise uncoated tinplate into feeding posi-
tion. Adjusts* or changes gears of feeding
mechanism td regulate rate of feed. Adjusts
iollers to regulate thickness of coating mate-
rials on plate, usjng wrenches and rule.

Positions and bolts or clamps single ormultiple
dies on bed of printing press, using hand-
tsools. Loads coil of strip metal on. machine
spindle, feeds strip between dies, turns hand:
wheels to close and tighten dies on metal
strip and starts machine.

Places klass blanks and tube components in
chuck or tailstoOk of lathes and depresses
pedals of 'compressed air devices that lock
riarts in lathes. Starts lathes, lights gas-
torch heating elements and turns valves to'
regulate flames. Turns handwheels or pushes
levers to control heating of specified areas
of glass parts:

Pla es spool on spindle of floor-mounted sew-
irIg machines. Draws thread through machine
guides, tensions, and needle eye. Inserts
bóbbins into shuttles and otraws /thread
through slots in shuttleS walls or draws
thread through guides and looper eyes.
Presses knee levers, depresses pedals, or
moves hand levers to raise presser foot or

spread feed cups. Positions part to be joined
-and lowers presser foot. Starts, stops, and
controls speed of machines with pedals or
knee levers and guides parts imder ,needles.

Moves switch& on central control panel of
switchboard to regulate converters. Observes
demand meters, gages, and recording instru-

Arnents, and moves controls to insure efficient
power utilization, equipment operation, and .

maintenance a power distribution. Monitors
gages, alarmsand oscilloscopes to detect and
prevent damage to equipment and disruption
of power. .

Selects specified embossing plate, bolts plate
into chase, and positions and secures chase
onto ram of embossing machine used to im-
print designs on leather or leather articles,
Turns switch or steam valve to heat plate
to specified temperature, according to type
of leather. Pulls lever that lowers ram to
impress designs on leather.

Fires furnace or kiln, .observes gages, and
adjusts controls to maintain specified tem-
perature for drying .coal and ore before or
after washing, milling, or pelletizing opera-
tions..

Regulates flow and pressure of gas from
mains to fuel feed lines of gas-fired boilers,
furnaces, kilns, soaking .pits, smelters, and
related steam-generating or, heating equip-
ment. Opens valve on feed lines to supply
adequate gas for fuel, and closes valves to
reduce gas pressure. Observes, records, and
reports flow and-pressure gage readings on
gas mains and fuel feed lines.

Types payroll.

DRIVING-OPERATING: Starting, stopping,
and controlling the actions of ,machines or
equipment for which a course must be steered,
or which must be guided, in order to fabricate,
process, and/or move things or people.

NOTE: Involves such activities as observ-
ing gages and dials; estimating distances
and determining speed and direction of

) other objects ; turning cranks and wheels r,
pushing or pulling gear lifts or levers.

,
Includes such machines as cranes, con-

, veyor systems tractors, furnace charging
machines, paving machines, and hoisting
machines. Excludes manually powered ma-
chines, such as handtrucks and dollies,
and power assisted machines, such as elec-

. tric wheelbarrows and handtrucks.
Steers vessel over course indicated by electronic

equipment, such as radio, fathometert and'
land radar to transport passengers to fishing
locations for catching fish and other marine
life. ..

'Pushes pedals and pulls levers to move, con-
trol speed and stop crane, turn -crane boom,



and raise or lower cables attached to load.
Adjusts controls' to move and position load
by sight or at direction of other worker.

Pilots airplane or helicopter over agricultural
fields at low altitudes to dust or spray fields
with seeds, fertilizers, or pesticides.

Operates throttle, air brakes, and other /con-
trols to 'transport passengers or freight on
electric, diesel-electric, steam, or gas-turbine-
electric locomotive. Interprets train orders,
block or semaphore signals, and railroad
rules and regulations.

Fastens attachments, such as graders, plows,
and rollers to tractor .with hitchpins. Re-
leases brake, shifts gears, and depresses
accelerator or moves throttle to control for-
ward and .backward movement of machine.
Steers.' tractor by turning steering *wheel
and depressing brake pedalS.

Pushes levers and pedals to move machine, to
lOwer and position dipper into material, and
to lift, swing, and clump contents of clipper
into truck, car, or onto conveyor or stock
pile.

Moves control levers, cables, Or other "devices
to control movement of elevator. Opens apd
closes safety gate and door of elevator at
each floor where stop is made.

Controls movement and stops railroad or mine
cars by switching, applying brakes, placing
sprags (rods) between wheelspokes, or plac-
ing wooden wedges between wheel, and rail.
Positions cars under loading chutes by in-
serting pinch bar under car wheels, using
bar as fulcrum and lever to move car. Hooks
cable to car and controls cable drum brake
to base car down incline.

Moves controls to steer armored car to deliver
money and valuables to business establish-
ments.

Controls action of rail-mounted trackmobile to
spot railroad cars on, ramp above chip stor-
age bins for unloading, and releases bottom
doors of 'cars allowing .chips to fall into bin.

Moves controls to activate rotary brushes and
spray so that sweeping machine picks up
dirt and trash from saved street-and depos-
its it in the dirt trap in rear of machine.

MANIPULATING : Using body members, tools,
or special devices 'to work, move, guide, or
place objects or materials. Jnvolves some lati-
tude for judgment with regard to precision
attaine4nc4 selecting appropriate tool, object,
or material; although this is readily manifest.
Shapes knitted garment, after cleaning by

shrinking or stretching garments by hand
to conform to original measurements.

Trims and smooth edges, surfaces, and im-
pressed or raised designs of jewelry articles

and jewelrY findings, using files, chisels, and
saws.

Scrapes, files, and isands machine-shaped gun-
stocks to remove excess wood and impart,
finished appearance to surface, using files,
Sandpaper, and emery cloth.

Draws different color strips of material such
as fabric of leather between slits_ in shoe
upper tb weave decorative design; according
to specifications.

Turns sprayer valves and nozzle to regulate
width and pressure of spray, pulls trigger

..ancl directs spray onto work surface tO apply
prime or fihish coat, according to knowledge
of T'atinting techniques.

Guides tip Vf soldering Aron along *Seam of
. . metal platk toaheat plates to bonding tern-"

perature and clips bar or wire of soft solder
in semi to solder joint.

Mixes soldering flux in crock or vat, according
to formula, using paddle, and tests con-.
sistency of flux with hydrometer.

Repacks parachutes that have been opened in
use, or unopened ones that are to be re-
packed in interest of safety..

Attaches cables to buildings, installs. supports,
and cuts or drills hOles in walls and parti-

. -tions through which cables are .eictended,
using wrenches, pliers, scre*drivers, saws,
and drills.

TENDING: Starting, stopping, and observing
the functioning of machines and equipment.

, Involves adjusting materials or controls of the
machine, such as changing guides, adjusting
timers and temperature gages, turning valves
ta allow flow of materials, and flipping switches
in response to lights. Little judgment is in-
volved in merCig these adjustments.
Positions and secures scoring disks on ma-
- chine shaft, turns handwheel to adjust pres-
sure on disks, and feeds Cardboard blanks
into machine hopper.

Turns controls to regulate amount of coal,
. pushes air blowers controls that blow coal

into furnaces, and observes air gages and
feed of coal. ,-

. Presses pedal or button, and moves lever on
packaging machine.' Observes oPeration to
detect malfunctions. Opens valves, -changes
cutting dies, sets guides, and clears away
daniaged products or containers.

Lights fire and opens Valves to regulate fuel
supply to asphalt-heater. Screws hose_ con-
nections to heater to connect circulating
system, and uses pump to circulate asphalt
through heating unit. Observes temperature
gage and adjusts blower and damper Con-
trols to regulate heat and maintain required
temperature.
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AdjustS control that regulates stroke of paper'
pusher on machine that assembles .pages of
printed material in numerical sequence:
Places pages to be assembled in holding tray.
Turns controls manually to start machine

. and removes assembled pages from machine.
Depresses pedal to - start, stop, and COntrol

Speed of yarn winding machine.. Observes
yarn to detect slubs and broken or tanglect
ends, cuts out slubs, using scissors, and ties
broken yarn ends.:. .

Positions spring on bed . of machine, turns
hand gages to regulate travel of flattening
ram, and pulls leyer to lower ram that com-
presses spring under specified pressure.

Places tack in holder' on machine bed. PoSi-
tions -prernarked article over tack .on bed
and- positions button on .garnient over tick
and under machine ram, DepresseS Pedal
that lowers ram to join button to article.

Shovels coal or coke into firebox of boiler,
' turns valves to regulate floW of gas, oil, or.

pulVerized coal into . firebox, or moves con-
trols to regUlate feeding speed of automatic
stoker. Reads, gages and moves controls tO
maintain specified steam pressure, tempera-
ture, and water level in boiler.

FEEDWG-OFFBEARING: Inserting, throw-
ing, dumping, or placing materials 'in or re-
moving them from machines or equipment
which are automatic or tended or operated by
other workers.
Inserts milled rubber stock into rolls of cal-

endaring machine to maintain continuous
supply.

Places molded lens blanks into autoinatic bur-
grinding machine. Catches ejected blanks
and stacks.therp in trays prior to polishing.

Picks up and dumps specified dry materials
into feeder hopper of crutcher equipment
which forms slurry for processing into soap.

Hangs toy parts in specified positions on hooks
of overhead conveyor that passes through
painting operations and lifts painted parts
from hooks. ,

Places eggs in holder that carries them into
machine that removes earth, straw, andpther
residue front egg surface prior to shipment.
Removes cleaned 'eggs and .packs them in
cases..

Places plate glass ohto conveyor of glass sil-
vering machine or automatic washing and
drying machines, and removes glvered or
cleaned mirror from conveyor.

Shovels scrap tobacco onto' screens of clean
ing machine, picks out sterns and dirt from
tobacco, and shovels tobacco dust from re-
ceptacle under screen into containers. .
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Dumps dyed cotton fiber into hopper of ex..
tractor that removes liquid by forcing cot-
ton through rollers.

Places soiled garments into washing machine,
extractor, and turnbler, and removes gar-
ments at completion of cleaning cycle.
laces uncured sponge rubber blanks ip. cav-
ities of hard rubber molds, positions filled
molds on conveyor of vulcanizing press, and
unloads vulcanized arch cushions from ma-
chine. *.

HANDLING: Using body members, handtools,
and/or special. devices to work, move, or carry
objects or materials. Involves little or no lati-
tude kir judgment with regard to attainment
of standards or in selecting appropriate tool,
object, or material.

Loads and pushes handtruck to move metal
Molds of pipernaking concrete from forming
area to steam-cooking area.

Hammers steel pins into holes in ends of logs
preparatory to skidding.

Drives flock of goatS to fresh pastures during
day and back to corral at night.

Clears stumps, trees, brush, cactus, mesquite,'
or, other growth from land so land can be
used as pasture, for cultivation, or for pro-
posed. construction project. -

Weighs materials in chemical plant and writes
or stencils identifying information on con-
tainers. Fastens caps or covers on containers,
or screws. bungs in place. Transports mate-
rials, using handtruck. Cleans stills and other
equipment, using detergents. Loads railroad
cars or tru&s.

Distributes work cards containing instructions
to workers.

Scrubs and washes surgical initruments.
Mops, sweeps, and dusts halls and corridors.
Digs ditches that drain excess moisture from

land, using pick and shovel.
Loads handtruck with ingots or sorted scrap.
Lifts plastic, forms used in .molding process

from self-sealing fuel tanks.
Wipes cured Aires with soapstone powder to

dry them.
Uses knife to cut candy into squares.
FoldS and stacks cuffs preparatory to sewing

cuffs to sleeves of garments.
Scrapes or knocks mortar front bricks, using

hammer.
Handles sheet music when rehearsing for per-

formance as soloist or as member of vocal
ensemble.

Uses pen to write magazine articles:
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Worker Traits

The requirements made on the worker in
terms of aptitudes, general educational develop-
ment, vocational preparation, physical de-
mands, arid personal traits are expressed by
worker traits.,These are reflected in the follow-
ing components : (a) training time, (b) apti-
tudes, '(c) temperaments, (d) interest, and (e)
physical demands and environmental conditions.

Data relating to these job facets provide a
sharper focus on the type of work involved and
the nature Of the individual worker. They are
extremely helpful in counseling, job develop-
Ment, training, and other actiilities directed
toward -maximum manpower utilization, eSpe-
cially for less-than-fully qualified persons.

The following are definitions of the worker
traits components :

TRAINING TIME is the amount of general
educational development and specific voca-
tional preparation required of a worker to
acquire the knowledge arid abilities neces-
sary for average performance in a particu-
lar job-worker situation.

(a) General Educational Development
(GED) embraces those aspects of edu-
cation (formal and informal) which
contribute to the worker's : (1} rea-
soning development and ability to
follow instructions, and (2) acquisi-
tion of "tool" knowledge, such as lan-
guage and mathematical skills.

(b) Specific Vocational Preparation (SV P)
is the amount of time required to learn

.14
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the techniques, acquire. information,
and develop the facility needed for
average'performance in a specific iob-
worker situation. This training inay
be acquired in a school, work, mili-
tary, institutional, or avocational en-
vironrnent.

APTITUDES are the specific capacities or
abilities required of an individual in order
to facilitate the. learning of some task or .

job duty. Following are the aptitudes in-
cluded in this .component :

G Intelligence
V Verbal
N Numerical
S Spatial
P Form Perception
Q Clerical Perception
k Motor Coordination
F Finger Dexterity
M Manual Dexterity
E Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination
C. Color Discrimination

TEMPERAMENTS fo e purpose* of col-
lecting occupational data, are defined as
"personal traits" required of a worker by
specific job-worker situations. This com-
ponent consists of the following 10 factors:

DDCP Adaptability to accepting re-
sponsibility for the direction,
control, or planning of an
activity.



1117-FIF Adaptability to situations in-
.
volving the interpretation of
feelings, ideas, or facts in
terms bf personal Viewpoint

I-INPLU Adaptability to influencing
people in their opinions, atti-
tudes, or judgments about
ideas or things.

er-SJC Adaptability to making gen-
eralization, evaluations, or
decisions based on sensory or
judgmental criteria:

M-MVC Adaptability to nuking gen-
eralizations, evaluations, or
decisions based on measur-,.
able or verifiable criteria. ,

P-DEPL Adaptability to dealing with
people beyond giving and re-
ceiving instructions.

R-REPCON Adaptability to performing
repetitive work, or to per-
forming continuously the
same york, according to
set procedures, sequence, or
pace.

S-PUS Adaptability to performing
under stress when confronted
with emergency,, critical, un-
usual, or dangerous situa-
tions ; or situations in which
working speed and sustained
ttehtion are make-or-break
aspects of the job.

T-ST'S Adaptability, to situations re-
quiring the precise attain-
ment of set limits, tolerances,
or 'standards.

V-VAitCH 'Adaptability to performing
a variety of duties, often
changing from one task to
another of a different nature
without loss of efficiency or
composure.

INTERESTS :"An interest is a tendency to
become absorbed in an experience and to con-
tinue it, while an aversion is a tendency to turn
away from it to something else." "

3 Dingilato, V/. V..',./ptitudce tud.Aptitude Teatislo (New York end
London: Harper & Brothera, 1937).

The Interest factors are as follows:

. la. Apreferencfor vo lb.activities
dealing with
<things and ob-
jects.

2a. A preference for vs 2b.
activities involv-
ing business con-
tact with people.

<
3a. A preference for- vs 3b..

. Activities of a
routine, con-
crete, organized
nature.

4a. A preierence for vs
working for the
presumed good
of people.

5a. A preference for vs
activities result-
ing in prestige
or the esteem. of -
others.

A preference for
activities con-
cerned with the
commun ica tion-
of 'data.'

A preference for
activities of a
scientific and
technical nature.

A preference for
activities of an
abstract and cre-
ative nature.

4b. A preference for
activities that
are carried on in
relation to [moo-
esses, machines,
and techniques.

5b. A preference for
activities result-
ing in tangible,
productive satis-
faction.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS are 'defined as the
physical requirements made of the worker by
the specific job-worker situation. They include:

1. Strength (lifting, carrying, pushing,:
and, or pulling)

Sedentary work

Light work
Medium work

Heavy work

Very heavy work

2. Climbing and/or balancing

3. Stooping, kneeling, crouching, and/or
crawling

4. Reaching, handling, fingering, and/or
feeling

5. Talking and/or hearing

6. Seeing

4 Involvement with live anhnala ja to be identified 'with opeople and
the -communication of date w.herevei, en animal bt dealt with on an

individual halm



ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS are those
physical surroundings of job-worker situations
which make specific demands upon a worker's
physical capacity. They include :

1. Work location (inside, outside, or both)
2. Extreme cold with or withodt tempera-

ture changes

,.
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3. Extreme heat with or without tempera-
ture changes

4. Wet and/or humid

5. Noige and/or vibration

6. Hazards

7. Atmospheric conditions



Definition

For the purpose of rating jobs, TRAINING
TIME is defined as the amount of general edu-
cational development and specific vocational
preparation required of a worker to acquire
the knowledge and abilities necessary for aver-
age performance in a particular joh-worker
situation.

GENERAL, EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(GED)

GED embraces those aspects of education
(formal and informal) which contribute to the
w cer's (a) reasoning developMent and abil-
ity follow instructions, and (b) acquisition
of " ol" knowledges such as language and
math atical skills. This is education of a gen-
eral nature which does not have a recognized,
fairly specfic occupational objective. Ordinarily,
such education is obtained in elementary school,
high school, or college. However, it derives also
from experience and self-study.

SPECIFIC VOCATIO11AL PREPARATION
(SVP)

SVP is the amount as time required to learn
the techniques, acquire the information, and
develop the facility needed for average per-
formance in a specific job-worker situation.

This training may be acquired in a school,
work, military, institutional, or vocational en-
vironment. It does not include orientation
training required of a fully qualified worker
to become accustomed to the special conditions
of any new job. Specific vocational training in-
cludes:

(a) Vocational editcation (high school com-
mercial or shop training, technical
school, art school, and that part of coi-
lege training which 0 organized around
a specific vocational objectiye).1

%in evaluating training time information on job% obnerve the
following ntandardo: (I) Regard 30 bourn of high school chop or
commercial training an equivalent to about 13 hours of en-the-job
training; (2) regard the average 4-year college curriculum (ex-
rept for liberal nee) an equivalent to about 2 yeare of oPecific
vocational preparation; (0.) regard each year of graduate school-
ing as a year of Dpceific vacatipnal preparation,

(b) Apprentieeship"training (training ob-
tained only in thoie jobs offering ap-
prenticeships). =

(c) Inplant training (training given by
employer in form of organized class-
room study),

(d) On-the-job training (instruction given
to learner or trainee on the job by a
qualified worker) .

(e) Essential experience in other. jobs (ex-
perience received in less ,responsible
jobs or other jobs which qualify for a
higher grade job.

DIVISIONS OF GED SCALE

The GED Scale is composed of three divi-
sfons : Reasoning development, mathematical
development, and language development. Each
should be considered independently of the
others in evaluating the level required for the
job.

RATIONALE FOR GEDI SCALE DEFINITIONS

The description of the various levels of lan-
guage and mathematical development are based
on the curriculum being taught at specified
grade levels in schools throughout the United
States. An analysis of mathematics courses in
the school curriculums reveals distinct levels of
progression in the primary and secondary
grades and college. These levels of progression
facilitated the selection and assignment of six
levels of GED for the mathematical develop-
ment scale.

However, though language courses follow a
similar pattern of progression in primary and
secondary school, particularly in learning and
appyying the principles of grammar, this,pat-
tern changes at the college level. The diversity
of language courses offered at the college level
precludes the establishment of distinct levels
of language progression for these 4 years. Con-
sequently, language development is limited to
five levels of-GED.



Scale of General Education Development (GED)

LEVEL REASONING DEVELOPMENT MATHEMATICAL. DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

4

,

,

,

, ---. ,
Apply principles of logical or scientific
thinking to a wide range of intellectual and
practical problem& Deal with nonveibal
symbolism (formulas, scientific equations,
graphs, musical notes, et&) in its most dif-
&lilt phase& Deal with a variety of abstract
and concrete variables. Apprehend the mhst
abstruse classes of concepts.

,

,
,

Apply principles of logical or scintific

Advanced calculus: ,
Work with limits, continuity, real num-
tier systems, mean value theorems, and
implicit function theorem&

Modern algebra:
apply fundamental Concepts of theories
of groups, rings, and fields. Work with
differential. equations, linear algebra, in-
finite series, advanced operatio methods,
and functions of real and omplex van-
ables.

Statistics:
Work with mathematical statistics, mathe-
Matical probability and applications, ex-
perimental design, statistical inference,
and econometric&

Algebra: o
Work with exponents and logarithms,
linear equations, quadratic equations,
mathematical induction and lainomial
theorem, and perinutations:

Calculus:
Apply concepts of analytic'geometry, dif-
ferentiations and integration of algebraic
functions with applications.

Statistics:
Apply mathematical operations to fre- -
quency distributions, reliability and valid-
ity of`' tests, normal curve analysis of., .variance, correlation techniques, ehi-
square application and sampling theory,
and factor analysis.

Algebra:
Deal with system of real numbers;
linear, quadratic, rational, exponential,
logarithmic, angle and circular functions,
and inverse functions; related algebraic
solution of equations and inequalities;
limits and continuity, and probability and
statistical inference.

Geometry:
Deductive axiomatic geometry, plane and -solid ; and rectangular coordinate&

Shop Math:
Practical application , of fractions, per-
centages, ratio and proportion, mensura-
tion, logarithms, slide rul% practical
algebra, geometric construction, ahd es-
sentials of trigonometry.

Reading:
Read literature, book and play ieviews,
scientific and technical journals, abstracts,
financial reports, and legal document&

Writing;
Write novels, plays, editorials, johrnals,
speeches, manuals, critiques, poetry, and
songs.

Speaking:
Conversant in the theory, principles, and
methods of effective and persuasive speak-
ing, voice and diction, phonetics, .and dis-
cussion and debat&

-

Same as Level 6.

Reading:
Read novel% poems, newspapers , periodi-,cals, journals, manuals dictionaries, the-
sauruses, and encyclopedia&

Writing:
Prepare business letters., expositions sum-
manes, and reports, using prescribed for-
mat and confonning to all rules of punc-
tuation, grammar, diction, and style.

Speaking:
Participate in panel discussions, dramati-
zations, and debates.
Speak extemporaneously on a variety of
subject& .

.

thinking to define problems, collect data, e -
tablish facts, and draw valid conclusion&
Interpret an extensive variety of technical
instructions in mathematical or diagram-
matic form. Deal with several abstract and
concrete variables.
'

Apply principles of rational systems1 to
solve practical problems and deal with a
variety of concrete variables in situations"
where only limited standardization exist&
Interpret a variety of instructions furnished
in written, oral, diagrammatic, or schedule
form.

a

r --"l -



LEVEL
_

REASONING DEVELOPMENT MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

3

'
1

.

.Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out instructions furnished in written, oral,
or diagrammatic form. Deal with problems
involving several concrete variables in or
from standardized situation&

-

.

.

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out detailed but uninvolved written or oral
instruction& Deal with problems involving
a few concrete variables in or ftom stand--

T .ardized situa ions.

.

.

,
t.

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out simple one- or two-step instructions.
Deal with standardized situatinns with oc-
casional or no variables in or from these
situations encountered on the job

dompute discount, interest, profit, and
loss; commission, markup, and selling
price; ratio and proportion, and percent-
age. Calculate surfaces, volumes, weights,
and measure& <,s 0

Algebra:
Calculate variables and formulas; mono-
mials and polynomials; ratio and propor-
tion variables; and square roots and
radical& '

Geometry:
Calculate plane and solid figures; circum-,
ference,' area, and volume. Undetstand
kinds of angles, aPd properties of pairs
of angle& , a.

..

Add, subtract, multiply, and dividepLsall
units of measure. Perform the four oper-
ations with like common and decimal
fraction& Compute ratio / r 9ate and per-
cent Draw and interpret bar graphs
Perform arithmetic operations involving
all American monetary 'units.

...,

.

Add and subtract two digit numbers.
Multiply and divide 10's and 100's by 2,
3, 4, 5.
Perform the four basic arithmetic opera-
tions with coins as part of a dollar.
Perform operations with units such as
cup, pint, and quart; inch, foot, and yard;
and ounce and pound.

_

Reading:
Read a variety of novels, magazines, at-
lases, and encyclopedia&
Read safety rules, instructions in the use
and maintenance of shop tools and equip-
ment, and methods and procedures in
mechanical drawing and layout work .

Writing:
Write reporth and essays with proper for-
mat, punctuation, spelling, and grammar,
using all parts of speech.

Speaking:
Speak before an audience with poise, voide
control, and confidence, using correct Eng-
liSh and well-modulated voice.

Reading:
Passtive vocabulary of 5,000-6,000 words.
Read at rate a 190-215 worda per minute .
Read adventure stories and comic books,
looking up unfamiliar words in dictionary
for meaning, spelling, and pronunciation.
Read instructions for assembling model
cars and airplanes.

Writing:
Write compound and complex sentences,
using cursive style, proper end punctua-
tion, and employing adjectives and ad-
verbs.

Speaking:
Speak clearly and distinctly with appro-
priate pauses and emphasis, correct pro-
nunciation, variations in word order, using
present, perfect, and future tenses.

Reading:
Recognize meaning of 2,500 (two- or three-
syllable) ',Words. Read at rate of 95-120
words per minute.
Compare similarities and differences be-
tween words and between series of num-
bers.

Writing:
Print simple sentences- containing subject,
verb, and object, and series of numbers;
names, and addresse&

Speaking:
Speak simple sentence& using normal word
order, and present and past tense&

1E:tang:les of rational systems are: bookkeeping, internal combustion engines, electric wiring systems. house buikling, nurs ng,, farm management, anci,,naolgatioil.
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ILLUSTRATIVE SITUATIONS

A sampling has been made of job-worker
situations for each level on each scale. These
situations have been written tO make their
level value as explicit as possible. Since_the
discrimination by level is dependent on verbal
expression, it is not precise. Familiarity with
the total range of illustrative situations should
contribute, however, to the use and application
of the scales.

Definitions and Illustrative Situations
for GED Levels

REASONING DEVELOPMENT.
2_

Level 1

Apply commonsense understanding to carry
out simple one- or two-step instructions. Deal
with standardized situations with occasional or
no variables in or from these situations encoun-
tered on the job.

Mark size, lot number, contents, or other
identifying information or symbols on con-
tainers or directly on articles by placing
stencil on object and rubbing ink or paint
brush across open lettering. .

Covers drycleaned clothing and household
articles with plastic bags, and sorts articles
for route delivery. Hands drycleaned articles
on rail according to route number or color of
drycleaning ticket.
Scans rags for hardware Such as buttons and
snaps, and holds rags against rotating blade
that cuts hardware froin rags and cuts rags
into specified size. Sorts rags into bins ac-
cording, to color and fabric.
Tends .bandsaw that cuts Wooden stock for
toys and games. Stacks number of pieces of
stock on cutting table_ against preset ripping
fence. Pushes cutting.thble against saw until
stock is severed. Drops cut pieces into tote
box.
Feeds eggs into machine that-removes earth,

. straw, and other residue from egg surface
irior to shipment. Places .eggs in holder that
carries thein into Machine where rotating
brushes or water sprays remove. residue.

e

Removes cleaned eggs from discharge trough
and packs them in cases for shipment. -

Level 2

Apply commonsense-understanding to carry out
detailed but uninVolved written or oral instruc-
tions. Deal with problems involving a few con-
crete variables- in or. from standardized situa-
tions.

Guards street crossing during school hour
when children are going to and frOM school.
Directs actions of r'children 'and traffic:,At
street* intersections to insure safe crossmg.
Records license numbers of vehicles disre-
garding traffic signals and reports 'them-to
police.
Delivers messages, documents) packages, and
other items to offices or departufents within
establishments or to other business concerns,
walking, using bicycle or motorcycle, or rid-
ing public conveyances.
Screws watch balance and balance bride
sembly to pillar plate. Places pillar plate in
holding fixture, and positions balance and
bride assembly on plate securing it with
screws. Tests balance for Vertical play by
gently moving it up and down with tweezers,
determining from experience if shake is
within acceptable limits. Touches oi/-filled
hypodermic needle to jewel to oil lower bal-
afire jewel pa-lor to assembling. Observes
mjnute parts with aid of loupe and handles'
parts with tweders.
Assists customer to launder or drYcl5qp.,p
clothes, busing self-sefvice equipment. Gives
instructions to customer in clothes prepara-

,
thins, such as weighing, sorting, fog-spray-
ing spots, grid removing perishable buttons.
Assigns machine and points 'out posted in-
structions regarding equipment 4eration.

Level 3

Apply _commonsense understanding to carry
out initructions furnished in written, oral, or
diagrammatic form. Deal With problems in-.1,
volving Sevpral concrete variablis in or from

*standardized situations.
Operates cord or cordless switchboard' to pro-
vide answering service for \ clients. Greets
callero and announces name or phene number



cif client. Records afid delivers message.% fur-
ishes information, 'accepts orders, and re-

lays calls. Places telephone calls at request
of client or to locate client in emergencies.
Files messages.
Requisitions transportation; from motor,"rail-
road, and airline companies to ship plant
products. Reads shipping orders to determine
quantity and type of transportation needed,
Contacts company to make arrangements
and to% issue instructions for loading prod-
nets. Annotates shipping orders to inform
shipping department ef loading locations
and time of arrival of transportation.
Initalls and adjusts television receivers and
antennas, using handtools. Selects antenna
according to type of set and loCation Of trans-
mitting station. Secures antenna in place
with bracket and guy wire, observing insur-

ance codes _and local ordnances fo protect
installation from lightning and- other haz-
ards. Tunes receiver on all,schannels and ad-
justs screws to obtain desired density, linear-,
ify, focus, and size of picture.
Sets up and 'adjusts compression, injection,
er transfer machines used to mold plastic
materials to specified shape. A:djusts stroke
of ram, using handtools. Connect's steam, oil,
or water lines to mold or. .regiflates controls
to regulate 'mold temperature. Sets machine
controls to regulate fo'rming presSure of
machine and curing time of `plastic in mold.
CareS foi patients and children in private
homes, hospitals, sanitariums, and similar
institution . Takes and records temperature,
pulse, an respiration rate. Gives standard "
medications as directed by. physician or
nurse. Sterilizes equipment and supplies,
using erinicides, sterilizer, or auteclaVe.
Prepar s food trays, feeds patients, and
record .food and liquid intake and nutput.

Level 4

Apply rinciples of rational systems to solve
practical probleins and deal with a variety of-
concrete variables in sitnations Where only lim-
ited standardization existi Interpret a variety
of instructions furnished in written; oral, dia-

., grammatic; or schedifie,form.
klitarnp!eu of "ratioial tve&ms": be-aikeeping, internal -combos- -'

tfon angina. doetrin wiring aVatonrt home WHEW-1g, nuroing, farm
managenlent anti navigation:

Flans layout and installs and repairs wiring,
electrical fixtures, apparatus, and control
equipment. 'Plans new or medified installa-

. tions- according"to specifications and eleCtri-
cal code. Prepares sketches showing locations

. of all wiring and .equipment or follows dia.:,
grams or blueprints prepared by others.
Tests continuity of circuit to ihsure electrical
compatibility and safety of all components,
using standard instruments, as ohmmeter,
battery, and oscilloscope.
Inspects internal combustion engine for con4
formance to blueprints and specifications,
using measurini instrurnents and handtools.
Reviews test data to locate assemblies and
parts not -functioning according to specificaJ
tions. Measures dimensions of disaisembled .
parts and assemblies, such as pistons, valves,
bearings, and injectors, using scale, microm-
eters, special tools; and gaging setups. Com-
pares measurements against specifications to
locate faulty parts.
Draws and . letters charts, schedules, and
graphs to illustrate specified data, such as
wage trends,, absenteeism, labor turnover,
and employment needs, using drafting 'in-
siruments, such 'as ruling and lettering pens,
T,squares, and straightedge.
Schedules appointmerits, gives information

o to callers, vtakes dictation, and relieves offi-
cials of minor administrative and business
details. Reads and 'route's incoming mail.
Composes and types routine cori-espondence.
dreets visitors, aspertains nature of busi-
ness, and conducts visitors to aPpropriate .
person, 0

Renders general nurging care to patients in
hospital, infirmary, sanitarium,- or similar
institntioni. Adniinisters prescribed medica-
tiong'and treatments in Accordance with ap-
proved technifines. Prepares equipment, and
aids physician during treatnients and exami-

,
nations of. patients. Observes, records,, and
reports_ to 'supervisor or4physician patient?!
cnnditions, reactions to drugs, treatments,'
and significant incidents.

Leven
Apply principles of logical dr scientific think-
ing to define problems, cellect data, egtablish
facts, and draw valid conclusionS. Interpret,an



extensive variety of technical instructions in
mathematical or diagrammatic form. Deal With
several abstract and concrete variables.

Interviews persons with problems, such as
personal and family maladjustment, lack of
finances, unemployment, and physical and Apply principles of logical or scientific think-
mental impairment, to determine nature and ing to a wide range-of intellectual and practical
degree of problems. Obtains and evaluates problems. Deal with nOnverbal symbolism
patient dal°a, such as physical, psychological, (formulas, scientific equations, graphs, musical°
and social factors. Counsels patients individ- notes, etc.) in it& most difficult phases. Deal .
usually or in groups and assists them to plan with a variety of abstract and concrete varia-
for solution of.problems. bles. Comprehend 'the most abstfnse classes Of
Studies clerical and statistical methods i concepts.
commercial or industrial establishments to Designs and conducts experiments to study

-develop improved and standardized proce- problems in human and 'animal behavior.
dures. Consults supervisorsIrand clerical -

workers to ascertain functions of offices' or
sections, methods used, and personnel re-
quirements, Prepares reports on procedures
and tasks -of individual workers.
Interviews property holders and adjutts
dardage claims resulting from activities con-
nected with prOspecting, drilling, and pro-
duction of olland gas, and laying of pipe-
lines on private property. Examines property
titles to determine their :validity, and acts as
company agent in transactions with property
owners. Investigates and assesses damage to
crops, fences, and other properties; and nego-
tiates claim settlements with property own-
ers. Collects and Prepares evidence to sup-
port contested damage in Court.
Studies traffic. conditions on urban or rural
arteries from fixed position, vehicle, or heli-
copter to° detect unsafe or congested Condi-. cedures have not been bstablished by law or
tions and to observe locations of alternative by a superior court. Examines evidence in.
routes . Evaluates -statistical and _physical criminal cases to determthe if charges are
data supplied by engineering department true or to determine if evidence will support
regarding such considerations as vehicle charge. Instfucts jury on aPplication of facts

. to questions of law.
Interprets'results of experiments in physics,
formulates theories consistent with data ob-

0

courses, and selects appropriate instructional
procedures, based on analysis of training re-
quirements for coinpany persOnnel.

Level 6

Formulates hypotheses and experimental
designs to investigate problems of growth,
intelligence, learning, personality, and sen-
sory processes. Selects, controls,-and modi-
fies variables in laboratory experiments 7ith
humans and animals. Analyzes data and eval-
uates its significance in relation to original
hypotheses.
Reconstructs records of extinct cultures, es-

' pecially preliteiate cultures. Studies, classi-
fies, and' interprets artifacts, architectural
features, 'and types of stratureS to deter-
mine their age and ,cultural identity. EStab .
lishes chronological sequence of deVelopment
of each culture from simpler to more ad-
vanced levels.
Arbitrates, advises, and administers justice
in a court of law.)Establishes rules pf proce-

-dures on questions for which standard pro-

count per mile, load capacity of pavement,
feasibility of widening palirement, and pro-
jecthd traffie load in futufre. -
Prepares and conducts inservice training for tallied, and predicts results of "experiinents-
comPany per,4nnel.- Evaluates training needs .

:, designed to detect and Measure previously .
in order to develop, educational materials for unobservedl physical phenomena. Applies

improving performance standards, Perkorpa- mathematical Methoda to solution of .physical

research relating to Course- preparation/and problems.
presentation. Compiles data for use in writ- . Plans, organizes, and conducts research for
ing- manuals, handbooks, -and' other triining . ' use in understanding social problems and
aids. Develops teaching 'outlines and lesson . for planning and4arrying out social welfare.

, .plans; determines content and duration of t, programs. Develops researeh designs on ba-
La,

, .



sis of existing knowledge and evolving the-
ory. Constructs and tests methods of collect-
ing data. Collects information and 'naked
judgments' through observation and inter-
views, and reyiew of documents': Analyzes
and evaluates data. hiterprets. methods em-
ployed and findings to individuals within
agency an mmunity.

MATHEMATICAL .REVELOPMENT

Level 1

Add and subtract two-digit numbers.
Multiply and divide 10's and 100's by 2, 3, 4, 5.
Perfdrm the four basic ,arithinetid operations
with coirls as part of- a dollar.
I3erform operations with unitS .such as cup,
pint, and . quart ; inch, focit,_ and Yard ; ounee
and pound.

° Weighs!' items ,as a part of the packing'
process, using., balance scales. Placed con-
tainer on scale and adds to or removes por-

,
tion of contents from container until lale
registers specified weight.
Dips sheets of muslin in shellac, tacks
sheets in layers, on stretcher .;frame to dry,
and measures and cuts dried fabiic into
squares pf specified size, using tape meas-
ure and; shears:.
Transfers hog-back skins frpm vat to' grad-
ing table and measures -site and length of

° skin on graduated board. SeparateS skits
according to size.
Counts novelty case parts to verify amount'
spedified on work ticket and stacks and- bun-

-ales parts prior, th spraying.
Tends battery of automatic machines
eqhipped with circular knives that cut paper
tubing into containers for shotgun shells.
Pills 'hopper wi.th tubed apd starts machine.
Verifies length of containers forr conform-i

anceto standards, using Axed gage. ..

Level.2

Add, subtract, multiply, and divide all units-of
measure.
Peyform the four operations with like or com
mon decimal fractions.

T4

- Compute fatio, rate, and _percent..
bravIr and interpret ,bar graphs.
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PerfOrm Parithrnetic operations involving all
American' monetary units. .

Measures, marks, and cuts carpeting and
linoleum with knife to get maximum number
of usable pieces from standard size rolls,
following floor dimensions or. diagrams.
-Measures width of pleats in women's gar-
ments, using yardstick, Counts buiiildser

pleats-in garment and multiplies the number
by the price per pleat to determine service
charge for cleaning garment.
Weighs and measures specified quantities of
ingredients of infant formulas, using scales,
graduated measures, and spoons. Computes
number of' calories per fluid ounce of for-
mula.
Sells cigars, cigaretres;., Corsages;` and novel-

ties to patrons in hotels, nightclubs, and res-
taurants. .Collects cash for items sold and
makes change.
Drives truck to transport materials to speci-
fied destinations such as railroad stations,
plants, or residences. Calculates amount of
bill and delivery .charge, collects payinent
for goods delivered,.making change as nec-

,aessary.

, Level 3
a

CompUth discount, interest, profit, and loss;
'commission, markup, and selling 'price; ratio
and proportion, and percentage.
Calculate surfacesivolume, weights, and meas-J
ures.
Algebra : Calculate variables and formulas;

monomials and polynomials; ratio
and proportion- Variables; and
square roots and radicals.

Geometry:, Calculate plane and solid figures;
circumference, area, and volume.,
Understand kinds of angles, and
properties of pairs of angled.

Computes wages and posts wage data to pay-
4 roll records. Computes earnings from time-

sheets and work tickets, using calculator.
Operates posting machine to compute and
subtract deductions, such as incomp' tax
withholdings, social security payments, and '

insurance.
Rents automobiles to customers at hotels and
transportation stations. Computes cost of



rental, based on per-day and pei--mile rates.
Beceives cash from customers in payment
for, goods or services and records amounts
received. Computes' bill, itemized lists, and
tickets showing amount due,, using adding
machine .or caSh register'. Makes -change and
cashes checks. ,

Measures lensile Strength, .hardness, ductiV
ity, or other phySical properties of
specimens, on .various types of testing ma-
chines. Calculates values, such as unit' tensile
'strength .and .pereentage elongation:
Coneols purification unit to remove iinpuri-
ties sUch as Moisture. and oxygen from helium
gas used in balloons.. Calculates ainounts of
gas transferred, using slide rule.

Algebra :

Level 4

Deal with system of real : num.
bers ; linear, quadratic, rational,
exponential, logarithmic, angle
and circular functions, and in-
verse functions ; relate.d algekatc,
solution of equations and inequal-
ities ; limits and continuity, and
probability and statistical infer-
ence.
Deductive axiomatic geometry,
plane and solid; and rectangular
coordinates.
Practical application of fractions,
percentages, ratio and proportion,
mensuration, logarithms, slide
rule, practical algebra, geometric
construcfions, and essentials of

. trigonometry.
Inspects fiat glass and Compiles defect data
based on samples, to determine variances
from acceptable quality limits. Calculates
Standard control tolerances l'or fiat glasS,
using algebraic formulas, plotting curves,
and drawing graphs.
Keeps reeords of financial _transactions of
establishment. Balances boOks and compiles
-reports to show statistics, such as cash re-

4 ceipts and , expenditures, accounts payable
and receivable; profit and loss, ancl other
items pertinent to operation- of business.
Calculates tonnage and prepares tonnage re-
poa of ship's cargo for assessment of port

Geometry :

Shop Math :

traffic. Converts metric measurements of
foreign manifests into pounds and cubic
feet, using formulas and calculating inachine.
Lays out and cuts plastie patterns -used `fOr
pantograph engraving according. to 'sketches
or blueprints,' using drafting instruments
and engraving tools. Esthblishes Jeference
points on plastic sheet and computes layout
diinensionS, following blueprints.
Surveys earth's surface using surveying in-
struments and oversees engineering survey
party engaged in determining exact loca-
tion and measurements of points, elevations,
lines, areas, and contours of earth's surface
to secure data used' for construction, map-
making, land valuation, mining, or other
purposes. Verifies by calculations accuracy
of .survey data secured.

Level 5 .

Algebra : Work with exponents and loga-
rithms, linear equations, quadratic
equations, mathematical induction
and binoniial theorem, and permu-
tations..

CalcUlus; Apply concepfs of ,analytic gap:-
etry, differentiation and integra-
tion of algebraic functions with
applications.

Statistics : Apply mathematical operations to
frequency distributions, reliability
and validity of tests, normal curve,
analysis of variance, correlation
techniques, chi-square application
and , sampling theory, and factor
analysis.

Plans survey, and collects, organizes, inter-
prets, summarizes, and analyzes numerical
data on sampling or complete enumeration
bases. EvalUates reliability of sources of
data, adjusts and weighs raw data, and or-
ganizes and summarizes data into tabular
forms amenable to analysis of variance and
principles of statistical inference.
Develops, fabricates, assembles, calibrates,
and tests electronic systems and components
used in aircraft, and missile production and
testing operations. Establishes circuit laydit
qimensions, by mathematical calculations
and principIeS.



Applies- knowledge of mathematics, proba-
.bility, statistics, principle's of finance- and
business to 'problems in life and health in-
surance, annuities, and pensions. Constructs
probability tables regarding fire, natural dis-
asters, and. unemployment, based on, analysis
of statistical data and -other pertinent infor-
mation.
Applies principles of accounting to install
and maintain general accounting system.
Designs new system. or Modifies existing sys-
tem to provide records' of assets, liabilities,
and financial traniactions of establishment.
Plans, designs, conductS, and analyzes results
of experiments to study 'problems in hunian
and animal behavior. Analyzes test resulk
using statistical ;techniques, and *evaluates
significance of data in relation to original
hypothesis.

Level 6

Advanced Work with limits, .continuity,
Calculus : real number systems, mean

value theorems, and implicit
function theorems.

'Modern Apply fundamental concepts of
Algebra.: theories of groups, rings, and

fields. Work with differential
equations, linear algebra , in-
finite series, advanced opera-
tional methods and functions of
real and complex variables.

Statistics : Work Avith mathematical statis-
tics -"mathematical probability
and application, experimental
design, statistical inference, and
econometrics.

Conducts and oversees analyses of aerody-
namic and thermodynamic systems and aero-
phyiics problems to determine suitability, of
.design for aircraft and missiles. Fstablishes
computational procedures for and methods
of analysing problems.
Analyzes physical systems, formulates mathe-
matical models of systems, and sets up and
operates analog computer to solve scientific
and engineering problems. PyeRres mathe-
matical model of problem, applying princi-
ples of advanced calculus and differential
equations.

Observes and interprets celestial phenomena
and relateS research to basic Scientific knowl-
edge or, to practical problems such as navi-
gation. DetermineS matheinatically sizes;
.shapes, brightness, spectra, motions, and po-
Sitions of sun, 1110011, planets, stars, nebulas,
and galaxies.
Conducts research in fundamental: mathe-
matics and solves or directs Solutions to
problems in research, development, produc7
tion, and other activities by mathematical
methods. .Conceives and develops ideas for
application of mathematics such as algebra,
geometry, number theory,, logic, and topology.

Conducts research into phases of physical
phenomena, develops theories and laws on
basis of observ on nd experiments, and
devises method y laws and theory of .

physics to :in medicine, and other
fields. Describe )(Presses oPservations
and conclusions in thematical terms.

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT.

Level 1

Reading: . Recognize 'meaning of 2,500 (two
and three syllable) words.
Read at rate ,of 95-120 words per
minute.
Compare similarities and differ-
ences between words and between
series of numbers.

Writing: Print simple sentences containing
subject, verb, and object; series of
numbers, nameS, and 'addresses.'

Speaking: Speak simple sentences, using hOr-
mal word order and present ana
past tenses.

0

Delivers telephone directories to ...residence
and business establishment4 .follking, oral
instructions or address list.
Obtains reels of motion pioture film from

. stock as specified on shipping-order. Wraps
paper band bearing film identification around
each reel, ties reels with string, and sets them
aside for shipment.
Pastes labels and tax stamps on filled whis-
key bottles passing on conveyor. Looks at
bottles to ascertain that labels and stamps



have been correctly applied. Packs whiskey
bottles in cartons. Pastes identifibation labels
ontc; cartons..
Packs small arms ammunition in bandoleer
belt pockets. Compares ammunition identifi-
cation data ,Steficiled on belt with Work order
to inSure -packing of correct caliber car-
tridges. Places cardboard separator betWeela
two filled amMunition clips .and slides them
into cardboard packgt.

Level 2

Reading : PassiVe vocabulary of 5-6,000
Words. .

Read at rate of 190-215 words per
m in ute.
Read adventure stories .and comic
books, looking up unfamiliar wordS
in diction'ary for meaning, spell-
ihg, and pronunciation.
Read instructions for assembling
model cars and airplanes.

Writing: Write compound *and complex sen-
tences, using cursive style, proper
end punctuation, and employing
adjectives and adverbs.

Speaking: Speak clearly and distinctly with
appropriate pauses and emphasis,
correct pronunciation, variation in
word order, using present, perfect,
and future tenses.

Announces availability of seats and starting
time of sho*. Answers such questions as
length of performanees, coming attractions,
and locations of ielephones or restroOms.
Delivers messages, documents, packages, and
other items to offices'or departments within'
establishment.
Tends machines and, equipment that grind,
mix, form, and cook raw fish to make fish-
cakes. Places paste in mixing . machine and,
adds specified arnounts of flour, water, and
spices.
Fills requisitions, work orders, or requests
for materials, tools, or other stock items.
Prepares and attaches shipping tags to con-
tainers. Keeps records of materials or items
received or distributed.
Serves food to patrons ,at counters and tables
of coffee shops, lunchrooms, and other dining
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establiShments. Presents menu, answers ques-
tions, and makes suggestions regarding food
and services:

Level 3

Reading: Read a variety Of novels, maga-
zines, atlases, and encyclopedias.
Read Safety rules, instructions in
the use and maintenance of shop

, tools , and equipment, and methods
and procedure,s in 'mechanical
drawing and layout work. .

Writing: Write reports and essays with
proper format, punctuation, spell-
ing, and grammar, using all' parts
of speech.

Speaking,: Speak before audience with poise,
voice control, and confidence, '6:sing
co7ect English and well-modulated
voice.

Types letters, reports, stencils, forms, ad-
dresses, or straight-copy materials from
rough draft or corrected coPy. Files corre-
spondence, cards, invoices, receipts, and
other retords in alphalletical or numerical
order, or according to subject matter, pho-
netic spelling, or some other sygtem.
Renders personal service to railroad pas-
sengers to make their trip' pleasant and- com-
fortable. Greets passengers and answers ques-
tions about train schedules, 'travel routes,
and railway services.
Keeps records of products returned to manu-
facturer to credit cUstomer's account, to re-
place damaged merchandfse, or to file damage
claims. Verifies incoming items against bills
of lading. Prepares routing and *shipping
forms on outgoing items.
Drives truck over established route to 'de-
liver, sell, and display products or render
services. Calls on prospective customers to
solicit new business. Writes delivery orders.
Services automobiles, buses, trucks,' and othet
automotiire . vehicles with fuel, lubricants,
and accessories. Prepares daily report of
fuel., oil, and accessories sold. Answers cus-
tomers' questions 'regarding location of
streets and highways, points of interest, and
recreational areas.



Level 4

Reading: Read novels, poems-,' newspapers,
periodicals, journals, manuals, die-
tionaries, thesauruses, and encyclo-
pedias.

Writing: Prepare business letters, exposi-
tions, sunimaries, and reports,
using prescribed forniat and con-
forming to all rule.s of punctua
tion,' grammar,: diction, and style.

Speaking: Participate in panel discussiOns,
dramatizations, and debates. ,

Speak 'extemporaneously on a va-
riety of subjects.

Composes letters in reply to correspondence
concerning sueh items as 'requests for mer-
chandise, damage claims, credit information,
delinquent accotmts, or to request informa-
tion. Reads incoming correspondence, tyPes
or dictates reply, or selects and completes
form letters.
Interviews applicants to obtain such infor-
mation as age, marital status, work experi-
ence, education, training, and occupational
interest.
Compiles lists of prospective cust6iners to
provide leads to sell insurance. Contacts
prospective customers, explains features of
policies,' and recommends amount and type
of coverage,- based oh analyses of 'prospects'
circumstances.

,

Inspects and tests storage batteries in, proc-
ess of manufacture to verify conformity
with specifications. Records inspection and
test results, compares them -with specifica-
Cons, and writes reports for use in 4orrect-
ing manufacturing defects.
Repairs -and overhauls automobiles, buses,
trucks, and other automotive Vehicles. Reads
technical manuals and otlier instructional
materials.'

Reading:

Level 5

Read literature, book and play ye-
views, scientific and technical jour-
nals, abstracts, financial reports,
and legal documents.

Writing: Write novels, plays, editorials,
journals, speecheg, manuals, cri-
tiques, poetry, and songs.

Speaking: Conversant in the theory, princi-
ples, and methods of effective and
persuasive speaking, voice and dic-
tion, phonetics, and discussion and
debate.

Introduces variOus types of radio and tele-
vision progranis, interviews guests, and acts.
as master of ceremonies. Describes Oblic
eyents, such as parades arid conventions, and
reads news flashes and advertising coPies
-during broadcast&
Instructs students in techniques of publie
speaking and oral reading to develop effec-
tive speech and delivery in them. Teaches
enunciation of words, intonation, gestures,
and other disciplines of voice and delivery.
Collects and analyzes facts about news-
worthy events by- interview, investigation, .

or observation, and writes newspaper 4tor-
ies that conform to prescribed editOrial
techniques and format. Interviews persons
and observes events and writes story, refer-
ring to reference books, newspaper fifes, or
other authoritative sources to secure addi-
tional relevant facts.
Writes service manuals and related technical
publications concerned with installation, op-
eration and maintenance of electronic, elec-
trical, mechanical and other. equipment.
Interviews workers to acquire'or verify tech-
nical knowledge of subject. Rewrites articles,
bulletins, manuals, or similar publication&
Assists legal representatives in preparation
of written contracts coveHng other than
standardized agreements. Reviews agreement
for conformity to company rates, rules, and
regulations: Writes agreement in contractual
form and obtains necessary legal department

,

aPprdval.

Level 6
(Same as Lepel 5)

'Directeeditorial activities of newspaper and
negotiates with production, advertising, and
circulation department heads. Confers with

, The (Overpay of language courses offered .,rit the college level
precluden distinguishing the two top levels of language-development
from each other br, epuciuie definitions. Instead. the college levele
are charactethed as a contimnim, 'dpring-which.time 'language core.
tent remains the same but is progrei5vt4. refined or specialized.
Therefore. tevek and 0 of innguage development Share the came
definition, Level 0 represents More advanced dpvelopment of the

- definition content.



editorial policy committee Ana negetiates
with department heads to establish policies
and reach decisions 'affecting pbblications.
Writes leading or policy editorials on spe-
cific public issues.,
Plans, organizes, and conducts research for
use in understanding social, problems ind
for planning and carrying out social wel-
fare programs. Constructs and tests methods
of data collection. Collects, analyzes,. and
evaluates data. Writes reports containing
descriptive, analytical and evaluative content,
interprets methods employ'ed, and submits
findings to individuals within agency and
community.

. Conducts and oversees analyses of aero-
dynamic and thermodynamic systems and.,
aerophysics problems to determine suitabil-
ity of design for aircraft. and-missiles. Eva!-
uates test data and interprets established

, data to. others.. Prepares reports .covering
such :Subjects as po*erplant.. installation,
thermal 'ice* protection, air conditioning,
preSsurization, and heat transfer.
Advises corporations concerning legal rights,
obligations, 'and privileges. Studies Consti-
tution, statutes, decisions, and ordinances.
Examines legal data to determine advisabil-
ity of defending or prosecuting lawsuit.' .

Teaches one or molt sUbjects, such as eco-
nomics, chemistry, law, or medicine, within
a prescribed carriculum. Prepares and .de-
livers lectures to students. Reviews current
literature in field of study. Writes articles
sfor publication in -professional journals.

Scale of Specific Vocational Preparation
(SVP)

Level Time 4

Short demonstration only
2 Anything beyond short demonstration'

up to and including 30 days
3 Over 30 days Up to and including 3

months
4 Over 3 months uP to and including

6 months
4 Time spent in' general.quentirnal development le not eonnidered

in mtimnting specific vocatwnal preparation.
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Over 6 months up to and includjng
1 year

Over 1 year up to and including 2
years

Over 2 years up to and including 4
years

Over 4 years up to and including' 10
years

Over 10 years

Definitions and Illustrative Situations
for SVP Lcvels

Level 1

Short demonstration only

Inserts corrected typed word in copy prior
to photostating. Cuts out misspelled words,
using razor. Fastens corrected word to tape
and inserts in cutout area.
Feeds eggs into machine that removes earth,
straw, and other 'residue from egg surface
prior to slgpment. Places eggs in holder that
carries them into machine for washing. Re-
moves cleaned eggs from discharge trough
and packs them in cases.'

Plants seedling in predetertiOned forest
areas. Carries plants wrapped in wet moss
and digs holes of prescribed size, using mat-
tock. Places seedling in hole and Amps dirt
,aroUnd 'plant with foot. Paces -off specified
distance to next site and repeats planting
process.
Feeds cylindrical stock into one or, more
threading machines. Shovels,' dumps, or in-
serts material in hopper or feedback of ma-
chine that automatically threads stock.
Carrfes or wheels filled and empty containers
to and from machine.
Examines pap'er winding on reel for defects,
alai as spots, holts,, and wrinkles, and in-
serts strip of paper in roll to flag defects for
removal at cutting-and rewinding machine.
Assists operator in winding unfinished cloth
into skeins by feeding and offbearing reel-
ing machine. Lifts end of cloth roll and
mounts roll in box or bar of reeling machine.
Observes cloth being wound and guides it
into 'yen skeins on reel.



Fills glasses wik tap beer and hands them
.

to waiters who serve patrons. Inserts taps in
unopened barrels.
Sets up' pins in bowling alley and returns
thrown balls to customer. Spots pins on pegs
in floor or places them in rack which lowers
pins into position. Returns balls to players
by rolling them along inclined runway.
Feeds farm prod cts, such as stripped hop
vines, hay, and
that chops them
bin or silo. Pitc

corn stalks into- machine
nd blows them into storage
es material onto feed con-

veyors. Rakes up spilled material.
Weighs and records weight of materials such
as cotton, sugarcane, paper, and tobacco to
keep production, receiving, or other records.
Reads dial to ascertain weight of object and'
records weight on ticket or material, or in-,
serts ticket into automatic recorder that
prints weight on ticket.

Level d

Anything beyond short demonstration up to
and includipg 30 days

Obtains credit information, such ak status
of installments accounts, on individuals from
credit departments of business and servic0
establishments, using telephone. Copies in)
formation onto form to rirovide current
information for credit record on file.
Selects talking books for 'mailing to blind
library patrons. Compares borrower's writ-
ten request with list of available titles. Se-
lects books, following borrower's. request, or
selects substitute titles, following such, cri-
teria as age, education, and interest of
borrower.
Changes billS or coins of large denomination
into smaller units for convenience of pa-
trons at places of amusement, such as penny
arcades, carnivals, and gambling establish-
ments. Cashes checks that are endorsed and
approved by management.
Vifth green-clay products, such as brick, roof-
ing tile, or quarry floor tile from ipress-
conveyor belt, and stacks them in specified
pattern on kilncar, drier rack, or pallet.
Poses as subject for paintings, sculptures,
and other types of art for translation into

plastic or .pictorial values by painter or
sculPtor.
Trims fat, skin, tendons, tissues, and rag-
ged edges from/meat cuts, such as loins,
hams, sirloins, and chops, using meathook
and knife. Trims fatback from hog bellies
and cuts, bellies into specified shapes, using
knife. Trims meat and fat from bones and
places trimmings and bones in separate
containers.
Assists patrons at entertainment events in
finding seats, searching for lost articles, and
locating such facilities is restrooms and
telephones. Distributes programs to-patrons.
Drives cars between parking lot and en-
trance to restaurant, department store, or
other, establishment rendering parking ser7-
ice to patrons.
Tests blood of poultry to ascertain presence
of pulloom disease. Pricks vein in bird's
wing, using needle. Collects blood on wire
loop and drops blood into pullorurn reactor.
Examines blood for specks that indicate
presence of pullorurn disease.
Dips metal parts into molten solder to bond
them together, using any combination of fol-
lowing methods : (1) twists, crimps, or holds
parts together and dips them in solder for
specified time ; (2) dips parts separately and
solders them together, using soldering iron;
(3) clamps workpiece onto fixture and de-
presses lever to lower workpiece into solder
pot.

Level 3

Ovr i?0 days up to and including 3 months
Attaches tickets to cut gaiment parts to
identify parts .cut from same layer of cloth
and to identify parts that match in shade for
assembly into one garment. Staples tickets
to parts, using hand stapler. Positions ticket
and garment part under head Of stapling
/nachine and depresses pedal of machine that
staples ticket to part.
Drives truck over establigked route to col-

lect coins and refill vending machines. Loads,
truck with supplies according to written
or verbal instructions. Drives truck to estab-
lishment, 'collects coins, refills Machine, and
records amount of money collected. Reports



malfunctioning machines to maintenance de-
partment for repairs.

. Cares for animals under treatment in animal
hospital, for disease, injury, or for produc-
tion of serums.. Sterilizes surgical instru-
ments and other equipment, such as rubber
gloves and syringes, using germicides and
autoclave. Administers anesthetic and medi-
cations under direction of veterinarian.
Bathes and brushe'S animals and clips their
hair and nails.
Attends to personal needs of handicapped
children in school to receive specialized aca-
demic and physical training. Wheels handi-
capped children to classes, lunchrooms, and
treatment rooms. Prepares children for
physical therapy treatment ; secures them in
equipment, and lowers them into baths or
pools, using hoists. Helps children to walk,
boaid buses, put on braces, eat, dress, and
perform other physical activities.
Receives articles, such as shoes and cloth-
ing, to be repaired or cleaned, in personal
service establishment. Quotes prices and
prepares work ticket. Sends articles to
work department. Returns finished articles
to customer and collects amount due.

Tends a . variety of machine tools, such as
lathes, drill presses, or milling machines to
machine metal workpieces according to pro-

-duction specifications; Positions workpiece
in fixture, or loads automatic feeding device.
Starts 'machine, engages feed, and observes
operation. Verifies conformance of machined
workpieces to specifications, using fixed

gages, calipers, or micrometer.
Examines hairsprings for flatness and
concentricity, using tweezers and loupe..
Stretches spring to be sure it lies in one
plane, spacing is uniform between coils,
an.d spring is free from blemishes..
Plants, cultivates, and harvests trees, shrubs,
and ornamental flowering plants in nursery.
Mixes soil with other materials, such as sand
and peat moss, to prepare plant beds, and
plants specified seeds, seedlings, or bulbs.
Fumigates-plants to kill insect pests. Grafts
buds onto trees, of different varieties as
directed;
Interviews applicants for employment. and
processes.application forms. Interviews Ap-
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plicants to obtain information, stich as age,
work experience, edueation, and occupational
interest. Refers qualified applicants to em-
ploying official. Writes letters to references
indicated on application or telephone agen-
cies, such as credit bureaus -and finance
companies.
Types letters, reports, stencils, forms, ad-
dresses, or other straight copy materials
from rough draft or corrected copy.

-

Level 4

Over 3 months up to and including 6 months
Verifies accuracy of loan applications and
prepares file for eachjoan transaction. Com-
pares original application with credit report.
Approves loan and prepares check. Prepares
loan worksheet, insurance record, credit re-'
port, and application copy for each loan.
Operates machine to reproduce data or ruled
forms on paper froM type in flat impression
bed or plates on revolving cylinder. Selects
type or embossed' plate and sets it up on
cylinder of flat bed of machine. Loads paper
in feed tray and makes adjustments to parts,
such as inking rolls or ribbon and feeding
mechanism. Starts machine which automat-
ically pushes sheets under revolving cylinder
or against flat impression bed of type where
paper is printed.
Assists in care of hospital patients, under
direction of nursing and medical staff.
Bathes, dresses, and undresses patients.
Transports patients to treatment units, using
wheelchair, or' asissts them to walk. DraPes
patients for examinations and treatments,
and performs such duties as holding instru-
ments and adjusting lights. Takes and re-
cords temperature, pulse, and respiration
rates, and food and liquid intake and output
as directed.
Tends one or more machines that wash com-
mercial,' industrial, or household articles,
such as garments, blankets, curtains, drap-
eries, fine linens, and rags. Loads, or directs
workers in loading machine with articles
requiring identical treatment Starts machine
and turns valves to admit specified amounts
of *leer, soap, detergent, bluing, and bleach.
Guards inmates in penal institution in ac-



cOrdance with established policies,, regula-
tions, and procedures. Observes conduct and
behavior of inmates to prevent dispbces
and escapes. Inspects locks, wipdow ba
grills, doors, and gates for signs of tamper-
ing. Guards an,d directs inmates during work
assignments.

Controls furnace to 41ieve internal stresses
,in metal objects and to soften 'and refine
grain structure. Charges objects directly
onto furnace bed or packs them into boxes
or tubes sealed with clay to prevent oxida-
tion. Reduces heat and allows objects to cool
in ftrnace or removes objects from furnace
and allows them to cool in open air.
Drives gasoline or diesel powered tracteor-
trailer combination, usually over long dis-
tances, to transport and deliver goods, live-
stock, or materials in liquid, lo,ose, or
packaged form, Inspeets and makes out re-
ports on truck condition before and after
trips.
Installs circuit wiring in automobiles, truck
trailers, and mobile homes for lights, igni-
tion, and other electrical apparatus; follow-
ing diagrams and color code. Cuts and locates
openings in walls and ceiling for wire, light
fixtures, outlet boxes, and fuse holders, using
electric drill and router. 'Threads wires or
cables through holes and secures them to
frame. Installsfixtures and boxes. Connects
terminals to power source to test operation
of fixtures.
Pours -liquid candY into chilled molds to
form solid candy figures. Dumps or pours
candy into warming pan and turns dial to
heat product to pouring temperature. Stirs
candy to facilitate melting and pours it into
chilled mold.

Patrols assigned beat on foot, using motor-
cycle or patrol Car, or on horseback to con-
trol traffic, prevent crime OT disturbance of
peace, and arrest violators. Disperses unruly
crowds at publid 6therings. Reports to
scene of accidents, renders first aid to in-
jured, amt investigates causes and results of
accident. Inspects public establishments re-
quiring licenses to insure compliance with
rules and regulations. Issues tickets to traffic
violators. Directs and routes traffic,

Level 5

Over 6 months up to and including 1 year
e"
Performs routine tests in medical labora-
tory Toi. use in treatment and diagnosis of
disease. Prepares tissue samples for path;
ologist, ,takes blood thmples, and prepares .
vaccines. Carries out such laboratory tests
as urinalyses and blood counts, using micro-
scopes, micrometers, and similar 4nstru-
ments: .Makes quantitative and qualitative
chemical and biological analyses of body
specimens under supervision of medical
technologist or pathologist
Performs assigned duties-in business'Organi-
zation, 'depending on nature of business, to
gain knowledge and experience for promo-
tion to management positions. Participates
in work of such departments of business as
credit, sales, enginWing, advertising, ac-
counting, traffic, warehousing, or personnel,
performing various duties under close super-
vision. Observes techniques utilized by
experienced workers, learns line and staff
functionrof each department, and becomes
familiar vvIth management policies and
viewpoints as they affect each phase of busi-
ness operations.
Takes dictation in shorthand of correspond-
ence, reports, and other matter, and trail:-
scribes dictated Material, using typewriter.
Performs a variety of clerical duties, such
as tabulating and posting data in record
books, and preparing, issuing, and-sending
out receipts, bills, i 616.s, and checks, or
works in a stenographi pool transcribing
material from sound redordings.
Receives, stores, and issues supplies and
equipment and compiles records of supply ,
transactions aboard ship. Verifies that sup-
plieS received are listed on requisitions and
invoices. Stores, issues, and inventories sup-
plies and equipment: Compiles report of
expenditures.
Sells men's .furnishings, such as neckties,
shirts, belts, hats, 'and accessories. Advises
customer on coordination of accessories.
Operates barrel plating equipMent to coat
metal objects elettrically with metal tp'build
np, protect, or decorate surfaces. Places
metal objects in mesh container and itn-



,

merses them in cleaning solution. Places
objects in perforated barrel, turns handle to
lower barrel into plating solution, and to close
electrical contacts. Starts flow df electric
current -through plating solution, causing
plating metal at anode to &Compose and be
deposited on objects in barrel.
Controls equipment to bleach pulp. Starts
pump and adjusts controls to regulate flow
of pulp to absorption _towers, bleaching and
soaking ta0s, and pulp tvashers, according
to specified bleaching sequence. Opens valves
to allow metered flow of such chemicals as
liquid and gaseous chlorine,'caustic-soda, and
peroxide into pulp. Starts agitators to mix
pulp and chemicals. Acrjusts controls to in-
sure that-pulp bleaching meets specifications,
following laboratory test reports.
Assembles and adjusts typewriters and office
machines or subassemblies, using handtools
and holding devices. Screws and bolts parts
together, using screwdrivers, wrenches, and
other handtools. Tests operation of machines
and typewriters to detect loose and binding
parts and to determine synchronization of
related parts. Verifies tensions and clearances
of parts, using tension scales, and space'and
feeler gages:
Performs any combination of the following
duties on construction brojects, usually
working in utility capacity, by transferring
from one task where demands require worker
with varied experience and ability to work
without close supervisionf Measures dis-
tances from grade stakes and drives stakes,
stretches tight line, and positions and blocks
up under forms. Mixes,concrete, using port-
able concrete mixer. Gives direction to
workers engaged in dumping concrete into
forms. Erects shoring and braces. Aids con-
struction equipment operators to aline and
move equipment, such as cranes, power
shovels, and back hoes, by verifying grades
and signaling ,operators to adjust Machines
to conform to grade specifications.
Coats, decorates, glazes, retouches, or tints
articles, such as fishing lures, toys, dolls,
pottery, artificial flowers, greeting cards,
and household °appliances, using airbrush.
Stirs or shakes coating liquid and thinner,
to mix them to specified consistency. Pours
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liquid inlo airbrush container, couples spray
, gun -to airhose, and starts compressor. Turns

adjusting sleeve on nozzle of spray gun to
-regulate spray pattern and presses button on
airbrush to spray coating over workpiece or
to spray specified designs and decorations on
workpiece.

Level 6

Over 1 yettr up to and including 2 years
Performs dental prophylactic treatments and
instructs, groups and individuals in care of
teeth and mouth. Removes calcareous depos-
its, accretions, and stains from teeth by
scraping accumulation of tartar from teeth
and beneath margins of gums, by using ro-
tating brush, rubber cun, and cleaning
compounds. Charts conditions of decay and
disease for diagnosis and treatment byo den-
tist. Lectures community organizations and
other interested groups regarding oral h3i-
giene, using motion pictures, charts, and
other visual aids.
Xeeps records of financial transactions -of
establishment. Verifies and enteh details of
transactions in account and cash journals
from items, such as sales slips, invoices,
cheek stubs, inventory records, and requisi-
tions. 13alances books and compiles reports
to show statistics, such as dash receipts' and
expenditures, accounts payable and receiv-
able, profit and lo'ss, and other items, Cal-
culates employee wages from plant records
or timecards and makes up checks or with-
draws cash from bank for payment of
wages.
Sells insurance to new and present ,clients,
recommending amount and type.of coverage,
based on analysis of prospect's circum-
stances. Compiles lists of prospective clients,
to provide leads most likely to produce addi-
tional business. Explains features of policies
offered. Calculates rates to be applied to pol-
icy for each prospect, using rate books.
Identifies stains in wool, synthetic, and silk
garments and housbhold fabrics and applies
chemical sOlutions to remove them, determin,
ing spotting procedureS.'on-basii of type ,ofs
fabric and nature of stain. Sprinkles chem-
ical solvents over stain and pats area with
brush or sponge until stain is removed..



SPrayS sfeam, Water, or air over spot to flush,
out chemicals and dry garment.
Controls still, from central control board,
to distill brandy, gin, or whiskey. Adjusts
valves to control temperature and rate of
flow of distilling materials through still and
auxiliary equipment, such as stripping cbl-
ttmn, rectifier, condenser, and tribox. Ob-
serves gages, dials, and charts to insure
thdt temperature and rate of flow of .dis-
tillants are maintained according to formula,.
Determines proof of distilled liquor by ascer- .

taining temperature and specific gravity of
liquor, using thermometer and hydrometer.
Inspects 'wool to sort and grade it according
to length of fiber, color, and 'degree of fine-
ness, utilizing sight, touch, experience, and
established;specifications. Shakes -fleece over
screen-topped tables to remove dust. Picks
out foreign matter, Mach as burrs, sticks,
strings, and cinders. Breaks fleece into pieces
and inspects and sorts them according- to
quality. ,
Sets up and operates two or more ;types of
machine tools: such as lathes, milling ma-
chines, boring machine, and grinders to
machine metal workpieces according to speci-
fications, tooling instructions, standard
charts, appl ing knowledge of machining
methods. adS blueprint or job order for
twoduct spe ifications, such as dimensions
and tolerances, and tooling instructions,
such as fixtures, feed rates, cutting speeds,
depth of cut, and cutting tools to be. used.
Positions tool in toolholder. Moves controls
to position tool and workpiece and to set
specified feeds, speeds, and depth of put.
Starts,machine. Observes operation' and Veri-
fies conformance of machined' workpiece to
specifications, using measuring instruments,
such as fixed gages, calipers, and microm-

_
eters.
Arranges layout of work stations on asse
bly line, following written specifications
oral instructions:to prepare line for pro c-

tion of electrmiic components, such as inted
circuit boards; transformer assembhes, and
wiring harneq and cables. Reads specifica-
tions intriuding lists of materials and wiring
diagrams to requisition equipment, such as
piece parts, tools, test instruments, jigs, and

fixtures for work stations. Positions equip-
ment in specified arrangement at woiic
stations. r'

Cuts, shapes, And polishes precious and syn-
thetrc gems. Positions rdugh stone in.holder
and holds stone against edge of revolving
saw or lapidary slitter impregnated -with
diamond dust to cut and slit stohe. Selects
shaping wheel and applies abrasive com-
pound. Holds lapidary stick .against revolv,
ing shaping wheelt and lapidary disk to
shape stone and grind faCets.
Alters women's ready-to-wear garments as
inseructed. Rips stitches from darts and
seams of section to be altered. Operates sew-
ing machine to se* ripped sections to Cils-
tomer's measurements. Sews sections of gar-
ment, such as hem, sleeve, or lining, using
needle and thread.

Level 7
. .

,

Over 2 years up to and including 4 years

Plans artistic architectural and structural
features of any "class of buildings and like
structures. Sketches designs and' details,
using drawing instruments..Makes engineer-
ing computations involved in the strength of
material, beAms, and trusses. Estimates
quantities needed for project and computes,

cost. a
,

Applies electronic theory, principle's of eltc--
, trical circuits, electrical testing procedures,

engineering mathematic's, physics, and re-
lated subjects to lay* out, build, test, troll-
ble shoot, repair, and modify developmenal
production and production electr nic equip-
ment, such as comppters, mis e-control
instrumentation, and machine tool n erica]
centrols. Assembles experimental circuitry
or complete prototype model according to
engineering instructions, technical manuals,
and knowledge of electronic systems and

,
components and their function. Writes tech-.
nical reports and develops . charts, graphs,
and schematics for use by engineers in eval-
uating system.
Supervises and coordinates activities of cler-

_ ical staff of an establishment. Prepares work
schedules and expedites workflow. Reviews

. work performed, repares employee ratings,
.. .



and conducts employee benefit and insurance
programs. Computes and compiles data and
prepares records and reports. Studies and
standardizes procedures to improve efficiency
of department. Coordinates work operations
of other departments. Estimates budget
needs.
Commands ship to transport passengers,
freight, and other cargo across oceans, bays,
lakes, and in coastal waters. Sets course of
ship, using navigational aids, such as charts,
area plotting sheets, compass, and sextant.
Determines geographical position of ship
by use of loran or azimuthF of celestial bod-
ies. Calculates landfall by use of electronic
sounding devices and by following contour
lines on chart. Coordinates activities of
crew members.
Supervises and coordinates activities of pan-
try, storeroom, and noncooking kitchen
workers, and purchases or requisitions food-
stuffs, kitchen supplies, and equipment. In-
spects kitchens and storerooms to insure
that premises and equipment are clean and
in order, 'and thiat sufficient foodstuffs and
supplies are on hand to insure efficient
service. Examines incoming purchases for
quality. Coordinates activities of cleaning
personnel arid sprage and supply workers.
Operates control panel to regulate tempera-
ture, pressure, rate of flow, and tank level
in petroleum refining, processing, and treat-
ing units and petro-chernical units, accord-
ing to process schedules. Observes instru-
men and meters to verify, specified condi-
tio and records reading. Moves and ad-
ju ts d* Is, switches, valves, and levers on
control panel to regulate and coordinate
process variable, such as flow, temperature,
pressures, and chemicals as specified. Rec-
ords results of laboratory analysis.
Installs and repairs gas meters, regulators,
ranges, heaters, and refrigerators in cus-
tomer's establishment, using mandmeters,
voltmeter, handtools, 'and pipe-threading
tools. Measures, cuts,- and threads pipe and
connects it to feeder line and equipment or
appliance. Tests and examines pipelines and
equipment to locate leaks and faulty pipe
connections and to determine pressure and
flow of gas. Dismantles meters and regula-

tors, and replaces defective pipes, thermo-
couples, thermostats, valves, and indicator
spindles, using handtools.
Repairs or replaces upholdstery in automo-
biles, buses* and trucks. Removes old up-
holstery from seats and door panels of
vehicle. Measures new padding and covering
materials, and cuts them to required dimen-
sions. Adjusts or replaces seat springs and
ties them in place. Sews .covering material
together, using sewing machine. Fits cover-
ing to seat frame. Repairs or replaces con-
vertible tops.
Assembles, plants, and detonates charges of
industrial explosives to loosen earth, rock,
stumps, or to demolish structures facilitating
removaL.Examines mass, composition, struc,-
ture, and location of object to be blasted,
estimates amount and determines kind of
explosive to be Used. ASsembles primer and
places it with main charge in hole or near
object to be blasted. Gives signal tO clear
area, and detonates charge.
Develops exposed photographic film or sensi-
tized paper in series of chemical and water
baths to produce negative or positive prints.
Mixes developing and fixing solutions, fol-
lowing formula. Immerses exposed film or
photographic paper in developer solution to
bring out latent image. Immerses negative
or paper in stop-bath to arrest developer
action, in hypo-solution to fix image, and
in water to remove chemicals.

Level 8
Over 4 ijears up to and including 10 years

Conducts experiments on substances to de-
velop and improve materials and products
nd to discover scientific facts. Combines

organic compounds to make new substances
or to duplicate substances found in nature.
Carries out and participates in experiments
designed to develop and improve, by chem-
ical means, color, texture and strength, and
lasting qualities of paint, rubber, wood, dye,
petroleum, and other organic .cornpounds
and by-product& Develops new uses for
chemical by-products, and devises new pro-
cedures for preparing organic compound&
Directs, coordinates, and participates in
motion picture art work production con-



c rned with design of sets, scenic effects,
d costumes. Plans costuming of cast.
efers to technical literature to insure that

cenes and costumes depict accurate, repre-
sentation of given period or location. Co-
ordinates efforts of 'departments to achieve
harmonious color effects in production of
color films.
Manages farm concerned with raising, har-
vesting, packing, and marketing farm prod-
ucts for corporations, cooperatives, and
other owners. Analyzes market conditions to
determine acreage allocations. Negotiates
With bank officials to Obtain credit froth
bank. Purchases farm machinery and equip-
ment. Prepares financial and other manage-
ment reports. Confers with purchasers, and
determines when -and under what conditions
to sell produCts.
Supervises and coordinates activities of
cooks engaged in the preparation of des:
serts, pastries, confections, and ice cream.
Plans 'production for pastry department, ac-
cording to menu or sped l requirements.i4
Supplies recipes for and s gests methods
and procedures to pastry workers. Fashions
table and pastry decorations, such, as Statu-
aries and ornaments, from sugar paste and
icings.
SUpervises and coordinates activities of
workers engaged in operation of blast fur-
nace- to produce molten pig iron. Directs
workers in charging furnace With specified
amounts of raw materials, such as iron ore,
coke, and limestone. Observe§ color of Molten
metal through tuyeres, or reads pyrometer
and , orders. Changes in furnace teMperature
and presSure. Estimates amounts of ferro-
silicon, manganese, and phosphorous ,to add
to Molten metal to obtain specified type of
pigaron.,
Inspects, tests, and adjusts new and re-
worked tools, dies, gages, jigs, and fixtures,
for, conformance to specifications, such as
dimensions, tolerances, and hardness. Com-
putes angles, radii, and other dimensions,
uSing algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.
LayS out center lines and reference- points
on. - parts. Measures angular. dimensions,

0 radii Obntours, clearantes, thread lead, and
other.. specifications, using precision meas-
uring instruments.

Constructs and repairs dental appliances,
according to dentist's prescription. Fabri-
cates full and partial dentures, using wax
and plaster models, surveyors, tooth-color
scales, articulators, and electric grinders and
polishers.. Constructs crowns, inlays, and
wire frames by 'forming gold and platinum
wire, or by casting in mold in centrifugal
casting furnace. Construct's' porcelain teeth
from impression, using powdered porcelain
and water, electric furnaces, grinding wheels,
and tooth-color Scales.
Repairs and maintains electrical equipment
in generating station or powerhouse. Tests
defective equipment to determine cause of
malfunction or failure, using .voltmeters,
ammeters, and related electrical testing ap-
paratus. Repairs and replaces equipment,
such as relays ,. switches, supervisory con-
trols, and indicating and recording instru-
ments. Tests and repairs switchboard and
equipment circuitry, interpreting Wiring
diagrams to trace and connect numerous
wires carrying current for independent e
functions.
Py epares flight schedules for airline. Revie
schedules and travel loads and determines
need for schedule revision. Prepares advance
schedules in accordance with known/ ,and
estimated passenger travel patterns .l,;(etween
designated points, and availability tif e4u.ip-
ment. Studies company and interline sched-
ules to coordinate flights and dev* schedule
patterns. Prepares request for rotite use, as
directed by Schedule Committee and assem-
bles suppbrting material baspii On analysis
of passenger loads and travelpatterns.
Manages industrial organization. Determines
and executes administrativd i)olicies through
subordinate managers. Codi:dinates activities
of departments, such as production, disti.i-
bution, engineering, maintenance, personnel,
and selling. Plans and directs marketing of
product to develop nevfr -markets and main-
tain sales volume and eompetitive position in
industry.

Lev41' 9

Over .10 years

Supervises and coordinates activities of
workers engaged fin installation, mainte-
nance, repair, serrici;ig, enlargement, and



relocation of water distribution and sewage
facilities. Analyzes trends, such as popula-
tion and industrial growth of area serviced
to determine adequacy of current facilities,
and to forecast future community demands
for water and sewage facilities. Designs
plans to meet and serve expanding commu7
nity needs. Confers with administrative and
technical personnel to coordinate depart-
mental activities with organilational de-
mands.
Provides leadership for professional staff
and participates inxlevelopment of academic
policy and programs of college or .univer-
sity. Supervises department or slivision chair- I,
men or deans of individual colleges. Deter- '-
mines scheduling of courses and recommends
implementation of additional courses. Ad-
vises students on choice of major aCademic
area, and coordinates academic advising
efforts of deans of colleges and faculty. Par-
ticipates in activities of faculty comittees,
such as curriculum committee and faculty
personnel committee.
Administers affairs of museum and conducts
scientific research programs. Directs activ-
ities concerned with instructional, research,
and public service objectives of institutions.
Obtains, develops, and organizes new collec-
tions to build up and improve educational
and research facilities. Organizes and con-
ducts field parties engaged in scientific re-
search, performing duties such as gathering
scientific papers, selecting personnel, and
securing financial support for expeditions.
Directs editorial activities of newspaper
ancl negotiates with production advertising,
and circulation department heads. Appoints
editorial heads and supervises work of their
department in accordance with newspaper
policy. Writes leading or policy, editorials.
Confers with editorial policy committee and
negotiates with production, circulation and
advertising department lieads to establish
policies and reach decisions affecting pub-
lication.
Creates and writes musical ompositions.
Invents melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic
structures to express ideas musically within
circumscribed musical form, such as 'sym-
,phony, sonata, or opera. Translates melodies,

harmonies, and rhythms into musical notes
and records notes on scored music paper.
Directs engineering departments of petro-
leum production or pipeline company and
advises management on engineering prob-
lem& Reviews engineering designs for neat-
ness and accuracy. Directs engineering per-
sonnel in formulating plans, designs, cost
estimates, and specifications for oilfield or
pipeline constructioh, maintenance, and mod-
ernization programs. Supervises engineering
office workers computing budgets, compiling
reports, and conducting special investiga-
tions and studies to evaluate efficiency of
engineering programs
Administers private, corporate, and probate
trusts. Examines or drafts trust agreement
to insure compliance with legal requirements
and terms creating trust. Locates, inven-
tories, and evahiates assets of probated
accounts. Directh realization of assets, liqui-
dation of liabilities, paymeot of bills, prep"-
aration of Federal and State tax returns,
and collection-of earnings.
Directs and coordinates activities of munici-.
pal police department in accordance with
authority delegated by board of police. Pro-
mulgates rules and regulatiops for depart-
ment. Coordinates and administerS daily
police activities through' subordinate& Di-
rects activities of personnel engaged in pre-
paring budget proposals, maintaining police
records, and recruiting men.
Plans, administers, and directs intercollegi-
ate athletic activities in college or university.
Interprets and participates in formulating
extramural athletic policies. Directs athletic
coaches and members of coaching staff. Pre-
pares budget estimates. Assumes immediate
responsibilities for receipts and expenditures
of department, and for production of income,
such as scheduling sports events, and con-
trolling and managing ticket sales.
Develops and administers policies of organi-
zation in accordance with corporation char-
acter. Establishes opefating objectives and
policies for firm. Reviews progress and
makes necessary changes in company plans.
Directs preparation of major financial pro-
grams, such as pricing policies and salary
and wage schedules, to insure operating effi-
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ciency and adequate investment and diyidend
returns.

Procedures for Evaluating and Recording
Training Time Requirements

In evaluating jobs for training time, the
questions-that must be answered are:

(1) What level of general educational-deVel-
opment is required for a worker to
acquire the background knowledge and
to follow the instructions in the specific
job-worker situations?

(2) How long in terms of specific vocational
preparation does it take for a worker

of specified general' educational develop-
Ment to become a fully qualified worker,
in Contrast to a trainee, in this job?

Evaluate the job tasks in terms of the three
categories of the GED scale. After determining
the level required in each category, select the
highest to express .the GED-for the job. Circle
the selected GED numerical level under Item 6
of the- Job Analysis.Sehedule.

Estimate the time required- for the worker,
taking the usnal training available, to perforM
the duties in, a way to be accepted or paid as
a fully qualified worker, in contrast. to .a

. trainee. Consult the range in which the SVP
estimate would tall.-Circle the Selected 'training-
time- numerical level under 1teni 6 Of the .Job :

Analysis Schedule.
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Definition

For purposes of job analysis, physical de-
mands are defined as the physical capacities
required of Workers in order for them to per-
form in job-worker situations. EnvironMental
conditiOns are defined as those physical stir-
roundings of job-worker situations which make
specific demands upon a worker's physical

capacities.
These concepts provide two of the iMportant

criteria 'for collecting and-classifying informa-
tion about jobs,- and the resulting data play a
significant role in .exposing potential workers
to a maximum of appropriate job opportunities.

The physical requirements of a job are de-.
fined in terms of six physical demands factors.
In addition, the important environmental con-
ditions under whiCh the jobs are performed are
expressed by seven enVironmental conditiona
factors. Illustrative job-worker situations for
these factors are provided to assist the analyst
in collecting these data.

Physical Demands Factors, Definitions,
and Illustrative situations

1. ENGTH

This factor is expressed in terms of sedentary,
medium; heavy, and very heavy, and is

measured by involvement of the worker with
one or more of the following activities:

a. Standing, Walking, Sitting

Standing Remaining on one's feet in an
upright position at a work
station without moving about.

Walking Moving about on foot.

Sitting Remaining in the - normal
seated position.

b. Lifting, Carrying, Pushing, Pulling

Lifting Raising or lowering an object
from oue level to another (in-
cludes upward pulling).

Carrying Transporting an object, usu-
ally holding it in the hands
or arms, or on the. shoulder.

Pushing Exerting force upon an object
so that the object moves away
from the force (includes slap-
ping, striking, kieking. and
treadle actionS).

Pulling Exerting force upon an object
So that the object moves to-
ward the force ( includes
jerking).

Lifting,. pushing, and pulling are expressed
in terms of. both intensity and duration. Judg-
ments regarding intensity involve considerathm
f the weight handled, position of the worker's
body or part of the worker's body used in
handling weight's, and aid given by helpers or
by mechanical equipment.

Duration is the total time spent by the worker
in carrying Out these activities. Carrying moSt
often is expressed in terms of duration, weight
carried, and distance carried.

Caremust be exercised in evaluating jobs in
the strength categories, particularly in inter-
preting the force and the physical effort a
person must exert. For instance, if the worker
is in an awkward position While crouching, .he
may experience as much difficulty pushing a
5-pound force as he would exerting Six times
that force pushing at waist height.

Also, if he is required continuously to lift,
push, and pull objects weighin5 pounds or to
carry these, objects long* distances, the worker
may exert aS much physical effort as he would
in oceaSionally or even frequently lifting, push-
ing, and pulling objects twice as heavy, or in
occasionally carrying these objects over short
distantes.

The five degrees of Strength are defined and
illustrated below.

.Setientary Work

Lifting 10 pounds maximum and occasionally
andior carrying such articles as dockers,

ledgers, and small tools. Although a sedentary
job is defined as one which involves sitting, a
certain amount of walking and standing is often



necessary in carrying out job duties. Jobs are
sedentary if walking and standing are required
only occasionally and all other sedentary cri-
teria are met.

Situations Illustrating Sedentary Work

Sits at bench and inspects findings and
finished pieces of jewelry for size, flaWs,: and
defects in plating, using scales and tweezers.
Items to be .inspected aye brought on a' tray to
the worker and weights lifted are negligible.

Repairs defects in hosierY by hand, using
needle, thread, scissors, and mending cup, all of
which weigh only a few ounces. Sewing is gen-
erally carried on while sitting.

Sits at desk mostof day, takes dictation and
transcribes it on tyPewriter. Oceasionally:walks
to various parts of department, when Called
upOn to take dictation,'and 'carries papers and
materials of negligible weight;

Sits at drawing board and walks occasionally.
Carries negligible weights such as papers,. in-
Struments, and books.

Light Work

*Lifting 20 pounds maxiinum with frequent
'lifting and/or carrying objects weighing up to
10 pounds. F.vcn though the weight li fted may
be only a negligible amount, a job will be ill .this
category (1) when it requires walking or stand-
ing to a significant degree; or (2) when it
requires sitting most of the time but entails
pushing and pulling of arm and 'or leg controls.

Situations Illustrating Light Work

Lifts cans, jars, or bottles from cardboard
carton and places- them on conveyor. RemoVes
filled or capped. containers _which_ Weigh .a0-
proximately 2 or 3. pounds maXimum from one

Ncenveyor belt and places them on another. Main-
tains a rapid constant pace to keep- up with
speed of filling or capping machine.-

Constantly stands to set up and .operate _

chine that cuts grooves in. wooden parts. Con-
tinuously lifts, pulls, pushes; and. carries
lumber, .frequently weighing .1 to 5 pounds and

. occasionally as.much as 15 to 20.pounds to feed
it into the machine.

Walks and stands constantly while arranging
records in file cabinets, .drawers,boxes, etc. Sits

oecasionally to sort papers. Weight lifted does
not have to meet certain criterion because
greater part of day is spent walking and stand-
ing, and puShing and pulling file drawers.

Stands and walks behind Counter Of variety
store all of working day wrapping and bagging
articles for customers.

Medium Work

Lifting 50 pounds maximum with frequent lift-
ing and/or carrying of objects weighing up to
25 lbs.

Situations Illustrating Medium WOrk
-Fabricates articles and equipment Out of

sheet metal, occasionally carries tool's and sheet-
metal, weighing 50 lbs. Maximum, tO work-
bench. Lifts sheet metal 'to workbench and
rnachine.,-and pushes and,. pullS it inte proper.
position.

Carries luniber, weighing up to 50 pounds;
from supply room to Workbench, :a distance of
approximately 20 feet: Stands greater part of
day, bending, and lifting lurnber.. PUShes .and
Oils lumber on workbench or machine..

Lifts, pushes, and 'pulls tb -jack up antomo-
bile, to remove tire from wheel, and to remount
tire on wheel. Most tires weigh approximately
25 pounds, but seldont Weigh more than 50
pounds, and wheels are rolled instead of car7
ried to repair work area.

Assists in lifting patients, Pushing litters,'
and pulling sheets in making leirs. Walks and
stands Constantly.

.Walks and- stands continuously when dis-
mantling, testing,. adjusting, .repairing, and in.;.
stalling engine parts of,- an aircraft. Lifts and
carries parts of engines weighing from 25 to
50 pounds for inspection and repair. Pushes
and pulls compobents into position.

Heavy Work

LiftMg 100 pounds maximum with frequent
lifting .and/or carrying of objects weighing up
to 50 pourids.

Situations Illustratiag Heavy Work

Digs trench to specified. depth and width
which involves a Constant cycle of pushing
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Shovel into earth and lifting, carrying, and
throwing shovelsful of earth onto a pile. Shovel
often is raised to shoulder height and weight
lifted is concentrated- at its end. Shovel and
earth weigh approximately 20 pounds, but the
continuous effort involved requires strength
compai.able to that required by frequent lifting
up to 50 lbs., and occasional lifting up to 100
lbs.

Lifts and carries metal weighing 35 to 50
pounds to charge furnace. Frequently pushes
and pulls from awkward crouching position to
turn metal in furnace with tongs. Periodically
withdraws metal from furnace and carriresit
with assistance to forge.

Frequently lifts and carries pipe and pipe
connections weighing 50 lbs. and occasionally
up to 100 lbs. and with aid of helpers, fits heavy
pipe assemblies into place. Stands, stoops, and
crouches while reaching above and below
shoulder height to pull pipes into position and
grasp pipes and tools. Pushing and pulling
heavy objects from awkward positions requires
more strength than performing these activities
from a normal position. Pushing weights to
above shoulder height involves greater force
than lifting weights to waist level.

Stands all day to mix pastry. Lifts and car-
ries 100 lbs. bags of flour about 20 feet from
stack to mixing bowl. Turns and stoops to lift
sugar and shortening each weighing 50 lbs.
from lower tier and drums.

Pushes handtruck up and down warehouse
aisles, to fill orders, stooping and lifting cartons
or items with average weight of 65 lbs. and
placing them on truck : Pushes items to wrap-
ping area. Lifts cartons from truck in order to
complete packing, wrapping, sealing, and label-
ing for shipping. Lifts cartons to skids for
shipping.

Very Heavy Work

Lifting objects in excess of 100 pounds with
frequent lifting and/or carrying of objects
Weighing 50 pounds or more.

Situations Illustrating Very Heavy Work

Usually Loads and unloads truck when trans-
porting or delivering articles, such as furniture,
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refrigerators, and machinery, many of which
weigh in excess of 100 lbs.

Loads and unloads trailers and semi-trailers
with produce, such as crates bf ora 'kes, celery,
tomatoes, and lettuce, weighing rom 80 to
110 pounds.

Performs any or all machine an Jiand opera-
tions necessary to fabricate ail& assemble boil-
ers, tanks, vats, and other vessels made of
heavy steel plates weighing up to 120 pounds.

Installs ship's steam, diesel, or electric pro-
pelling aria auxiliary machinery and equipment,
such as pumps, cargo-handling machinery,
anchor-handling gear, ventilating and firefight-
ing equipment, steering gear, and armament.

2. CLIMBING AND/OR BALANCING

Climbing Ascending or descending lad-
ders, r stairs, scaffolding,
ramps, poles, and the like,
using feet and legs and/or
hands and arms.

Balancing Maintaining body equilibrium
to prevent falling when walk-
ing, standing, crouching, or
running on narrow, slippery,
or erratically moving sur-
faces; or maintaining body
equilibrium when performing
gymnastic feats.

For climbing, the emphasis is placed upon body
agility ; for balancing,_ it is placed upon bodY
equilibrium.

Situations in Which Climbing and/or Balancing
are Important

Continuously steadies self and maintains
equilibrium on erratically moving railroad
dining car when serving meals to passengers.

Balances constantly on a slippery, erratically
moving, floating barriei (boom) of jogs to
call out different owners' inarks`j. as the logs
float past.

Climbs poles to install, maintain, and repair .
telephone, telegTaph, and electrical power linei.
Must maintain equilibrium while at top of pole.

Constantly maintains equilibrium while danc-
ing and performing difficult gymnastic feats.
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Situations in Which Climbing and/or Balancing
are Present but not Important

Performs variety of household duties includ-
ing scrubbing walls and washing windows,
which involve only oCcasional climbing of lad-
ders.

Occasionally climbs a few feet to inspect and
repair interior and exterior of motor coach
body. These activities do,not require more than
a .minimum amount of balancing.

Serves food to patrons of restaurant. No
unusual equilibrium required. Differs from
maintaining balance while serving persons in
dining car.

3. STOOPING, KNEELING, CROUCHING,
AND/OR CRAWLING

Stooping Bending body downward and
forward by bending spine at
waist.

Kneeling Bending legs at knees to
come to rest on knee
knees.

Crouching

Crawling

surfaces in kneeling position for sustained
periods when working on surfaces of structure
which are below waist level.

Situations in Which Stooping, Kneeling,
Crouching, and/or Crawling are Present
but not Important

Intermittently stoops during working day to
sori inner tubes according to color. Stoops
slightly from eithei.standing or sitting position
when reaching for inner tubes in order to cut
valve pads from them. This activity does not
involve any unusual demand upon back and
leg muscles.

Occasionally stoops to handle food, utensils,
and cutlery when inspecting food preparation.
Stooping activitiei are incidental to primary
job duties of planning meals and supervising
cooks.

4. REACHING, HANDLING, FINGERING,
AND/OR FEELING

or Reaching Extending the hand (s) and
arm ( s) in any direction.

Handling Seizing, holding, grasping,
turning, or otherwise work-
ing with hand or hands (fin-
gering not involved).

Fingering Picking, pinching, or other-
wise working with fingers
primarily (rather than with
wliole hand or arm as in
handling). .

Feeling Perceiving attributes of ob-
jects such as size, shape,
temperature, or texture by
means of receptors i skin,
particularly those of finger
tips.

Bending body downward and
forward by bending legs and
spine.

Moving about on hands and
knees or hands and feet.

The activities in this factor involve 'full use
df lower extremities as well as back muscles.

Situations in Which Stooping, Kneeling,
Crouching, and/or Crawling are Important

Stoops, kneels, crouches, and pawls to sweep
and scrub floors. Involving -continuous use of
back and leg muscles. Frequently stoops to
dispose of waste and litter and to polish fixtures
and fittings.

Continuously stoops and crouches to remove
weeds from flowers or crops by hand or with
hoe.

Frequently, stoops and crouches to load and
unload boxes, bales, and hogsheads onto and
from vehicles, making full use of back and leg
muscles.

Operates concrete wall ' grinder to remove
bumps and rough spots from exposed concrete

Situations in Which Reaching, Handling,
Fingering, and/or Feeling are Important

Turns and-regulates valve,s, pumps, and flow-
meters in production of chemical solutions of
specified strength requiring full use of arms
and hands in rapid and frequent movement.

Writes or uses typewriter to address enve-
lopes, cards, packages, and similar items.
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Reaches in variotts directiOns to grasp mate-
rials. Holds and moves pen so that handwriting
will be clear, concise, and in proper space for
each reading by post office employees. When
typing, aes fingers constantly and skillfully.
Interinittently reaches and handles to . place
envelope or paper in typewriter and to remove
it when typing has been completed.

Carries guests' heavy baggage to and from
hotel rooms, unpacks sample cases, and arranges
contents on racks or shelves in sample, rooms
using full and frequent reaching and handling
arm-hand furictions.

In making tailored garment constantly
reaches, handles, fingers, and feels to measure
customer, and to cut individual patterns with
scissors to measurement, mark outlines on
materials with chalk, cut material according
to lines with scissors or electric cutter, assem-
ble garment parts by handsewing, fit basted
garment ,.on customer, and perform machine
sewing to finish it.

Pulls out weeds by hand, or cuts out weeds
with hoe making full use of upper extremities
in reaching, handling, and fingering movements.

Sets up, operates, and adjusts machine tools
to make and repair metal working dies, molds,
fixtures, etc. Uses fingers to feel parts for
smoothness. Reaches for, handles, and fingers
tools, micrometers, and calipers.

Situations in 'Which Reaching, Fingering,
and/or Feeling are Present but not Important

Supervises and coordinates the work of
kitchen employees, occasionally handling writ-. ten materials in preparing requisitions for
supplies and in planning Meals.

Records footage and grade a lumber called
out by another worker by noting figures while
holding clip board and pencil. Small precise
writing is not demanded.

Delivers and collects departmental mail
which requires narrowly restricted range of
arm, hand, or finger motions. Duties may be
performed with wrist or stump on one arm.

Receives callers and refers thsein to proper
persons by recording names of callers, time
of call, nature of business, and future appoint-
ments. Activities can be performed with a
limited range of hand, arm, or finger motion.

Writing is oyly at short intervals and consists
of entering names, dates, etc., in spaces on
appointment book or pad. Speed is not required.

Controls valves, at directed intervals, at
river pumping station using narrowly restricted
range of arm or hand reaching and ha,ndling
movements.

5. TALKING AND/OR HEARING
Talking Expressing or exchanging ideas

by means of spoken word.
Hearing -- Perceiving nature of sounds by

ear.
Talking is important for those activities in
which the workers must impart oral informa-
tion to clients or to the public, and in those
activities in which they must convey detailed
or important spoken instructions to other
employees accurately, loudly, or quickly.
Hearing is important for those activities which
require ability .to receive detailed information
through oral communication, and to make fine
discriminations in sounds, such as when mak-
ing fine adjustments on running engines.
This factor is not important in activities in
which the worker may receive oral instruc-
tions only for a few times daily and does not
give any instructions or engage in other than
very short conversations.

Situations in Whkh Talking and/or Hearing
are Important

Gives information over telephone in answer
to questions : Talking and hearing are, there-
fore, esSential requirements.

Talks continuously, exhorting passing pub- .

lic, describing attractions, and emphasizing'
features of show.

Talks with patients conCerning food, diets,
and menus ; and with employees to train tliem
in food planning, preparation, and serving in
accordance with dietary standards and hos-
pital procedures.

Situations in Which Talking and/or Hearing
are Present but not Important

Scours and cleans marble fixtures and trim
in a hotel or office building receiving only short
oral instructions.

Makes statistical calculations in regard to
pension and insurance plans. Abiliiiito speak



and hear is not required to carry -out this

Operates drycleaning ma ne to clean gar-
ments, draperies,: and other articles, utilizing
knowledge of cleaning processes, fabrics, and
colors to determine proper procedure: Any
exchange or oral instructions are incidental
to primary duties in operating drycleaning
machine.

Carries test loads of grain samples from
cars being unloaded, and from mills during
milling proCess to laboratory for cheinical
analysis bringing back analySis report to su.:.
Epervisor. Arriount of -talking imiolved in
worker's Contact with ch,einists a super
visor is no more than for average prOduction
worker whO receives oral instructions only, a
few dines daily and engages in, only short
conversations.

6. SEEING

Seeing is the ability to perceive the nature of
objects by the eye. The Important aspects of'
vision are :

Acuity, far

Acuity, near

Depth Pereeption

Accommodation

Field of Vision

Clarity of vision at
20 feet Or more.

Clarity of vision at
20 inches or less.

Three-dimensional vi-
sion. Ability to judge
distance and space
relationships so as to
see objects.where and
as they actually are.
Area that can be Seen
up and down or to
right or left while
eyes are fixed on a
given point...

Adjustment of lens
of eye t& bring an
objeet into sharp fo-
cus. This item; is
especially important
when .doing . near-
point work at vary-
ing distances from
Ore.

Color Vision Ability to identify
and distinguish col-
ors.

Seeing is important for those activities in
which good eyesight is required for production
and/or safety ofself and others. There are two
kindS of activities in Which seeing is impor-
tant: (1)* hazarlous jobs in which defective
seeing would rclinit in injury to self and
others ; and (2) jobs in which special and
minute accuracy, ingpecting, and sorting is
demanded.

Seeing is not significant in. all situations where
vision is required. However, when a high de-
gree of visual efficiency is required, this factor
is iniportant. The effects of intense and contin-
uous seeing demands on.visual-efficiency (aecom,
modation. primarily) , -and visual demands made
by moving machinery and other objects (field
of vision and depth perception primarily) also
should be *considered.

Situations in Which Seeing is Important

Pilots airplanetO transport passengers, mail,
or freight, or for other- commercial purposes:
Normaley in all viSual aspects is .-required.
Near acuity and accorninodation are required
for- close inspection Of inWurnent8 and to- read
charts. Far acuity°, depth perception, .and field
of vision are required for take-off,. Watching
for landmarks, and landing. Color vision is.

required to' recognize red and green lights on
instrument panel and colored landing signals.

TendS machine that shapes and- dries hose:
Accurate alinement of stockings with marks
on forms demands normal, near' visual acuity,
and accommodation. Continuous close inspec-
tion requires ability to, bring stockings into
sharp focus without blurrinZ

Drives bus to transport passengers over
specified routes: Normalcy in all visual aspeets
is required to drive bus carefully and in com-
pliance With traffic regulations. Depth percep-
tion, far visual acuity, and field of viSion are
required to judge _distance and avoid accidents
With vehicles, pedestrians, and other obstacles.
Near-point Visual acuity and accommodation.

, are required to read instruments on dashboard
and, to shift vision -suddenly: from .dashboard
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to distant objects. Efficient color vision is re-
uired to react quickly to traffic lights.

Cuts multiple layers of fabric into parts:
N rmalcy in sustained near acuity and accom-
mo ation are required to guide electrically
po red cutting machine through layers of
fabr c along chalk lines or around pattern
pieceS. Worker must continuously keep chalk
lines, or pattern in sharp focus without blur-
ring.

Repairs and services office machines : Near
acuity and accommodation are required in

inspection and adjustment of very minute
parts. In addition, sus Lvisiic'isrequired
in alignment of par s.

Designs, lays out, and prints letters and
desips to make signs: Good color vision is
needed to mix paint and pigments to get de-
sired colors. Good accommodation and near
acuity are required to lay out letters and trans-
fer designs. Must exercise care in alining let-
ters evenly, making thert same size and filling
in marked letters with specified color.

Reads typescript or proof of type Setup to
detect and mark errors: Near acuity and good
accommodation are required for continuous
reading of typescript or proof of type setup
to detect and mark for correction, typograph-
iCal, grammatical, or compositional errors.

Situations in Which Seeing is Present
but Not Important

0

Drives and controls farm tractor to till soil
and to plant, cultivate, and harvest crops: Uses

some depth perception, far visual acuity, and

field of vision. Minor defects in these visual
aspects are allowable because the tractor is
driven slowly in an open field and driver does
not have to pass other cars, observe traffic
lights, or drive within specified traffic lanes.
In cultivating and harvesting processes may
veer from course without mishap other tharr
damage to small part of crop.

Inserts printed matter into folders or enve-
ropes : Brief intermittent reading of printed or
typed material is needed in order to insert
material in envelopes for mailing or sorting.
Only gross near-point vision is required for
this activity.
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Measures curtains, draperies, and bed-

spreads to determine if lengths meet specifi-
cations and pins hems in them, using layout
table: Gross acuity and accommodation are
required to -adjust layout machine, to clamp
bottom of curtains or, draperies to straight-edge,
varying length of material against scale, and
to fold and pin edge of material to make hem.
Demarcations and figures on scale are of easily
readable size and color, and measurements do
not have to be made to close tolerances.

Applies paint, varnish, or enamel to exte-
riors and interiors of industrial plants or other
structures: Worker does rough painting on
such structures as barns, sheds, fences, and
highway guard rails. Uses large brushes and
usually works with only one or two colors.
Precision, such as is involved in tracing, let-
tering, shading, or working on very small
surfaces, is not required in this situation.

Tunes pianos in private and public estab-
lishments: Vision is not required in testing
and adjusting strings of piano tO produce
proper sound. Tuning is carried out by use of

tuning fork and adjustment of tuning ham-
*men Both of these activities involve feeling

and listening rather than seeing.

Operates and maintains stationary engines

and mechanical equipment : Makes use pri-
marily of moderate degrees of neaf acuity and
accommódation to observe large dials, meters,
and gages located at varying distances from
eyes and to make minor repairs and adjust-
ments to equipment. Imperfections in all of
these visual aspects are allowable because dials
are large, adjustments do not require close
sustained inspection, and reading of instru-
ments is intermittent and not sustained.

Environmental Conditions Factors and
Illustrative Situations

I. INSIDE, OUTSIDE, OR BOTH

Inside L.-- Protection from weather condi-
tions but not necessarily from
temperature changes.

Outside No effective protection from
weather.
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Both Activities occur inside and out-
side in apprOxiniately equal
arriounts.

Situations H1ustrating Inside Work

Assembles electric motors. in enclosed assem-
bly area of industrial plant: Plant area may
be drafty or stuffy depending on seaSon and
outside temperature. Worker may leave builc17
hig to visit cafeteria or other faeility buts.
remains inside at his work station virtnally
WO- percent of time.

Crates eggs in nOeR-sided shed on poultry
farm: Roof protects worker from: incliment
weather and affords some degree of protection
against temperature changes, althnugh not
fr,ini wind or darnpness.

Drives truck between distant cities or s ip-
ping points frcim enclosed cl'ab: Windows)iny
be opeired or closed depending oil driver pref-
orences. Driver may plight froM cab occa-
sionally; but 'renciains inSide nearly :1007krcent
of time.

.Situations Illustrating Outside Work.

F.rects and-repairs electric-power lines, often
in inclement weather and at any time of night
or day. although canvas tent maY be used dim-
lug rain or snowstorms.

Delivers mail to :residential: areas, Qften in
.inclement weather, spending only. 25 pereent
of time sorting mail in post: office and rid---
ing bus to and froth .beginning of:mail -route.,

Picks field crops, .frequently in heat of sun,
'continuing during light. rainstorms. Usually
works during growing season, :c6incident with
mild weather..

Situations Illustrating Both

Drives delivery true]: over established route,
alighting_ at each stop to unload deliveries:
Loads truck at start. of route. Spends about
half of time in enclosed cab of truck, reinainder
of time out of floors.

Paints interiors and exteriors of residential
and commercial structures, usually worhing
indo.ors -during inclement weather. °

Patrols premises of industrial plant to de--
cect prowlers, tires, or hakards:. Climbs exte-

ricir catwalks tO inspect roof areas and such
eNterior appurtenances as air;conditioning'
cooling towers. Patrols parki7 lot,- interior

:corridors, and working areas on7regtilar sched:-
ule, Spends iliproxiinatelyhal*of4iMe indoorS.

2. EXTREME COLD W.ITH OR WITHOUT
TEMPERATURE CHANGES:

N.J.(rrnig Cold TeMperatnre sUf-
ficiently. loW to
cause marked bod-
ily discomfort.

in In Nu ure-Cluinges Nariations intem-
perainhich ac-
company ;Atreme
.coki 'and are suf- .

.inarked'
and ibrupf to
cauSe marked bod-

\ ily reactions. .

Situations in Wldeh Extremi Cold With or
Witlmut Temperature Changes is4mportant

Stores iee in cold-storage room.
W (Wks in cooler room, usuallyo.lcpt at ap-

prokiniately -10, while cutting up beef car-
casses into standard cuts:

Stores ice cream in hardening room to solid-
ify and keep it in good condition, 'and removes
it for delivery and shipment: Worker goes in
And out of room constantly.

Situations in Which Cold With or Without
Temperature Changes isPresent hnt not
Important

Assists persons .between curb and door of
an establishment.

. Handles cold items during preparatiO and
serVing of soft drinks and ice-cream dishes,
bat works at norrnal room temperature while
handling such items.

Works, At normal *room temperature, oce-
sionallY hand,ling Old items while ispl,Q1u8.
and selling meat,*



3. EXTREME HEAT WITH OR WITHOUT
TEMPERATURE CHANGES

Extreme Heat -- Temperature suf-
,ficiently high to
cotse marked bod-
ily discomfort.

Temperature Changes Variations in tem-
perature which ac-
company extreme
heat and are suffi-
ciently marked
and abrupt to
.cause marked bod-
ily reactions.

Situations in Which Extreme Heat With or
Without Temperature Changes Is Important

Works close to hot stove during cooking
operations while carrying on various activities
such as agitating, testing, and draining cdok-
ing mixture.

Charges furnace, turns billets in furnace,
and withdraws heated billets.

Works constantly around hot tumblers in
'laundry room reaching in and removing arti-
cles when partially cooled.

Controls movement of machine that spreads
hot asphalt on streets and roads and is sub-
jected to intense heat produced by heating
mechanism' of pachine.

Situations in Which Heat With or Without
Temperature Changes Is Present but not .

Important

Patrols outside swimming pools and beaches
during hot summer months.

Makes short trips into kitchen carrying
dishes from dining room working primarily in
dining room, clearing.and setting tables, rather_
than near stoves in kitchen.

Performs a wide variety of duties on a gen-
eral farm on which livestock and field crops
are raised.

4., WET AND/OR HUMID

Coniac. withWet water or other.
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Humid.-- Atmospheric conditions with
moisture content sufficiently
high to cause marked bodily
discomfort.

Included in this factor are conditions in Which
the vvorker has contact with water or- other
liquids and/or works in an oppressively humid
atmosphere, such as the slashing department
of a cotton-textile mill or the wet-cleaning
room of aqdrycleaning plant.

Situations in Which Wetness and/or Humidity
are Important

Presses garment using pressing machine and
is constantly exposed to oppressive humidity
resulting froin steam emitted by pressing ma-
chine and by damp garments which are being
ironed.

Loads damp articles into tumblers: Removes
hot, dried articles from tumblers. Atmosphere
is wet and hunfid.

Situations in Which Wetness and/or'Humidity.
are Present but not Important

Shaves, shampoos, gives facial massage and
applies tonic to hair of patron in a- barber
shop: Hands come in contact with water for
only short periods of time.

Computes cost of customer's laundry: Sur-
roundings may be somewhat humid but not
uncomfortably so, because worker is not usu-
ally in cloie proximity tp water and steam-
producing laundry machines.

Sprays paint or glaze on finished 'pottery
porcelain ware or unburned terra cotta block :
While this job requires the individual to work
constantly with liquids, it is not necessary for
him to have his hands in the liquids, nor would
the working area- be considered significantly
humid.

5. NOISE AND/OR VIBRATION

For this factor to be primary there must be
sufficient noise,-either constant or intermittent,
to cause marked distraction or possible hear-
ing loss and/or sufficient vibration (which is
the production of an oscillating movement or
strain on the body or its extremities from re-



peated motion or shock) to cause bodily harm
if endured day after day.

Do not consider this factor important un-
less the noise reaches 80 or Imre decibels. See
tables on page

Situations Illustrating Noise and/or Vibration
Operates compressed-air, rock-drilling .ma-

chine to drill hores through hard materials :
Exposed to continuous vibration plus noise of
approximately 130 decibels. .

Operates frame-spinning machine for spin-
ning thread out of roving: Noise levels in
large spinning rooms with many frames in
operation at once reach approximately 105
decibels making conversation impossible, ex-
cept by shoutlng.

Operates a tractor to scoop up earth: Is
subject to intense vibration while scraper is
forced into ground and while tractor is driven
forward to fill scraper with dirt. In excavating
and transporting earth, tractors are frequently
driven, <over bumpy ground, resulting in jolting
sufficient to cause possible bodily harm if en-
dured day after day.

Rivets structural-steel members by spread-
ing rivet shank and shaping the head with
pneumatic hammer ; reams misalined rivet
holes with electrically driven or hand-reaming
tool. Riveting and construction operations
reach approximately 130 decibels intensity.

Situations in Whiich Noise and/or Vibration,
are Present but not Important

Drills holes im picture frames: Operating a-
small electric drill subjects worker to noise
of approximately 65 decibels.

Solders parts into .circuits of radios and
other electronic devices, working in large room
with other solderers : Sound in room is ap-
proximately 61) decibels intensity.

Types on manual typewriter: Is subject to
moderate sound of approximately 70 decibels
intensity, an amount not considered to be
fatiguing, while performing duties or direct-
ing group of typists.

6. HAZARDS

Conditions or situations in which there is dan-
ger to life, health, or bodily injury. This cate-

gory includes a variety of physical hazards,
such as proximity to moving mechanical parts,
electrical shock, working on scaffolding and
high places, exposure to burns and radiant
energy, exPosure to all types of explosives, and
exposure to toxic chemical and biological
'agents.

Situations in Which Hazards are Important

Demolishes parts of buildings to reach and
combat fires and rescue persons endangered by
fire and smoke and is exposed to burns, fumes,
smoke, and falling objects.

Repairs energized electric lines and is sub-
ject to falls when climbing poles and to serve
burns or electrocution.

Blasts rock in quarry and is exposed to dan-
ger from explosives and flying fragments of
ibek. Worker must retreat to place of safety
after lighting fuses with match or squib.

HSituations in Which _Azar ds are Int
but not Important

Cooks. in _hotel kitchen subject to possible
slight burns from stove and hot grease when
cooking foodstuffs, and to minor knife cuts in
preparing food for cooking or immediate table
use.

Delivers telegrams, usually by bicycle and is,
subject to-ordinary hazards of traffic.

PerfOrms domestic duties in home and is
subject to ordinary kousehold hazards.

7, ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

These following conditions affect the respira-
tory system or the skin.

Fumes Solid particles generated by con-
densation from the gaseous
state, generally, after, volatiliza-
tion from molten metals, and
often accompanied by a chemical
reaction such as. oxidation, For
example, cadmium, lead, magne-
sium, manganese, and zinc
fumes are toxic and may cause
metal fume fever.

Odors Noxious nontoxic smells.



Typical Overall Sound Levels 1

Given Distance from Noise Source

,

Environmental

50-Hp. Siren (100')
F-84 At Take-Off (80' from Tail)

ydraulic Press (3')
Large Pneumatic Riveter (4')
Pneumatic Chipper. (5')

Multiple Sand Blast Unit
Trumpet Auto Horn
Automatic Punch Press
Chipping Hammer
Cut-Off Saw
Annealing Furnace
Automatic Lathe

Subway Train
Heavy Trucks
Train Whistles
10-Hp. Outboard
Small Trucks Accelerating (30')

Light Trucks in City (20')

Autos (20')

(4')
(3')
(a')
(3')
(2')
(4')
(3')

(20')
(20')

(500')
(50')

Conversational Speech (3')

15,000 Kv.-a, 115 Kv.
Transformer (200')

Threshold of Hearing

Decibels

-140-

-130-

-120-

110-

-100-

Boiler Shop (Maximum Level)

Jet Engine Test Control Room

Woodworking Shop
Inside DC-6 Airliner

Can Manufacturing Plant
Inside Subway. Car

- 90- Inside Motor Bus
Inside Sedan in City Traffic

- 80-

- 70-

- 60-

- 50-

- 40-

- 30-

- 20-
- 10-.
- 0-

Office with Tabulating
Machines

Heavy Traffic (25' to 50')

Average Traffic (1009
Accounting Office
Large Ciiy Industrial Areas

Private Business Office
Light Traffic (100')
Average Residence

Minimum Levels fur
Residential Areas in
Large City at Night

Broadcasting Studio (Speech)
Broadcasting Studio (Music)
Studio for Sound Pictures

1 ;rids table solaptcd from okart on page 2. handbook of Nolgo Areas anent by AttiokI P. G. PeperMn. and Lee 14

Beranek (Cambridge, General RadM Co.. WOO.



asts Solid particles generated by han-
dling, crushing, grinding, rapid
impact, detonation, and decrepi-
tation of organic and inorganic

-materials such as rock, ore,
metal, coal, wood, and grain.
Toxic dusts include those which
may produce pneumoconiosis,
systemic poisoning, dermatoses
of primaiy irritant or allergic
nAture, and cancer. For exam-
ple, some ore bodies containing
various forms of quartz can be
causes of silicosis.

Mists Suspet led liquid droplets gener-
ated lv condensation from the
gaseous to the liquid state or by
breakhig up 8 liquid into a dis-
poised state, such as splashing,
foaming, and atomizing. Includes
chmmic acid -mists from electro-
plating, acid and alkali mists
from pickling or electro-plating
cleaning operations, and oil mists
generated from machine tool
lubricants and coolants.

G«ses Normally formless fluids which
occupy the space of enclosure
and which can be changed to the
liquid/ or solid state only by the
combined effect of increased
pressure and decreased tempera-,
ture. Caybon monoxide, hydro-
gen cyanide, oxides of nitrogen,
and ozone are among the gases
of significance as industrial
hazards.

Poor Ventilation Insufficient or exces-
sive moVement of air cansing a
feeling of suffocation or expo-
sure to drafts.

This factor is hriporftant only if thesCcondi-
tions are present to a degree or a length of time
sufficient to cause marked discomfort or pos-
sible bodily injury to the worker. When atmos-
pheric conditions involve possi6le bodily injury,
they should also" be -rated under hazards. If
the worker is subject to such conditions for
short periods of time at infrequent intervals
and to a very moderate degree, the factor is
not considered important.

8

Situations in Which Atmospheric Conditions
are Important

Stacks grain ' by hand or with pitchfork
during harvesting and threshing and is exposed
to heavy concentrations of dust from move-
ment of grail. -

Controls kettle to melt lead: Is constantly
exposed to toxic umes from melting lead suf-
cien o cause odily harm.

e"
Operates a battery pf stills to distill crude

oil and is exposed to toxic gases and obnoxious
odors when working around hot furnace,

Cleans scrap tobacco: Shovels tobacco -on
screens, and tobaccb dust from receptacle under
fine screen into containers: This worker must
constantly breathe air which is filled vith
tobacco dust. While there are probably ventila-
tion systems present which alleviate this condi-
tion to a certain extent, the worker is con-
stantly stirring up dust by shoveling and
keeping it in motion. Nearness to dust by
shoveling process is unavoidable and even ven-
tilating systems cannot completely eliminate
this condition.

Situations in Which Atmospheric Conditions
Are Present but not Important

Drives a delivery truck and is exposed to
fumes from vehicles as encountered in.ordinary
traffic in amounts unlikely to Cause discomfort
or to result in injury to the respiratory system.

Mixes paint in retail store and is exposed to
fumes only when mixing small amounts to
customer's order.

Carries dishes into kitchen from dining room
and is *exposed to kitchen odors, generalry of
insufficient strength to cause disTmfort.

Procedures Tor Completing the
Physical Demands and Environmental
Conditions Ruin
(Refer to sample form in bark of this oration.)

ESTAB. JOB 11FLE
Enter the most frequently used title by which
the job is known in the establishment.

ESTAB. & SCHED. NO.

Enter the same number that appears on the job
analysis schedule which this form accompanies.

1 L)



PHYSICAL DEMANDS

Enter the appropriate information for each
activity, irrespective of whether it will be re-
flected later in the ratings.

Factor. i Strength
a. Standing, Walking, and Sitting

Enter beside each of these activities, the
percentage of time the worker is re-
quired to spend in them. These per-
ocentages should add up to 100!-.

b. Lifting, Carrying, Pushing, and Pulling

Record, by symbol, the appropriate in-
formation for each activity also under
"Weight", indicate the number or range
of pounds the worker must lift, earfy,
push, or pull.

Explanation of Symbols :

NP Not Present Activity or condi-
. tion does not exist

0 Occasionally Activity or Condi-
tion exists up to 1;1
of the tithe.

Frequently Activity, or condi-
tion exists froM 1:3

:3:1 of the time.:

Constantly Activity or cOndi-
tion exist or
more of the time.

FaCtors 2-6 All Other Physical Denim&
Record the .apprepriate symbol hi- the space
prpvided opposite each activity.
Record in the coMments sect* any supple-
mental or clarifying information pertinent to
each activity,.such as apparatus used, dimen-
sions of work space, foolS and materials used,
speed and frequency of actions, sensory re-
gu i rethents, , and complexity ,or communica-
tions. In each instance the commotts should
be identified with .the numbered 'faCtor and
the activity, to which 'it pertains.

RATINGS

Select and encircle those factors which meet the
criteria of imicortance. The criteria are implicit
in the physical demands definitions and illustra-
tions.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Enter the appropriate information for eaeh
condition irrespective of whether it will be
reflected in the ratings.

Factor 1. Work Location
Enter the percentage of time that the worker
spends inside and /or outside. The total should
add up to 100:54 .

Factors 2-7 All Other Environmental
Conditions

Record by symbbl, opposite each condition,
the appropriate information, except for
Factor 5. In Factor. 5, record the estimated
maximum number of decibles of sound and
vibrations as adapted from "Typical Overall
Sound Levels" table, page . Record in the
comments section supplemental or clarifying
information, such as temperature, time,
source, and frequency of sounds, and expla-
nations of hazardous, dusty, or toxic condi-
tions."

RATINGS

Select and encircle those factors which meet the
criteria of importance. These criteria are im-
plicit in the Environmental Conditions defini-
tiims and illustrations. For Factor VEnViron-
ment. "I" should be encircled if the worker
spends more than 50'i of his time inside, "0" if
he spends more than 5fir,; of his time outside,
and "IV if he spends approxinfately equal time
both inside and outside.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING OR
PERSONAL DEVICES

Describe in this section any special clothing or
protective devices which the worker is required
to wear or use while performing his job duties.

Procedures for Recording Physical
Demands and Environmental conditions
Ratings on the Joh Analysis Schedule
(hem 6)

in Item 6 of the job analysis schedule, encircle
the PhysicarDemands and Environmental Con-
ditions ratings which have been previously en-
circled in the Ratings sections of the Physical
Dethands and Envh.onmental Conditions Form.
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Definition

Within the U. S. Training and Employment
Service, aptitudes are defined ai the specific
capacities or abilities required of an individual
in order to facilitate the learning of some task
or job duty.

Estimating Aptitude Requirements of Jobs

The aptitudes component is one of the basic
criteria used hrevaluating an individual's p0-
tential for a kind of work or for a specific job.

The kinds and amounts of aptitudes pos-
sessed by a person can be measured by admin-
istering and interpreting tests. The aptitude
requirements of jobs, for nine aptitudes found
to be important in job success, can be deter-
mined from learch on the General Aptitude
Test Battery (GATB). For the purpose of
determining the requirements for all jobs, two
additional aptitudes were added to the nine
which comprise the General Aptitude Test
Battery.

To date 'GATB norms haVe been established
for approximately 500 jobs and it has been
necessary to develop a procedure for deter-
mining the aptitude requirements for the
occupations for which no test norms are
available.

Such a method has been developed. It utilizes
comparison of duties in the job analyzed to the
duties involved in occupations for which there
are test development data. Essentially it, is a
system of comparing job analysis data to illus-
trative situations which have been evaluated
quantitatively and qualitatively in standardiza-
tions of the General Aptitude Test Battery.

These illustrative situations are.representa-
tive of the various categories of jobs in the
economy. They include situations in which 'a
particular aptitude is significant and also those
in which it is not significant, as determined in
the qualitative analysis made during the GATB
test development research.

Each illustration is introduced with a lead
statement which reflects the overall activity.
Where necessary to reflect the importance of
the aptitude, descriptive data supplement this

statement. This was given special emphasis for
the cOgPitiVe aptitudes (intelligence, verbal,
numerical, spatial, form perception, clerical
perception, 'and color discrimination) which
are often harder to rate because we cannot
"see" the worker utilizing these capacities on
the job. However, in instances where the ap-
plication of the aptitude to the job is explicit
in the job-worker situation, no attempt was
made at further explanation.

The sources of data for the illustrations were
the technical reports on standardization of the
General Aptitude Test Battery and analysts'
estimates. When the technical reports provided
the data, the mean score for the sample was
used as a method of arriving at the amount of
the aptitude required for average, satisfactory
performance on the job.

These amounts are expressed in terins of
levels, which in turn reflect equivalent amounta
of the aptitudes possessed by segments of the
working population, as follows:

1. The top 10 percent of the population.
This segment of the population possesses
an extremely high degree of the aptitude.

2. The highest third exclusive of the top
10 pel.cent of the population. This seg-
ment of the population possesses an above
average id high degree of the aptitude.

3. The middle third of thr population. This
segment of the populatiop possesses a
Medium degree of the aptitude, ranging
from slightly below to slightly above
average.

4. The lowest third exclusive of the bottom
10 percent of the population. This seg-
ment of the population possesses a below
average or low degree of the aptitude.

5. The lowest 10 percent of the population.
This segment of the population possesses
a negligible degree of the aptitude.

Aptitudes, Definitions and Illustrative
Situations

G INTELLIGENCE'

I "Manual for the Aptitude Tot Battery", See. ID: "Develop- General learning ability. The ability to "catch
meat" (Washington: U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Ad- on'

, or understand instructions and underlying

1
Ininictration, U.S. Training and EmptoYment Service, 10



principles; the ability to reason and make judg-
ments. Closely related to doing well in s hool.

Level 1

G-1:1 Conducts research in fundam ntal
mathematics and in application of athe-
matical techniques to science, nage-
ment, and other fields by mathe atical
methods :

Intelligence is required rto understand
meanings andrelationships of mathemati-
cal symbols, formulas, and concepts ; to
assimilate background information re-
quired to understand problems from vari-
ous fields ; to develop or apply appropriate
methods and procedures for solving prob-
lems; and to present solutions or method-
ologies for solution in logical and syste-
matic forms and sequences.

G-1 :2 Conducts experiments on substances,
of which an essential element is carbon,
to develop and improve materials and
products and, to discover scientific facts :

Comprehends the principles underlying
chemical properties and chemical changes
of elements and compounds. Must work
with theoretical concepts and see new re-
lationships or applications of them.

G-1:3 Performs a variety of engineering
work in designing, planning, and oversee-
ing the manufacture, installation, opera-
tion, or maintenance of electric or elec-
tronic components, equipment, systems,
facilities, and machinery uged in the gen-
eration, transmission, distribution, and
utilization of electrical energy for domes-
tic, commercial, and industrial consUmp-
tion :

Jntelligence is required to understand
principles of engineering; to apply engi-
neering principles to the design, opera-
tion, or repair of electrical equipment or
systems; and to conduct research on new
applications or uses, ,

G-1:4 Diagnoses mental and emotional dis-
orders of individuals and administers
programs of treatment:

0

Required to learn, understand, and ap-
ply the basic theories', 'principles, and
techniques used in the field of psychology,

G-1:5 Converts scientific, engineering, and
other technical problem formulations to
format processable by computer:

Intelligence is required to learn, under-
stand, and apply prOgramming principles
and techniques ; to learn functions and
applications of data-processing equip-
ment ; to work with mathematical princi-
ples and methodology to solve scientific
and engineering problems; to reason and
make decisions based on analysis of data ;
to identify, analyze, and organize the ele-
ments of a problem into a logical sequence
for computer processing; to translate ele-
ments or terms of a problem into synthetic
machine language,for computer direction ;
and to prepare instructions for console
operator.

G-1:6 Diagnoses and treatsdiseases, injuries,
and malformations of teeth and gums, and
related oral structures:

Intelligence is required to understand
and apply principles of dental anatomy,
bacteriology, and physiology for diagnosis
and treatment, and to use techniques of
dental restoration, and prosthetics. Must
understand the operation and function of
dental tools and equipment ; and the uses
of odental metals, alloys, and amalgams.

G-1:7 Writes original plays such as tragedies,
comedies, or dramas, or adapts themes
from fictional, historical, or narrative
sources, for dramatic presentation :

Intelligence is required to utilize basic
principles of playwriting, including basic
research on characters, dress, and furnish-
ings of the time-setting of the play, and to
show depth of understanding in the de-
velopment of situations and roles.

G-1:8 Receives individual applications for in-
surance to evaluate degree of risk involved
and accepts applications, following com-
pany's underwriting policies,:

Utilizes a knowledge, of insurance,
finance, and eConomics. 'Must be able to
understand application Of information
such as medical reports and occupational
hazards, financial reports, fire inspection
repbrts, and insurance maps. Must work
with actuarial formulas, study and relate
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all phases of an insurance risk problem,
and come to a decision beneficial to the
needs of the applicant and to the interests
of the company.

G-1:9 Studies origin, relationship,. develop-
ment, anatomy, functions, and other basic
principles'of plant and animal life:

Intelligence is required to study scien-
tific facts and, concepts which are needed
for an understanding of the structure,
function, development, and relationship of
living organisms, and to draw onclusions
or generalizations from accumulated facts.

G-1:10 Coordinates activities of radio and
television studio and control-room person-
nel to insure technical quality, of pictures
and sound for programs originating in
studio or from remote pickup points:

Intelligence is required to plan and ar-
range for all audio, visual, and special
effects equipment and technical, personnel
needed for programs ; use judgment to
determine number of cameras; db. neces-
sary to achieve specified effects ; and give
work assignments to technicians who con-
trol and maintain lights, audio and visual
controlling equipment, microphones, and
cameras. Must understand functions and
capabilities of equipment to give direc-
tions.

Level 2

G-2:1 Collects, analyzes, and develops occu-
pational data concerning job% job quali-
fications, and worker characteristics to
facilitate personnel, administrative, or
formation functions in privat% public, Or,
governmental organizations:

Intelligence is required to plan work
and develop research procedures ; to evalu-
ate information in order to make judg-
ments and decisions; to organize material,
determine worker functions, and estimate
worker requirements. Must be able to un-
derstand the essential elements in a vari-
ety of jobs in different industries, and

<>know enough about the technology in-
volved and knowledge required of the
workers to explain, describe, and classify
the occupations.
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G-2:2 Manages an industrial organization,
determining and executing administrative
policies through subordinate managers
and coordinating the activities of various
departments:

Intelligence is required to learn and
understand the overall techniques and
problems in the field of management in-
duding some knowledge of the various
specializations such as production, mar-
keting, personnel, and finance, and their
application to the specific industry and
firm involved ; and to analyze management
problems and make judgments.

G-2:3 Applies principles of accounting to in-
stall and maintain operation of general
accounting system

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply principles and procedures of ac-
counting; to evaluate accounting and rec-
ord keeping system; to .analyze problems
and develop system whicir provides needed
records for internal operation and to meet
requirements of regulatory and other gov-
ernment agencies ; and to prepare analyses
and interpretations of records for com-
pany officials.

G-2:4 Compounds and dispenses medication%
following prescriptions:

Understands the composition and ef-
fects of drugs and is able to Ust them for
strength and purity. Checks prescr.iptions
to determine whether dosages are reason-
able and the drugs chemically and physio-
logically ompatible. Must be able to com-
pound ingredients to form powders, Tills,
ointments, and solutions. Must make ster-
ile solutions, buy medical supplies, and
advise the medical staff on the selection
and effects of drugs.

G-2:5 Peilorm chemical, s, microscopic, and
bacteriologic tests to provide data for use
in treatment and diagnosis of disease:

Intelligence is required to learn the basic
principles relating to biochemistry, micro-
biology, parasitology, blood cells, body
cells; viruses, serums, and vaccines, and
the preparation and examination of tissue.
Must determine type of test(s) to make
from laboratory request and apply knowl-
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edge-of laboratay techniqueS and princi-
ples of appropriate sciences to the prepa-
ration, analysis, and classification of
specimens.

G-2:6 Draws and corrects topographical
maps from source data, such.as surveying
notes, aerial photographs, or other maps :

Learns and applies drafting principles,
procedures, and symbols and the geometry
and mathematics peculiar to topography,
and is able to translate aerial photographs
and other data into accurate maps,

G-2:7 Schedules and assigns motor vehicles
and drivers (according to availability,
length of trip, freight requirements, vehi-
cle capacities and licenses, and user pief-
erences) for *conveyance of freight :

Intelligence is required to learri com-
pany and governmental regulations,
equipment, routes, and the characteristics
of a variety of products which affect their
shipment. Must analyze data for reports
on operations and personnel, and plan the
organization of reports, daily work, and
the assignment of vehicles and drivers.

G-2 :8 Repairs electronic equipment such as
computers, industrial controls, radar sys-
terns, telemetering and missile control
systems, transmitters, antennas, and
servomechanisms, following blueprints
and manufacturers' specifications, and
using handtools and ttst instruments :

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply electronic theory; to understand the
functions and operation of equipment
worked on, and of test equipment used ;
and to reason and make judgments when
determining trouble shooting sequence,
making diagnosis, and determining cor-
rective procedures.

G7-2:9 Instructs students in one or more sub-
jects such as English, mathematics, or
social studies, in private, religious, or
public secondary school (high school) :

Intelligence is required to learn teach-
ing methods and the subject matter for
the curriculum taught ; to determine the
difficulty level of subject matter relative
to the students ; to plan presentations of

subject maIter and prepare tests ; to assist
pupils through various teaching methods;
and to evaluate their progress.

G-2 :10 Prepares bodies for interment in con-
formity with legal requirements;

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply basic principles and techniques re-
lated to mortuary science including chem-
istry, anatomy, physiology, principles of
preservation, disinfection, circulatory em-
balming, cavity treatment, hygiene, micro-
biology, restoration, and cesmetics; and to
learn the laws and regulations relating to
embalming.

G-2 :11 Plans and designs artistic interiors
for homes, hotels, ships, commercial and
institutional structures, arid other estab-
lishments :

Requires the ability to learn principles
of design from textbooks and practical
experience and apply them in developing
plans for customer, within specified cost
range. Must accurately estimate cost of
furnishings and decorating work Must be
able to direct workers engaged in deco-
rating and installing furnishings and fix-
tures.

a-2:12 Reads typescript or proof or type
setup to detect and mark for correction
any grammatical, .typographical, or com-
positional errors:

Intelligence is required to learn rules of
grammar and punétuation, and standard
proofreaders' marks and codes. Learns the
terminologies and word usages associated
with various subject areas to proof a
variety, of material.

G:2 :13 Creates designs and prepares patterns
for new types and styles of men's, wom-
en's, and children's wearing apparel or
knitted garments;

Intelligence is required to understand
and apply the principles of garment con-
struction ; to acquire essential knowledge

of fabrics, design, and color ; and to gather
ideas for new models by reading fashion
magazines and trade journals.



G-2 :14 Operates boilers, turbines, generators,
and auxiliary equipment at generating
plant to produce electricity:

Learns and understands the operation
and control of Mechanical and electrical
equipment such as boilers, water and. vac-
uum pumps, coal driers and pulverizers,
steam condensers, turbines, generators,
switch gears, and electrical circuits. Is
able to interpret readings of meters and
gages and other monitoring devices to
determine when some portion of the sys-
tern is not functioning properly. Must
determine sequence to close down or iso-
late parts of system, to by-pass malfunc-
tioning units .or for maintenance, without
interfering with other equipment or the
power supply.

G-2 :15 Plans, lays out, and constructs wooden
unit- or sectional-patterns used in form-
ing sand molds for castings, analyzing
blueprints, and using handtobls;

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply a knowledge of woodworking tech-
niques and casting processes; to interpret
blueprints and plan sequence of opera-
tions; to lay out workpiece and make
judgments with respect to numerous cal-
culations and measurements required ;
and to determine how to divide sectional
patterns to facilitate their removal from
sand molds.

G-2:16 Analyzes a variety of specifications,
lays out metal stock, sets up and operates
machine tools, and fits and assembles
parts to make and repair metalworking
dies, cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, gages,
and machinists' handtools, applying'
knowledge of tool and die design and con-
struction, shop mathematics, metal prop-
erties, and layout, machining, and assem-
bly procedures: .

Intelligence is required to understand
blueprints and other specifications; to
plan sequence, of operations and lay out
and set up procedures; to determine type
of machine and tools to use and machine
settings based on type of operations to be
performed, type of material being proc-
essed, and dimensions and other specifica-
tions to be achieved.

G-2:17 Directs operation of a retail, self-
service food sthre according to the overall
organization policies:

Intelligence is required to direct the
operation of self-service food market
profitably and in accordance with overall
organization policies; to requisition or
purchase store merchandise; to interview
and hire new employees and train them
in company policies and procedures; to
plan and direct work assignments; fo
maintain good employee and customer re-
lations; and to prepare required reports.

. .

G-2:18 Repairs and adjusts radios and tele-
vision receivers, using handtools and
electronic testing instruments:

Intelligence is required to learn basic
radio and TV theory, circuitry, and use
of test instruments; to analyze operational
symptoms in determining nature of faults
in radio and television sets; and to make'
necessary repairs.

G-2:19 keeps records of .financial transac-
tions of establishment:

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply the principles and practices of ac-
counting and the types and uses of vari-
ous forms, journals, and reports, to apply

_knowledge and judgment when making
entries according to system used to pro-
vide records; and to figure out probable
sources of errors when records do not
balance.

G-2:20 Receives and pays out money, and
keeps records of money and negotiable
instruments involved in various bank
transactions:

Learns the rules and procedures in-
volved in a variety of banking transac-
tions,

G-2:21 Verifies accuracy of figures, calcula-
tions, and postings pertaining to business
transactions recorded by other workers:

Intelligence is required to learn proce-
dures for verifying figures, computations,
and postings on t variety of forms; to
learn and apply coding and compilation
of data; to determine ii'hen an entry in-
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dicates a transaction in conflict with some
other event such as double payments or
overpayments; ,and to tmderstand the re-
lationship between the various forins used
so errors can be located, and traced from
one record to another.

G-2:22 Blows and shapes glass laboratory.
apparatus, such as test tubes, retorts, and
flasks, and glass components for such ap-
paratus as condensers, 'vacuum 'pumps,
barometers, and thermometers, according
to blueprint specifications:

Intelligence is required to learn princi-
ples and techniques of glass blowing; to
read and interpret blueprints; to plan se-
quence of operations; determine methods
to use; and solve problems encountered.

Level 3

G-3:1 Renders general nursing care to pa-
tients in hospital, infirmary, sanitarium,
or similar institution :

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply principles of anatomy, physiology,
microbiology7, nutrition, psychology, and
patient care used in nursing; to make in-
dependent judgments in rabsence of doc-
tor; and to determine methods and treat-
ments to use when caring for patients
with varying illnesses or injuries.

G-3:2 Sets up and operates caniera to pho-
tograph illustrations and printed material,
to produce film or glass negatives used in
the preparation of lithographic printing
plates:

Intelligence is required to learn the
principles and techniques of photograph-
ing, developing, and printing, including
the use of various equipment such as cam-
eras, lenses, filters, and contact printers,
to make color or black and white nega-
eves. Understands effects of variables
such as light, exposure time, and film or
paper sensitivity on photograph or print.
Is able to compute reduction and enlarge-
ment ratios and be able to make line and
half tone negatives and color sepat'ations.

Uses judgment to determine equipment
and procedures to use for each job.

G-3:3 Registers and assigns rooms to guests,
sorts mail, transmits, and reeeives mes-
sages using telephone, teletype, and
switchboard, answers questions pertain-
ing to hotel services and accommodations
and makes reservations, keeps record of
rooms ,occupied and -guests' accounts and
collects payments:

Intelligence is required to learn the
procedures of checking guests in and out
of inn or motel; to learn record-keeping
procedures; operation of cash register,
switchboard, and teletype; and to acquire
pertinent information about accommoda-
tions and services and the surrounding

a

G-3:4 Repairs, maintains, and installs elec- .
trical systems and equipment such as
motors, transformers, wiring, switches,
and alarm systems;

Learns basic electrical theory and cir-
cuitry, blueprint reading, local building
codes, - and safety practices. Reasoning
and judgment are involved in diagnosing
faults and choosing most feasible method
of repair. .

G-3:5 Sells tickets for transportation agen-
cies such as airlines, bus companies, rail-
roads, and steamship lines:

Intelligence is required to have a work-
ing knowledge of time schedules, rates
routes, and accommodations available.
Must learn reservation procedure and use
judgment when serving customers to assist
them in selecting accommodations so as
to promote use of transportation services.

G-3:6 Takes dictation in shorthand of corre-
spondence, reports, and other matters, and
transcribes dictated 'material, using type-
writer:

Intelligence is required to learn mean-
ing and usage of shorthand symbols; to
learn typewriter operation and memorize
keyboard; to learn rules for format of
business letters and reports and rules of
spelling, punctuation, and grammar.



G-3:7 Drives- truck over 'established route to
deliver, sell, and display products or ren-
der services :

Intelligence is required to acquire and
use Iknowledge of company products or
seryices, unit cost, and policies; to discuss
customer's needs and promote sales; to
app y company policies and own judgment
reg rding delivery procedures, credit ex-
ten ion, discounts, etc., .in a manner to
ma.ntain good customer relations; to
ma ntain accounts and records ;' and to
det rmine bestAriving routes to reach
cu tomers.

G-3 :8 Cares for ill, injured, convalescent,
an handicapped persons in hospitals,
el les, private homes, sanitariums, and
si ilar institutions:

Intelligence is required to learn and
app1ly principles and techniques of basic
nursing skills, body structure and func-
tions, personal hygiene, nutrition, and
first aid ; and to use judgment in patient
care, moving patients, and giving pre-
scribed medicines and injections.

G=3:9 Assembles and loads a variety of solid
propellant rocket motors:

Intelligence is required to learn the
yarious steps in preparing and loading
solid propellant fuels for rockets; to
understand specifications and follow Them
explicitly when mixing liquid and dry
ingredients to form propellant; to use
judgment when handling and processing
propellant to avoid explosions ; to deter-
mine when chemicals are properly mixed
and cured from instrument readings on
control panel, and using charts and direct
observation via TV monitors.

G-3:10 Displays, describes, and sells, a vari-
ety of. commodities in a sales establish-
ment, using geneial knowledge of the
characteristics, quality, and merits of
items sold :

Intelligence is required to understand
selling features of merchandise, make
suggestions to customers, and understand
and apply sales training.
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G-3:11 Constructs and repairs dental appli-
ances, according to prescription:

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply basic principles of dental anatomy,
casting and fabricating techniques, and
properties of materials used. Must be
able to understand written and oral in-
structions and make independent judg-
ments regarding-the design and construe-
lion of prosthetic dental abpliances.

G-3:12 Operates telephone switchboard to
establish or assist customers in establish-
ing local or long distance telephone con-
nections:

Intelligence is required to learn opera-
tion of switchboard procedures for han-
dling various types of calls and situations
when dealing with customers; and to use
manuals to determine routes far calls and
applicabl rates.

G-3 :1 Provid s beauty services for cus-
omers:

Intelligence is required to learn the
Various phases of cosmetology including
hair cutting, 'styling, setting, and facial
treatment, and the various methods used ;
to use reason and judgment to suggest
various treatments to customers; and
assist them in deciding on hair style ac-
cording to their individual features and
ta.ste.

G-3:14 Examines metal watch parts, such as
pinions, wheels, and barrels using micro-
scope to detect scratches, rust, discolora-
tions, blemishes, and similar defects, to
verify dimensions:

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply inspection methods, to identify de-
fects, and to determine allowable mar-
gins for defects and dimensional toler-
ances for different parts.

G-3 :15 Sets up knitting machines to knit
hose, garment, and cloth according to
specifications, and adjusts and repairs
machines, using knowledge of machine
functions:

Intelligence is required to learn the
principks of how a knitting machine
functions and is controlled and how to
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set up from pattern design charts. Must
use judgment and apply knowledge of
machine function to determine causesp of
malfunctions by observing machine out-
put or operation. Must understand written
and oral instructions to set up and make
repairs.

G-3 :16 Solders together components of metal
products on production line, using hand
soldering iron and soft solder :

Intelligence is required to learn solder-
ing methods and understand the variables
presented by different types of material
or kinds of solder. Must be able to deter-
mine probable cause and corrective action
when faults occur in soldered joints.

G-3:17 Coordinates and expedites flow of
, materials parts, and assemblies within or

between departments in accordance , with
production and shipping schedules or de-
artment supervisor's priorities :
Intelligence is required to learn pro-

duction sequences ; to understand produc-
tion schedules; to apply reasoning to locate
materials or parts in process ; to confer
with supervisors to establish completion
time; and to prepare reports of inven-
tories or production. .

G-3 :18 Assembles, inspects, and tests micro-
wave tubes, components, subassemblies,
and parts according to specifications using
equipment such as spot welder, sealing
machine, lapping maèhine, handtools, fre-
quency meter, and oscillograph:

Is able to understand verbal instruc-
tions and operation sheets and diagrams ;
to operate and adjust machines; and to
use judgment when measuring, testing,
and inspecting assembled tubes to verify
conformance to specifications and assem-
bly. diagrams.

Level 4

G-4:1 Repairs and maintains physical struc-
r' tures of commercial and industrial estab-

lishments such as factories, office build-
ings, apartment houses, and logging and
mining constructions; using handtools and
power tools: Replaces defective electrical
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switches and outlets and fuses. PMnts
structure and-repairs woodwork with car-
penter's tools. Makes minor plumbing re-
pairs such as repairing faucets, drains,
and sanitary fixtures. Patches and repairs
-cement, brick and concrete block walls,
and plaster antl dry walls:

Intelligence is required to learn and
apply basic principles" of electrical cir-
cuitry; plumbing, an:d structural mainte-
nance. Uses reasoning to determine cause
of malfunctions and to plan repair and
maintenance steps. Must- understand in-
structions and work orders.

G-4 ;2 Tends one or more machines that knit
fabrics, garment parts, or other articles
from yarn:

Intelligence is required to learn opera- .

tion of machine, including adjustment of
guides and tension rollers to obtain length,
width,- and mesh specifications ; how to
thread yarn through guides, tension
springs, etc.; and replacement of defective
needles.

G-4 :3 Repairs and adjusts sewing machines
in homes and sewing-departments of in-.
dustrial establishments, using handtools:

Intelligence is required to understand
the basic construction and operation of
sewing machines; to understand operating
manuals and diagrams pertaining to the
specific construction and operation of a
variety of makes and models ; and to use
reason in diagnosing cause of malfunc-
tions.

G-4:4 Makes women's garments, such as
dresses, coats, and suits, according to cus-
tomer specifications and. measurements:

Intelligence is required to understand
basic princjples of garment construction
and pattern alteration ; to understand in-
structions from customers and pattern
instructions; and to reason when altering
patterns to customers' measurements.

G-4:5 Assists in care of hospital patients,
under direction of nwsing and medical
staff :

Intelligence is required to learn patient
care and handling and hospital routine;



to understand and carry out orders cor-
rectly ; to use reas0 ,and judgment in
handling patients, noting patient's con-
dition and reporting symptoms or reac-

, tions which may, indicate a change in
4 con dition.

q-4 :6 Positions, fits, and attaches sub-assem-
blies or components such as axles, wheels,
springs, motor, transrnisgion, trim, instru-
ment cluster, or controls in the final
assembly of an automobile, using mechan-
ics' handtools and pneumatic wrenches or
screw drivers:

Intelligence is required to learn = how
parts are positioned and attached and
which parts go on specific models of cai.s.
(Cars are mixed by body ,styles and other
characteristics and workers frequently
shift to different operations on the line.)

G-4:7 Sorts agricultural produce such as
bulbs, fruits, nuts, and vegetables, ac-
cording to grade, color, and size, discards
cull items and foreign, matter, and places
produce in containers :

Recognizes indications of defects, such
as spots or softness, and learns grading
characteristics for a variety of produce.
Uses judgment in sorting out partially
defective produce.

G-4 :8 Drives gasoline- or electric-powered
industrial truck or tractor,,equipped with
forklift, elevating platform, or trailer
hitch, to push, pull, -lift; stack, or tier
merchandise, equipment, or bulk mate-
rials in warehouses, storage yard, or fac-
torY:

Intelligence ,is required to understand
oral instructions from foreman concerning
materials to be moved, their location and
destination, and how they are to be
stacked or stored. Uses judgment 'to de-
termine if vehicle is operating efficiently
and to resolve job problems.

G-4:9 Removes stems from tobacco leaves to
prepare tobacco for use as filler, binder
or wrapper for cigars, plug, or twist chew-
ing tobacco :

Intelligence is required to learn tech-
nique of stripping leaves clean of stems
without tearing the leaves,
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G-4:10, Feeds or removes metal stock from'
automatic fabricating machines :

Learns work routine, acceptable toler-
ances, and difference between acceptalale
imperfections and those to be rejected.
Uses judgment to determine from observ-
ing parts processed or machine operation
when machine should be stopped because
of some malfunction.

G-4 :11 Assists,,workee§ engaged in preparing
foods for hotels, restaurants, or institu-
tions, by washing, peeling, Cutting or
grinding meats, vegetables, or fruits, pre-
paring salad or, mixing ingredients
desserts, pol ioning foods on plates or

f

serving traya, loading serving trays on
delivery carts, carrying pans and kettles
to and from work station, and cleaning
work.area, equipment and utensils :

Intelligence is required to learn routine
of kitchen, location of materials, equip-
ment, and utensils, and various tasks to

"be performed. Must understand instruc-
tions pertaining to mixing of ingredients
for saladg, gelatin and pudding-mix des-
serts ; and for pqrtioning food.

G-4:12 Positions shirts on shirt presses, acti-
vates press to lower iiressing head, re-
moves and folds pressed shirts:

Learns uses and operation of special-
ized shirt presses, such as body press,
collar and cuff press, and sleeve press .and
sequence of pressing operation. Must learn
how shirt parts are to be positioned on
press bucks and use judgment in position-
ing shirt of various styles and cuts.

G-4:13 Launches and moors boats on lake or
similar amusement places, and shows pa-
trons how to guide crafts, such as row-
boats and canoes :

Determines kind demonstration to
give according to previous experience of
patrons.

G-4 :14 Shakes, sorts, feeds intO ironer, and
folds linens, such as sheets, pillow cases,
tablecloths, and dish towels:

Learns procedures for shaking out lin-
ens preparatory to ironing, sorting, feed-
ing, and methods of folding various linens.



G-4 :15 Holds level rod or stadia rod at desig-
nate points to assist in determining ele-
vations aiid laying out construction stakes
for mapniaking, construction, mining,
land, and other surveys:

Learns procedures of surveying; follows
verbal or hand signals from instrument
man to position rod or target on rod in
exact position ; and notes reading when
position has been established.

." Level 5

No illustrations.

V VERBAL APT1TUDE,,

The ability to Understand meaning of words,
,and to use them effectively. The ability to com-
prehend language, to understand relationships
between words and to understand meanings of
whole sentences and paragraphs.

Level l

V-1:1 Attends to a variety of medical cases
in general practice, diagnosing, prescrib-
ing medicine for, and otherwise treating
diseases and disorders of the human body,
and performing surgery :

Verbal aptitude is required for reading
comprehension of complex technical mate-
rials in such areas as anatomy, biochem-
istry, physiology, pharmacology, pathol-
ogy, bacteriology, and radiology ; and for
facility of expression to explain illness,
treatment, or preventive measures to pa-
tients, or to discuss diagnosis and symp-
toms with colleagues..

V--'1:2 Conducts . research in fundamental
mathematics and in application of, mathe-
matical techniques to science, manage-
ment, and other fields, and solves or directs
solutions to problems in various fields by
mathematical methods: \

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand terminology from such fields as engi-
neering, data processing, or -management
in order to read materials from such disci-
plines, to discuss problems with others

whose background is in such fields and
explain to them how mathematical con-
cepts can be adapted 'to the solution of
their problems.

V-1:3 DesignEi-dhemical plant equipment and
devises processes for manufacturing chem-
icals and products,zsuch as gasoline, syn-
thetic rubber, plastics, detergent, cement,
and paper and pulp, applying principles
and technology of chemistry, physics, me-
chanical and electrical ,engineering, and
related areas:

Verbal aptitude is required to acquire
- the technical vocabulary of chemistry and
engineering ; in order to read and under-
stand reference materials; and to write
technical reports, and design or production
specifications.

V-1:4 Diagnoses mental and emotional disor-
ders of individuals and administers pro-
grams of treatment:
Verbal aptitude is reqUired to compre-
hend the literature and lectpre material
necessary for acquiring knowledge in the
field of psychology ; to communicate well
with patients in order to elicit informa-
tion about and understand their back-
'ground, attitudes, etc., to aid in diagnos-
ing their problems, to write evaluations of
'clients, and to explain cases to other spe-
cialists when developing treatment pro-
grams in consultation.

V-1:5 Directs editorial activities of news-
paper and negotiates with production,
advertising, and circulation department
heads as owner's representative

Verbal aptitude is necessary to write
lead or policy editorials explaining com-
plex political, social, or other issues in
language which will be understood by
most readers ; to interpret the editorial
policy of the firm on specific issues to
other editorial writers ; and to speak at
professional and community functions as
a representative of the publisher.

V-1:6 Conducts criminal and civil lawsuits,
draws up legal documents, advises cli-
ents as to legal rights, and practices other
phases of law; and represents client in



court, and before qmsiajudicial or admin-
istrative agencies of. government:

Verbal aptitude is requlred to compre-
hend and interpret legal terminology for
use in preparing legal documents, and in
presenting oral or written arguments.

V-1:7 Selects, catalogues, and maintains li-
brary collection of books, periodicals, doe-
uments, films, recor,dings, and other ma-
terials, and assists groups and individuals
to locate and obtain materials:

Verbal aptitude is required to review
materials preparatory to purchase to see
that they do not duplicate others and are
consistent with the subject matter collec-
tion policy of the library; to accurately
determine subject matter of books in order
to properly code them and prepare cross
references; and to prepare and give talks
to groups of patrons.

1/4:8 Collects, analyzes, and develops occu-
pational data concerning jobs, job quali-
fications, and worker characteristics to
facilitate personnel, administrative, or in-
formation functions in private or public
organizations:

Verbal aptitude is required to read, un-
derstand, and interpret various kinds of
technical data; to write reports, letters,
and job descriptions cencisely and clearly;
and to conduct information gathering
interviews.

V-1 :9 D aws cartoons for publication to illus-
trate highlights of news topics in a satir-
ical or humorous manner:

Verbal aptitude is required to read
news items to obtain subject for cartoon;
discuss policy and method of presentation
with editor ; translate ideas from verbal
to pictorial form; and select most signifi-
cant wording for caption to bring out
meaning of cartoon.

V-1:10 Instructs and advises poultry and egg
producers in developing programs for dis-
ease prevention and control, building and
equipment maintenance, and improving
poultry raising:

Verbal aptitude is required to read_ and
understand technical journals on poultry

husbandry; to discuss the. scientific aspects
of housing, sanitation and feeding of
poultry with 'poultrymen and explain the
effects of vakiations in environment, feed-
ing, or' treatment on output 'and quality.
Writes teclmical reports of flndings and
recommendations for individual producers.

Level 2

V-2:1 Converts symbolic statement of bust-
,

ness problem to detailed logical flow charts
for coding into computer language and
solution by means of automatic data-
processing equipment :

Verbal aptitude is required fo read and
understand statements of operations and
procedural routines from various depart-
ments ; to discuss program objectives and
output requirements with supervisor and
department heads ; to explain program-
ming techniques and principles while at-
tending briefings, meetings, and inter-
views; and to write a documentation of
each program's development.

V-2:2 Instructs students in one or more
subjects such as English, mathematics, or
social studies in private, religious, or pub-
lic secondary school (high school) :

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand textbooks or other literature

Jelated to the subject matter taught; to
lecture on, discuss, and explain subject
matter to' convey information to the stu-
dents; to write lesson plan's and outlines;
and to read students' papers and write
critiques.

V-2 :3 Studies origin, relationship, develop-
ment, anatomy, functions, and otker basic
principles of plant and animal life, usually
specializing in research centering around
a particular plant, animal, or aspect of
biology:

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
comprehend information concerning bio-
logical sciences and to express verbally
(orally or in writing) findings from in-
vestigations in various fields such as agri-
culture, animal or 'plantS life, genetics,
pharmacology, and microbiology.



V-2:4 Introduces various types of radio or
television programs, interviews guests,
and acts as master of ceremonies:

Verbal aptitude is required to read news
flashes and commercials aloud; to describe
orally public events such as parades and
conventions as the events ecceir; to inter-
view guests ; and to write scripts and news
copy.

V-2 :5 performs chemical, microscopic, and
bacteriologic tests to provide data for use
in diagnosis and treatment of disease:

Verbal aptitude is required to compre-
hend technical language a pathology and
microbiology in order to read and inter-
pr4 work orders; prepare notes on find-,
ings for pathologist, and to record test
results.

V-2 :6 Edits motion picture film and sound
track:

Verbal aptitude is required to listen
critically to the dialogue to determine if
it is understandable and maintains the
story continuity.

V-2 :7 Interviews job applicants in employ-
ment agency and refers them to prospec-
tive employers for consideration:

Verbal aptitude is required to speak and,
understand the applicants' language in
order to learn their background, qualifica-
tions, and goals. Verbal aptitude is also
required to eplain the employment-serv-
ice to employers and obtain requirements
data for job orders.

V-2:8 Sets up and operates small scale chem- -
ical production equipment such as reac-
tors, stills, stripping towers, separators,
and blending tanks, under laboratory
conditions to test methods and chemical
processes for product development, fol-
lowing specifications and guidance from
research chemists or engineers:

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand chemical terminology; to read and
understand speciffcations for chemical
processes; and to write reports of test
peocedures and results.

V-2:9 Reads book or script of radio and.tele-
VlSiOn programs to detect and recommend
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deletion of vulgar, immoral, libelous, or
misleading statements :

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand the expressed and implied meanings
and possible connotations of words in
°script and statements in the context used.

V-2 :10 Performs dental prophylactic treat-
ments and instructs groups and individ-
mils in care of- teeth and mouth:

Verbal aptitude is required to learn
dental anatomy, dental hygiene, prophy-
laxis, and prosthesis; and to present den-
tal hygienics to groups and individuals
of various ages and social backgrounds.

V-2:11 Schedules and assigns motorcvehicles
and drivers for the conveyance of freight
according to company and government
regulations and policies:

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand the rules, laws, regulations,
and/or policies of the company, union,
and Interstate "Commerce Comimssion; to
effectively communicate instructions to
drivers; and to write reports.

V-2:12 Inspects logging operations to insure
that workers adhere to contract provisions
and safety laws and to prevent loss of
timber through breakage and damage to
residual land:

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand contract provisions, safety
laws, and company policies as criteria
used in evaluation ; and to write evalua-
tion report.

V-2 :13 Conducts reception interview of ap-
plicants to route them to correct depart-
ments (units) and maintains employment
office records :

Verbal aptitude is required to question
applicants to determine their needs; to
give explanations regarding employment
office services; and to give instructions
for completing forms or for other actions
applicants must take.

V-2:14 Reads typescript or proof of type
setup to detect and mark for correction
any grammatical, typographical, or com-
positional errors:

12';



Verbal aptitude is required to compre-
hend the terminology of a variety of sub-
jects and know the specjfic meaning of
words in the context of a particular sub-
ject matter and to detect variations from
a specified or ,usual usage when proofing
material from a variety of subjects.

V-2:15 Rlans and designs artistic interiors
for homes, hotels, ships, commercial and
institutional structures, and Other estab-

,
lishments:

Verbal aptitude is required to commu-
nicate with a variety of clients to deter-
mine their preferences and the functional
requirements of the interior; to present
plans to client; and, to give directions to
tradesmen.

V-2 :16 Creates designs and prepares patterns
for new types and styles of clothing:

Verbal aptitude i8 required to read
trade journals and fashion magazines to
keep abreast of trends in styling, mate-
rials, and construction ; to converse with
salesmen and buyers about new 'styles;
and to write construction, color scheme,
and fabric specifications for experimental
models.

1-2:17 Prepares working plans and detail
drawings from rough or detailed sketches
or notes, for engineering or manufactur-
ing purposes according to specified di-
mensions:

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand textbooks and references used
in drafting, such as those specifying mate-
rial characteristics or information on
manufacturing methods. Must understand
oral instructions from design engineer and
write technical data such as material-
specifications and functional requirements
for drawing.

V-2:18 Sells automotive parts and equipment
and advises customers on substitution or
modification of parts when replacement ts
not available :

Verbal aptitude required to ask perti-
nent questions to determine merchandise
desired by customer ; to answer technical
questions and explain use of parts; and
to provide other information requested.
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V-2:19 Takes dictation, in shorthand, of cor-
respondence, reports, and other matters,
and transcribes material, using type-
writer

Verbal aptitude is required to compre-
hend meaning of words to record and
transcribe dictation acdurately.

Level 3

V-8:1 Operates switchboard to provide an-
swering service for cliefits:

Greets caller and announces name and
phone number of client; records and de-
livers messages; furnishes ,.inforxnation;
accepts orders; and relayS calls.

V4 :2 Operates boilerg, turbines, generators,
and auxiliary equipment at generating
plant to produce electricity:

-Confers with operator bbing relieved
concerning operational Matus of boiler
unit, turbo-generator unit, and related
fuel, air, water, and steam systems;
reads station log and notes any unusual
switching operations performed, and
equipment placed in or out of service;
discusses planned repair, maintenance or
construction with individual in charge of
work to plan switching sequences required
to close down or isolate specific equip-
ment; and enters information on equip-.
ment operation and changes in station
log.

V-3:3 Sets type by hand and machine, and
assembles type and cuts in a galley, for
printing articles, headings, and other
pirifited matter r determining type size,
style, and compositional pattern from
work order:,

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand the meaning of words when proof-
reading_ copy and written instructions;
and for knowledge of proper spelling,
grammar, and punctuation.

V-3 :4 Types letters, reports, stencils, forms,
addresses, or other straight copy mate-
rial .from rough draft or corrected copy:

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand the meaning of words, sentences,
and whole paragraphs well enough so that
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in copying from a rough draft insertions
which are out of context or incorrectly
placed can be noted.

V :5 Supervises and coordinates activities
of workers engaged in assembly of elec-
tronic equipment such as radar and sonar
units, missile control systems, C3omputers,
cables and harnesses, and test equipment:

Explains wiring and soldering proce-
dures to new employees. Reads test ke-
ports to determine cause of equipment
failures and explains procedures th work-
ers to correct practices that result in
defects. Explains company policies and
discusses grievances with workers or their
representative.

V-3 :6 Drives truck over established route to
deliver, sell, and display products or ,ren-
der services : Calls on prospective cus-
tomers and solicits new business ; informs
regular customers of new products or
services ; and writes delivery orders.

V:-3 :7 Controls equipment units or systems
that process chemical substances into
specified industrial or consumer products
according to knowledge of operating pro-
cedures and chdmical reactions, laboratory
results, and correlation of process instru-
mentation :

Verbal aptitude is required tol under-
stand sufficient chemical terminology to
read job specification pertaining to proc-
essing procedures, equipment operation,
and ingredients ; and to write a daily log.

V-3 :8 Installs and services automatic oil
burnerein furnaces in homes or commer-
cial establishments : Reads work order
specifying equipment to be installed or
receives oral directions from supervisor
concerning installation requirements. Dis-
cusses any unusual features of installation.

V-3:9 Questions patients to obtain their med:.
teal history, personal data, and to deter-
mine if they are allergic to dental drugs
or have any complicating illnesses: Con-
verses with patient in reassuring man-
ner; explains post operative care, oral
hygiene, and importance of :preventive
dentistry to patients. Greets patients,

answers telephone, and schedules appoint-
ments.

V-3 :10 Sells variety of commodities in sales
establishment: Describes salient features
to customer, and advises customer in mak-
ing selection by explaining use of par-
ticular article or suggesting other articles.

V-3:11 Plans layout, and installs and repairs
wiring, electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
control equipment :

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand local electrical code ; to discuss
problems or questions with architect or
general contractor ; to read manufacturer's
instructions when assembling and install-
ing equipment or controls.

V-3 :12 Operates machine to cast complete
lines of type, from type metal, and 'depos-
its them in galley, in composed form for
printing:

Verbal aptitude is required to read in-
structions on size and style of type, length
of line, and other specifications ; to read
copy when- setting type; and to read
proofreader's marks.

V-3:13 Conducts tours for visitors of radio
and television station facilities and ex-
plains duties of members of station staff,
operation of equipment, and methods of
broadcasting. Must have general knowl-
edge of various phases of radio and tele-
vision station operations.

V-3:14 Operates several types of power con-
struction equipment such as compressors,
pumps, hoists, derricks, cranes, shovels,
tractors, scrapers, or motor graders to
excavate and grade earth, erect struc-
tural and reinforcing steel, and pour con-
crete:

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand instructions and directions given
by foreman or supervisor; and to read
and interpret operational procedures,
safety rules, and safe operating proce-
dures.

V-3 :15 Drives electric powered streetcar to
transport passengers, collects fares, and
gives information to passengers:
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Verbal aptitude isorequired to read and
interpret assigned schedules and traffic
and company regulations; hand to answer

inquiries from passengers concerning
route, schedule, and fare.

V-st1:10 Sets up and operates machine tools,
and fits and assembles parts to make or
repair metal parts, mechanisms, tools, or
machines, applying knowledge of ma-
chine, shop niathematics, metal properties,
and layout machining procedures :

Verbal aptitude is required to read text
materials while attending classes during
training or apprenticeship. Must under-
stand language in shop orders, specifica-
tions, ma, other written or oral instruc-
tions.

V-3:17 Pr.OVides beauty service for custom-

ers: Suggests coiffure according to physi-

cal features of patron and current styles,
or determines coiffure from instructions
of patron. Suggests cosmetics for condi-
tions such as dry or oily skin:

Verbal aptitude is required to greet
patrons, ascertain services desired, and
explain beauty treatments, hair styles,
and other services.

V-3:18 Serves food to patrons at counters
and tables of coffee shops, lunchrooms,
and other dining establishments where
food service is informal:

Studies menu to learn contents and to
determine specials. Greets customers, an-

swers questions about menu, and makes

suggestions regarding food and service.
Writes order on check or memorizes it.
Relays order to kitchen.

V-3 :19 Fabricates, assembles, installs, and
repairs sheet metal products and equip-
ment such as control boxes, drainpipes,
ventilators, and furnace casings accord-
ing to job order or blueprints:

Verbal aptitude is required to read and
understand text materials and lectures on
characteristics of sheet metals, measure-
ment and layout procedures, and metal
forming techniques and applications dur-
ing training; and to follow verbal and
written work orders.
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V-3 :20 Repairs and overhauls automobiles,
buses, trucks, and other. automotive,

hicle: ,

Reads and interprets technical manuals,
charts, and parts manuals- to plan work
procedures and select replacement parts;
discusses nature and ,extent of damage
and repairs needed with customer and
service manager.

V-3 :21 Constructs, erects, installs, and re-
pairs structures and fixtures of wood,
plywood, and wallboard, using carpenter's
handtools and power tools, and conform-
ing to local building codes:

Reads blueprints for information per-
taining to materials and dimensions. Must
understand building codes and company
'safety practice rufes.

Level 4

V-4 :1 Waits on customer and rectives cash
payments for articles, selected by cus-
tomer :

Gives information about items and sug-
gests related purchases.

V-4:2 Records brand marks used to identify
cattle, produce, or other commodities to
facilitate identification :

Reads applications for new brands and
official brand record; records assignment
or reassignment of brands; reads to file

reports to field inspectors.

V-4 :3 Tends one or more machines that knit
fabrics, garment parts, or other articles
from yarn:

Reads knitting ticket for each machine
to find out amount to be knitted, style,
size, part, dimensions, yarn type, color,

and dye lot number; receives any instruc-
tions for adjustment of machine to obtain
desired quality; records production rec.
ords for day ; and reports any unusual
problems encountered.

V-4:4 Coordinates and expedites the flow of
materials, parts, or ,subassemblies within
or between departments in accordance
-with production or shipping schedules, or
departmental priorities :



Reads production schedules and dis-
cusses them with department supervisors
to determine overdue items; confers with
supervisors to locate materials and to
arrange for the processing, assembly, or
repair of materials and their transporta-
tion to other departments. Confers with
department supervisor to establish com-
pletion date for Material; and informs
production department or other unit re-
sponsible for scheduling.

V-4 :5 Mixes and bakes ingredients according
to recipes and production order to pro-
duce breads, pastries, and other baked
goods:

Must read recipes and production orders
to determine number and kind of bakery
products to make, ingredients to use, and
mixing and baking instructions.

V-4:6 Welds 4:. al parts together, as speci-
fied by lairolit, diagram, work order, or
oral instructions, using equipment which
introduces a shield of inert or noncom-
bustible gas around the electric arc to
prevent oxidation :

Reads work order or receives oral in-
structions indicating type of material
and number of units to be welded ; type
and size of electrode material to use ; type
of gag shield to use; settings for gas pres-
sure, electric current amperage, and speed
of electrode wire feed.

V-4:7 Tends any of a variety of machine
tools such as lathes, drill presses, milling
machines, grinders, or special purpose ma-
chines to machine metal workpieces to

'specifications on a production basis .1
Reads written instructions or job orders

to determine number and kind of parts
to be machined and kind of metal stock
or castings to use. Requests stock and cut-
ting tools from stock room, specifying
sizes, types, and amounts.

11-4:8 Cares for children in private home:
Must read directions for preparation of

formulas, and possess sufficient vocabulary
to understand instructions regarding care
of children.

11-4:9 Services. automobiles, busek trucks,
and other afitomotiVe vehicles with fuel,

lubricants, and accessories as requested by
customer;

Verbal aptitude required to understand
specific instructions from station manager
and to communicate with customers.

V-4 ;10 Reads items listed on order sheet to
worker who gathers and assembles items.

V-4 :11 Cuts paper or cardboard to desired
size, using hand cutter:

Must read instructions on shop order
giving dimension, color, and type of paper
material to be cut.

V-4 :12 Sorts sacks of mail or express items
according to destination to facilitate load-
ing and unloading railroad mail and ex-
press cars :

Reads tags on sacks to sort them ac-
.

cording to destination.

V-4 :13 Tends bag making machines which
automatically measure, print, cut, fold,
and glue or seal plain or waxed paper,
polyethylene film, or cellophane to form
bags :

Verbal aptitude is required to under-
stand verbal or written instructions about
number and size of bags to make and
material to use when loading and adjust-
ing machine ; to request bag material from
warehouse; and to discuss machine mal-
functions with foreman.

V-4 :14 Drives gasoline or electric-powered
fork lift truck to move or stack bulk mate-
rials in warehouse or factory:

Must read assignment sheet specifying
which vehicle to operate; understand oral
instructions from foreman about mate-
rials to convey and their specific location
and destination. Tells maintenance crew
of any irregularities in tractor operation.

V-4 :15 Keeps premises of commercial estab-
lishment, office building, or apartment
house in clean and orderly condition :

. Verbal aptitude is required to read
written instructions for mixing cleaning
solutions and waxes, and to prepare requi-
sitions for supplies. D

V-4 :16 Operates previously set up panto-
graph machine to transfer designs in
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reduced form, frOm a zinc master plate
to cloth printing rollers:

Reads instruction sheet which specifies
starting slot for positioning of ground
point on ground wheel, and number of
repeats of pattern to make on roller.

V-4:17 Assembles, .weighs, and measures
candy ingredients, such as egg whites,
butter, flavoring, condiments, and shorten-
ing according to formula:

Reads schedule, specifying products to
be made to select batch card, and list of
ingredients on batch card.

V-4:18, Assembles metal toys on assembly
line, changing tasks as directed according
to workload of department; tends drill
press or punch press ; fits parts together;
and joins parts using resistance welder,
fold-over tabs, or nuts and bolts:

Verbal aptitude required to understand
oral instructions specifying parts to
assemble, position of parts, sequence of
assembly, and methods of fastening parts
for several type's and models of toys and
stages of assembly.

V-4:10 Holds graduated rod at designated
points to assist in determining elevations
and laying out construction stakes for
map-making, construction, mining, land,
and other surveys:

Moves rod or target on rod following
verbal signals. Calls out reading, or re-
cords reading in notebook.

Level 5

No illustrations.

N NUMERICAL AffITUDE

The ability to perform arithmetic operations
quickly and, accurately.

Level 1

° N-1:1 Conducts research in fundamental
mathematics and in application of mathe-
matical techniques to science, management,
and other fields, and solves or directs so-
lutions to problems in various fields by
mathematical methods:

Tests hypotheses and alternate theories.

N-1:2 Analyzes business problems, such as
the development of an integrated produc-
tion, inventory control, and eost analysis
systems, refines formulation and converts
into program form for application to elec-
tronie data processing equipment:

Numerical'aptitude is required to under-
stand and use mathematical principles to
compute estimated cost, time, equipment,
and personnel required to solve problem,

N-1 :3 Conducts research into relationship
between chemical and physical properties
of organic and inorganic substances and
compounds:

Numerical aptitude required to derive
formulas for solving unknown variables,
analyzing chemical composition, and meas-
uring reaction times and physical charac-
teristics. Analysis and measurement re-
quire the application of mathematics
through analytical geometry and calculus.

N-1:4 Performs a variety of engineering
woi.k in designing, planning, or overseeing
the manufacture, construction, installa-
tion, or maintenance of electric or elec.
tronic systems, equipment; or machinery
used in the generation, transmission, or
utilization of electrical energy for domes-
tic, commercial, or industrial consump-
tion :

Numerical aptitude is required for the
understanding and application of algebra,
trigonometry, analytical geometry, cal-
culus, and differential equations to engi-
neering problems,

N-1:5 Designs industrial machinery and
equipment, tools, dies, gages, jigs, fix-
tures, and machine attachments required
for manufacturing industrial products:

Numerical aptitude is required to use
analytiéal geometry, calculus, and differ-
ential equations to apply fundamentals of
mechanical engineeritg to machine and
tool design.

N-1:6 Converts engineering, scientific, and
other technical problem formulations into
format processable by computer :

Requires ability to identify mathemat-
ical formulas, equations, and assumptions
presented in support of problem; -to ana-
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lyze problem using mathematical formu-
las, tables, and reference materials and
make computations involving the use of
linear algebra, vector . analysis, differen-
tial equations, and calculus to identify
each mathematical element in the solution
of the problem,

N-1 :7 Collects, analyzes, and interprets data
on problems of public finance:

Computes or formulates problem for
solution by others to determine govern-
ment income and expenditures by source
and function using such data as tax tables
and rates, income and population projec-
tions, and proposed budget and expendi-
ture projections. Determines impact of
tax and fiscal policies on level of income
and business activities. Computes initial
and final distribntion of tax burden and
its effects from analysis of shifting and
incidence patterns for various types of
taxes. Computes probable revenues and
effects of new taxes or tax rates. C.ompu-
tations and formulation of problem re-
quire the use of statistical methods,
algebra, and some calculus.

N-1 :8 Researches market conditions in local,
regional, or national area to determine

, potential sales'of a product or service :
Computes and analyzes statistical data

on past sales of firm and general whole-
sale and retail sales trends to forecast
future sales trends: Makes statistical pro-
jections based on population, income, sales
data, and consumer surveys.

N-1:9 Reviews applications for casualty in-
surance,to evaluate degree of risk involved
following company's underwriting policies :

Determines amount of risk company
will insure, based on value of property
and risks - involved, and the premium
thereon. Determines the value of each
factor affecting the degree of risk and
applies the applicable premium to each
using rate tables or computes the weighted
value of each factor to arrive at a final
composite weight used to compute the pre-
mium ; computes amount of insurance in
force in the paittcular class of risk or
in the same area to assure that the corn-

pany is spreading its risks sufficiently,
according to probability tables.

N-1:10 Prepares cost and work completion
estimates for engineering contract bids:

Computes and listi total quantity of
each type of materi'al needed from blue-
prints and specifications; computes quan-
tity of standar4izes or lots needed for
each segment of,structure or part; esti-
mates cost ofActiw materials, purchased
equipment, o subcontracted work, and
labor, using price lists, standard or esti-
mated time/cost figures, and materials
lists ; and sets delivery of completion
dates.

N-4 :11 Appraises real and personal property
to determine its fair value and assesses
taxes in accordance with 'prescribed
schedules: .

Computes the market value of real
estate by determining the individual and
composite value of such factors as its
location, construction, size, age, utility,
and marketability at current market
prices ; and computes amount of tax to
levy by determining the individual and
total rate of/taxes applicable for each
taxing juriadiction with a claim against
the property, and applying these to the
equalized assessed valuation of the prop-
ertY.

Level 2
N-2:1 Applies principle of accounting to. in-

stalLaRd maintain operation of general
accounting system

Applies numerical reasoning to design
or modify systems to provide records of
assets, liabilities, and financial transac-
tions; applying arithmetic principles to
prepare accounts, records, and reports
based on them; auditing contracts,, orders,
and vouchers; and preparing tax returnS
and other reports to government agencies.

N-2 :2 Supervises and coordinates activities
of workers engaked in erasing (survey-
ing) land for land management planning,
by 'determining quantity and quality of
ogs in standing timVer, or developing
Togging plans:
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Numerical aptitude is required to deter-
Mine sampling methods based on size of
area and statistical sampling techniques;
and to compute and summarize statistical
data and prepare estimates, maps, and
reports. -

N-2:3 Plans and directs food service program
in hospital, school, restaurant, or other
public or: private institution:

Numerical aptitude is required to com-
pute size of individual portions needed to
obtain reqiiired nutritional values for
regular or special diets, and tog{ calculate
total quantity of foodstuffs needed for
specified period based on number to be
fed, menus for period, and individual
quantities needed. Numerical aptit is
also required o break down total quan 1-
ties into nuntb

t
r of units by standard sizes

to prepare requisitions for vendors, and
to maintain and analyze food cost control
records. .

N-2:4 Prepares working plans and detail
drawings of architectural and structural
features of any class of buildings and like
structure from rough or-detailed sketches
or notes and specified dimensions:

Calculates load and stress and strength
requirements for materials; estimates size
and quantities of materials needed for
project; and computes costs".

N-2:5 Draws and corrects topographical maps
from source data such as surveying notes,
aerial photographs, or other maps :

Makes .arithmetic computations to lay
out scale representations of mountains,
cities, and other geographic features so
that correct proportions and distances

N-2:6 Applies electronic theory, principles of
electrical circuits, electrical testing pro-
cedures, mathematics, physics, and related
subjects to lay out, build, test, trouble
shoot, repair,- and modify developmental
and production electronic equipment such
as computers, missile-control instrumen-
tation, and machine tool numerical con-
trols:

Numerical aptitude is required to cal-
culate values and sizes of circuitry com-

ponents needed, when not specified; to
compute output values or potential of
units ; and to Prepare graphs showing

. operating characteristics of system, using
mathematical tables and formulas.

N-2:7 Designs and fabricates templates of
wood, paper, sheet metal, and'plastic used
for laying out reference points and di-
mensions:

Uses trigonom'etric functions and tables,
algebra, and arithmetic to compute angles,
dimensions, and contours of template and
to measure and mark layout reference
points on template material.

N-2:8 Develops resistance welding and .braz-
ing machine set up data for work orders
to insure that parts conform to blueprints
and engineering specifications, applying
knowledge of machine function, electron-
ics, properties of metals, effects of heat,
and shop mathematics:

Computes combination of pressure, cur-
rent, holding time, and impact required
to obtain specified weld, interpolating from
tables and charts, and multiplying and
dividing fractions, and decimals to arrive
at machine settings. Measdres and makes
arithmetic computations to determine di-
mensional set up for workpiece and elec-
trodes and size of jigs or fixture needed.

N-2:9 Schedules and assigns motor vehicles
and drivers for conveyance of freight,
according to availability, length of trip,
freight requirements, vehicle capacities
and licenses, and user preferences:

Numerical aptitude is required to com-
pute truck capacities for various prod-
ucts estimate delivery time, compute
delivery charges ; and.to prepare statisti-
cal reports and studies on operations,
equipment, and personnel.

N-2:10 Sets up and operates small scale
chemical productsion equipment under
laboratory conditions to test methods and
chemical processes for product 'develop-
ment, following speifications and guid-
ance from research chemists or engineers :

Numerical aptitude is required to solve
standard formulas used to compute results
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of laboratory tests performed. Requires
multiplication and division of common
and decimal fractions.

N-2:11 Determines such characteristics of
photographic emulsions as their speed
(sensitivity), contrast, and maximum den:
sity:

Multiplies and divides decimal fractions
and uses common logarithms to determine
speed of emulsions which is a function of
film 'density and exposure time.

N-2:12 Aditinisters, scores, and interp'rets
intellige'nce, aptitude, achievement, and
other psyC4ological tests:

Adds, subtracts, and uses tables to score
tests; comparing test scores to standard
norms and applying numerical reasoning
to arrive at interpretation of test results
in light of statiStical statements of test's
reliability and validity.

N-2:13 Monitors and controls electronic digi-
tal computer to, process business, scien-
tific, engineering, or other data according
to operating instructions:

Numerical aptitude is required to pre-
pare operating records ; to time length of
runs; to adhere to fixed operating sched-
ules; and to discuss operating difficulties
with programer or supervisor.

N-2 :,14 Repairs electronic equipment such as
computers, industrial controls, radar sys-
tems, telemetering and missile control
systems, following blueprints and manu-
facturers' specifications,. and using hand-
tools and test instruments:

Numerical aptitude is required to cal-
dulate dimension ; to determine output
measurements of components; to compute
ratios when calibrating instruments; and
to apply principles of geometry and trigo-
nometry to compute angles and coordi-
nateS.

N-2:15 Directs operation of a retail, self-
service food store according to overall
organizational policies :

NuMerical aptitude is necessary to de-
termine amounts of merchandise needed
based on stock and past sales and to pre-
pare requisitions or orders; to adjust

prices based on amount, condition and
saleability of item; and to prepare finan-
dial reports such as sales reports, time
and payroll reports, bank deposits, inven-
tories, etc.

N-2:16 Inspects and tests completed gyro-
scopes for conformance with operational
standards using equipment such as vibra-
tion testers, potentiometers, and other
test equipment which simulate operating
conditions or functions:

Numerical aptitude is required to make
arithmetic calculations and compute ra-
tios for test procedures and set up of test
equipment; and to measure dimensions of
gyroscope to cheek conformance to assem-
bly drawings.

N-2:17 Records complete set of records of
financial transactions of establishment
using bookkeeping machine: .

Numerical aptitude is required to record
individual entries for each transaction and
post totals, net amounts, and other coin-
putations, to verify entries and to sum-
marize and balance totals insuring accu-
racy ; and to prepare periodic trial balances
and other statistical information.

N-2:18 Itemizes and totals customers' pur-
chases in self-service grocery store, using
cash register; reviewing price sheet to
note price changes and price of unmarked
items; recording price on cash register;
collecting money from customer and mak-
ing change;

Numerical aptitude is required to weigh
produce and compute cost from price bar
and, price list ; and to compute unit cost
mentally when price posted is for- two or
more items or units and customer selects
less than the number posted.

Level 3

N-3:1 Sets up and operates X-ray unit to
'obtain photographs of internal structure
of body using standard formulas based on
principles of algebra and geometry to
compute amperage and voltage settings,
exposure time, and: distances of Min from
object and X-ray tube.
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N-3:2 Treats patients with disabilities, dis-
orders, and injuries to relieve pain, develop
or restore function, and maintain maxi-
mum performance, using physical means
such as exercise, massage, heat, water,
light, and electricity as prescribed by phy-
sician :

Numerical aptitude is required to inter-
pret clinical tests such as range of motion,
muscle response, and functional tests to
ascertain extent of physical loss; to deter-
mine intensity and duration of manual or
mechanical therapy treatment or proce-
dures such as weight lifting, diathermy,
traction, or electro-therapy.

N-3:3 Supervises and coordinates activities
of workers engaged in extracting alumina
from bauxite:

Calculates feed rates of raw materials,
using standard formulas and chemical
analysis reports to compute rate of inputs.
Studies production schedules and estimates
man hour requirements for completion of
job assignment ; Adjusts work schedules
or staffing to meet production require-
ments, using knowledge of capacities . of
machines and egtiipment. Maintains time
and productiOn records.

N-34 Sells ticlets for transportation agen-
cies such as airlines, bus companies, rail-
roads, and steamship lines:

Computes ticket cost and taxes, using
schedules and rate books; checks and
weighs baggage; computes travel time and
fares for different types of accommoda-
tions; prepares daily sales record showing
number and class of tickets sold and
amount of fare and taxes; and counts and
balances cash with sales record,

N-3:5 Grows shrubs, rootstocks, cut flowers,
or flowering bulbs:

Computes acreage to be planted accord-
ing to estimated demand for species, avdil-
ability and cost of seed, bulbs, or scion
stock and space requirements for each
variety. Maintains record of wages and
hours of workers.

N4:6 Sells spare and replacement parts and
equipment in agency, repair shop, or parts
store:

Measures parts for which no replace-
ment is available using micrometers and
gages to determine if they can be modified
by machining or building up to required
size; prepares sales slip or sales contract ;
and cOmpute total price of sale including
applicable taxes.

N-3:7 Sets up and operates machine tools
and fits, and assembles parts to make or
"repair parts, mechanisms, tools, or ma-
chines, applying knowledge of mechanics,
shop mathematics, metal properties, and
layout machining procedures:

Requires the application of shop mathe-,
matics, including geometry and trigo-
nometric functions, to lay out work piece,
position and set up work piece, set up
machine tools, and measure work piece for
conformance to standards.

N-3:8 Constructs, erects, installs, and repairs
struetures and fixtures of wood, plywood,
and wallboard, using carpenter's hand and
power tools:

Measures and computes-Unspecified di-
mensions to prepare layouts, mark cutting-
and assembly lines on materials, shape
Materials to prescribed measurements, and
fit and install window and door frames,
trim cabinet work, and hardware.

N-3 :9 Acts as intermediary between import-
ers, steamship companies, or airlines and
Bureau of Customs by preparing and com-
piling documents required by Federal
Government for a ship or airplane of for-
eign origin to discharge its cargo at a
domestic port :

Computes and quotes duty rates and
amounts on commodities using excise and
tariff rate tables applicable to commodity.

N-3:10 Designs and prepares decorated foods
and artistic food arrangements for buffets
in formal restaurants :

Reviews advance menus to determine
amount and type of food to be served;
prepares food according to recipe; com-
putes amount of food needed, based on
number of persons to be served and stand-
ard amounts per person; and adjusts
standaid recipes to obtain required quan-
titles, Measures and weighs ingredients.
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N4 :11 Sells men's furnishings such as neck-
ties, shirts, belts, hats, and accessories;

Numbrical aptitude required to complete
sales slips determining total amount of
sale, applicable taxes, and change due
customer.

N-3:12 Receives cash from customers or from
other employees in payment for goods or
services in retail or service establishment,
and records amount received:.

Computes bill, itemizes list, or ticket
showing amount due using adding ma-
chine or cash register ; makes change,
cashes checks, and issues receipts; records
amount received and prepares reports of
transactions; and reads and records totals
on cash register verifying against cash
on hand.

N-3 :13 Controls equipment units or system
that, process chemical substances into
specified industrial or consumer products,
according to knowledge of operating pro-
eedures and chemical mactions, laboratory
test results, and process instrumentation :

Accurately measures units of time
lapsed and temperature changes to start
and stop various stages of the process in
tile required sequence and to prepare a log
including, time intervals and temperature
changes at each stage of processing.

N-3:14 Strips (removes) developed photo-
graphic negative film from glass' or film
base and remounts it, in reverse position,
on another glass plate for use in preparing
photoengraving plate :

Measures with square and scale to align
position of glass plate on table; measures
and draws register and reference fnarks
on glass and film as guide for positioning
film; measures' angle for positioning half-
tone contact screen on film ; and measures
and rules bor i ers using ruler, dividers,
and protract .

N-3 :15 nstalls, maintains, and services
sound and intercommunication systems,
multiple antenna systems, closed circuit
television systems, and associated appa-
ratus:

Numerical aptitude is required to meas-
lire and position, components of system
and cable during installation; to check
power and resistance of circuits to assure
proper functioning of system or to locate
causes of malfunction; and to compute
fractions to obtain proper ratios in elec-
trical system.

N-3:16 Sorts, records, and proves records of
bank transactions, such as checks and
deposit slips, using proof machine:

Adds and subtracts to locate, correct,
and record errors indicated by tape totals.

N-3:17 Services automobiles, buses, and
trucks, with fuel, lubricants and accesso-
ries:

Numerical aptitude is required to com-
pute prices -and total sales; and to select
or advise customer on proper size, grade,
or type of prOduct following specifications
for make and model of car and standard
conversion tables.

N-3 :18 Operates telephone switchboard to
establish or assist customer in establish-
ing local or long distance telephone con-
nections; computes time and charges for
pay telephone calls or at request of caller.

N-3 :19 Constructs and repairs dental appli-
ances such as full and partial plates,
crowns, inlays, wire frames, and porcelain
teeth, according to prescription:

Measures depth of undercut in teeth,
from model, measures powdered porcelain
and water to make porcelain teeth.

N-3 :20 Tends any of a variety of machine
tools such as lathes, drill presses, and mill-
ing machines to machine metal work pieces
to specifications on a production basis:

Adds and subtracts to verify conform-
ance of machined work pieces to specifica-
tions and to adjust machine controls.

N-3 :21 Tends equipment that chemically
cleans grease and scale from metal objects
by immersion in chemical solution to pre-
pare them fpr further processing:

Measures and adds specified volume of
chemicals to maintain consistency of clean-
ing solutions.
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N-3:22 Provides beauty services for cus-
tomers :
- Measures amounts of chemicals to mix
in preparing tints, rinses, bleaches and
permanent waving solutions, to maintain
specified proportions. Totals cost of serv-
ices rendered.

Level 4

N-4:1 Makes women's garments such as
dresses, coats, and suits according to cus-
tomer specifications and measurements :

Measures customer to determine dimen-
sions of garment; and adds and subtracts
to adjust pattern to customer's dimensions.

N-4:2 Inspects loaded freight ears:
Measures height and width of loads to

ensure that they will pass over bridges and
through tunnels on scheduled route. <

..11-4:3 Coordinates and expedites flow of ma-
terial, parts, and assemblies within or
between departments in accordanc with
production and shipping schedules or. de-

partment supervisors' priorities:
NumericaLaPtitude is required to deter-

mine quantities of material, adding and
subtracting to determine items of total
order which are in various stages Of manu-
facturing sequence..

N-4:4 Sets up knitting machines to.knit hose,
garments, and cloth accorAing to specifica-
tions, and adjusts and repairs machines
using knowledge of machine function:

Must measure, add, and subtract to
determine number and size of cams and
links for set up, to synchronize machine,
and to make repairs.

N-4:5 Mixes and bakes ingredients according
to recipes to produce bread, pastries, and
other baked goods:

Numerical aptitude is required to calcu-

late quantities and proportions of ingredi-
ents based on master recipes and for the
measurement of temperatures, time, and

weights.

N-4:6 Sets up and operates equipment to dust
tree crops, ground tcrops, and livestock
with liquid or powdered pesticides, fertil-
izers, herbicides, or hormones:
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Measures and mixes specified material.

N-4:7 Records business transactions in jour:
nals, ledgers, and on special forms and
transfers, entries fiorn one accounting
record to another :

Adds totals of entries and original
record and compares to check for posting
errors.

N-4 .8 Packs agricultural produce such as
ulbs, fruits, nuts, eggs, or vegetables, for

storage or shipment ;
Numerical'aptitude is required to pack ,

prescribed number or weights of items, to
follow prescribed pattern of number of
items in each row, and to use specified size
container for each grade or size packed.

N.-4:9 Counts or weighs incoming laundry;
ahd sorts by type of article, color; fabric,
or wash treatment to be given and enters
count or weight on customer's laundry
ticket.

N-4:10 Weighs and records weight of mate-
rials such ,as cotton, sugarcane, paper,
cloth, plastic, and tobacco, for purpose. of
keeping production, reeeiving, shipping;or

. other records.
N-4 :11 Tends circular knitting machines,

with automatic pattern controls that knit
seamless hose:

Counts bundles, andlabels each grade of
s hose: and measures overall length of hose

using scale on inspection form.

N-4 :12 Serves bank officials or departments
by performing messenger, work :

Counts and records items delivered from
one department to another and trips made
in 4 work day. . -

N-4 :13 Photographs patrons, using pre-
focused camera, to take series of miniature
pictures:

Collects payment for finished photo-

graphs. °
'Level 5

No illustrations.

SPATIAL APTITUDES

Ability to think visually of geometric forms
and to comprehend the two-dimensional repie-



sentation of three-dimensional objects. The
ability to recognize the relationships resulting
from the movement of objects in space.

Level 1

S-1:1 Diagnoses and treats disease, injuries,
and malformations of teeth and gums, and
related oral structures :

Spatial aptitude is required to read X-
rays ; te comprehend relation between teeth,
tooth functiong, tooth forms, stresses, and
all phases of occlusion.

S-1:2 Conducts ,research in fundamental
mathematics and in application of mathe-
matical techniques to science, management,
and . other fields, And solves Or directs
solutions to- problems by mathematical
methods:

Spatial aptitude is 'required to visualize
and understand the spatial relationships of
objects and forces involved in a situation
and their resultant effectS on each ether.

S-1:3 Plans and designs private residences,
office buildings, theaters, public buildings,
factories, and other structures ; and orga-
nizes services necessary for their'construc-
tion :

Plans layout of project, using visual
imagination to integrate structural, me-
chanical, and ornamental elements into a

. unified design. Prepares sketches and ele-
vation view of project for client. Prepares
scale and full size, drawings for use of
building c ntractors and craftsmen.

S-1:4 Perfor s a variety of engineering work
in designin , planning, and overseeing the
manufacture, construction, installation, and
operation, of elictric or electronic etpiip-
Merit, and Systems, used in the generation
and utilization of electrical energy for in-
dustrial and domestic consurnptioto9

Spatial ability is required in the design
and construction of electrical systems and
equipment to visualize the spatial relation-
ships of static and dynamii components
and the spatial characteristics of energy
flows.

S-1:5 Draws and paints illustrations for
advertisements, books, magazines,-posters,
billboards, and catalogs :

Renders details froM memory, live
models, manaactured products, or refer-
ence materials to execute design.

Level 2
..

2:1 Examines eyes to determine visual effi-
ciency and performance by means of in-
strunientation, and observation, and pre-
scribes correetiVe procedures:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
the anatomical structure of the eye and its

. optical system and functioning in order to
relate the information obtained from an
eye examination (using precision optoMet-
lie instruments) to diagnose the problem
and determine remedial treatment (lenses,
exercise, etc.).

S-2:2 Prepares workini plans and detail
drawings from rough or detailed sketches
or notes, for engineering or manufacturing
purposes according to specified dimensions:

Spatial aptitude is required in interpret-
ing blueprints, sketehes, and specifications,
and mT preparing detailed, scale drawings
of three-dimensional parts or mechanisms
from sketches layout and oral instructions.

S.-2 :3 Performs dances alone, with partner,
or in groups to entertain audience;

Spatial aptitude is required to interpr t
diagrams and instructions for propose
choreography ; to visualize relative positio
of self with others; and to imagine how
dance routines will appear to public.

S-2:4 Applies electronic theory, principles of
electrical circuits, electrical testing proce7
dures, engineering mathematics, pliysici,
and related subjects to layout, build, test,
trouble shoot, repair, and modify deVelop-
mental and production electronic equip-
ment, such as computers, missile-control
instrumentation, and, machine tool numer-
ical controls:

Spatial aptitude is required to sketch
diagrams of electronic units from specifi-
cations given by engineer; and to read
electrical and electronic circuitry diagram&
and blueprints to build equipment.
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S-2:5 Repairs and adjusts radios and televi-
sion receivers, using handtools and elec-
troni,e testing instruments:

Spatial aptitude is required to read cir-
cuit diagrams in order to assemble and
repair radio and television set components;
to visualize power flow and spatial rela-
tionship of components and circuits as
they relate to various functions, to isolate
them for testing, and to test each circuit
serially; and to visualize the source of
trouble, from observation of picture or
from sound.

S-2:6 Plans, lays- out, and constructs wooden
unit- or sectional-patterns used in forming
sand molds for castings, analyzing blue-
prints and using handtools:

Spatial aptitude is required to read and
interpret blueprints; to visualize how to
divide complex-shaped patterns into see-
tions; to facilitate their ranoval from
sand moldS (without disturbing the sand) ;
and to visualize the effects of metal shrink-
age and adjust the pattern accordingly.

5-2:7 Analyzes a variety of specifications,
lays out metal stock, sets up add operates
machine tdols, and 'fits and assembles parts
to make and repair metalworking dies,
cutting tools, jigs, fixtures,,, gages, and
machinist's handtools, applying knowledge
of tool and die designs, and construction,
shop mathematics, metal properties, and
layout, machining, and assembly proce-
dung':

Spatial 'aptitude is necessary to read
blueprints; to mark layout on workpiece;
to t up workpiece on machine t6ols; and
to control positioning and feed of tools to
workpiece.

S-2 :8 Installs, repairs, rnintains, and adjusts
indicating, recording, telemetering, and
controlling instruments used to measure
and control variables, Such as pressure,
flow; temperature, motion, force, and
chemical composition, using handtools
and precision instruments:

Spatial aptitude is required to read blue-
prints, schematics, and assembly diagrams;
to visualize actual assemblies from such'
material ; and to recognize spatial relation-

ships of parts during disassembly of in-
struments in laboratory.

5-2:9 Creates designs and prepares patterns
for new types and styles of men's, women's,

- and children's wearing apparel or knitted
garments:

s Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
the garment to be created and to sketch
designs of it; to construct 'original pat-,
terns ; and to use patterns to make gar-.
ments.

5-2:10 Manages industrial organization: '-

Spatial aptitude is required to analyze
problems of Want laYont and installation
of production equipnient.

5-2:11 Controls air traffic- on and within
vicinity of airport, according to estab-
lished procedures and policies, to prevent
collisions, and to minimize delays arising
from traffic congestion:

Spatial aptitude is required to observe
the spatial relationships of aircraft within
the immediate vicinity bf the airports ; and
to visualize the relative positions of other
aircraft from radar and time, distanee,
speed: and altitude- information.

5-2:12 Sets up and operates small scale chem-
ical production equipment under labora-
tory conditions to test methods and cliemi-
cal processes for product development,
following specifications and guidance from
research chemists or engineers:

Spatial aptitude is required to assemble
components of the processing equipment
during Set up; to recognize from instru-
ment readings the strtkture and composi-
tion of materials, as they move through
the system ; and the effect of any adjust-
ments on those materials.

S-2:13 Inspects and tests completed gyro-
scopes ,for conformance with operational
standards, using equipment, such as vibra-
tion testers, potentibmeters; and other test
equipment which simulates operating con-

,

ditions or functions:
Spatial aptitude is required to read blue-

.
prints and wiring, diagrams in order to
determine that gyroscopes are assembled
properly; to visualize operation to be sinr-



ulated or tested by each piece of test
equipment or instrument ; to set up gyro.:
scope properly and attach test equipment
to appropriate leads.

5-2:14 Operates 'and maintains boilers, tur-
bines, generators, and auxiliary equipment
at generating phnit to produce electricity:

Spatial aptitude is required in perform-
ing such duties as assembling and disas-
sernbling engines for repair, in installing
new parts, and in installing, connecting,
and wiring electrical generators and me-
ters to switchboards, panels, and electrical
circuits.

5-2:15 Sets up and operates machine tools,
and fits and assembles parts to make or
repair metal parts, mechanisms, tools, or
machines, applying knowledge of mechan-
ics, shop mathematics, metal properties,
and layout machining procedures:

Spatial aptitude is required to interpret
blueprints and sli'etches, make layouts, ,set
up workpiece in chuck or on face plate,
and to inspect completed work far com-
pliance with shop orders and drawings.

S-2:16 Controls and extinguishes fires, pro-
tects life and property, and maintains
equipment as volunteer or employee of
city, township, or industrial plant:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
spatial relationships when positioning
equipment ; to avoid overhead wires and
other object when raising aerial ladders
to desired heights; and to drive or move
apparatus in congested areas.

S-2:17 Installs rolls, passes, and guides on
stands of rolling mill, according to job
specifications, using handtools:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
effect of rolls on bar when adjusting rolls;
to set guides to eliminate surface defects
in bar ; to deliver bars in proper Alignment
to rolls, and to observe rolling and make
adjustments as material progresses.

S-2:18' Constructs, erects, installs, and re-,,
pairs structures and fixtures of wood,'
plywood, and wallboard, using carpenter's
handtools and power tools, and conform-
ing to local building codes:

Spatial aptitude is required to interpret
bh.leprints and visualize the three dimen-
sional form of the structure from prints;
to lay out workpieces from blueprints; to
shape and fit parts; and to construct forms
for pouring concrete.

2:19 Assists driller in operating machinery
to drill oil or gas wells using handtools or
power tongs and wrenches:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
spatial relationships rapidly while placing
tools and guiding lower end of drill-pipe
sections to rack and unrack them; and to
be aware constantly of the location of
other workers, tools, and materials as they
move about work area in order to prevent
accidents.'

Level 3

S-3:1 Treats patients with disabilities, dis-
orders, and injuries to relieve pain, de-
velop or restore function, and maintain
maximum performance, using physical
means such as exercise, massage, heat,
water; light, and electricity, as prescribed
by doctor:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
anatomic positions and the relationship
between the point of application of forces
and the area affected (as in traction) ;
and to place treatment devices or adniin-
ister manual treatment in relationship to
the affected body parL

S-3:2 Operates bridge or gantry crane, con-
sisting of hoist and opetator's cab mounted
on bridge which runs along track to lift,
move, andload machinery, equipment, and
variety of looSe materials:

Spatial aptitude is required to observe
the relationship between the moving load
and fixed items, such as machines, trucks,
posts, etc., in order to avoid bumping load,
and to position load in trucks or on stacks,
or dump it into Machines or equipment.

S-3:3 Lays out reference points and dimen-
sions on structural shapes and plates for
fabricating, welding, and assembling into

7 framework for such structures as con-
veyors, cranes, buildings, and bridges:

Spatial aptitude is required to read and
interpret blueprints; to interpret, analyze,



solve, and make free sketches and instru-
ment technical drawings; to be able to
think in terms of geometric forms.

S-3:4 Sets up and operates maehines that
process data from tabulating cards into
printed records :

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
and set Ap wiring pattern for plug boards
from work orders specifying organization
and information desired in print-out, from
cards containing input, and from operat-
ing manuals; to read manuals and wiring
diagrams and/or visualize section of board
controlling each operation and exact cir-
cuits to plug in so machine will locate in-
formation on card, perform operation de-
sired, and print information on form in
specified location.

S-3:5 Operates offset-duplicating machine to
reproduce single or multicolor copies of
charts, schedules, bulletins, and related
matter, according to oral instructions or
layout and stock specifications on job
order :

Spatial aptitude is required to observe
printed copy and determine from it ad-
justments to make in various machine
components to obtain legible copy.

S-3:6 Sets type by hand and machine and
assembles type and" cuts in a galley, for
printing articles, headingS, and other
printed matter, determining type size,
style, and compositional pattern from work
order a general instructions:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
final copy; select spacers for insertion be-v
tween words or units to balance and jus-
tify lines; and when working from general
instructions, to visualize final cowl and
select type faces and styles; and to use
spacers, which will produce a good balance,
fit, and spacing. e

S-3:7 Operates several types of power con-
struction equipment, such as compressors,
pumps, hoists, derricks, cranes, shovels,
tradors, rscrapers, or motor graders, to
excavate and grade earth, erect structural
and reinforcing steel, and pour concrete:

Spatial aptitude is required to swing
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crane or, shovel booms to desired position;
to visualize and observe target point and
move crane bucket or load to that point ;
and to position and drive machines accu-
rately when moving earth or picking up
and delivering loads.

S-3 :8 Installs, adjusts, and maintains elec-
trical wiring, switches, and fixtures in air-
planes according to blueprints Und wiring
diagrams:

Spatial aptitude is required to determine
sizes and types of control boxes, relays,
instruments, and accessories to install, and
their location from blueprints and wiring
diagrams.

S-3 :9 Forms Sand molds for the production
of metal castings, using handtools, power
tools, patterns, and flasks, and applying
knowledge of variablesy such as metal
characteristics, molding sand, contours of
patterns, and pouring procedures:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
mold shape from part print or pattern;
to visualize flow of metal during pouring
process and gas formation to determine
location and size of runner and sprue
holes; to visualize points of stress on mold
during pouring; and to determine location
for reinforcing material.

S-3 :10 Constructs and repairs dental appli-
ances, according to prescription:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
and sketch outline of prosthetic dental
appliance on stone nuidel of upper and
lower jaws, using impressions as guides ;
and to check movement and fit of upper
'and lower jaw models to determine proper
alignment, and to approximate position
and function of appliance being made.

S-3:11 Sets up and operates X-ray unit to
obtain photographs of internal structure
of body ; assists hi fluoroscopic examina-
tions and X-ray therapy ; and processes
exposed film:

Spatial aptitude is .required to visualize
inner structure of human body and path
of X-rays to position patient, X-ray tube,
and film in proper relationship in order
to obtain roentgenographs of diagnostic
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value; to position patient and support him
so internal organs are moved into desired
position; to visualize direction and spread
of X-rays and select cones and diaphragms
to direct rays to desired area and limit
secondary radiation.

S-3:12 Supervises and coordinates activities
of workers engaged in loading and unload-
ing of ships' cargoes:

Visualizes available cargo space, spatial
dimensions, of individual shipments and
how they can be rearranged, and order of
removal at 'various ports to determine the
sequence of load and the arrangement of
the load.

S-3113. Oiperates machine to cut out parts of
specified size and shape from materials,
such as cardboardcloth,--leather,mic-4---
paper,-' plastic, or rubber:

Spatial aptitude is required to determine
the best placement ,of the dies in relation-
ship to the given piece of material to ob-
tain the maximum number of cuts with a
minimum of waste.

S-3 :14 Makes women's garments, such as
dresses, coats, and suits, according to cus-
tomer's specifications and measurements :

Spatial aptitude is required to use pat-
terns visualizing the relationship between
pattern pieces and finished garment and
following pattern instructions; and to
alter basic patterns proportionally to
adapt theM to customer's measurements.

S-3:15 Repairs and rebuilds upholstered fur-.
niture, using handtools and knowledge of
fabrics and upholstery methods :

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
a completed furniture piece when posil:
tioning And fitting spring asembly units
and padding.

S-3:16 Sets up and operates machines that
measure, print, cut, fold, glue or seal plain
or waxed papers, polyethylene film, or
cellophane to form bags:

Spatial aptitude is required to adjust
cutters, feeders, printing roller, and other
mechanisms, according to specifications for
type and size of bag being produced.

5-3 :17 Drives dinkey engine, to hail] loaded
coal cars from work sites to collecting
point along underground haulage-ways of
coal mines :

Spatial aptitude is required to determine
relative position of other moving or sta-
tionary objects along narrow-gage railway
to avoid collisions.

Level 4

S-4 :1 Butchers and processes poultry and
small animals:

Spatial aptitude is required to visualize
location of joints in order to cut off wings
and legs at joints and separate leg and
thigh.

5-4:2 Sets up, adjusts, and repairs looms to
weave cloth of specified quality and design,
using knowledge of loom functitm and
weaving diagrams and manuals:

Spatial aptitude is required to set up
Amin, positioning warp beam, harness,
drop wire, and reed to weave specified
pattern ; and to check loom in operation
to see that operating parts are synchro-
mized..

S-4 :3 Inspects electronic units and subassem-
blies, such as radio transmitters, computer
circuits, and cables, for conformance to
specifications :

Spitial aptitude is required to examine
completed Assemblies relating them to con-
figuration sheet to determine that compo-
nents are in specified positions.

5-4:4 Directs and coordinates activities of
workers engaged in furnishing cafeteria
services, to insure an efficient and profit-
able enterprise:

Spatial aptitude is required to prepare
diagrams which show layout of different
food items, for use of employees who place
food on steamtable.

S-4:5 Presses drycleaned and wetcleaned silk
and synthetic fiber garments, using hot-
head press or steamtable, puff irons, and
hand iron:

Spatial aptitude is required th terniine
which size and shape of pjfff iron and
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which end of press buck to use according
to shape and dimensions of garment part
being pressed.

5-4:6 Tends film cutter and mounting press
to mount color-film transparencies:

Aligns cutting blade of film-cutting
machine with frame separating line be-
tween transparencies on film strips.

5-4 Smooths and finishes surfaces of
poured concrete floors, walls, sidewalks,
or curbs to specified textures, using hand-
tools, including floats, trowels, and
screeds :

Determines grade and contours from

construction drawings and selects screeds
needed to form or guide forMing of work

to specified shape.

S-4 :8 Drives gasoline- or electric-powered in-
dustrial truCk or tractor, equipped with
forklift, elevating platform, or trailer
hitch, to push, pull, lift, stack, or tier
merchandise, equipment, or bulk mate-
'rials in warehouse, storage yard, or fac-
tory:

Observes changing position of fork in
relation to objects or materials to maneu-
ver knit under load ; observes position of
load relative to other object to move load
about and to position or stack load.

S-4 :9 Receives payment for merchandise,
such as bakery goods, magazines, gro-
ceries, books, and tobacco selected by
customer : -

Stores stock of merchandise in storage
space under counters and in display racks
or counters; and selects proper size wrap-
per or 6ag for merchandise. (

S-4:40 Performs one or more repetitive oper-.
ations on assembly line to mass produce
small products, such as ball bearings, au-
tomobile door-locking units, speedometers,
or carburetors:

Positions parts in specified relation to
each other.

S--4 :11 Tends circular knitting machines with
automatic pattern controls that knit seam-
less hose :

Observes machine operation to be sure

tension take-up rod is in right position
and cycle IS at proper stage before reach-
i g into can to remove hose Without injury
to hand:

S-4:12 Tends units of fresh-work cigar ma-

chine that outs wrapper leaf and wraps
leaf around bunch:

Spreads wrapper leaf over die of rna-
chine in such a manner ais to obtain raaxi-
mum cuts per leaf.

S-4 :18 Joins and reinforces parts of articles,
, such as garments, curtains, parachutes,

stuffed toys, hats, and caps; sews button-
holes and attaches fasteners, such as but-
tons, snaps, and hooks, to articles; or sews
decorative trimmings to articles using
needle and thread:

Aligns parts, fasteners or trimming,
working with two dimensions in a single
plane, to obtain desired aPpearance when
item is in use.

S-4:14 Demonstrates and sells dosmeties in
a retail establishment: -

Visualizes how customer's features
could be improved by proper selection and
application of cosmetics.

Level 5

No illustrations.

P FORM PERCEPTIoN

Ability, to perceive pertinent detail in objects
or in pictorial or graphic material. Ability to
make visual comparisons and discriminations
and see slight differences in shapes and shad-
ings of figures and widths and lengths of lines.

Level

P-1:1 Conducts studies of all. nonmetallic
minerals used in horological industry:

Is able to perceive detail of grain size,
pattern, and crystalline orientation in dia-
monds and abrasives and see differences in
the features and size of grain angles using
optical, X-ray, and other precision instra-
ments.
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P-1:2 Performs chemical, microscopic, and
bacteriologic tests to provide data for use
in treatment and diagnosis of disease:

Form perception is required to pereeive
pertinent details of shape, shade, and other
characteristics when examining or com-
paring specimens 'or cultures under micro-
scope.

Level 2

P-2:1 Diagnoses and treats diseases, injuries,
and malformations of teeth and gums, and
related oral structures:

is able. to perceive details of tooth and
tissue structure and condition, tooth form,.
shadings of teeth (when preparing den-
tures), shape and shadings of teeth when
examining X-rays; and parallelismand fit
of dentures and inlays.

P-2:2 Pedorms a variety of engineering
work in designing, planning, and oversee-
ing the manufacture, installation, opera-
tion; and maintenance of electric or elec-
tronic equipment and systems used in the
generation and utilizatkn a electrical
energy for industrial and domestie con-
sumption:

Form perception is required to check
blueprint details for conformance to de-
sign concept ; to observe equipment and
components being manufactured or in
operation, noting details, such as the way
components fit together and whether me-
chanisms function as designed or accord-
ing to speciffcations.

13-2 :3 Designs furniture lines or individual
pieces for manufacture according to
knowledge of design trends, competition,
production costs, and characteristics of
company'g traditional market;

Form perception is required to check
blueprints Prepared from freehand'
sketches and scale drawings to assure that
details conform to design concept of shape
arid Proportion; to determine texture and
pattern of fabric to use on upholstered
furnittire to-enhance or accent design; and
to specify details of graining and shades

of finish to obtain desired effects in natural
finish piece.

P-2 :4 Compares fingerprints of unknown per-
sons or suSpects with fingerprint record to
solve crimes:

Visually examines pattern made by
ridges to classify print according to group,
and to compare details of print to other
prints in same group to determine if they
are identical.

P-2 :5 Photographs persons, motion picture
sets, merchandise, exteriors and interiors,
machinery, and fashions to be used in
advertising and selling:

Form percePtion is required to observe
effect of light and shading on subject
directly 'and in camera viewfinder or
ground glass to see that desired highlights
and shadow are obtained ; to check image
against reference lines in viewfinder or
ground glass to ber sure vertical lines of
subject are parallel and that subject is not
foreshortened due to camera angle. When
developing, printing, and enlarging photo-
graphs form perception is required to see
detailS such as shading, graining,' and
distortions in picture.

P-2 :6 Diagnoses and treats diseases and dis-
orders of animals :

Form perception is required to perceive
pertinent details of size, shape, and form
in skeletal structure, organs, tissue, and
specimens a various animals.

P-2:7 Diagnoses and treats diseases of the
human body, using X-rays and radioactive
substances:

Is able to make visual examinations of
all types of radiographs of human internal
structures and note pertinent details and
variations from normal structure, location,
ov condition to make accurate diagnoses.

P-2 :8 Takes dictation in shorthand of cor-
respondence, reports, a id other matters,
and transcribes dictat d material, using
typewriter :

Recognizes shorthand ombols.

P-2:9 Reads typescript or galley proof to
detect and mark for correction any gram-
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matical, typographical, or compositional
errors :

Is able to perceive pertinent detail in
proof, sucia as blurs, misshapen letters,
margin alignment, and spacing.

P-2:10 Lays building materials, such as brick,
structural tile, and concrete, cinder, glass,
gypsum, and terra cotta block to construct
or repair walls, partitions, arches, sewers,. .

and other structures:
Form perception is required to cut

brickS to required shape ; to lay window
sill bricks at proper angle ; to align bricks
on level plane and with uniform thickness
of mortar between each joint ; and to shape
mortar after bricks are in place to achieve
specified joint shape such as flat, concave,
convex, or v-shaped. '

P-2 :11 Plans and draws working plans and
drawings of buildiv1s and like structures
from work description sheets, design lay-
out, and proposals; computing and enter-
ing weight and stress factors and toler-
ances and material specifications:

Form perception is required to draw
different widths and types of lines, each
with a specific meaning in architectural
drawing; to indicate dimensions in appro-
priate places on drawing; to perceive de-
tails in general drawings and assure that
they are included in detail drawings of
structure sub-parts ; to assure that scale is
maintained throughout drawing; and to
examine details a completed drawing to
list all parts, and sizes and shapes of mate-
rials needed to fabricate each sub-part

P-2 :12 Draws and corrects topographical
maps from source data, such as surveying
notes, aerial photographs, or otheinaps :

Is able to perceive details of, land con-
tours or other, physical features in stereo-
scopic aerial photographs and other topo-
graphical maps; draw different widths
and types of lines, each with specific mean-

/iiigs in topography ; and assure that scale
is maintlined throughout drawing.

P-2:18 Performs dental prophylactic treat-
ments and instructs groups arid individuals
in care of teeth and mouth :

Form perception is required to observe
calcareous deposits -and stains on teeth;..
and note presence of dental caries,

P-2 :14 Develops specifications for, and blows
and shapes, glass laboratory apparatus
such as test tubes, retorts, flasks, and glass
components for such apparatus as con-
densers, vacuum pumps, barometers, and
thermometers :

Form perception is required to see
details in customer'S sketches and work
plant; to obs,erve when specified shape and
angles are obtained in glass ; to inspect
glass visually for flaws and pin holes ; and
to read Measuring instruments such as
micrometers and calipers.

P-2 :15 Changes undesirable details of illus-
trations which are to be 1.eproduced by
lithographic process:

Observes differencein shading (con-
trast) when comparing positives and

. negatives with original copy of illustr.ation
layout, and when applying dyes and etch-
ing solution. Must paceive details of
object or fixture to apply opaque solution
and half tone dots by hand; to pencil in
highlights and retouch flaws ; and to
scrape areas to reduce density.

P-2 :16 Studies insects and their relation to
plant and animal life :

Examines insects for structure, shape,
'shading, and other characteristics, to iden-
tify and classify them according to class,
order, family, 'and species.

P-2:17 Paints decorative 'designs on objects,
such as pottery, cigarette cases, and lamp
Shades," using hand brushes and following
design marked on workpiece

Is able to perceive details of lines traced
faintly onto objects to determine outline to
Mow and shape of areas to be painted in
different colors.

P-2 :18 Analyzes variety of specifications, lays
out metal stock, sets up and operates
machine tools, and fits and assembles parts
to make and repar metalworking dids,
cutting tools, jigs, fixtures, gages, and
machinist's handtools, applying knowledge
of tool and die design and construction,
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shop mathematics, metal properties, and
layout, machining, and assembly proce-
dures: ,

Form perception is required , to i.ead
dial indicators and machine settings; to
observe cut as it 'is made by tool to. be
sure surface of part is not scored; to
inspect workpiece visually and with pre-
cision gages to detect surface and dimen-
sional defects; and to check fit of dies`
and parts.

P-2 :19 Serves as member of surgical team in
operating room of hospital, performing
a variety of duties as either scrub tech-
mician or circulating technician :

Is able to differentiate among a variety.
(30 'or more per operation) a surgical

'instruments arid equipment by type, shape,
size, and other characteristics.

P-2:20 Repairs radio receivers, phonographs,
recorders, and other electronic=audio
equipment; using circuit diagrams and
test meters :

Form 'perception'is ratuired to inspect
visually all, circuits and connections for
breaks or looseness; to detect defects in
components by visual examinations; and
to recognize components by their size,.
shape, and position.

P-2 :21 Inspects and tests completed gyro-
scopes for conformance with operational
standards:

Examines metal and glass ,parts tor
surface scratches and nicks, positictO of
assembled parts, and bonding or 'welding
of joints; notes mesh of parts during
simulation tests ; and checks synchroniza-
tion to detect high snag or unequal gaps
which could affect freedom of movement.,

P-2:22 Conducts instrumental music groups,
such ea orchestras and dance bands :

Is able to see difference in shapeg and
shades and width and length of musical
notes, and lines used in musical .notation ;
and to.observe symbols indicating changes
in instrumentation, meter, tempo, accent,
etc., in order to read scores.

P-2 :23 Operates telephone switchboard to
establish or assist customers in estab-

lishing local or long distance telephone
connections:

Form perception is required to distin-
guish between appropriate plug jacks and
switches on switchboard and select second
cprd of pairs and p:ug them into appro .
priate jacks, to establish long distance
circuits.

Level 3

P-3:I Grades cured tobacco leaves prepara-
tory to marketing or processing into to-
bacco products:

Visually inspects and feels leaves to
determine their grade according to size
and texture, and to detect damage to leaf.,

P-3:2 Lays out reference points on structural
shapes and plates for fabricating, welding,
and assembling into framework for such
structures as conveyors, cranes, buildings,
and bridges:

Perceives details in blueprints, and
checks layout for accuracy.

P-3:3 Sets up and operates X-ray unit to
obtain photographs of internal structure
of body; assists in fluoroscopic examina-
tions and X-ray therapy ; and processes
exposed film:

Examines films after development for
over or under exposure, movement .on part
of subject, or processing defects.

P-3 :4 Forms sand molds for production of
metal castings using handtools, power
tools, patterns, and flasks; applying
knowledge of variables, such as metal
characteristics, inolding sand, contours of
patterns, and pouring procedures:

.Form percepti6 is ,required to deter-
mine appropriate length, width, and posi-
mine appropriate length, width, and posi-
tion of runners and sprue holes to be cut
in mold ; and to detect and repair damage
to interior surfaCes of mold.

P-3:5 Sets up and operates camera to photo-
graph illustrations and printed material
and to produce film or glass negatives:

Form perception is required to detect
damage to copy; to see errors in negatiVe
by comparing with original; to check cen-
tering, size, and focus of image on ground



glass of camera when setting up ; and to
examine shading of image 'during devel-
opment in order to control image density.

P-3:6 Repairs and .services office machines
such as adding, accounting, and calculat-
ing machines, and typewriters, using
handtools, power tools, micrometers, and
welding, equipment :

Form perception is required to identify
machine parts, and to detect defects in
parts by their shape and alignment With
other parts, ...when determining type and
extent of repairs or service needed,

P-3:7 Inspects assembled watch train (cen-
ter, third, fourth, and escape wheels with
pinions) :

Examines alignment and spacing of
gears; inspects assembly for cleanliness
and oiling of cap jewels ; and examines
Wheels, using loupe, to determine if they
are level and in parallel planes.

P-3 :8 Covers interior walls and ceilings of
rooms with decorative wallpaper or fabric:

Discerns when walls are clean enough
to receive new paper and -is able to see

. small holes, indentations, or projections
which could affect the appearance of the
wall after paper is applied ; notes appear-
ance and consistency, of paste; observes
details of pattern in paper and cuts suc-,
cessive strips so pattern continuity is
maintained ;, aligns paper during applica-
tion ; and matches adjacent edges of suc-
cessive strips according to the Pattern.

r,

P-3 :9 Constructs and repairs dental appli-
ances according to prescription:

Form perception is required to recog-
nize irregularities in plaster molds which
could affect the fit of subsequent plates or
appliances in the paient's mouth; visually
to inspect models positioned in articulator
to determine that they are in alignment;
and to locate and fill'in deep undercuts to
assure' proper fit of denture.

P-3:10 Inspects and assembles machined
bomb-fuse parts, using hand and power
tools:

Examines machined liarts, prior, to as-
sembly, for burs and excess metal, using

magnIfying glass for small parts; and .
files and grinds off burs and excess metal.

P-3:11 Cuts and trinis meat to size for dis-
play or as ordered by customer, using
handtools and power equipment, such ag
grinder, curbing machine, and power saw;

Form perception is required to align
carcass with blade of saw in order to
break down large sections into smaller
standard cuts ; to examine shape, mar-
bling, fat, and bone to determine most
economical means of preparing cuts; to
trim fat and bone; and to examine shape
and grain to determine cutting line to
follow to make standard cuts such as loin
roasts, steaks, etc.

P-73:12 Prepares wire-wound coils for assem-
bly in electronic or electrical equipment:

Inspects materials and coils for defects;
locates tap wires in wound coils and pulls
them out with tweezers and picks; bends
wires to specified shape; and solders
minute wires together or to terminal lugs.

P-3:13 Inspects eggs to ascertain quality and
fitness for congumption or incubation ac-
cording to prescribed standards:

Form perception is required to detect
small differences in size of air cell; to per-
ceive pertinent detail within eggs, such

.as spots and streaks; and to make com-
parisons as to mobility, visibility, and
shape of yolk shadow.

P-3 :14 Verifies accuracy of figures, calcula-
tions, and postings pertaining to business
transactions recorded 'by other °workers,
comparing figures from a variety of forms
and records;

Form perception is required to locate
forms quickly by their size, shape, and
layout; and to go directly to part of form
where necessary information is located
by examination of page layout.

P-3:15 Operates sewing machine to join or
.decorate glove and mitten parts:

Form perception is required for making
routine visual checksIto see that parts are
correct size and shape and that material
is not faulty; to see that partly assem-
bled gloves hav been correctly sewed;
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to align parts for sewing; and 'to ascer-
tain that stitches have properly caught
and are uniform.

P-3:16 Inspects glass bottles and glass con-
tainers from bottle-making machine, re-
jects defective ware, and packs selected
ware into cartons:

Form tierception is required to inspect
bottles and detect flaws in glass such as
cracks, checks, and splits, and irregular-
ities of shape and size..

P-3:17 Operates battery of looms to weave
yarn into cloth

Form perception is required to make
visual inspections of looms prior to and
during operation to be sure shuttles are
in position and no yarn strands are
broken ; and to detect mispicks, imperfec-
tions in weave, and breaks in warp fibers.

P-3 :18 Prepares, seasons, and cooks soups,
meats, vegetables, desserts, and other
foodstuffs for consumption in hotels and
restaurants :

Form perception 'is required to detect
portions of meat which must be trimmed
off prior to cooking, or serving; and to
carve even proportions.

P-3:19 Tends film cutter and mounting press
to mount color-film transparencies ;

Form perception is required to detect
double exposures and overexposed, blank,
or black film.

° P-3:20 Tends unit of fresh-work cigar ma-
chine that cuts binder leaves:

Discerns the difference in upper and
lower sides of tobacco leaves in order to
place the proper side on surface or. die.
Discerns detail of leaf, such as,veins and

, spots in order to position it in a way to
get the maximum number of cuts from
each leaf.

Levet 4

P-4:1 Tends one or more power presses that
trim, punch, shape, notch, draw, or crimp
metal or plaster stock between !inset dies:

Aligns part against stops in press and
inspects part for proper length, width,
and shape, visually and with fixed gages;

P-4:2 Operates cylinder press to score and.
eut paperboard sheets into box or con-
tainer blanks:

Observes alignment of paperboard to
adjust feeding and stacking mechanism.
Inspects cutting and scoring lines to de-
tect defects.

P-4 :3 Performs bne or more repetitive bench
or line assembly operations, to mass pro-
duce products such as automobile or
tractor radiators, blower wheels, refrig-,
erators, or gas stoves:

Form perception is required when buff-
ing parts to see when burs are buffed
from ends of tubing and proper taper is
attained ; and to see small bubbles rise to
surface of test tank denoting leak in coil,
and to locate their source.

P-4 :4 Receives, stores, and issues equipment,
materials, supplies, merchandise, food-
stuffs, or tools, and compfles stock records
in stockroom, warehouse, or storage yard:

Examines stock to identify item accord-
ing to size, shape or other chaiacteristics
in order to verify conformance to requisi-
tions or invoice specifications.

P-4 :5 Packs agricultural produce, such as
bulbs, fruit, nuts, eggs, and vegetables
for stoiage or shipment:

Form perception is required to recog-
nize differences in size, shape, aria con-
dition of produce; to pack produce in pre-
scribed pattern according to siies and
shapes ; to inspect produce visually for
imperfections ; a'nd to identify and remove
foreign matter.

P-4:6 Sets up knitting machines to knit hose,
garments, and cloth according to specifi-
cations, and adjusts and repairs machines,
using knowledge of macline function :

Visually inspects knitted fabric for
number, size, and completeness of stitches,
to determine if machine is knitting prop-
erly.

P-4:7 Installs control cables to door, window,
engine, and flight-control surfaces of air-
planes, according to specifications, using
wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, and drills:

Form perception is required to measure



and locate positions for puileys, guides,
and brackets; to thread cable from control
levers, through pulleys arid guides to
mechanism according to specified pattern;
and to observe during functional checks
to determine necessary adjustments.

P-4:8 Assembles and fastens together wooden
parts or a§sernblies to form sections,
frames, or complete articles of furnittire:

Observes point of assembly to determine
if parts fit properly or if joints must be
trimmed with handtools to obtain fit.

P-4 ;9 Operates pressing machine to smooth
surfaces, flatten seams, or shape articles,
such as garments, drapes, slipcovers, and
hose in manufacturing or drycleaning
establishments

Form perception is required to position
'Articles on press buck (padded table of
machine) to insure smooth press, and
to shape articles wh positioning; to in-
spect garments for frrinkles and shape
after pressirig.

P4:10 Welds metal Parts together, as speci-
fied by layout, diagram, work order, or
oral instructions, using equipment which
introduces a shield or inert gas between
the electrode and workpiece to prevent
oxidation :

Form perception is required to see de-
tails in work diagrams, to align work-
piece according to layout markings; to
follow line to be welded, to guide torch;
and to inspect weld bead for consistent
size, straightness, and complete fill of
joint.

P-4:11 Picks lemons:
Visually selects lemon by size and

shape; determines size with sizing loop;
and clips off lemon which are large
enough, using hand clipper.

P-4 :12 'Prepares food and serves restaurant
patrons at counter or tables:

Form perception is required to position
silverware, and condiment containers on
tables-; to portion and arrange food serv-
ings on plates ; and to perceive changes in
foods during cooking.
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P74 :13 Analyzes specifications and controls
continuous operation of petroleum refin-
ing and processing units, to produce
products such as gasoline, kerosene, fuel,
and lubricating oils, by such methods as
distillation, absorption, extraction, ad-
sorption, thermal and catalytic cracking
and -reforming; polymerization, isnmeri-
salon, coking, visebreaking, and alkyla-
tion:

Form perception is required to read
meters, gages, and recording devices in
control room in order to make sure system
is in balance and 'to obtain data for daily
log. Must see pertinent detail in graph
paper to locate position where lines and
figures are to be entered, and to insert
paper in recording devices so that stylii
are in specified position to start recording.

P-4:14 Doffs bobbins of , yarn from spindles
of spinning or twisting frames:

Form perception is required to detect
yarn breaks after starting spinning
frame; to locate yarn ends on bobbins;
and to ptece yarn breaks.

P-4:15 Folds flatwork pieces discharged from
mangle and places articles on table for
assembly, observirig and returning faulty
articles to front of mangle for reironing:

Determines that articles are square, and
have not been pulled out of shape, and
visually inspects surfaces.

Level 5

No illustrations.

CLERICAL PERCEPrION

Ability to perceive pertinent detail in verbal
or tabular material. Ability to observe dif-
ferences in copy, to proofread words and
numbers, and to avoid perceptual errors in
arithmetic computation. A measure of speed
of perception, is required, in many, industrial
jobs even when the job does not have verbal
or numerical content.

Level 1

Q-1 :1 Conducts research in fundamental
mathematics and in application of mathe-
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matical techniques to science, Marra kerneut,
and other fields; and solves or directs solu-
tion to problems, in various fields by
mathematical methods

Accurately perceives nuMbers when per-
forming computations, applying methods
of numerical analysis, and operating calcu-
lators, plotters, or other electrical corn-
putation machines in solVing problems in
support of mathematical, scientific, or in-
dustrial research activity, ana in analyzing
tabular, material produced as part of such
research. -

Q-1:2 Reads and corrects proof while orig-
inal copy is read aloud :

Clerical perception is required to see
details in proof pages such as the way
words are spelled, capitalized, hyphenated,
and abbreviated; and to detect typographi-
cal errors, such as misspelling, wrong
punctuation, skips, or repeats.

Q-1:3 . Converts symbolic statement of busi-
ness problems to detailed logical flow
charts for coding into computer language
and solution by means of automatic data-
processing equipment:

Clerical perception is required to per-
ceive /pertinent detail in program docu-
mentation, assembled data, and recom-
mended program routines ; to prepare
input, output, and nomenclature lists; to
translate step-by-step instructions from
flow chart for console operator ; to recog-
nize and detect errors in program instruc-
tions; to correct errors by altering
sequence of steps ; and to avoid computa-
tion, errors.

Level 2

Q-2:1 Performs a variety of clerical duties,
such as filing correspondence, records, and
reports ; typing letters and reports; pre-
paring bills ; computing payrolls ; compil-
ing reports ; addressing, sorting, and dis-
tributing mail ; taking dictation ; tabulating
and posting data in record books; keeping
inventory records;, and giving informa-
tion: .

Clerical perception is required to read,
record, and type numbers and names

quickly and accurately, to file letters, pre-
pare records and reports, and to post data.

Q-2:2 Records financial transactions of estab-
lishment, using bookkeeping machine:

tfperical perception is required. to ob-
serve detail accurately in verbal and nu-
merical data on' invoices, vouchers, sales
slips, and other records; to type informa-
tion onto bookkeeping form in specified
place; to be able to perceive differences
in numbers when balancing accounts; and
to find errors by comparing entries to
original documents or records.

Q-2 :3 Reviews12 individual applications for
insurance, evaluates the degree of risk
involved, and accepts applications, follow-
ing company's underwriting policies :

Clerical perceptions is required to COM-
pute accurately the value of property and
risk involved ; to figure premiums using
tables and weighted values for risk
factors ; to note pertinent details in insur-
ance applications and investigation re-
ports; Aid to read accurately tables and
insurance maps, indicating amount and
type of insurance used in specific areas.

Q-2:4 Operates machine to perforate paper
tape used to control casting type :

Clerical perception is required to read
copy- and strike keys accurately ,on key-
board to punch tape ; to read tables to
determine number of justification keys to
punch to justify lines of type; and to read
tables avoiding perceptual errors in arith-
metic when converting line measures from
one unit of measure to another.

Q-2 :5 Manages credit and collection depart-
ment of commercial house, department
store, hotel, or similar establishment:

Clerical perception is used to perceive
detail in tabular material when reviewing
analysis sheets of accounts; to avoid per-
ceptual errors in computation when pre-
paring bad debt forecasis for future
periods; and to note pertinent detail in
credit applications and investigation re-
ports.

Q-2:6 Receives and pays out money, and
keeps records of money and negotiable
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instruments involved in various bank
transactions :

Clerical perception is required to verify
totals of transactions ; to compare custo-
mer's figures with adding machine tape ;
to avoid perceptual errors in compfitatio
when entering figures in bank records oi
customer's pass bookg ; to verify signa--
tures ; and to identify various denomina-
tions of bills, drafts, and checks.

Q-2:7 Itemizes and totals customer's pur-
chases in self-service grocery Itore, using
cash register :

Clerical perception is required to read
items and prices from Price book or list;
to perceive accurately prices stamped or
marked on grocery items ; to record
amount on cash register; and to read
accurately figures on scale, when weighing
items, and on tax table, when determining
applicable sales*tax.

Q-2 :8 Answers inquiries regarding sched-
ules, describes routes, services, and ac-
commodations available, reserves space,
and sells tickets for transportation agen-
cies such as airlines, bus companies, rail-
roads, and steamship lines:

Clerical perception is required to read
accurately séhedules and manuals with
route and accommodation information ; to
make out tickets and passenger lists and
to

I
record reservation information ; to

avoid perceptual errors when reading rate
schedules, cbmputing fares and baggage
charges, and 'keeping records of tickets
sold, type of accommodations, fares, taxes,
and payment. .

Q-2 :9 Examines and analyzes accounting rec-
ords of establishment and prepares reports
concerning its financial status and operat-
ing procedures :

Clerical perception is required to note
pertinent detail of numerical entries in
ledgers and records ; to detect verbal and
numerical discrepancies in reports and
tables; and to avoid perceptual errors in
computations when figuring balances and
ratios.

Q-2 :10 Analyzes business problems such as
development of integrated Production, in-

, ventory control and,, cost analysis system,
in order to refine its formulation and con-
vert it to a form applicable to an electronic
data-processing system:

Clerical perception is required to pre-
pare accurate detailed flow charts fbr pro-
graming; to check accuracy of diagrams
to be sure that specific outputs are met;
and to avoid perceptual errors when
making time and cost estimates for equip-
ment Ad personnel needed to implenient
new programs.

Q-2:11 Takes dictation in shorthand of cor-
respondence, reports, and other matter,
and transcribes dictated material, using
typewriter :

Clerical perception is required for ac-
,.

cUracy in typing and in transcrthing dicta-
tion; and to proofread typed copy.

Q-2:12 Schedules and assigns motor vehicles
and drivers (according to availability,
length of trip, freight xequirements,
*vehicle capacities and licenses, and user
preferences) for conveyance of freight:

Clerical perception is required to ac-
curately compute truck capacities for vari-
ous products, to estimate delivery time,
and charges ; to prepare statistical reports
on operations, 'equipment, or personnel ; to
post data accurately ; and to file vouchers,
cargo manifests, and other items accord-
ing to alphabetic and numerical systems.

Q-2:13 Files correspondences, cards, invoices,
receipts, and other records in alphabetic
or numerical order, or according to subject
matter, phonetic spelling, or, other system:

Clerical perception is required to check
spelling of names or words, order of num-

, bers, and to locate materials in files.

Q-2 :14 Performs chemical, microscopic, and
bacteriologic tests to provide data for use
in treatment and diagnoiis of disease :

Clerical perception is required to read
laboratory test 'request slips, to determine
patient for whom tests are to be made,
type of test, quantities.and types of speci-
mens to be taken, and special test instruc-
tions ; to read words and chemical symbols
on laboratory supplies for selection of
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exact chemical to use in tests; to read
reference materials determining type and
quantities of reagents to use in analysis ;
to perceive nUmbers accurayy when per-
forming arithmetic comPutations for
quantitative analyses ; to perceive words
and numbers accurately when filing test
reports, specimens, and other records, ac-
cording to alphabetical and numerical
systems.

Q-2 :15 Teaches elementary school pupils aca-
demic, social, and manipulative skills in
rural or urban communities

Clerical perception is required to check
accuracy of graph, charts, and written
materials prepared as lesson aids, and to
proofread written exam questions ; to per-
ceive spelling, grammatical, and punctua-
tion errors in student papers, and to note
COMputational errors in arithmetic exer-
cises; and to prepare individual progress
records.

Q-2 :16 Tends machines to twist together iwo
or more strands of yarn or to insert addi-
tional twist into single strand of yarn to
increase strength, smoothness, and uni-
formity o1 yarn

Clerical perception is required to oh-
serve and check machine positions to see
that yarn is feeding smoothly from spin
bobbins, that it is properly threaded
through guides, is under proper tension,
and is winding evenly around shipping
bobbins.

Q-2 :17 Prepares working plans and detail
drawings of architectural and structural
features of any class of buildings and like
structures from rough or detailed sketches
or notes and specified dimensions :

clerical perception is required to per-
ceive nUmbers accurately when calculating
-load, stress, and strength requirements
for materials, estimating quantities of
materials. needed _and their cost ; and to
enter dimensions accurately in prints froin
coMputations.

Q-2:18 Determines Conformance of cloth to
weight standards by computing weight per
yard of cloth and comparing computations
with information on style card :

Clerical perception is required to read
identification tag on bolt of cloth, to deter-
mine style number, weight, and length ; to
perceive accurately numbers and markings
on slide rule .in order, to compute weight
per yard; to compare computation with
standard listed on style card; and to record
accurately weight, yardage, weight per
yarkand style number for each bolt on
production sheet.

Q-2 :19 Renders general nursing care to pa-
tients ,in hospital, infirmary, sanitarium,
or simith:r institufion:

Notes pertinent detail in written instruc-
tions, especially amounts and strengths of
Medications to administer ; accuratey per-
ceives numbers when reading instruments,
preparing medications, and filling syringes
for injections ; accurately records data on
patients' charts such as temperature,

-respiration, 'pulse count, blood pressure,
medications and dosage administered:-

9-2 :20 Writes sales checks for items sold by
salespeople :

Notes price of item or items purchased,
stock number and sales 'clerk number to
complete 'sales check ; and avoids pert
ceptual errors- when totaling sales check
and figuring tax.

Level 3
Q-3 :1 Directs the operation of aretail, self-

ser vice, food store according- -to-the over-
all organization policies:

Clerical perception is required to. enter
figures accurately when preparing mer-
chandise order forms ; to verify delivery
counts and orders ; to compare prices
stamped on merchandise with current
price list ; to compare cash .register read-
ings to cash receipts and checker's bal-
ance sheets ; to avoid perceptual errors in
billing prices and *preparing financial re-

, ports.

Q-3:2 Operates cord or cordless switchboard
to provide answering 'Service for clients:

Clerical perception is required to record
accurately names, numbers, and instruc-
tions given by callers; to locate quickly
customer records cards, on which messages
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are recorded; and to dial teleiihone num-
bers accurately: -

Q-3:3 Prepares and compiles records in hos-
pitar, nursing unit, such aS obstetrics,
pediatrics, or surgery:

Clerical perception is fequired to post
information to patients' charts'irom doc-
tors' and nurses' notes and laboratory re-
ports; to file charts in chart racks; to
make up daily diet sheet for unit rand to
=int Ilventory of drugs and supplies.

Q 4 Repairs and maintains machinery,
plumbing, physical structure, electrical
wiring, and fixtures of 6ommercial and
industrial establishments in accordance
with blueprints, manuals, and building
codes, using handtools and carp'enter's,
electrician's, and plumber's tools:

Accurately perceives numhers, when
reading' blueprints and wiring diagrams
to determine dimensions, size, or value Of
components to bd repaired or replaced,

- when reading scales, meters, gages, or
other measuring instruments, and, when
computing values, sizes, or dimension&

if,11-3:5 Drives truck'over established route to
deliver, sell, and .display products or ren-
der services:

Clerical perception is required to fill
out requisitions for merchandise and to
check amounts received against requisi-
tion; to prepare sales slips for amounts
sold, entering proper amount beside item
listed on sales slip; .and to avoid percep-
tual errors when computing total of sales
and preparing reports of, daily sales and
collections.

Q-3:6 Directs sale and distribution of news-
papers, books, .inv periodicals:

Accurately records total number of
papers drawn each day and number
charged out to each carrier; avoias per-
ceptual errors in computing charges to
carriers, rebording amount of collections,
and posting charges and payments to in-
dividual subscriber's ledgers; and main-
tains accurate copies of subscriber list

Q-3:7 Plans and directs preparation and
seivice of diets prescribed by doctors: .

Clerical perception is required to use
charts and tables when making calcula-
tions to dgtermine nutritional value of
various foods; to calculate quantities nec-
essary to meet required values of miner-
als vitamins, protein, etc specified in
diet, and to select a combination of foods
which will meet requirements of diet and
nutrition while holding other valifeS, such
as number of calories, to a minimum

Q4:8 Marks or affixes trademark or other-
identifying information such as size, color,
grade, or process code on merchandise,
material, or product:

Clerical perception is required to check
specification to determine label and other
information to be stamped on produbt; to
select appropriate type and Other symbols
and place them in type box in order; and
to compare sample to specification.

Q-3:9 Operates cash register to compute and
record total sale and wraps merchandise
for customers in department, variety, and
specialty stbres:

Clerical perception is required to retord
accurately amount Of sale on cash regis-
ter; to coinpare sales slip with , price
tickets on merchandise; and to copy cash
register totals onto daily sales and receipt
records.

Q-3:10 Services automobiles, buses, trucks,
and other automotive vehicles with fuel,
lubricants, and accessories:

Clerical perception is required to read
meters on gas pumps to record total vol-
ume ofgas sold; to read price and volume
dials on pumps for each individual sale;
and to record figures on sales or charge
slips; and to perceive figures accurately
when reading measuring gages, and tables
indicating value or volume of product,
such as lubricants, to use for make and
model of,ear being serviced.

Q3 :11 Makes women's garments such as
dresses, coats, and suits according to cus-
tomer specifications and measurements:

Clerical perception is required to read
and record figul'es accurately when taking
customer's measurements and fitting gar-



month; and to avoid perceptual errors in
computation when making or altering
standard patterns to customer's measure-
ments:

Q-3 :12 repares, seasons, and cooks soups,
meats, vegetables, desserts, and other
foodstuffs for, consumption in hotels and
restaurant :

Clerical perception ir required to per-
ceive numbers accurately when calculat-
ing total quantity of food to prepare
"and/or order for the day based on quan-
tity per serving and estimates of numbers
to be served; and to compute amount of
ingredients to use by varying standard
recipes according to the number of serv-
ings iequired.

Q-3 :13 Assists in care of hospital patients,
under direction of nursing and medical
staff :
' Clerical perception is required to read

and record such data as temperature,
pulse rate, and respiration rate ; to record
patient's food and fluid intake and- out-
put ; and to read charts and instructions
accurately.

Q-3:14 Performs combinatiorr of duties in-
volved in binding books, magazines, pam-
phlets, directories, and catalogs :

Clerical perception is required to lay
signatures on gathering table in correct
page order for .assembly ; to gather up
signatures in. numerjcal order to form
complete book body ; and to inspect bound
book bodies for proper pagination.

Q-3 :15 Sets up, adjusts, and maintains one
or more machines which xut, draw, form,
punch, trim, and finish aluminum and
sheet metal products:

Clerical perception is required to make
visual inspection of product in compari-
son to standard model; to adjust meshing
of gears and contict Of thread rolls; and
o check the quality of machine operator's

p oduction by checking trial pieces against
s ecial gages and sample.

Q-3 :16 Sets up, operates, and maintains a
battery of blown plastic container ma-

chines that automatically blow and form
plastic containers from molten plastic;

Clerical perception is required to read
gages, controls, and measuring de*es
accurately, and to make frequent visual
and instrument quality inspection checks
for specification conformance to weight,
thickness, distribution, color, and surface
using simple scales, gages, and electronic
measuring devices.

Q-3:17 Operates drier, calender, and winding
sections of ,Fourdrinier or cylinder-type
paper machines to produce pape2 and
wind it onto rolls:

Clerical perception is required when
making visual inspection for any steam
leaks in drier; to inspect paper for bright-
ness, dryness, imperfections, and cleanli-
ness; and to check to determine if paper
is being guided correctly through rollers.

Q-3 :18 Sets up and operates machine which
corrugates and faces paperboard to form
completed paperboard materials for con-
'tainers:

Clerical, perception is required to make
continuous check on quality of paperboard,
material giving particular attention to
such defects as high or low flutes, crushed
or cut corrugations, flat spots or low
caliper, and soft or wet ,*spots. Checks
measurements and computations on work
order to determine that they are correct.
Checks steam gages and reports .to engi-
neer if heat is less than required.

Level 4

Q-4:1 Controls treatment plant equipment to
purify and clarify water for human con-
sumption and, industrial use:

Clerical perception is required to ob-
serve and record meter readings; to main-
tain records-of volume processed; to per-
ceive numbers accurately when computing ,
ratios of elements in water and amount of
chemicals to add; and to record results of
tests performed on samples.

Q-4 :2 Analyzes, specifications and controls
continuous operation of petroleum refining
and processing units to producer products
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such as gasoline, kerosene, fuel, and lubri-
Cating oils, by such methods as distillation,
extraction, absorption, thermal and cata-
lytic cracking and reforming, polymeriza-
tion; isomerization, coking, visebreaking,
and alkylation:

Clerical perception is required to read
'instrumentation settings specified in proc-
essing schedules, operating logs, and labo-
ratory recommendations ; to make accu-
rate instrument settings; and to observe
and record temperatures, pressure, time,
vacuum, rand other readings on dials,
gages, and other monitoring devices.

Q-4:3 Con'structs and repairs wooden articles
such as store fixtures, office equipment,
cabinets, and high-grade furniture, using
woodworking machines and handtbols

Clerical perception is required to exam-
ine prints and accurately to determine
dimensions of parts ; to read rules and
scales when measuring and making lay
out; to avoid paceptual errors in comPu-
tations When comptting dimensions, loca-
tion of layout reference points, and ma-
chine settings.

Q-4:4 Sets up and operates machine tools,
and fits and assembles parts, mebhanisms,
tools, or machines, applying knowledge of
mechanics, shop mathematics, metal prop-
erties, and layout machining procedures:

Clerical perception is required to note
dimensional details in blueprints, to read
measuring instruments, gages, or, indi-
cators on machines; and to avoid per-
ceptual errors when computing dimensions,
location of reference points, and using
tables.

Q-4:5 Coordinates and expedites flow of ma-
. terials, parts, and assemblies within or

between departments, in accordance with
production and shipping schedules or de-
partrnent supervisors priorities:

Clerical perception is required to com-
pare part of material numbers or iclentifi-
catiOn numb'ers to identical numbers on
shop order when locating items ; and to
take phYsical ,inventories of stock, tool,
or equipment storage rooms coeparing

inventory ,number or other identifying
number to inv.entory list.

Q-4 :6 Sets up and operates turret lathe to
perform series of machining operations,
such as turning, facing, boring, and tap-
ping on metal workpieces, such as ma-
chine, tool, or die parts, analyzing specifi-
cations and deciding on tooling according °

to knowleage of machining operations :
Clerical perception is required to per-

ceive accurately dimensienal details speci-
fied in blueprints; to read measuring
instruments when checking dimensions;
to read dial indicators and other instru-
ments to set machine ,controls; and to
avoid perceptual errors when computing
unknown dimensiofis, machine speed and
tool feed-rates, and settings for stops,
cams, and levers by which to control
rotation of workPiece and feeding 'of tools.

Q-4 :7 Inspects finished glassware or flat
glass for conformance to quality standards :

Clerical perception is required to -read
micrometers and gages accurately deter-
Mining if dimensions are within specified
tolerances ; and to record number and
types of defects.

Q-4 :8 Assembles, analyzes defects in, and
repairs boilers, pressure vessels, tanks,
and vats, following blueprintd and using
handtools and power tools :

Clerical perception is required to per-
ceive accurately dimensions on blueprints
and numbers on measuring instruments
such as master straight edge, squares, and
tape measure; and to avoid perceptual
errors when computing angles.

Q-4 :9 Drives gasoline- or electric-powered
industrial truck or tractor, equipped with
forklift, elevating platform, or trailer
hitch to push, pull, lift, stack, or tier mer-
chandise, equipment, or bulk materials in
warehouse, storage yard, or factory:

Accurately perceives identification num- °
bers and weights marked on materials,
packfing cases, or tote boxed to identify
materials to b.e moved and to assure that
weight of items lifted does not exceed
vehicle capacity.
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Q-4:10 Marks, sorts, and reCords number
and type of zoiled garments, linens, and
other articles riceived for cleaning and
laundering:

Clerical perception is required to enter
number of each type of garment or article
on laundry list ; to write or stamp identifi-
,cation number or code on article or tag;
and accurately to record identifidation
number on laundry slip.

Q-4:11 Cleans, restores, and preserves arche-
. ological specimens and historical artifacts

according to accepted chemical and physi-
cal techniques and training in archeologi-
cal science:

Clerical perception is required to avoid
perceptual errors when computing and
measuring amounts of acid, chemical,
cleaning, or treating solutions to mix for
cleaning articles, prevent further deteri-
oration varying standard formulas ac-
cording to amount needed.

Q-4:12 Assists workers in a business office
by sorting, distributing, and collecting
mail and interoffice correspondence and
delivering office supplies to workers:

Avoids perceptual errors in reading
names and addresses on mail in order to
deliver it to the proper des 'nation.

Q-4:13 Sets 'up and operatel coil winding
machine to wind coils used t n manufacture
of electrical and electronic components
such as transformers, soleno ds, chokes,
and filters:

Clerical pert:epticin is required to ob-
serve counter and to stop machine after
specified number of turns; and to read
ohmmeter attached to resistande coil,
winding or unwinding wire uptil specified
resistance reading is obtained.

Q-4:14 Sells furniture, beds, and mattresses
in department store or furniture store:

Clerical perception is required to avoid
perceptual errors when making up Mils of
sales; when reading and recording identi-
fication numbers to make up inventory of
stock; and when requisitioning stock from
warehouse or checking on its availability.

Q-4:15 Sets up and operates metal sawing
machines such as hacksaw, handsaw, cir-
cular saw, friction saw, and rubber dish'
saw,' to cut metal stock to specified
dimension:

Perceives numbers on work order to
determine number and dimension of stock
to be cut and to measure and set guides;
and to yecord dimensions or identification
number from work order to cut stock.

Q-4:16 Repairs defects, such as tears; holes,
and missing trim or fasteners, in gar-
ments, linens, and curtains by hand or by
operating a sewing machine:

Reads sales slip to determine garment
to be repaired and dimensions for altera-
tions.

Q-4 :17 Sorts incoming soiled laundry into
lots, such as flatwear, starchwear,
colored articles, prior to washing;

Clerical perception is required to iden-
tify, sort, and count flat articles and gar-
ments according to style number ; to check
number of garments against invoices; to
enter count on invoices; to check oust&
mer's account file; and to file invoices.

Q-4:18 'Performs combination of tasks to
produce solid-propellant rocket fuel; pre-
pare rocket motor case for inserting pro-
pellant, cast and cure propellant; install
propellant und ignition components in
motor case; prepare assemby for static
testing; and pack assembly for shipment:

Clerical perception is required to accu-
rately insert and align motorcore into
motor casing, and to align and bolt re-
tainer rings and nozzle adapter with
torque wrenches.

,
Q-4:19 Assembles, analyzes defects in, and,,

repairs boilers, pressure vessels* tanks, k..'i

and vats in the field, following bhreprints,
sketches, and other instructions, and using
handtools and power tools:

Clerical perception is used to align and
fit structure or plate section to assemble4
boile 1 - frame or other structure against
previ calculated and marked refer-
ence p '-ata, on foundation; and to align
and vannect tubes to drums and headers.
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Q-4 :20 Operates,a water filtration plant by
determining and changing filtration rates,
testing water samples, controlling dry
chemical machines and chlorinators, ob-
serving and recording meter and gage
readings, and washing filters when neees-
sary:

Clerical perception is required in noting
fluctuations indicated on charts, reading
gages, and in making periodic checks of all
operating filters to be assured that quality
of finished water meets required standards.

Lel:el 5

No illustrations.

K MOTOR COORDINATION

Ability to coordinate eyes and hands or fingers
rapidly' and accurately in making precise move-
ments with speed. Ability to make movement
response accurately and swiftly. -

Levd

No illustrations.

Level 2

K-2 :1 Types letters, reports, stencils, forms,
addresses, Or other straight copy material
from rough draft or corrected copy:

Eye-finger coordination is required to
type by "touch", with the fingers striking
the apiropriate keys as the eyes follow the
copy.

K-2:2 Itemizes and totals cost of customer's
purchases of groceries, meat, and produce
on a combination adding machine-cash
register :

Motor coordination is required to coor-
dinate finger, eye, and hand with speed.

K-2:3 Diagnoses and-treats diseases, injuries,
and malformations of the'teeth, gums, and
related oral structures:

Motor coordination is essential in using
drills and other dental tools to extract, fills
or cap teeth ; in positioning novacaine
needle in gums; and in fitting artificial
teeth, plates, and bridges.

K-2 ;4 Creates designs and prepares patterns
for new types and styles of men's, women's,
and children's wearing apparel:

Motor coordination is required in sketch-
ing and drawing outline of pattern on
printed, form; in cutting out drawings
with scissors to make" pattern 'for experi-
mental garment ; and in draping, fitting,
and constructing garments.

K-2:5 Renders general nursing care to pa-
tients in hospital, infirmary, sanitarium,
or similar institution :

Coordinates vision and finger and hand
movements to give injections with hypo-
dermic needle, medication, position or
remove dressings, and to' measure medi-
eines.

K-2:6 Cut and styles hair using clippers,
c , and scissors, and performs other
personal services Tor patrons: of barber
shop :

Coordinates eye and hand movements to
manipulate electric and: hand clippers,
scissors, and other barber tools in cutting
and shaping of hair; shampooing of hair ;
and in giving scalp and facial massages.

K-2 :7 Prepares clear, complete, and accurate
drawings of buildings and- related struc-
tures :

Close correspond 'ence betiveen eyes and
fingers is required tO position trithigles,
T-squares, and other drafting tools ; to
draw or sketch the design, verifying its
diniensions with ruler ; and to ink in all
lines and letters on pencil drawings as
required.

K-2 :8 Sorts agricultural produce working as
crew Member on conveyor belt :

Eye and finger coordination is required
to work at a production line pace in segre-
gating produce according to color, grade,
and size ; and to identify and discard any
foreign material which does not belong.

K-2:9 Computes- and records statistical, ac-
counting, and other numerical data, using
machine- that automatically performs
mathematical operations :

Motor coordination is required for cool--
,



dinating eyes and fingers when entering
numerical data from machine, and for
manipulating pencil and thumbing through
forms, tables, and reports,

K-2:10 Operates pantOgraph .machine to
transfer design in reduced form him,
zinc plate to varnished printing rollers:

Coordination between eyes and fingers
is required in guiding needle point through
line of design cut on plate to trace pattern
on printing roll ; and for moving stylet to
follow delored lines in etcMd 'pattern. °

K-2 :11 Performs- dental prophylactic qeat-
ments under supervision of .licensed den-
tist :-

Motor coordination is essential in taking .

and developing X-rays, mixing contOunds,
preparing sohitions, polishing teeth, and
massaging the gums.

K-2 :12 Pairs-finished hose according to grade,
color, size, and length:

Holds heel at bottom seam and measures
heel and length of stocking by holding
against measuring lines on pairing table
to ascertain specific lengths, matches or
pairs stocking on top of another to match
two stockings that are identical in heel,
length and welt measurements. Works at
production pace; and coordination of eyes,
hands, and fingers is required for meas-
uring and. matching.

K-2:13 Treats patients in disabilities, disor-
- ders, and injuries to relieve pain, develop

or restore function, and maintain maxi-
mum performance, using both physical
and electrical means :

Coordinates eye and hand movements in
positioning therapeutic equipment to af-
fected body parts of patitnt; in applying
moist packs ; and in manhpulating wheel-
chairs, braces, canes, crutches, and other
prosthetic devices.

K-2:14 Installs, repairs, adjusts, and cali-
brates pneumatic electrical, and electronic
instruments:
. Motor coordination .is required in using
handtoolg to adj6t or repair component
parts of electronic instruments; to test and
calibrate reassembled equipment with elec-

.,

trical testing devices; and to rewire and
modify equipment in accordance to blue-
prints and schematics.

K-2 :15 Worki at discharge end of conveyor
belt to inspect and box bakery products:

Motor coordination is required to re-
move products quickly from belt and place
them in cartons according to specified
arrangement.

Level 3

KS :1 Operates looping =Chine to close
'openings in toe of seamless, hose or join
knitted garment parts :

Close coordination betWeen eyes and
fingers is required to place cone of yarn on
spindle, to thread yarn through tension
guides and eye of needle. --

K-3 :2 Operates telephone switchboard to es-
tablish or assist customer in establishing,
local or long distance telephone connec-
tions:

Motor codrdination is required to press
proper keys or plug jacki into 'holes or
slots On switchboard quickly in response
to visual stimuli or lights on board, and
often with several calls coming in and
going out simultaneously.

K-3 :3 Operates semiautomatic machine t
produce photographic prints :
. Motor coordination is necessary to place
envelopes and photogiaphic paper under
the numbering machine, to strike the num-
bering machine when material has been
centered, and to select Koper exposure-
time button after the visual determination
is made.

K-3 :4 Assembles electrical equipment, such
as ammeters, galvanometers, Ad voltage
meters :

Close correspondence is 4equired be-
tween eyes and hands in using tools to
position, adjust and tighten parts, such as
screws, indicator arms, springs, and lugs.

K-3 :5 Performs beauty services for patrons
of beauty shop;

Coordination of eyeg, hands, and fingers
is required to cut, style, and tint hair, give
facials, arch eyebrows, and manicure nails.
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K4.6 Operates machine to cast complete lines
of type from type metal and deposit them
in galley in composed form for printing;

Concentrated coordination of eyes, fin-.

gers, and hands is required to adjust mar-
ginal stops and gages regulating length,
and thickness of lines to be cast ; to read
copy and press keys of keyboard to select
matrices of letters from magazine ; and to
move levers to cast line and deposits it in
galley when line is complete.

K-3:7 Drives gasoline powered fork-lift truck
to haul or stock materials and/or objects
in or about an establishment :

"Coordinates eyes and hands or fingers
in making precise movements with speed
(pushing and pulling hand levers, gear
shifts, hand brakes) to drive truck and to
raise, lower or otherwise position fork-lift
under objects to be Moved.

K-3:8 Removes defective nuts and foreign
matter from bulk nut meats :

Coordinates hand and finger movements
to pick up and discard defective nut Meats
and foreign matter from conveyor belt,
working at produition rate.

K-3:9 Operates electrically powered derrick
to lift and move heavy objects:

Motor coordination is required to ob-
serve hand signals and simultaneously
operate two.sets of independent controls :
which manipulate both ends of the mate-.
rial in response to these signals.

K-3 :10 Presses articles, such as drapes, knit
goods, millinery parts, and other garinents
using hand iron :

Motor coordination is required in turn-
ing garments inside out; in laying gar-
ments on. pressing table to facilitate press-
ing of various portions of the garment ;
in smoothing wrinkles and straightening
pleats or gathers, and in foldini` garments
evenly. -

K-3 :11 Cuts, -trims, and bones meat to pre-
pare them for cooking, using knives, saw,
and cleaver :

Motok coordination is required in ad-
justing saw blades; in cuttingrboning, and

trimming meats into desired portions with
knives ; and placing meat in grinders and
cubing machines,

K-3:12 Tends unit of fresh cigar machine
that cuts binder leaves:

Coordinates and times work movement
with those of wOrker on opposite side of
machine. "Uses movements of hand and
fingers in smoothing and positioning
tobacco leaves on dies constantly observing
the leaf and positioning it in a manner to
get maximum number of cuts.

K-3:13 Assembles cells and other components
in battery case to make complete storage
battery:

Eyes and hands must function in con-
stant, coordinatiOn and at assembly line
pace in' placing paper liner over battery
can with left hand while picking up
'battery core from a conveyor with light
hand ; inserting core into battery can,
forcing liner under and -around core; and
placing filled cars onto conveyor.

K-3:14 Assembles metal products, such as
vacuum cleaners, valves, or hydraulic
cylinders, partially or completely working
on bench or on shop floor :

Motor coordination is required in oper-
ating drill presses, punch presses, riveting
machines, and various handtools in assem-
bly operations; and in positioning, placing,
and fitting of parts in each sub-assembly'
and main assembly.

K-3:15 Applies coats ,of plaster to interior
walls, ceilings, and partitions of buildings
to produce finished surface:

Motor coordination is essential in erect-
ing scaffolding; mixing plaster to desired
consistency ; spreading plaster so as to
attain uniform thickness ; and in creating
decoratiVe textures in finished coat by
marking with brush or trowel. .

K-3 :16 Repairs and rebuilds upholstered fur-
niture, using handtools and knowledge of
fabrics and upholstery methods:

Motor coordination is required to tack
cardbOard, padding, and covering material
to correct pOints of the frame.
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K-3:17 Tends one or more steam hydraulic
presses to mold records from shellac com-
pounds:

Motor coordination is required to posi-.
tion bottom label record ; load plastic disc;
and position top label record, simultane-
ously checking alignment with press.

K-3 :18 Forms wire grids used in electron
tubes, using winding, shaping, and cutting
machines :

Motor coordination is required to coordi-
nate eyes and fingers or hands to insert
grid into chucks, to trim the grids, and to .
thread the wires through lathe.

K-3 :19 Tends variety of machines that as-
semble light bulbs :

Motor cocsdination is required to exam-
ine machine conveyors for jammed or de-
fective parts when signal indicates, stop-
pdge and to remove them with tweezers;
to join glass bulbs and inseTt mount in
bulb ; to insert and arrange wire through
neck of bulb as bulb passes on conveyor ta

_ boring machine.

K-3 :20 Welds metal parts together, according
to layouts or blueprints, using any number
of welding processes,

Effective coctrdination of eyes And hands
is required in Using welding equipment;
handling pieces to be welded ; anfl fitting
component parts'of assemblies together,

K-3 :21 Sets up and operates metalworking
machines and uses handtools to shape pat-
terns from rough metal stock :

Motor coordination is required in setting
up, and adjusting machines; and in using
handtools and precision measuring devices
to produce patterns of required dimensions.

K-3:22 Interviews public and compiles statis-
tical information on topics, such as public
issues and consmner buying habits ;

Eye-hand coordination is needed to re-
cord data on standard forms or in note-
books while interview is in progress.

K-3:23 Surveys earth's surface and oversees
engineering survey party engaged in de-
termining exact location and measure-
ments of points, elevations, lines, areas,

and coniours to secure data used for con-
struction and mapmaking:

Eye-hand coordination is necessarSr to
maintain accuracy aAd proper alignment
of surveying equipment; and to keep ac-
curate notes, records, and sketches of work
performed.

Level 4

K-4 :1 Assembles, analyzes defects in, and
repairs boilers, pressure vessels, tanith,

'and vats, in the field, folloving blueprints
and using handtools and power tools:

Motor 'Coordination is required to use
hands as directed by the eyes in aligniAg
and fitting structures or plate sections in
assembling boiler frames ; and in shop
sketching and drafting.

K-4 2 RWairs defects, such as tears and hales
in garments, linens, curtains, and drap-
eries, and rebinds cleaned blankets by
hand or by operating a sewing machine:

Eye and finger coordination is required
in sewing, darning, or reweaving holes or
tears in garments, curtains, or linens.

K-4 :3 Reads typescript or proof of type setup
to detect and mark for correction any
grammatical, typographical, or Composi-
tional errors :

Motor coordination is required to coordi-
nate eyes and fingers in making proof-
reader's marks.

K-4:4 Performs tasks to finish and press .
household linens :

Motor coordination is required in plac-
ing garments into machine; Making sure
garments are properly aligned so that no ,

wrinkles will be ironed into garments..

K-4:5 Sets up and operates machine tools,
and fits and assembles parts to make or
repair metal parts, meehanisms, tools, or
machines.:

Motor coordination is required to align
workpiece and cutting tool in relation to
one another ; to move levers when oper.
ating machines ; and in using handtoOls to
perform such functions as chipping, filing,
and scraping,
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K-4,:6 Analyzes specification's and controls
continuous operation of petroleum refining
and processing units to produce derivative .
products :

Motor coordination is requi'red to adjust
instruments while reading scales on con-
trol panel and to set control arms and
needles in proper recording positions.

K-4 :7 Assembles various aluminum or steel
components of trailers :

Motor coordination is required to align
and position trailer components, to fit

rivets, bolts, and screws into position,
using riveting gun and handtools, and to
fit trailer parts in presciibed, position for
correct assembly.

K-4 :8 Receives, stores, and issues equipment,
material, supplies, merchandise,'-foodstuff,
or tools, and compiles records. in stock-
room, warehouse, or stdrage yard :

Eyes, hand, and finge movements must.
be coordinated to wr or brix items, and
label packaged parts.

,K-4 :9 Harvests fruit, wo ing as crew mem-
ber :

Coordinates hands and eyes to make
necessary movements in selecting, picking;
and depositing fruit into picking sack.

K-4 10 Keeps physical structure of factory
building, school building, apartment house,
church, or similar structure in good repair :

Motor coordination is required to use
handtools in replacing defectiire electrical
switches and fixtures, in repairing wood-
work and plumbing fixtures, and in paint-
ing structures.

K-4 :11 Operates traveling and stationary
tables to feed steel blooms, billets, and
slabs to rolls for successive passeS through
Ioil :

Eye-hand coordination is required to
position tables and align rollers prepara-
tory to feeding steel into rollers.

X-4:12 Keeps premises rof , commercial estab-
lishment, office building, or apartment
house in clean and orderly condition :

Eye-hand coordination is essential when
manipulating equipthent for cleaning, such

as brooms,. mops, and sweepers ; and when
dusting, scrubbing, and polishing surfaces.

Level 5

No illustrations.

F FINGER DEXTERITY

Ability to move fingers, and manipulate small
objects with fingers, rapidly or accurately.

Level 1

F-1:1 Plays organ in recital, a's accompanist,
or , as a member of orchestra, band, or
other musical group :

All ten fingers must be positioned in
rapid integrated movements to depress
specified keys at varying tempds on one
or more keyboards.of an organ,

F-1 :2 Performs surgical operations ripon

hurrian body;
Finger movements of one hand arc re-
quired to locate thaken or cut blood .ves-
sel, to position vessel and place ligature
4bout it, arid to tie one of several types
of, knots in ligature to stem flow of blood "
from vessel.

Level 2

F-2:1 Sets up and operateS cbil=winding ma-
.

chine to wind multiple coils us'ed in manu-
facture of elcctricat and electronic cam-

po nents
Positions and moves very small parts

and thin wires wifh. Angers and fits coil
forms on winding arbor, of machine ;

threads wire through guide mechanism of
machine ; and tapes wirc to coil forms.

e

F-2:2 Adjusts watch movements to comply

with mechanical and timing specifications:
Controls placement and movement 'of

watchmaker tools and watch components
with fingers iri disassemblfilg and cleaning
watch movements; hi adjusting lock, drop,

and slide of esoapement; in truing wheel
and hairspring assembly ; and in reassem-
bling watch moverhents:

F-2 :3 Sorts, records, and proves records of
bank transactions, such as checks, deposit
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slips, and withdrawal slips, using proof
machine.

Controlled finger movements are re-
qUired to operate keyboard of proof ma-
chine in order to sort items into various
categories and list them on master control
and individual batch tapes.

F-2 :4 Installs optical elements, such as lenses,
prisms, and mirrors in mechanical portion
of such instruments as telescopes, cameras,
and gunsights:

° Finger dexteriti is required to guide
and move tools and to position comPonent
parts in performing such' tasks as scrap-,

ing, filing, and lapping instrument mounts
to align optical elements; adjusting optical
elements to calibrations ; and inserting re-

., taining rings into housings and securing
them to. posts Or threads."

F-2 :5 Entertains audience by performing
'Sleight-of-hand tricrss:

Finger dexteiity is essential in perfoim-
ink' tricks thak involve picking 'Specific
cards out of deck ; pulling objects from
sleeve, jacket, or hat ; and removing (in-
jects, such as watches and wallets, froni
members of audience without their knowl-
edge.

F-2 :6 Assembles modules (units) of micro-
electronic equipment, sueh as satellite
communications devices and hearing, aids,
using handtools, magnifying lens, and
sPotwelder :

Finger dexterity is required to insert
lead -wires of components, such as micro-
diodes, resistors, Capacitors, and micro-
transistors, into mounting holes of plastic
plate; and to attach color-coded wires
between specified component leads to make
circuit connections.

F-2:7 Engraves lettering and ornamental de-
signs on silverwfire, trophies* eyeglaSs
frames, and jewelry, using engraving
tools :

Finger dexterity is required to position
and control movements of engraving tools
in cutting complicated designs on objects,
such as pins, rings, and bracelets.

F-2:8 Performs chemical, microscopic, and
bacteriologic tests to provide data for use
ip treatment and diagnosis of disease:

Finger dexterity is required to use fin,
gers, to tie tourniquet about upper arm,
locate vein below tourniquet near surface
of skin; insert needle into vein ; release
toirniquet; and withdraw plunger of
syringe to obtain amount of blood required
for type of test to be performed:

F-2:9 PackageS pharmaceutical products by
hand:

Finger dexterity is required in perform-
ing such tasks as inserting cotton in
mbuths of bottles, placing caps on bottles,
pasting labels on bottles, inserting bottles
into nested cartons, placing printed mate-
rial in filled cartons, and packing indi-
vidual cartons into larger cartons.

F-2 :10 Operates single- or, multiple7needle
sewing machine to join parts- in the man-
ufacture of such products- as awnings,
carpets, gloves, hats, textile bags, and
upholstery:

Finger dexterity ,is required to draw
thread through machine guides, tensions,
and needle eyes; and guide parts under
needle, following edges, seams, or mark-
ings.

F-2:11 Operates 10-bank manual or electric
calculating machine to perform computa-
tions necessry for accounting and statis-
tical activities :

Finger, dexterity is required to operate
keyboard of calculating machine.

F-2:12 Applies electronic theory, principles
of electrical circuits, electrical testing pro-
cedures, engineering mathematics, physics,
and related subjects to layout, build, test,
troubleshoot, repair, and modify develop-
mental and production electronic equip-
ment, such as computers, missile control
instrumentation, and machine tool nunier-
ical 'controls: \

Finger dexterity is required to perform
such tasks as assembling experimental
circuitry and prototype models and adjust-
ing, calibrating, aligning, and modifying
circuitry and components.



F-2:13 Operates looping machine to clo'se
openings in toe of seamless hose or join
knitted garment parts :

Finger dexterity is required to thread
yarn through tension guides an d. eye of
needle and to set loops and looping points.

F-2:14 Makes women's garments such as
dresses, coats, and suits, according to cus-
tomer specifications and measurements :

Finger dexterity is required in perform-
ing such tasks as positioning and pinning
pattern sections and fabric; pinning or
tion for sewing; and threading needle and
sewing parts together by hand.
basting together fabric parts in prepara-

F-2 :15 Diagnoses and treats diseases, in-
juries, and malformations of teeth, gums,
and related oral structures:

Finger dexterity is required to position
arid guide dental picks and mirrors; posi-
tion X-ray film in patient's mouth ; suture
extraction wounds; and trim and carve
bite blocks with spatulas and carving in-
struments.

F-2:16 Attaches hands to faces of watches :
Finger dexterity is required in position-

ing watch movement in holding fixture of
hand staking tool ; in positioning hour,
minute, and second hands on their respec-
tive pinions with tweezers ; in bending tips
of hands with tweezers to make them con-
form to curvature of dial. .

t,

Level 3

F-3:1 Feeds tungston filament wire coils into
machine that mounts them to stems in
electric light bulb :

Finger dexterity is required to grasp
coils with tweezers and insert them into
slotted plate of mounting machine; and to
pick up and examine finished mounts as
they emerge from machine.

F-3:2 Plans architectural and structural fea-
tures of buildings : ,

Finger dexterity is required in making
rough sketches and detail drawings; em-
ploying drafting instruments such' as pro-
tractors, triangles, compasses, rulers, are1
straight edges.

F-3 :3 Operates tabulating machine that proc-
esses data from tabulating cards into
printed records:

Finger dexterity is required to pick up
ends of wires and plug them into proper
holes in tabulating machine plugboard; to
position, check, and select cards to be tabu-
lated; and to make fine adjustments in
replacing or setting machine parts.

F-3 :4 Tends one or more steam-hydraulic
presses that mold heated biscuits (Vinyl
squares) into phonograph records :

Finger' dexterity is required in folding
heated biscuits on steamtable; slitting an
opening in center of biscuit with" .knife;
centering biscuit and record label on 'press
bed spindle ; removing molded record and
mounting it on trimming machine ; and
picking up and examining record for
defects.

F-3 :5 Operates automatic lathe to wind fine
wire around two heavier parallel wires to
fabricate electronic grids :

Finger dexterity is required to manipu-
late grid wires which are .0005 inches to
.04 inches in diameter without causing
distortion.- (Distortion of the hair-like
lateral grid wires is the greatest obstacle
the operators have to overcome in learning
.tlie job.)

F-3:6 Takes dictation in shorthand and tran-
scribes dictated materials, using type-
writer :

Finger dexterity is required in forming
shorthand symbols with pencil or pen and
in depressing keys of typewriter.

F-3 :7 Installs, maintains, and services sound
and communication systems:

Finger movements are required in per-
forming such tasks as picking up and
installing tubes, transistor and compo-
nent parts ; wiring units o system to-
gether ; and-turning dials to ob in required
performance level.

F-3:8 Cuts and styles hair using clippers,
comb, and scissors and performs ot er per-
sonal services for patrons of barber shop:

Controlled movement of fingers is re-
quired to use clippers, scissors, and other



barber toolS When cutting and shaping
hair.

F-3:9 Operates battery of looms to weave
yarn into cloth:

Finger dexterity is required to repair
breaks in warp fiber by tying piece of yarn
to broken end ofmarp and threading yarn
through drop wires, needle eyes, and reed
dents, using reedliooks .

F-3 :10 Folds garments for bagging and, box-
ing following guide marks on table or
using fording board (cardboard or metal
form) :

Finger dexterity is reqUired to fasten
buttons, attach tags 'to dresses, tie sashes
and bows, and insert pins to hold folds in
place.

. .

F-3:11 Changes details of illustration copy
which is to be reproduced by lithographic
process:

Finger dexterity is required to scrape
small areas of negative with knife or razor
blade to reduce density; draw straight or
curved line corrections with drafting in-
struments ; apply opaque with brush ; and
retouch flaws with pencil.

F-3:12 Constructs and repairs dental appli-
ances:

Finger dexterity is required in perform-
ing such tasks as sketching outline of ap-
pliance on stone model, aligning model on
articulator and securing it to frame with
plaster, and building wax impressions of
metal frames, crowns, partials, and full
dentures..

F-3:13 ,Packs agricultural produce, such as
bulbs, fruits, nuts, eggs, and vegetables,
for storage or shipment:

Finger dexterity is required in perform-
ing .such tasks as lining containers with
padding, inserting separators in con-
tainers, sorting produce according to size
and color, wrapping material around pro-
duce, and placing produce in *containers.

F-3 :14 Welds metal parts together, using
electric and oxyacetylene welding equip-
ment:

Finger movements are required to con-

nect pressure regulators to nozzles of
oxygen and acetylene supply tanks:* con-
nect hoses to regulators and welding torch
to hose; screw welding tip' into torch ; and
to open regulator yalves and light torch.

F-3 :15 Plans layout and installs and repairs
wiring, electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
control equipment:

Finger dexterity is required to bend,
position, and splice wires; thread wire
through circuits ; connect wiring to light-
ing fixtures ; and connect power cables to
equipment.

F-3 :16 Removes stems from tobacco leaves
by hand :

Finger dexterity is required in stripping
leaf from stem, in spreacjiag- and stacking
wrapper leaves in piles, and in placing
filler tobacco and stems in box or can.

F-3:17 Operates pressing machine to smooth
surfaces, flatten seams, and shape articles,
such as garments, drapes, slipcovers, and
hose, in manufacturing or drycleaning
establishment : .

Finger dexterity is required to pick up
articles, position articles on buck (padded
table of machine), and hang pressed arti-
cles on hangers.

Level 4

4;1 Sets up and operates grinders, curve
generators, and polishers and performs
hand operations to fabricate lenses, optical
flats, and other precision optical elements
for optical instruments, such as telescopes,
microscopes, aerial cameras, and military
optical systems, or for use as standards:

Finger dexterity is required to position
and turn blanks of optical glass against
gridding wheels and laps; block work in
plaster and other compounds in prepara-
tion for fine grinding; cement lens element
together ; and mount optical elements in
holders in preparation for fnstallation
into optical instruments.

F-4 :2 Mixes and bakes ingredients accord-
ing to recipes to produce breads, pastries, .
and other baked goods.



Finger dexterity is required to work
with ingredients and utensils and to per-
form such tasks as arranging strips of
dough across top's of pies; and placing
cut or foymed dough in pans or on baking
boards or trays.

F-4:3 Injects prepared bull semen into cow's
vagina:

.Finger dexterity is required to move
plunger of breeding syringe to draw se-
men specimen into syringe, in cleaning
cow's vulva with antiseptic solution, and
-in- inserting syringe into cow's vagina
and depr,:wing plunger to inject seminal
fluid.

F-4:4 Receives, stores, and issues q1ipment,
material,' supplies, merchandise, foodstuff,
or tools and compiles records in stock-
room, warehouse, or storage yarsl:

Finger dexterity is required to pick up
varietk of itenis carried in stock and
to place them in -containers and on stor-
age shelyes.

F-4:5 Prepares, seasons, and cooks soups,
meats, Vegetables, desserts, and other
foodstuffs for consumption. in medical
institutions:

Finger dexterity is required in using
knives, brushes, scrapers, and other tools
to clean, trim, slice, and dice vegetables,
fruits, and meats; in portioning foods;
in turning dials and valves on kitchen
equipment; in removing dishes, napkins,
and .waste materials from food carts; in
sorting and stacking dishes; and in lining
pans and shelves with paper.

F-4:6 Sews fasteners and decorative trim-
mings to articles, sews buttonholes, and
joins articles, using needle and thread:

Finger, dexterity is required to thread
needle, align articles, and hold articles in
place while sewing.

itenis from stock and carrying them to
job site and in handling items and making
entriei on inventory sheet when taking
physical inventories of stock on hand.

F-4:8 Picks lemons:
Finger dexterity is required in position-

ing sizing loop over lemons, using clipper
to cut lemons from tree and plapng
.lemons in nested box.

F:'416 Shakes,*sorts, and folds laundry; ties
bundles, and attaches identifying tags.

F-4 :10 Controls continuous operation of pe-
troleum refining and processing units:

Finger dexterity is required to move
knobs, butto s, and switches on control

ace charts, tapes, and graphs
in recording part of instruments; and to
set control arms and needle points in
proper recording position&

F-4:11 Doffs bobbins of yarn front spindles
of spinning or twisting frames:

Finger dexterity is required to press
buttons to start and stopframes and to-
thread ends of yarn through,traveler and
guides.

F-4:I2 Interviews job applicants in employ-
ment agency and refers them to prospec-
tive employers for consideration:

Finger dexterity is required to perform
such tasks as filing applications of per- .

sons 'qualified for job opening§; recording
information taken from applicants and
employers, using pencil, pen, andjor type-
writer; and demonstrating aptitude tests,
such as those for manual dexterity, finger
dexferity, and motor coordination, before
'administering tests to applicants.

F-4:13 Collects admission tickets and passes
from patrons at entertainment events:

Finger dexterity is required to take
tickets from patrons, tear tickets in half,
and return stubs to patrons.

F-4:14 Repairs and maintains physical struc-
tures of commercial and industrial estab-
lishments, using hand and power tools:

Finger dexterity is required to perform
such tasks as making electrical repairs
that involve splicing broken lines; install-

F-4:7 Coordinates and expedites flow of ma-
terial, parts, and .assemblies within or
between departments in accordance with
production and shipping schedules or de-
partment supervisor's priorities:

Finger dexterity is required in per-
forming such tasks as obtaining required

135
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ing switches, receptack and junction
boxes; and replacing fuses.

F-4:15 Displays and sells furniture in retail
store:

Finger dexterity is required to pull out
drawers, adjust mirrors, write sales slip
with pencil, and position charge plate in
machine to obtain customer's name and
address.

Level 5

No illustrations.

M.=- MANUAL DEXTERITY

Ability to move hands easily and skillfully. To
work Ilth hands in placing and turning
motions.

Level 1 -

No illustrations.

Level 2

M-2:1 Entertains audience by juggling and
balancing objects :

Manual dexterity is required to throw,
catch, handle, and balance three to five
objects such ag balls, knives, tenpins, and
chinaware.

M-2:2 Creates and interprets music on violin
'to entertain audience:

Placing and turning movements are re-
quired to draw bow over strings. Wrists
of both hands must be flexible to hold
violin in position with one hand, and to
draw bow strings with other. hand.

M-2 :3 Installs, repairs, maintains, and ad-
justs indicating, recording, telemetering,
and controlling instruments used to Meas-
ure and control variables, such' as pres-
sure, flow, temperature, motion, force,.and
chemical composition, using handtools and
ureciiion instruments:

Assembly, disassemblye and calibration
of instruments require placing and turn-
ing movements of the hands. Works with
handtools such as screwdriyers, wrenches,
pliers ; and bench toils such as jeweler's
lathe, pin vises; small buffer grinders and

ultrasonic cleaners in repairing instru-
ments,

M-2:4 Inspects eggs tai ascertain quality and
fitness for consumption or incubation,
according -to prescribed standards:

Manual dexteiity is required to. pick
up eggs from cardboard cases; roll and
shift eggs within palm while inspecting
them; and piace acceptable eggs on shuf-
fler rack while working at production line
pace.

M-4:5 Fabricates, assembles, installs, and
repairs sheetmetal products and equip-
ment, such as control boxes, drainpipes,
ventilators, and furnace castings, accord-
ing to job'br'blueprints :

Mauual dexterity is required to manip-
ulate such tools as outline cutting torches, /
power hacksaw, slitting shear, 'and var-
ious hand drills to accomplish general
work processes as 'cutting, forming, fold-i
ing, grooving, bending, punching, and
drilling holes ; and to place workpiece jn
holding fixture, operate tool, and remove
workpiece from machine.

M-2 :6 Assembles metal products, such as
vacuum cleaners, valves or hydraulic
cylinders, partially or, completely, work-
ing on bench or on shop floor :

Assembly of metal -prodlicts requires
placing and tUrning hand movements to
position and fit parts in each stib-assembly
and to position and fit assembled, com-
ponents into main assembly. Manipula-
tion of handtools is essential to -assem-
bling the product.

M-2 :7 Performs dental prophylactic treat-
ments under supervision of licensed den-
tist and instructs groups and individuals
in care of teeth:.

Manual -dexterity is required in using
instruments and materials to clean and
polish teeth; and in massaging the gums.
Placing and turning hand movements are
essential to take and develop X-rays; mix,

- filling compounds; prepare solutions; anq
to sterilize instruments.

M-2 :8 ConstrUcts and repairs Metal-forming
tools, dies, jigs, fixtures, and gages, shap:



C.,

d

ing the parts with various metal-working
machines and fitting them together using
handtools:

Manual dexterity is required in setting
up machines; in building tool holding
devices; in fitting- and assembling tools,
gages, and other mechanical equipment;
6a-in performing such tasks as chipping,
filing, scraping, 'and polishing surfaces of
mechanical parts:.

M-2:9 Sets up and operates drum-brpe ma-
chine to build pneumatic authmobile tires
accuding to specifications:

Manual dexterity is required in han-
dling, placink, and guiding product com-
ponents and tools in the process of tire
building; in applyir.g cement stick to
drum ; tearing the measured length of .ply
stock from roll and wrapping ply around
drum ; in guiding stock w,hile drum is
rotated ; lapping ends of ply; and smooth-
ing tight splice.

M-2:10 Diagnoses and treats diseases; in-
juries, and malformations of teeth, gums,
and related oral structures:

Accurate and flexil?le 4vrist movements
are required when using drills and other
dental tools to extract, fill, or cap teeth ;
positioning novacain Tieedle in gums; and,
fitting artificial teeth, plates, and bridges.

M-2:11 Solders together components of metal
products on production line, using hand
soldering iron and soft solder:

'Uses hands to pick up, grasp, position,
align, and solder:together components of
metal products while Naintaining pro-
duction line pace in all operations.

' Controls and extinguishes fires, pro-
tects life and property, and maintains
equipment as volunteer or employee of
city, township, or industrial plant:

Manual dexterity is required during
emergency situations, in positioning lad-
ders, and nets; connecting hoses; clasp-
ing rungs to climb ladders; and in giving'
artificial respiration.

M-2:18 Woilts at a conveyor, belt to package
previously filled bottles, tubes, and boxes

of pharmaceuticals by hand in individual
or nested cardboard ibexes:

"Uses placing and turning hand move-
ments in putting empty containers on
conveyor belt; removing filled packages
from conveyor; and padkaging snialler
containers in larger packages while main-,
taining a continuous production pace in
all operations.

M-2:14 Covers baked goods with icitg or
frosting by hand:

Manual dexterity is required in spread-
ing icing over surfaces of baked goods
with spatula; in Ailing and icing' layer
cakes; in applying glaze or thin icing to
sweet rolls r in rolling dough; an&in han-
dling trays and other items.

M-2:15 Services automobiles, buses, trucks,
and, other automotive vehicles with fuel,
lubricants, 'and accessories:-

Mamial.dexterity is required' to manip-
ulate hose while pumping gas, cleaning
windows, and washing cars; 'and in han-
dling tools and equipment to perform
services, such as testing, cleaning, and
installing batteries, tires, sealed beam
units, thermostats, and fan belts. '

M-2:16 Cuts and trims meat 'to size for dis-
play or as ordered by customer:
Manual dexterity is necessary in operat- ,

ing and cleaning machines, cutting and
placing meat in grinder, and cubing
machines.

Level 3

-M-3:1 Distributes-letter mail in racks segre-
gated acFording to zone number, station,
carrier number, or company name:

Rapidlk picks up faced mail from ledge,
grasping single letter in" hand, noting
address, placing letting in proper slot in
rack ; and repeating action until batch is
sorted.

M-3:2 Repairs and rebuilds tn)liolstered fur-
niture, using handtools and knowledge of.
fabrics and upholstery methods: 6 °

Manual dexterity is required in using
handtools, in handling and assembling
spring units, in building up and securing



padding, and in handling, positioning,
and securing covered material.

M-8 :3 Inspects Anfinished hose for defects
and conformance to specifiCations:

Constant wrist bends are -used to pull
stcninguvei form and revolve form with
both hands to inspect all areas of stock-
ings.

M-8 :4 Sets up; -inspects, and repairs looms
to weave cloth:

A variety of hand and wrist movements
are required to adjust screws and levers,
install gears, tighten bolts, and to repair
and replace various mechanical parts of
machine.

-M-3 :5 Places cores of dry batteries in bat-
tery cans, preparatory to sealing:

Inserts bottom spacers in diy battery
cans with left hand and inserts cores with
right hand. Uses left hand constantly i.
twisting and turning motion to reach and
grasp spacers, coordinating this with

. right-hand movements to place and cen-
ter cores in sprockets. Continuously uses
both hands in turning, placing movements
to joggle spacer bars and turn sprockets.

M-3 :6 Drives gasoline- or electric-powered
industrial truck, equipped with fork lift,
to 'push, pull, lift, stack, oi tier equip-
ment in warehouse, storage yard, or fac-
tory :

Manual dexterity is required to push
and pull levers on truck, turn steering
wheel, and stack materials on truck.,

M-8:7 Lays out and fabricates, metal struc-
tural parti, such as plates, bulkheads, and
frames, and braces them in position
within hull of ship for riveting or weld-
ing :

Manual dexterity, is required to manip-
ulate handtools in dismantling, repairing,
and rebuilding damaged sections of ship,
and is esSential in fabricating, assem-
bling, and testing watertight doors and
hatches.

M-8 :8 Operates sewing machine to stitch
open edges of foot; leg, and welt of full
fashioned hose:

Uses kands in threading machine ; guid-
ing thread through tension devices- and
guides; uncurling selvages and matching
edges intb position; and in guiding stock-
ing into machine.

M-3 :9 Treats patients with disabilities, dis-
orders, and injuries to relieve pain, de-
velop or restore function, and maintain
maximum performance, using physical
means, such as exercise, massage, heat,
water, or light:

Manual dexterity is needed to position
adjuit, and operate treatment equipment ;
to assist patient in transfer activities and
ambulption; to position and drape patient
far treatment; and to maSsage and exer-
cise patient's affected part.

M-3 :10 Tends machine that coats continuous
rolls of wire, "drips, or sheets with wax,
paint, rubber, asphalt, or other coating
material :

Manual dexterity is required in han-
dling control levers ; guiding strips into
machine and onto rewind coils; repair-
ing broken splices by hand ; and in using
small handtools to change degreasfng pads
and squeeze rollers.

M-3 :11 Cuts cheese, vh.aps pieces in foil, and
packs them in boxbs:

Manual dexterity is required to cut
cheese into disks, using a wire with a
handle at each end.

M4:12 Tends machine to peel and core
apples:

Manual dexterity is required for reach-
ing into bin containing graded apples,
and placing them stem side up into cups
of machine.

M-3 :13 Assembles, analyzes defetts in, and
repairs boilers, pressure vessels tanks,
and vats' in the field,-following blueprints
and Using handtools and power tools:

Uses placing and turning hand move-
ments in aligning and fitting -structures
or, plate, sections in assembling boildr
frames; in handling plumb bobs, levels,

. wedges, dogs, and tuny buckles; and in
riveting, welding, and caulking.



M-3,44 Prepares, seasons, and cool s soups,
meats, vegetables, deserts id oher
foodstuffs for consumptiofl in hotels and
restaurants : \

A variety of hand and wriit movements
are used in working with utensils, appa-
ratus, and foodstuffs.

M-3:15 Welds metal parts tpgether, using
either electric arc or oxyacetylenel.velding
equipment to melt both the metal edges
to be joined :

,
Manual dexterity is required for rapid

handling of pieces to be welded; for fit-
thig component parts of assemblies to-
gether, and for effective use of hands and
arms in using weldhig equipment.

M-3:16 Provides beauty services for cus-
torners :

A variety !If hand and wrist movements
are used in cutting hair with scissors or
razor; winding hair on curlers; massag-
ing face or scalp; and combing and brush-

ing hair.
M-3 :17 Sorts and segregates fruit, working

-- as a crew member:
Manual dexterity is required to place

liners in boxes; grasp fruit and paper,
and wrap the fruit; and pack wrapped
fruit in proper position in container.

M-3 :18 Renders general nursing care to pa-
tients in hospital, infirmary, sanitorium,
or similat situation

, Manual dexterit37 is required to move,
transport, ,lift, turn, position, dress, und
otherwise handle patients; make beds;
push food carts; and perform general
cleaning tasks; handle equipment and in-
struments"; and store supplies in desig-
nated places in stockroom

M-3:19 Operates electrically powered swing
machine to sew cotton garments:

Continuous turning' and placing move-
ments of hands are required in assem-
bling pieces to be sewed together, placing
theft) under needle of machine, and guid-
ing parts as they areabeing sewed.

M-3 :20 Performs a variety of tasks in build-
ing maintenance for hotels, offices, schools,

or apartment houses :

Manual dexterity is required dweep-

ing, mopping, washing, waxing, scrubbing

and cleaning; and in using various hand-

tools to perform minor maintenance

functions.
M-3:21 Lays buildIng _materials to construct

or repair walls, partitions, archewsewers,
and other structures:
, Manual dexterity is required in manip-
ulating equipment and tools; to place and

stack material ; erect scaffold; mix and
spread mortar; cut bricks; -and embed
iron rods in mortar.

:22 Assists in care of hospital patients,'
under direction of nursing and medical
'staff: ,

Manual dexterity is required in bath-
ing and feeding patients; applying ban-
dages; and massaging and giving alcohol
rubs.

M-3 :23 Tends unit of fresh work cigar ma-
-Chine th4t cuts binder leaves:

Manual dexterity is required to .flatten
leaf and lay it on suction plate die; to

move leaf to new position as soon as
machine cuts and removes first portion;
and to brush se-raps of leaves into box at
side of machine. Constant hand and wrist
movements required, involving placing
leaf at various angles. Movements must
be accurate to- complement action of
machine.

M-3:24 Operates machine to press face of
composed type and plates into wood fiber
mats to form stereotype casting mold for

printing:
Manual dexterity is required to manip-

ulate 'tools to trim, plane, level, saw, and
shave plates for printing.

Level el;

Me-4 :1* Harvests fruit, working as crew mem-

ber:
Manual dexterity is required to 'posi-

tion sizing loop around lemon's; to clip
lemons from stem; and to deposit them
in boxes.

M-4:2 Controls treatment plant equipment to
purify and clarify water for human con-
sumption and industrial Use
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Manual dexterity is required to use
specialized mechanical equipment and
handtools, and to make adjustments and
repairs to electric motors, pumps, and
valves -which contTol .flow. of water into
plant.

M-4:3 Repairs and maintains physical struc-
tures Of commercial and industrial estab-
lishments using hand and power tools:

Manual dexterity is required hi repair-
ing and maintaining woodwork and fur-
niture; making electrica) repairs ; patching
and repairing cement, and making minor
plumbing-and pipe repairs.

M-4:4 ReMoves stems from tobacco leaves to
- prepare tobacco for Use as filler, binder,

or wrapper for cigars, plugs, or twist
chewing tobacco :**

Manual dexterity is requireds-in the
hand operation of picking up handful of
tobacco, selecting a single leaf, spreading
it open ; holding leaf with one hand, and
pulling out stem with other hand.

111-4 :5 Finishes household linens, such as
sheets, pillowcases, tablecloths, and nap.;
kins :

Manual dexterity is required to shake,
sort, fold, and stack laundry; to tie bun-
dles of laundry together ; and to feed and
guide material into irond.

M-4:6 Directs thq operation of a battery of
stills to distill crude oil ;

Manual dexterity is required to turn
knobs and switches on control paner; to
position charts, tapes, and graphs in
recording part of instruments; and to
turn wheels and valves on the still and
auxiliary equipment.

M-4:7 Tends circular knitting machine with
automatic pattern controls that knit
seamless hose:

Manual dexterity is requited to pull
hose over hands during operation, sepa-
rate,4 hoie, stack yarns, ihread yarn
through proper channels when thread
breaks; and to.clean grease, lint, oiLetc.,
from maChine.

M-4:8 Maintains library collection of books,
periodicals, documents, films, recordings,

and oilier materials, and assists groups
and individuals to locate and obtain
materials:

Manual dextdity is required in placing
and removing books from shelf, inspect-
ing books, and in handling books during
check out.

M-4 :9 Sorts rags and old clothing:
Manual dexterity is required to rip off

buttons, pockets., hooks and eyes, snaps,
and other foreign matter.

M-4 :10 Teaches elementary school pupils aca-
demic, social, mid manipulative skills:

Manual\ dexterity is required to
o pare outlines, correct tests, record rem s,

and to operate audio-visual teaching aids.

Level 5

No illustrations.

E EYE-HAND.POOT COORDINATION

Ability to move the hand and foot coordinately
with each other in accordance with visual
stimuli. (Not measured by GATB)

Level

E-1:1 Performs gymnastic feats of skill and
balance while swinging on a trapeze,-
tbrning somersaults, or. executing flying
stunts ahlrieor as a member of a team:

Coordinates hand and foot motions with
visual stimuli, in brder to reach for and
grasp approaching bar or other aerialist
while standing on or hanging from an-
other swinging bar.

E-1:2 Pilots new, experimental, and modern-
,ized aircraft to determine their airworthi-
ness:

Coordinates hand and foot controls in
accordance with instrument readings and
observed conditions while taxing aircraft
to test controls, brakes, and shock ,ab-
sorbers; while maneuvering aircraft to
test stalling, diving, gliding, rolling, and
turning; and while on-speed runs to test
and evaluate stability, control character-
istics, and aerodynamic design.
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E-1 :3 Performs ballet dances alone, With
partner, or in group to entertain audience :

Coordinates feet and hands with vision
in order to interpret dance role and to
move in specified relationship with other
members of cast ; positioning arms and
hands in coordination with other move-
ments to achieve desired interpretive ef-
fect or expression, to maintain balance,
or to lift, carry, or support other dancer.

E-1:4 Plays professional baseball:
Coordinates movements of hands and

feet with what eye sees when catching,
hitting, and throwing ball.

E-1:5) instructs groups at playgrounds and
schools in fundamentals and rples of com-
petitive sports:

c), Coordination of hand wand foot move-
ments with visual sthnuli is required to
demonstrate, by example, techniques of
play for various sports and movements
and body positions which result in best
execution of a particular "play" or ma-
neuver. .

E-1 :6 Creates Oro interprets music on a drum,
as member of orchestra, band, or other
musical group, to entertain audiences:
- Eye-hand-foot Coordination is required
to hit, or sOoke drum heads with drum
sticks or brushes and depress pedals to
activate other drums hnd cymbals simul-
taneously, while following musical score
and conductor's baton.

Level 2

E-2 :1 Pilots airplane to transport passen-
gers, Mail, freight, or for other comrner-
,cial purposes:,

Coordinated movements of hand and
foot controls in accordance with observed
conditions of aircraft or external factors
or conditions indi*ed by instrument_
readings is required k take over control
of airplane in emergeney or over ride
programmed control in case of malfunc-
tion to taxi, take off, land, and control
aircraft in flight.

E-2 :2 Operates several types 01 poirered con-
struction equipment such as compressors,
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pumps, hoists, derricks, cranes, shovels,
tractors, scrapers, or graders to excavate
and grade .earth, erect structural and re-
inforcing steel, and pour concrete:

Moves hand and foot controls in co-
ordination with vision and each other to
drive and steer machines and move mate-
rials into position.

E-2:3 Prunes and treats ornamental and
shade trees and shrubs in yards and
parks' to improve their appearance, health,
and value :

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required
to climb trees or ladders and balance self
while topping trees to control growth,
sawing off dead, diseased, or undesirable
limbs; scraping and filling cavities in
trees with cement; and painting cut Stir-
faces to seal them against insects and
disease.

E-2 :4 Raises, positions, and joins girders,
columns, and other structural steel mem-.
bers to form completed structures or
frameworks, working as' a member of a
crew:

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required
to work above ground level balancing on
ladders, scaffolding, or structural members
while raising, positioning, fitting, and
joining structural pieces.

E-2 :5 Wires radio broadcasting and radio
communications antenna systems, wood or
steel antenna towers, and supporting can-
tinaries; repairs antennas; and paints
antenna towers:*

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required
to climb wood or steel antenna towers,
and to' maintain balance while wiring or
repairing system or painting tower.

Level 3

E-3 :1 Attends to beef cattle on stock ranch:
Coordinates arm-hand and leg-foot mo-

tions with vision when riding horse to
round up strays or to rope cattle; and to
pin and tie down calves for brandipg.

E-3 :2 Drives bus to transport passengers
over specified routes to local or distant
points according to time schedule:



Uses hando, arms, and feet simulta-
neously to move levers, pedals, and steer-
ing wheel to control movement of bus on
highways and in city traffic.

E-3 :3 Drives gasoline or diesel-powered
tractor-trailer truck combination, usually
over, road (long distances on highways)
to transport and deliver good's, livestock,
or materials in liquid, loose, or packaged
form :

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required
to operate clutch, brake, and accelerator
pedals, gear shift lever, and steering wheel
to guide tractor-trailer on highways and
streets, turn corners, negotiate narrow
passageways, and backing up to ware:
house, terminal, or other loading docks.

-E-3 :4 Drives prototype or experimental ve-
hicles, such as automobiles, trucks, or
buses, under test conditions to obtain
performance data :

Coordinates hand and foot movements
with vision to operate gear shift lever,
clutch, brake, and accelerator and to steer
vehicles over test track, on city streets, or
highways.

E-3 :5 Maintains and repairs mercury-vapor,
electric-arc, fluorescent, or incandescent
street lights or traffic signals :

Coordinates hand and foot movements
with vision to climb ladder to reach lamp,
or stand in tower-truck bucket moving
1.evers to position bucket near lamp ; to
niainlain balance while using hands and
vision to test circuits, locate brdken -wires,
and replace fuses, bulbs, and transformers.

E-3 :6 Renders a variety of personal serv-
ices conducive to safety and comfort of
airline passengers during flight:

Coordinates hand and foot movements
with vision to serve food and beverages
without spilling them ; to walk in aisle,
when airplane encounters rough weather,
carrying trays or other items.

E-3 :7-, Serves passengers -in railioad dining
ear :

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required
to carry*loaded trays and serve food at
tables in a moving dining car.

E-3 :8 Loads and unloads ships cargoes:
Coordinates hand and foot Motions

with vision when guiding slings used to
lift cargo 'to avoid tripping and to keep
load from swinging and bumping into
others objects ; when standing on ladders,
platforms, or other objects to stack and
arrange cargo high in the hold and to
store cargo in ship's hold ,to prevent
shifting during voyage.

Level 4

E4 :I Tends machine that crimps eyelets,
grommet's, snaps, buttons, or similar fas-
teners to material such as cloth, canvas,
paper, plastic, leather, or rubber to re-
inforce holes, attach fasteners, or to attach
parts:

Coordinates hand and foot motions with
vision when positioning_ material, fas-
teners and ram of machine, while depress-
ing foot pedal to activate ram which
crimps fastener to material.

E-4 :2 Parachutes from airplane into inac-
cessible forest to suppress forest fires:

Cwrdinates hand and leg movements
with vision to pull shroud lines and col-
lapse cbute while landing in manner tq
reduce impact and to prevent being
dragged by chute.

E-4 :3 Transcribes letters, reports, or other
recorded data, using a transcribing
(voice reproducing) machine and type-

writer :
Coordinates hand and finger movements

to Operate typewriter and foot movements
to start and stop transcriber with typed
copy to -control length of lines and posi-
tioning and spacing of copy-

E-4 :4 Operates pressing machine to smooth
surfaces, flatten seams, or, shape articles,
such as garments, drapes, slipcovers, and
hose, in manufacturing or dry cleaning
establishment

Simultaneous eye-hand-foot coordina-
tion is required to step on foot pedal, pull
down on pressing I-Wad while observing
garment to see that it does not slip out
of position on press buck ; holds pedal



down with foot to keep press head.against
garment; press lever With fingers to emit
steam from press head: keep pressure on
press head handle to raise counterbalanced
head gently, while stepping on second

-pedal to exhaust steam to cool and dry
garment.

E-4 :5 Diagnoses and treats diseases, inju-
ries, and malformations of teeth, gums,
and related oral structures:

Coordinates hands and foot with vision
to place drill on tooth, depress foot pedal
to start drill action ; and release pedal to
stop drilling.

E-4.:6 Instructs novices and players who
wish to improve their skill in playing
golf :

Coordinates _movements of hands and
arms with legs, feet and vision to demon-
strate the proper grip, stance, and swing
to use with the various clubrs and ball
positions on the field of play. '

E-4 :7 Quotes prices, receives payment for,
and wraps articles selected by customer
in a retail establishment:

gye-hand-foot coordination is required
on occasions when ladder is used to reach
articles on highest, 'shelves by grasping
ladder rung with one hand, stepping on
lower rung, reaching for article with other
hand while ladder slides along an over-
head rail.

Level 5

No illustrations.

COLOR DISCRIMINATION

The ability to match or discriminate between
colors in terms of hue, saturation, and bril-
liance. To identify a particular color or color
combination from memory and be able to per-
ceive harmonious or, contrasting color com-
binations (not measured by GATE).

Saturation: Refers to the purity of color.
Some colors have greafer purity or amount of
a certain color than others; that is, they have
a, more pronounced hue For example, deep
red is more "reddish" than light red.

Hue: Refers to the color itself and is depend-
ent upon the dominant wavelength in any
spectral energy distribution. It is that quality
that differentiates the "blues," "greens,'!
"reds," etc.
Brillialb: Refers to the brightness of a coloe(P1'
It is the amount of light reflected from a sur-
face and can range from high to low, as when
comparing a white snowflake with a mark
made by a lead pencil.

Color watching: Varying the 'components of a
color mixture until it does not diffee visually
from a given sample.

Color Memory: The ability to retain an accu-
rate-visual image of a color and to be able to
use' it as a basis for matching and discrim-
inating.

Level 1

C-1:1 Develops color .formulas for printing .

textile and plastic materials and plans and
directs activities of color shop:

Color discrimination is required to se-
lect and combine appropriate dyestuffs
and pigments to achieve desired colors; to
distinguish minute differenes in shades;
and to visualize the hue and brilliance
which will result' from mixing °the pri-
mary colors in various proportions.

C-1:2 Paints portrait of person, usually in
oil, on canvas, tising living subject:

Color discrimination is required to com-
bine paints and oils to develop colors
which accurately reproduce coloring of
subject ; and to apply these colors on
canvas in combinations of light and shade
which give lifelike effect.

C-1:3 Studies production requirements, such
as character, period, setting, and situ-
ation, and applies makeup to performers
to alter their appearances in accord with
their roles:

Examines sketches, photographs, and
plaster molds to form color image of
characters to be depicted, selecting pros-
theses, ,cosmetics, and makeup materials,
such as wigs, beards, rouge, powder, and
grease paint, and applying these to ch4ge
such physical characteristics of perform-
ers as facial features, skin texture, and
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coloring to produce effect appropriate to
depict character and situation.

C-1:4 Performs surgery to correct deform-
ities, repair injuries, prevent diseases, and
to improve functions in patients: -

Uses color discrimination and color
memory in making diagnosis of patidas'
affliction or condition, by recognizing any
deViations in color of diseased tissue from
healthy fissile ; evaluating color charac-
teristics such as hue and saturation of
affected body parts ; and making determi-
nation as to extent or origin of condition.

C-1:5 .
Reweaves damaged areas of oriental

or other expensive rugs, following color,
pattern, and weave of rug:

Color discrimination is required to per-
ceive color scheme of- rug so that proper
alterations can be made which" are con-
sonant with rug's total color configuration,
and to select yarn which is equivalent in

color to that in rug.

CI. :6 Selects bits of glass for color, thick,
ness, and teXture which will give desired
shade for stained windows:

Color discrimination is required to de-
tect differences in shades of colors and
be -able to judge properties of hue and
texture which will produce effect,desired.

Level 2

C-2:1 Mixes stains, paints, and other coat:.

'ings for use in painting according to
formulas;

Color discrimination is required to de-
tectAny differences in color between mix-
ture and sample dad to rectify the color
differences by adding pigment until exact
shade is produced.

C-2:2 Investigates properties and treatment
of metals to develop new alloys, new uses
for metals and alloys, and methods of
producing them commercially:

Spectroscopic study of metals and al-
loys requires ability to discriminate be-
tween various colors and 'shades of same
color as they are refracted onto soften,
and to judge dispersion of alloy particlds

and their relative purity by means of color
emission.

C-2:3 Provides beauty services for cus-

torners:
Is able to select shade of dye or tint to

use in retinting or dyeing hair to match
that already, on hair, or to choose a shade
or tint that will accentuate natural hair
color.

C-2:4 Plans and designs artistic interiors
for homes, hotels, ships, commercial and
institutional structures, and other estab-
lishments:

Is well informed on outcome of blend-
ing various colors -in interior deeorating
and capable of choosing color schemes
which are harmonious with each other
and particular setting.

C-2:5 Draws rand paints illustrations for
advertisements, books, magazines, posters,
billboards, and catalogs:

Studies design layout or proposed
sketch and selects colors best suited to
produce desired visual effect; executing
design ; using selected color and rendering
details /such as skin tone, shade, and tex-

, ture from color memory.

C-2:6 Changes undesirable details of illus-
tration copy which is to be reproduced by
lithographic process :

Compares negative - or positive with
original copy to determine Color correc-
tion, silhouetting, or paquing require-
ments; prepares dye or other chemicals;
intensifies or redu'6es unsatisfactory tone
values in film or glass by adding color to
lithographic nlates to achieve required
hue.

C-2:7 Colors portraits with photographic oil
colors Tas specified to give them natural,
colorful, lifelike appearance:

Mixes photographic colors to cone-
spond with natural lifelike appearance,
by dipping applicator into colorsand
plying it on face of portrait freehand.4
being careful to apply approprietfl
amount; removing excess color from poili
trait -until desired shade is obtained;
and mixing various colors and shades of



colors to delineate certain facial features
such as eyes, lips, and cheeks.

. .

C-2:8 Designs caps, hats, or millinery, copies
or modifies existing designs, draws and
cuts out master patterns, and makes sam-
ple article:

Has ability to obtain harmonious and/or
contrasting color combinations in select-
ing shades and colors for fabrics and
trimmings.

C-2:9 Studies effects of drugs, gases, dusts,
and other materials on tissues and physi-
ological processes of animals and human
beings:

Color shades and hues are used as
basis for drawing valid 'conclusions about
effect of drug or stain ; and color match-
ing is required when preparing two solu-
tions of equal concentration or propor-
tion.

G-2:10 Prepares, stuffs, and mounts skins of
birds or animals in lifelike form:

Color, memory is required in painting
eyes, teeth, claws, and feathers to en-
hance lifelike appearrces of specimen,
and in dressing-out, embalming, or other-
wise preparing animal carcasses.

C-2:11 Molds pulverized marble, metallic ox-
ides or pigment, cement, and water in
specific pattern to form terazzo tile:

Color discrimination is essential in ap-
,prehending color values of pattern to be
depicted ; and color matching is required
in mixing pigment, cement and water, so
that nished tile is equivalent in terms of

to that of a standard.

Level 3

C-3:1 gxamines and grades pieces of leather
to make articles, such as garments, gloves,
and mittens according to spicifications:

Color discrimination is required.. to
match color of leather, in each grade -so
.that it is equal in terms of hue, satura-
tion, and brilliance.

C-3:2 Examines pearl buttons and sorts them ,

according to grade:
Color discrimination is required to

observe buttons on.conveyor belt or work-
table ; at production line pace; to sort
them into containers according to shade
and purity, of color, and degree of irri-
descence.

C-3:3 Examines, sorts, and grades sample
fruit from load at receiving point:

Judges by color of peeling or eiterior
coating of fruit its state of maturity
(overripe, ripe, or not ripe). -

C-3:4 Sets up and operates motion picture
projection and sound reproducing equip-
ment to produce coordinated effects on
screen:

Regufates projection light and adjusts
color filters to render lifelike appearance
of motion picture or slide on screen.

C-3:5 Tests temperature -.of glass melting
furnaces and regulates gas and air sup-
ply to maintain specified temperature:

Observes color of flame through open-
ing of optical pyrometer and turns dial on
pyrometer until color of wire filament
matches luminosity of flame. This color
matchhig technique requires the worker
to be able to make discrimination in color
between the flame and wire filament.

C-3:6 Tests milk to determine bacterial
count, percentage of butterfat, and amount
of acid in milk of each cow in herd:

Measures out specified amount of
methylene blue and observes time re-
quired for blue color to disappear in de-
termining bacterial count; and discrim-
inates between various shades of red and
blue when using ph indicator.

C-3:7 Repairs and rebuilds upholstered fur-
niture, using handtools and knowledge of
fabrics and upholstery methods:

Color discrimination is essential in dis-
tinguishing areas which require repairing
and in selecting fabric which is equivalent
in coloy characteristics to that already on
furniture.

C-3:8 Displays and sells cotton, linen, rayon,
silk, and wool yard goods:

Color discrimination is necessary to dis-
tinguish between different shades and



colors of fabrics in filling customers'
orders; and to match fabrics for color,

Levd 4

C-4:1 Performs various tasks in a fish
hatchery:

es color discrimination and matching
to sor sh according to size, coloring, and
species in transferring them to proper
tanks.

C-4:2 Arranges tiles tinto designs for such -

use as floor or sink tops and pastes paper
on tile to preserve arrangement of design:

Is able to discriminate between colors
in order th insert individually colored Wei
in slots following sample design:

C-4:3 Inspects furniture and parts for de-
fects:

Color matching is required in verifying
color of furniture against work ticket
specifications ; and in detecting differences
in shade of same- color so that defective
workmanship can be discovered.

C-4 :4 Cuts and trims meat to size for dis-
play or as ordered by customer usiiig
handtools and pgwer equipment:

Is able to distinguish .different shades
and colors in selecting meats according
to customer's specifications and in in-
specting meats for quality.

. C-4:5 Inspects sample lots of varnish for
acids, color, clearness, cracks, crystalliza- ,

tion, sediment, and drying qualities, to
ascertain whether varnish conforms with
specifications before packing process:

Uses color discrhnination and matching
to compare sample varnish with standard
varnish for any discrepancies in color.

. Level 5

No illustrations,

Procedures for Rating and -

Recording Aptitudes Requirements

A job must be rated for all aptitudes. The
analyst is to indicate the level of each aptitude
required of the worker for average satisfac-
tory performance. The analyst arrives at this
determination by careful study of the activi-
ties involved in the job and the specific abil-
ities which the worker uses that can be identi-
fied in terms of the aptitudes. Certain of these
aptitudes can be identified through study
ofciU physical actions° which the worker per-
forms. Examples are: Motor Coordination,
'Finger Dexterity, and Eye-Hand-Foot Co-
ordination. Other aptitudes such as Spatial,
Numerical, and Intelligence are identified by
considering the decisions the worker must
make and the other mental processes involved
in order to perform the tasks in the job.

In making his determination, the analyst
will always consider the job as an organized
method of carrying out a vocational purpose,
and the illustrative sitUations as aids in mak-
ing his" judgment of the levels of aptitudes
required. It is unwise io rely on reference to
job title alone. Experience has shown that this
results in rating according to impressions and
"cliches" rather than to actual occupational
criterion.

In Item 6, on the job analysis schedule, be-
side each aptitude factor designation, place the
numeral 1 throUgh 4, to indicate the level re-
quired for satisfactory performance. Use the
numeral 5 if the aptitude is not required.
Level 5 should not be assigned to Intelligence
(G) as it is assumed that every job requires
at least a "4" level of this aptitude.
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Definition and Background
Por the purpose of collecting occupational data,
TEMPERAMENTS is defined as the adapta-
bility requirements made on the worker
specific types of job-worker situations,

Temperaments, as one of the components of
job analysis, grew, out of the belief that differ-
ent jobs call for different -personal traits on
the part of the worker. Experience 'irz placing
individuals in jobs indicates that the "tempera-
ment" of an applicant is often a determining
factor in his success in the job. For instance,
a person's dissatisfaction or failure to perform
adequately maY be attributed to inability to
adjust to the work situation rather than to
inability to carry out job duties.

Erriployer hiring requirements cOrnmonly in-
clude "personal characteristics" which relate
to temperaments, as well as work experience,
education, and training. Often an employer
will specify certain "personality" traits which
he does or does not wish a worker to possess.

It is possible to evaluate these traits in indi-
viduals by interviews, tests, or work histories ;
while for jobs they can be evaluated in terms
of requirements made on 'the worker by spe-
cific job-worker situations.

Temperaments Factors, Definitions, and
Illustrative Situations

Each factor is dealt with in a separate section
and contains the following elements:

1. The single letter symbol for the factor
which is used for recording tempera-
ments traits in Section 6 of the job analy-
sis schedule.

2. The acronym for the factor which is used
when referring to the factor in a narra-
tive situation.

3. The definition of the factor.

4. A statement to serve as a guide when
considering use of the factor.

5. A list of general work situations illus-
trating the factor. The list indicates some
of the work areas in which the factor is
important.

6. A list of illustrative specific job-worker
situations in which the factor is impor-
tant. These represent the varials levels
of complexity and kinds of work in which
the factor may be significant. In some of
these situations the reason for the im-.
portance of the factor is explained in a
parenthetical statement.

7. A list of specific job-Worker situations in
which the factor is not important. This
list indicates situations that might be
construed as requiring the specific fac-
tor, but do not for reasons shown in the
parenthetical statement.

D DCP

Adaptability to accepting responsibility for the
direction, control, or planning of an activity.

Consider-jobs for this factof when the worker
is in a position to negotiate, organize, direct,
supervise, formulate practices, or make final
decisions. Do not consider when the plknning
is for one's own activities.

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait

Is responsible for an entire project or pro-
gram.

Plans for future to keep abreast of changes
in industry.

9

Situations in Which DCI1 Is Important

Teaches elementary school pupils academic,
social, and manipilative skills in urban or
rural communities. (Works under the general
supervision of principal, but has the responsi-
bility for the direction and planning of class
activities.)

Plans and designs private residences, office

buildings, factories, ana other structures; and
organizes services necessary for construction.
(Responsible for entire activity through plan-
ning avd designing of structures and direction
of construction activities through subordinate
supervisors or independent building- contrac-
tors.)

Applies principles of accounting to install
and maintain operation of Aeneral accounting

stem Supervises subordinates in such book-
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keeping activitiei as recording disburkements
and expense& (Responsible for entire activity,
inclUding direction of activities of others
through the installation and maintenance of
the accounting system and the supervision of
the accOunting office clerical staff.),

Supervises and coordinates' activities of
workers engaged in maintenance of stables
and care of draft animals or race horses.
(Responsible for entire activity, including di-
rection of activities of others.)

Conducts prosecution in court proceedings
in behalf of city, country, State, or Federal
Government. Gathers and analyzes evidence,
reviews pertinent decisions, 'and other legal
matters pertaining to case. Presents evidence
against accused to grand jury. Appears against
ac use in court of law and presents evidence
befo judiciaries and jury. (Responsible for
all phases of the,prosecution and for the direc-
tion and control of deputies when they are
employed.)

Is responsible for musical aspect of pro-
grams or motien pictures through selection of
niusic and performers, conducting of orcheStra,
and review of work performed bi staff.

Com-mands fiShing vessel crew engaged in
catching °fish and other marine life: Directs
fishing operations, using knowledge of fishing
grounds and workload capacity of vessel and
crewmen. (Responsible for the vessel and its
crew, as well as the fishing operations.)

Coordinates activities in international cargo
traffic division of railway express agency.
(Responsible for air and Surface cargo traffic
movements and for the direction and control
of activities of his subordinates.)

Plans and clirects rehabilitation program for'
newly blinded patients.

Plans artistic effects for outside. displays,
such as street decorations, using flags, cloth,
and crepe paper, and directs workers hi erect-fl

these displays. (Responsible for the enti,
display, design and erecting activity.)

Situations in Which DCP h Not Important

Instracts and advises poultry growers in
developing programs for disease prevention
and contról, for building and equipment main-
tenance, and to improve poultry raising. (Ad-

vises, teaclies, and suggests, rather than direct-.
ing," controlling, or. planning)

Coordinates activities of engineering survey
party engaged in determining exact location
and measurements of points, elevations, lines,
areas, and contoUrs of earth's surface to secure
data used for construction, mapmaking, land
valuation, mining, and other purposeS. (Plans
own activities but not those of other workers,..)

Iillakes` ready and operates a cylinder-type
printing press. Directs worker wha feeds press
in adjustment of feed guides, grippers,, and
elevator ; or ,direct's him sto feed sheets to press
if hand fed. (Work is performed according to
set procedure -and planning is not required.)

Aids residents of private and public housing
projects and apartments in relocation and pro-,

. vides information concerning regulations, fa-
cilities, aneservice& (Coordinates information,
does not plan.)

.F FIF

Adaptability to situations involving the inter-
pretation of feerngs, ideas, or facts in terms of

iipersonal view int.
.

Consider jobs for this factor when the worker
is called upon to use creativity, self-expression,
or imagination. Interpretation is defined as an
individual's cbncept of a work of art, subject,
plan, etc. as shown in performance, giticism,
artistic representatiOn, or the like. °

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait
Reflect original ideas or feelings in work
Views and treats subject imaginatively rath-

er than literally.
Interprets character or impersonates a per-

son, animal, or thing.
Perceives and appreciates a mental image,

or the translation of a mental image created
by another.

o Situations in Which FIF ls Important

Designs and creates art work, decorations,
and useful objects (statues, monuments, and
ornaments) from various media, such as stone,
concrete, or wood, using chisels, h'ammers, and
knives; in clay, wax, or plastic& using fingers
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a small tools ; or in metals, uSirig welding and
grinding equipment or casting :techniques.

Designs artistic effects. for ontside. displays,
's such as street decorations, fair grounds dis-
...plays; and building decorations using flags,
cloth, and crepe paper. Designs decorations
around .central themes, such a's holidays,' sea-
sons, political rallies, or local celebration's or
shows, choosing appropriate colors, shapes, and
sizes or media to focus public attention and
create desired effect.

Photographs persons., motion pfeture sets,
Merchandise, building eXteriors and interiors,
machinery, and:- fasliiens -fa be used in adver-
tising and selling. Sets up objects and materials,
such as lights, screerfs, shadFS and cameras ;
and arranges subjects to compose backgrounds,
and create desired effects. .

Originates choreography, according to cen- .
tral theme; setting.mood, and muSic of Perform-
ance,- for ballets, .musical Shows, or revues.

Creates advertising themes ; designs layouts;
and selects colors, coloring media, props ,. and
lighting arrangements for advertising displays.

Acts out the part of specific characters in
productions, such as stage plays, moving pic-
tures, and television shoWs. .

Invents melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic
structures ; translates theM into musical notes ;
and records nntes on scored music paper to
express ideas musically within circumscribed
form, sucil as symphony, sonata, or opera.

Directs instrumental inursic groups in ren-
dition of selections to interpret musical Score
and create effects for, listeners.

Entertains listeners by singing songs in pop-
ular idiom on stage; radio, television, or in
nightclubs.

Writes descriptive or critical literary inter%
Pretation, choosing subject matter from fields
such as politics, social conditions, theOlogy, or
clrama, requiring qualificatiOns by knowledge,
experience, or research.

Changes physical appearance and facial fea-
tures of performers to portray a specific char-
acter.

Analyzes business problems, such as develop-
ment of .integrated production, inventory con-
trol, and cost analysis system, to refine their
formulations and convert them to forms appli.c-
able to electronic data-processing system.

Creates crossword puzzles by designing forms
of numbered, blank, and opaqued,squares ; fiting
words in vertical and horizontalorder so that
spelling coincides where they"- cross; and com-
posing short definitions for puzzle words.

Composes and writes husiorous articles for
publication, choosing own subject matter ; or
writes humor on particular subject for specific
occasion. .

Assumes protective undercover identity; util.
izing mannerisms, speech, clothing and living,
habits peculiar to the desired role, to obtain
information and evidence that will assist in
solving criminal; cases.

Situations in Which FIF Is Not Important
Interprets company policies and machine

accounting processes for subordinates. Develops
machine accounting procedures, or interprets
accounting system for development of mech-
anized processes by others. (Interpretation and
development of procedures, in this instance, do
not reflect or express the individual's personal
ideas and feelings.)

Colors by hand or sprays designs on cards
calendars, maps, and related articles following
instructions of working drawings: (Express9,s
the ideas and feelings of the worker wholevels
oped thee instructions or working drawings.)

Instructs students in one OT MOre subjects,
such as English composition or mathematics,
in private, religious, or public high schotil.
(Teaches from textbooks written or edited by
others; does not interpret)

Carves designs and figures in* full and bas-
relief on stone, employing knowledge of stone-
carving techniques and sense of artistry to pro-
duce carving consistent with designer's plans.
(Although work requires sense of artistry, the
worker is not interpreting feelings in terms of
a personal viewpoint, but in those oftthe de-
signer.),

I INFLU

Adaptability to influencing people in their opin-
ions, attitudes, or judgments about ideas or
things.
Consider jobs for this factor when the worker
is in a position to motivate, convince, or nego-,)
tiate.
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General Work Sittiations Ifilinotraaing Trait

Writes expository material.
Convinces customers on the meritg

chandise.'
Designs adveitisingjayouts.
Projects sincerity and' knowledge during

various types of negotialions to obtain accept-
ance of ideas or plans.

of mer-

Situ dons in Which Emu is finporearat

Vriths original descriptive advertisin.g copy,
exth ng the merits of a certain product, that
will influence the buying public in favor of the
product.

.Calls' on newcomers to the neighborhood, new
parents, and brides; presents token giftg or
gift Certificates; and explains seriices available
from merchants, to promote goodwill and solicit
business. .

Conducts safety meetings to acquaint Plant
personnel with Potential hazards and the need
for complying with safety regulations, and
utilizing all available protective devices.

Writes ne!.vs or human -interest stories deal-
ing with company activities and personnel or
.company-sPonsored events for newspaper re-
lease.

Plans special exhibits, lectures, contests, or
Inalreons anq writes advertising script for
radio and television to promote favorable 'pub-
licity and create goodwill for financial institu-
tion or business establishment. -

Writes editorials and articles on topics of
current. intere-st, expressing viewpoints and
policies of newspaper or rnattazine to stimu-
late or, mold public opinion.

Confers with legislators and other public"
officials to bring about passage, defeat, amend-
ment, or hitroduction of legislative- bills in
support of Client's hiterests. Encourages indi-.
vidualS and groups having similar interests to
present views to legislators. Prepares articles,

mews releases, and similar materials for dis-
, bemination to press and public, stating client's
vieWs on legislative matters. Conducts press
conferences, delivers public speeches, and par-
ticipates in radio and thlevision discuasions to

' convince -public of desirable or adverse fea-
tures of proposed legislation.

Calls on licensed practitioners, hospitals, and
drug establishments to introduce, promote use
of, and sell ethical drugs, proprietary medi-
cines, and other pharmaceutical products. De-
scribes characteristics; explains clinicalfitud-
ies; and discusses dosage, use, and effects of .

new drugg and preparations, to inform cus-
tomers about them and point out advantages
of each.

Demonstrates textiles, food preparations,
and operation of household equipment to at-
tract consumers for Merchandise. Lectures on
product uses; conducts sooking classes; and
directs fashion shows th develop markets for
new, household products, food preparations,
and style-trend 'garments. Arranges food dis-
plays- for advertisements and television com-
mercials to promote sales of specific products.

Guides visitors through bakery and explains
production methods to acquaint public with
efficiency of processes and immaculate appear,-
ance of plant and workers. Displays products,
'distributes samples, _and gives illustrated' lec- ,o
tures to acquaint visitors -with prodbcts? ap-
pearance, palatability, and wholesome qualities.

Plans and directs educational campaigns to,
promote public support of such community pro-
grams as housing, transportation, and hospital
facilities. Contacts business representatives
and addresses trade conventions to induce labor
and industry to immigrate into area.

Cajoles passinu dublic With 'bombastic de-
scriptions of show attraepons by emphaSizing
variety, novelty, beauty, or other features be,
lieved to entice persons to attend entertainment.

Co'axes niahtclub and restawant patrons to
pose' for pictures; discusses finished prints or
proofs'with customers and' solicits Orders for

Confers with Management officrals on 'mat-
ters affecting union members, such Its hours,
wageS, grievances, to argue caps and win best -

possible. position for workers.
Discusses sites.with owners and makes Offer

_a -terms and price to induce them to lease
,property. for *erection of billboard signs:

. Contacts' individuals and firms by telephone,
in" person, or' by othir melins to persuade them°
to contributd money andfor time to charitable
organizations.
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Situations in Which INFIX Is Not Important

Receives payment, -for merchandise, such as
bakery goods, magazines, groceries, books, and
tobacco selected by customer, Wraps or bags
merchandise. Keeps shelves stocked with mer-
chandise. (Worker is not expected to influence
customer's seieCtion of articles.)

Engages in activities related to conditional
release of juvenile or adult offenders from- cor-
rectional inStilutions. Establishes relationship
with offenders and familiarizes, himself with

-
offender's Social history prior to, and, during
institutionaV,otion: Participates in formulation
-and, dev7ST6iiment Of release' plan. Proyides
treatment sUpervisions of: offenders upon re-.
lease by conducting a plan of.Tregular treat-
ment and interviews.' Helps pafolee to secure
necessary eduiation or employment and refers
him to social §esonrces of the coinmunity that
May aid, in rehabilitation. Where possible,. in-
volves families of- parolees in helping to solye
problems of adjustment. (Worker presents in-
forrnation: and choices to parOlee.) .

Counsels students relative to educational and
personal activities, (Worke. presents informa-
tion and choices to studentg.)

Organizes and leadp groups in 'activities,that
meet interestS otindividual members. Develops
recreational,-, physiCal education, and cultural'
-programs for varktis age groups. Demon-
strates and instructs pa'rticipants in actiVities
such as active sports. gro,,up dances. arts, crafts,
and dramatics; .(Worker leads activities and
instructs individuals, .but does not attempt to
influence them.)

SjC,

Adaptability tO making generalizations, evalu,
ations or decisions basqd -On seitiory br judg-
mental .criteria.

Tonside; jobs fOr this factor When the worker
relies on one or more_ of, five phySiCal senses,
or relies on-knoWledge gained- byeXperience to
make evaluations. Be' awate of situations- in
Which,the workerappears 'to bp evaluating,-on-
the basis of senseit,r experience, btit is-actually
using meMorized data.'

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait

judges receptiveness° of audience or emo-
tional quality of scene. ,.

Interprets atiitude of customer.
Selects materials and olljec6 to produce-

desired effect.
Determines most feasible.plan for presenting

client's case.
Judges- quality of. item, using one of five

senses.

Situations in Which SIC Is Important

,
Evaluates data xelating to commimity or-

gani-zations, Social customs, ,the faMily, and
other phenomena;- to determine ,method of col-
lection, orgarlization, and adaptation that will
facilitate their use by, those engaged iri the
solutions of social p .oblems.

Observes and feel bread, cake, cookie, and
pastry doughs to determine desired consisten-,
,cies at various stages 'of preparation and "ade-
quacy of baking-during coOking period,

4

Considers applicability of laws, regulations,
and previous court decisions to client's prob.
lems and determines most feasible and favor-
able plan for conducting client's case!

Determines appropriate 'colors and color ,
combhiationS, according to room size; its ek-
posure, and intended use, and available colors,
Patteins, and Aextures; and advises 'clients in.-

selection. of draperies,. floor coverings, paint,
and N'vallpaper.

Anpraises scenery5designs, sound and light-
ing effects, coAuines, and choreography to
determine their congruency with chronology, °

setting, basic theme, and mood of play.
Determines cappropriate pose, lighting effect, fi

and baCkgrdund Or subject bas,ed -on intended
use 'of picture and features to be emphasized.

Judges effectiveness ofis different physical
arrangements or inpstrations, and print sizes
and types in relation to designated advertising
media to plan appropriate advertising' layout.

Analyzes inyrpretations- of subject matter
in fields such as Klitics, s6cial conditiOns, the:
ology, or 'drama, for which qualified, by knowl-
edge, experience, or research to express opin-\
ionsand inform public.



Feels hops by squeezing them in hand- to
ascertain Moisture conthnt atilt effectiveness
of do ing process.

Writes musie arrangements, employing
mus'e theOry,

notation, and dynamics, and wide experience
and background in music to improve tempo
and harmonic effects, dynain. s, and latding
Gof musical selection.

Considers -physicAl, psychological, and social
factors that contribute to client's- personal,
family adjnstment, financial, employment; or
-physical and mental impairment problems, to
counselclient and aid in his recovery Or refor-
-mation..

Er:Iluatesability, behaVior, and performance
of, animals, such as .lions, _tigers, bears; and
gephants to °train ihem to perforand to
originate acts based on performance of indi-

-
victual animals.

Judges speed, perforrriance, and relative pd-
sition of other racing cars to determine when,,
where, and how to drive so- as to be in favOr-
able positimi to win automobile race. -,

.

Evaluates performance -,of .aircraft in° such.
maneuVers as stalls, dives,. glideS, -rolls, turns,
and .8pebd runs- to -letermine its stability, con-
trol characteristics, and the suitability.of aero-

s. dynamic design.
Pulls cotton tuft apart betWeen fingerS, ob-

selting 44Tort -expended in breaking sainple,.
fineness of fibers, and -drag. as .fibers cling to
each other,-to determine character. (strength,:
uniformity, and cohesive . qualitY). . of fibers
and.judge grade. .

Evaluates, growing conditjon nd marllet
de.mancli...tO-select type : and amount of grain
to be purchased for seed: Considers ripeness
and maturity of grain and 'weather conditions-

. td determine -when.grain will be harvested.
.

-Situations inWhieh SIC Is Not Important

Ascertains st17h characteristies of photo-
graphic emulsions as their .speed,.contrast,,and
maximum density. ',(.gaseS..his determinations
on instrumènt readings .which is not judgme117,.

Deyelops 'formulas for paPer-coiaring dye.
-and prepares directionS 'for Mixing .dye with-
pulp to- produce colored paper to.speeificatiOns

or customer's sample. Determines composition
of color sample, using spectrophotometer.
Mixes Pulp with water, size, filler, and other
ingredients to make Sample of type and quality
of paper specified. Compares color Of hand-

-sheet with, color sample, visually'ar with 'spec- ,

trophotozneter. (Evaluation is, made on the
basi., of verioable criteria.)

Compiles control records on work in process
in advertising agency to hisure'COmpletion of
art work, 'copy', and layouts prior to deadline:.'
Keeps schedules 'On woik to insure arrival of
printing and art work as needed, and to in-
sure completion of.copy.°(Not required to make

4
decisions.)

Sorts scraP metal and removes foreign mat- .

ter preparatory to use in recasting. Shovels ,
metal'scrap onto conveyor belt leading to Mag-
netic drum that removes:won and steel pieces..
Removes contaminating nonferrous metals by

. hand. (The little 'judgment hsed is based on
verifiable criteria.)

YLVC

Adaptability to making generalizationa, judg-
ments, or decisions based on me surable or .
verifiable criteria
Consider jobs for-this factor when the worker
mak4 evaluations on the- basis Of data. )3e
aware of situations in which the worker ap-
pears to be evaluating on the basis of senses
onexperience, but is actually using memorized
data.

General Work Situations Illustiating Trait

Settles clahns on the' bgsis of presented facts.
Determines presence of disease from labora-'

tory. tests.
Develops new products from knowledge of

properiies of matter and energy.
Constructs articles utilizing knowledge ef

characteristics of basic materials.
Writes article, essaY, Pamphlet, or book on

basis.Of facts.,

Situadons in !Flitch MVC Is Important

Determines physical propertied of metals by
meastfring qualities, such as strength, hard-



ness, elasticity, toughness, maleabilityo and,

ductility, using pressure devices, hot _acid,

baths, and other, apparatus.
Examines works of art, using X-ray, chemi-

cal tests, and other sélentific aids, to deter.
mine their authenticity. .

Cultures and-tests path enic bacteria, using
laboratory techniques, ah as staining and
microscopic examination, and serological, im-

munological, and animal inrioculation Proce-
durei, to identify hacterial Strains and 'types
And- deterMine their virulence. .

Examines and Measures industriardiamonds
to dearmine-their *quality, shape, and size,.
using classification standirds and-gages.

Studies bgdy, tissues, fluids, secretions, And
other specimens; using laboratory tests, and
procedures, Jo determine presence And stage,

of diseases."
Measures anp records events that occur as

rapidly as one billionth of a second apart,
using 'electronic_ instruments, to observe decay

of radioactive atomic nuclei.

Selects lens° blanks from stock,. according to.

prescription specifications, Cuts and grinds lens
edges o fit spe'cified frames, and assemi;les
coinponents to make spbctacles for customer:

Examines patient and utilizes physical find-,
.ings and laboratory isults, to:determine na-
ture and extent of prenatal and postnatal treat-
ment and,care required.

Positions work.pieee fixtures, and. adjusts
flame controls' and. timing cYCles of flame-

_hardening machines, according to Ileat-treating
methods, specific metal properties, and metal-
lurgical work order specifications, to prepare
machines for other workers to operate.

Determines position and plots courses, using
standard navigatiqn aids, such as compass, sex.
tent, clock, radio fix, and navigatiOn tables, to

locate specific_areas on fishing grounds and set -

return courses fer port.
Tests samples from potato shipments for-

solidity, content, temperature, and percent of
rot, using hydrometer, thermometer, and vis-

ual count of defective potatoes, .to determine
acceptance or rejection of shipment, according
to company standark

Plans and schedules programs an4 routines,
-according to natUte of data to be -processed,

0

storage capacity, speed of comppter, extent of

peripheral equipment, and intended use of out-
put information, to process business data by
electronic data-processing equipment.

AnalyzeS records of present and past opera-
tions, costs, realized revenues, administrative
commitments, and obligations, to establish ba-
sis for preparing operating budget.

, Petermines initial claiM eligibility, paying
jurisdiction, and type of 'claim to be filed for
unemployment benefits from (claimant's and
employer's statements and department records.

Inspects aircraft prior t6 takeoff for defects,
such as fuel or oil leaks and malfunctions in
electrical, hydrardic, oerPressurization systems,
according cfo preflight/ehecldist, t6 insure safe -
and' efficient operation of aireraff.

Examines gun components and measures
dimensions And 'Clearances, uSing gages and ..
micrometers-, to determine causes of,,gun mal-

functions.
Observes temperature gage or recording

N2harts, and adjusts gas Valves, dampers, and
fan speeds to maintain specified temperature
in malt drying kiln.

Measures 'fuel level in aircraft tanks with
measuring stick ; reads fuel gages; and verifies
specific gravity of fuel from charts to deter-
mine fuel weighi And distribution for aircraft
weight aria balance specifications.

Applies mathematical formulas to ascertain
comparative rates with other utilities; .calcu-
lates rates and salesmen's weekly commissions;
and determines percentage of increase or de-
crease in monthly gas consumption.

Situations in Which MVC Is Nothnportant

Instructs, individuals and groups in theory
and application of proper, automobile driving
skills. Illustrates and explains handling of au-
tomobile in emergeneies, driving techniques,
and inechanical operation' of automobile. Oh-.

serves individuals in, actual driving of automo-

bile,, explaining and demonstrating operation
I of brakes, cluteh, gearshift, and automatic

'transmission. (Decisions and evaluations mide

by worker are yelatively insignificant.)
Rides racehorses at racetrack. Receives rid-

ing instructions from horse-trainer before race.-
Rides horses from starting gate to finish line,
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annlyzing ability, and peCUliarities of his and
other horses to determine how he should ride.
(Decisions ,thade are .based on subjective cri-.
teria.)

Guards industrial or commercial property
against iire, theft, vandalism, and illegal en-
try. Periodically thurs buildings and grounds
of plant- or establishment, docks, or *loth site.
(Any evaluations Made by worker are gener-
ally on a clear-cut basis.)

Plans and conchicts, public relations pro-
grains designed to procure publicity for groups,
organizations, etc. Selects and, assembles pub-
licity material that iS in accordance with or-
ganizational policy. Writes news releases and
submits photographs' to newspapers: (Deci:-
sions and evaluations are made on a .subjective
basis.)

,Rents automobiles to CuStomers at hotels and
transportation stations. Examines customer's
driver's license, and determines amount of de-
posit required. Quotes coSt of rental, and com-
pletes rental contract. (Decisions made by
worker are niinimal.)

P DEPL

Adaptability to- dealing with people beyond
giving and seceiving instructions.
Consider jobs for this factor when the worker
must relate to people in situations involving
more than giving or receiving instructions.

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait

CooPerates With, other workers.
Has agreeable working yelations with others.

'Contacts others in successful maniler.
Works as a member of a committee.

Situations in Which DEPL IsImportant

Supervises and coordinates activities of work
crews engaged in.distributing sainple merchan-..
dice, handbills, or coupons. Confers v:rith supe-
riors to Plan activities and resolve operational
problemd relatink to distribution of materials.

Schedules appointments with efiaployer or
other employees -for clients ,or customers by
mail, phonel, or ,in person; and records time
and date of appointments in appointment book"

,

Promotes sales and creates goodwill for
firm's products by making speeches at retail
dealers conventions and calling on individual
merchants to advise ways and means of in-
Tasing
. Counsels clients on problems and gives ad_
vice to aid individuals arid families haviiig
problems concerning family relationships or
other aspects of their social functioning that
affect unity of, family and velfare of com-
munity.

Interviewsewsworthy persons, or persons
involved in news events, to persuade them te
pose for pictures and provide. information to
use as picture captions.

Issues transfer sliPs, makes change, and
answers questions lor patrons' of transit bus.

Talks with people to give and obtain infor-
mation relating to the relay of incoming, out-
going, and interoffice telephone calls.

Interviews unemployed workers to obtain
data for determining their eligibility fp,r un-
employment benefits.

Guides sportsmen to hunting and fishing
areas, explains hunting and fishing laws, and
recoirimerids suitable firearmS or fishing tackle
to take specific game or fish species.

Renders variety of personal services con-
ducive to safety and Comfort of airline pas-
sengers during flight. Greeti passengers; ex-
plains use of safety equipment; and answers
questions to establish.rapport, gain passengers'
confidence, and dispel any anxieties about air
travel. Observes passengers during flight Ao
detect signs of discomfort ; and issues. pallia-
tives to relieve minor symptoms.

Gives information and renders assistance to
motorists having difficulties, to aid them on
their way and reduce accident hazards, Arrests
law violators, discusses infractions with them,
and issues citations or takes them into custody.

Speaks to groups and contacts individuals
to solicit newl memberships for an organization.

Manages affairs" of entertainers and negoti-
ates with agents and producereto arrange en-
gagements for clients. Confers with dion,
motion picture or television studio, the4ricak
production, or entertainment house officials to
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bargain for contracts, terms, ,and financial re-
turn for engagements.

Consults ;with medical, nursing, and social
service staffs concerning problems affecting
patient's food habits and needs in order to
formulate therapeutic diet menus compatible
with each condition and treatment sequen0e.

Solicits clients and sells all types of life in-
surance, based on prospect's presentinsurance
and government benefitc, to establish plans for
financial security. Confers with client to adviSe.
-Concerning life insurance, pensions, taxation,
and family finance. Calls on policYholders to
keep insurance program up-to-date, to make
changes in beneficiaries, and to suggest changes
or additions in insurance program. IN*

Applies makeup to performers to alter their
appearance in accord with their x oles.

Situations in Which DEPL ls Not &pi:Priam

Drives private car as ordered by owner or
other passenger and performs miscellaneous
duties. (Relationship to people is primarily
limited to following the immediate instructions
of the. employer.)

Computes wages and Posts wage data to pay-
, roll records. (Receives instructions from super-

visor and exchanges information with co-
worker but is not required to deal with people
in any other capacity.)

Operates four-roll calender to coat fabric
with rubber or produce plastic sheeting and
roll sheets to specified thickness. Adjusts auto-
matic control and observes dial' to heat rolls
to specified temperature. Starts machine and
adjusts conveyor speed to regulate feeding of
stock. (Worker only carries out duties around
others, but eoid just as well perform apart
from them.)

DirectS traffic by motioning with flg when
construction work obstructs normal traffic
route. (Worker does not have an interpersonal
relationship with the public.)

Photographs persons, motion picture sets,
mercljandise, exteriors and interiors, machin-
ery, and fashions to be used in advertising.
(Worker's relationship to models is limited to
giving 'instructions.)

It REPCON

Adaptability to performing repetitive work, or
to 'continuously perfOrming the same -work,
according to set procedures, sequence, or pace.
Distinguish between work that is inherently
of a repetitive nature and the human facility
of Making the familiar routine. This factor
should be considered when the work is per-
formed according 'to a routine, or, set sequence,,
and there is an absence of diversion or room
for independent judgment. -

General Work Situations Illuitrating Trait

Continuously performs the same operation
on same machine.

KeePs up with otlier workers in asseMbly
line.

Feeds machine at correct and specified in-
tervals.

Situations in Which REPCON is Important

Addre-sSes cards, envelopes, advertising lit-
erature; paCkages, and sMiilar items for mail-
ing, by hand or using typewriter. (The variety
of materials addressed does not change the
repetitive nature of the work.)

Sorts agriCultUral prodtice such as bulbs,
fruits, nuts, and vegetables, Working as a mem-*
ber of a crew. Segregates produce according
to grade, color, and size; and places produce in
containers or on designated conveyors. Dis-
cards cull items and foreign matter: Bunches,
ties, and trims produce. Picks out choice pro-
duce. Packs produce in boxes, barrels, baskets,
or crates for. storage or- shipment.

Feeds wood stock on conveyors, into hoppers,
or between rollers of woodworking machines
that saw, bore, sand, or shape wooden articles.

Loads hoppr with metal blanks or articles
to be formed, or threads strip of metal or wire
through guide rollers. Starts machine and
watches' oi5eration as machine ' automatically
perform,s, function for which it Was designed.

Records alphabetic, alphanumeric, or nu-
meric codes in prescribed sequence Tin work-
sheet or margin of source document for trans-
fer to putkchcards or machine input tape.

.Pushes levers and 'pedals to move shovel-
equipped. machine, fo lower and crowd dipper



into material, and lift, swing, and dump con-
tents of dipper into truck, car, or onto con- .veyor or stock pile. '

Place& eggs in saticerlike holder that carries
them into machine where- rotatMg brishes
or water sprays remove residue. Removes
cleaned eggS from discharge trough Of ma-
chine and 'packs thein in cases for shipment.

Situations in Which REPCON Is Not
Important

Rides lead pony to lead racer and mount
from paddock to starting gate of racetrack.
Mounts lead pony and leads racehorse from .

receiving barn to paddock for saddling, for
mounting y racer and to starting gate. Rides
after raceh rse that breaks free ,and aids racer
to refain control of animal. (Tasks are not re-
petitive, breakway horses. preclude set proce-
dures and afford diversion.)

Receives and returns to owner, articles lost
in stores, public conveyances, or buildings, and
keeps . records of articles lost, found, -and
claimed.

Inspects articles and send& letters to owners
when identification is knoien. Tags and places
articles in drawers, shelves, rack, or safe, ac-
cording to type of article and where it was
found. Discusses lost articles by telephone or
in personrand returns articles to owners who
can identify them. (Subject to frequent change
of activity and contact with people, which pro-
vides sufficient diversion to obviate necessity
for adjusting to repetitive work.)

Collects money from coin boxes of parking
meters, following established route. Opens coin

.._, boxes with key and places liag under opening
to receive coins. Examines parking meter to
determine needed repairs or adjustments,
closes, locks, and winds meter. (Repeats same
tasks, but pace is pot- a 'factor and environ-
mental conditions provide sufficient d'straction
so that worker is not required to ma a sig-
nificant temperament adjustment)

Solicits' orders for merchandise or services
over telephone. Calls prospective customers to
explain type of service or merchandise offered.
Quotes prices and tries to persuade customer
to buy, using pretend cales talk. Records
names, addresses, purchases, g.nd Teaitions of
prospects solicited. (Worker continuously per-

forms same tasks, but talking with people
provides diversion.)

Prrares and bakes cakes, pies, puddings, -or
desserts, according to recipe. Mixes ingredients
to 'form batter or dough. Shapes dough for
cookies, pies, and fancy pasties. Places them
in :Oven and adjusts drafts or therMostatic
controls. Prepares and cooks ingredients for
pie fillings, custards, and other desserts. Fills
pie shells and tops with meringue. Mixes ingre-
dients to make icings. Decorates cakes and pas-
tries. (Tasks are not repetitive, and worker -

uses a variety of techniques.)

PUS

Adaptability to.performing under stress when
confronted with emergency, critical, unus_Ual,'
or dangerous situations; or in situations in
which working speed and sustained attention
are make or break aspects of the job.
Consider jobs for this factor when the worker
is subject to danger or risk to a significant
degree, or to tension as a regular, consistent
part of the job.

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait
Possesses Calmness and presence of mind in

critical situations.
-

Works, under hazardous conditions.
Concentrates amid distractions.
Maitrtains equanimity in face of resistance,

indifference, or affront.

Situations in Which PUS Is IWportant
-Works below surface of/water, using scuba

gear (self-cohtained underwater breathing
apparatus) or in diving suit with airline ex-
tending to surface, to inspect, repair, remove,
and indall equipment and structures. (Per-
forms tasks in an' environment that is corn- .
pletely hostile to his own life processeS; and
that also restricts his movethents, length of -
time he may work, amount of exertion he may
apply; and presents situations where risks are
high and the critical or unexpected are more
the rule than the exception.),

Performs surgery to correct deformities,
repair injuries, prevent disease, and improve
function in patients. (Exercises constant care,
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with no deflection of attention regardless of'
distractions, to aveid any of the several in--

juries or damages to the patient which might
'otherwise occur. Working speed frequently is
a factor °to which this worker must adjust.)

Renders variety Of personal services con-\
chicive to safety and comfort of airline pas-
sengers during flight. (Must perform duties
calmbi and efficiently when faced with situa-
tions, such as critical illness of a _passenger,
severe weather conditions, or: Malfunctioning
of aircraft which would lead to other than
normal landings and,-procedures. Depending oh
the length of flight, may be under considerable
pressure to perform all the required duties
within a limited time.)

Controls and extinguishes fireS, protects life
and prOperty, and maintains equipment as vol-
unteer or employee of city, township, or indus-
trial plant. (When fighting fires in buildings,
must act quickly and effectively to gain access;
reduce fire; and carry people out of danger or
provide nets or ladders for them. Must be
cognizant .of toxic fumes and smoke, falling
structures or debris; explosive and electHcal
hazards; and" must proteet self and others
from them in calm, authoritative, and decisive
mann er.)

Studies nature and characteristics of atomic
nuclei. (Frequentlf subjected to pbtential elec-
trical and/or radiation hazards and Must be;
constantly on alert to prevent injury or poisOn-
jng to self and others through radiation pro-

, tection, detection, and decontaMination pro-

cedures.)
Trains wild animals, such as lions, tigers,

bears, and elephants, to perforni stunts for
entertainMent of audience at circus or other
exhibition, evaluating ability, behavior, and
performance of each animal. (Mnst be con-

- stantlY alert to prevent wild animals from
becoming excited or getting qut of control, in
which state they may injure each other, their
trainer, or spdctators.)

Drives' racing car in competition road races
under constant pressure to push himself to

the limits of skill, mental judgments, and en-.
durance required to win. (Must be constantly
aware of accident potential.)

Asiists personS entering hospital through
emergeney entrances. Recognizes emergency

situations and summons professional assigtance
or clears elevator for quick removal of person
to designaied floor. Assists sick or injured
persons into wheelchairs or onto carts, and
pushes them to elevator, Office or assl11Pd
room. (Critical situations are expected to
occur during this worker's work shift and
whil.) the assistance lie, renders,is limi,ed and
nonprofeSsional in nature hc is expected to
recognize and cope with emergencies calMly

and efficiently)
Patrols State highways within ass;gned area,

in vehicle equippet' with, two-way radio, to
enforce motor vehicle and criminal laws. (Must
react correctly, quickly, and deceisively to'cope
with variety of emergency situations ranging
from serious accidents when the lives of others
are at Stake to apprehending dangerous crixn...
inals and speeding drivers when his own life
.may be endangered.)

Pilots new, experimental, and modernized
airct.aft to determine their airworthiness. Faces
unknown qualities in aircraft that -must be
tested. (Must be constantly alert- for unstable
charaCteristics, such as tendencies' to spin out
of stalls, sluggish reslionse to controls, and
instability at landing speeds. Must be able to
compensate for-these faults to avoid crashing.)

PerforMS daredevil feats, such as diving
stunts, perilous .rides, or spectacular jumps for
dramatic productions. (Must maintain strict
control of mind and body to perform eats with
narrow margins of safety and to react fa r-
ably. wheii confronted *with the unexpected.)

Repairs and replaces transmission and is-
tribution powerlines between generating ta-
tions, substations, and consumers, requiri
use of precautionary work methods and safety
equipment due to eleetrical hazards pi
when working on or near energized cond
and electrical accessories. (Commonl
on utility poles and metal towers 100 or
feet above the ground. .Most workers of ,this
kind are well Jrained in first aid procedures
and are expected to apply these procedures in
emergency situations.)

Investigates _source of alarm and trouble
signals on subscribers' premises, as recorded
in central station' of electrical protective sig-
naling system. (Must be prepared for anything .
from a siinple electrical short circuit in the'



alarm system to a full-Scale burglary or armed
robbery in .pr-ogress at the.time-he arrives at
--source. of alarm. 'Apprehension Of Intrnders
fotind on property may- require use of weapons
or physical...force; and in alt cases .the uSe of
sound judgment anti quick decisive action is
re(luired,)

.Contl,ols air traffic within Ontrolled aff
space oty'9n -airport.. accdrding tO established
Procedures and policies, to prevent:collisions
and.- to minimize delays ariOng' from traffic
congestion. Radios landing and take-oil-in-
structions and alertsairport'emergenv crews
when airplanes .are luLvnig difficulties. ,(Works
-under.- constant pressure. Frequently planes
are stacked overhead and work°. r must assign
holding patt('rns, and .arrange landings 'and
take-offs-to avoid-collisions.)

Parachutes fi Om .airplane into inaccessible
forest to suppress forest fires. (Must cope with
'critical and unexPected situations Occurring
(Iuring his itnnir as- well as those' caused by
the fire itself.)

Itemizes and totals customers' purchases in
self-service groCery or department store, using
cash iegister. (Long lines of waiting .patrons-
induces a sense of pres;wre on the worker to

-.accelerate work paCe to peal capacity and re-
quires extra caution to avoi(l errors.)

Mans group scamiing (Ilash candling) sta-
tion on automated egg packaging iine to in-
spect exterior and interior of eggs'and remove
those not meeting quality standards. (Tension
is created.by .the. continuous ,emergence of six
rows of eggs atIo time. from the dryer .and
the rapid rotation of :10 eggs at a time over
the mercury vapor light. Exteriors Are- in-
spected-before the eggs pass over the ligh-t and
;the interior's, are insPected -during the brief
rotation time...This worker must adjust his
pace to the spee(1 or .the cohveyor which is
'controlledby other workers:-.)

Situations in Whkh PUS IS Not Important

Inspects buildings. issues permits, and con-
fers with OntractOrs and property-. owners to

. 'enforee State and municipal building Codes.
(Is' rarely confronted with the- critical, un-
expeeted, or hazardous situations. ViolationS
of building codes are considered misdemean-

ors -and:counteractionS by:the Violator du.not
take an extreme form.)

Cares for elderly, handicapped, or conva
lescent people, acting as. aid or friend, on Mine
or acceptable social° level. (Is not faced With.
situations that differ from normal living sit.
nations.)

Cuts away delid and excess -branches from
fruit, nut, and shade trees. Prunes trees with
hands'aws, pruning hdok and shearS, and long,
handled. clippers, or by using truck equipped
With hydraulic lifts. Climbs trees; using hooks
and belts, or uses ladders to gain access to
vork areas. (Danger of falling minimized by
proPer use of *safety belts; and the climbing
does not usually involve great heights.)

Tends -machine that slides boards into slats
for wooden indoor or porch shades..Adjusts
guide on machine .table to specified width of
boards and tightens bolts. Starts macIfine;
holds board against guide, and pushes 'beard
into blade that slices it into slats. (HandsPro-
tected by guard 011 m ach e.)

T STS-

Adaptability rto sitnations requiring the Pre.-
cise attainment of set limits, tolerancts,. or .

standards.
Consider jobs for this factor when the worker .

must be precise,, thorough, exacting;.or meticu,
lous in regard to material .worked; or in actIV-
it ies such as numeriCal determinations, record..
preparation. or inspecting:

General Work Situations Illustrating Trait

Works to clpse tolerances.
Is able, to Control equipment to broadcast or

recerd radio or televiSion prograins.
Stays within .eNaCt time
Cuts cloth to eXact pattern:
Performs arithmetic cOmputations and

pares numerical records accurately.
Takes shorthand by :machine or hand and

transcribes it, using typewriter.

Situations in Which STS Is Important

Operates , a billing machine to transcribe
from office recorth, data such as cuStomer'S
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name, address, and items purchased or serv-
ices rendered. CalculateVotals, new amounts,
and discounts, by addition, subtraction, and
multiplication; and records computations.

Compounds medicines and drugs as directed
on physician's or dentist's prescription to pre-
pare them for specified customer's use.

Brushes gold leaf onto designs on picture
frames, exerting exact forge.

Examines parachute parts, using glass-
topped table or fluorescent light, to detect and
mark flaws in material and substandard work-
manship.

Tests industrial diamonds and abrasives,
using optical. X-ray, and ottler precision in-
struments, to determine their suitability for
use in tools, dies, And fabrication of .bearings
or grinding laps and wheels.

Measures dimensions of bottle, using gages
and micrometers to verify that setup of loOtle-
making machine conforms to manufactuking
specifications.

Calculates degrees, minutes, .and second of
latitude and longitude, using itandard navi:
gation aids, such as compass, sextant, clock,
loran, charts, and trigometric tables, to locate
exact position and plot courses for designated
landings.

Fashions and trims coMponent parts of
wooden joints, using handtools, to make them
fit snugly.
egmtrols audio equipment as directed and

according to script to regulate volume level
and fidelity of sound, and synchronize sound
with picture presentation.

Wires plugboard, according to prepared dia-
grams, to make circuit connections that Will
control printing of data in 'designated format.

Examines bull 'semen under microscope to
determine density arid motility of gamets, and
Adds prescribed diluents to semen, usirig stand-
ardized formulas to extend volume and main-
thin specified concentration of viable sperm.

Tends machine containing rolls that form
cooked grain into flakes,_shredded biscuits, or
other shall., to produce cereal products. Moves
controls to start pairs of rollers rotating and
to conVey cooked grain to.roll feeders.^Turns
dials and handwheels to 'Adjust apressure of
rollers, to maintain specified thickness and

consistency of foriried product, as indicated
by feel and visual inspection.

Examines articles s and advises customer of
possible shrinkage, loss of shape, or other
damage that might result to. article during
processing. Makes notatidn of defeeth in arti-
cles. Prepares work order slip. Pins or staples
identifying tag to articles. ,

Drills-and laps micro-channels in industrial
diamonds, using special lathes, working within
0.0000018 inch specification tolerances, to make
wire-drawing dies.

Observes pressure gages and adjusts intake
and outlet valves that feed proportioriate
stream of city gas from mains through tank
to saturate gas with malodorant, according to
engineering specification&

prepares and verifies voter lists from officihl
registration records. Requests identification of
voters at polling places and records names
against voter lists to preVent fraud or voting
a unauthorized Wrsons, Counts valid ballots
and prepares official reports of election results.

koves precisely in combination :with other
dancers and- 'coordinates body movements with
music, to perform chorus.dances.

Situations in Which STS Is _Not Important'

prepares and serves soft drinks and ice
er am dishes, using memorized formulas arid

ethods, or following written directions.
Contacts owners of forest lands from list

of prospects in assigned district prior* to cut-
ting sea*on, to negotiate contracts for pur-
chase of trees. Walks 'over land to determine
approximate tree yield gnd informs property
owner of types and sizes of trees desired.
(Worker is not held to precise limits or
standards.)

Mixes and serves alcaolic and nonalcoholic
driliks to patrons of bar, following standard
recipes.

Teaches elemental natural and social sci"-

ence, persional hygiene, music, art, and litera-
, ture to children from 4 to 6 years old.

V VARCH

Adebtability to performing a variety of duties,
often changing from one task to another 'of a



different nature without loss of efficiéncy or
composure. e

Do not interpret variety as 'meaning merely
seVeral. Several duties, all requiring the same
or very siniilar skills, knowledge, and abilities
do not constitute variety, which is the key
word in this factor. If the several duties in a
job indicate significant differences in technolo-
gies, techniques, and procedures, environmental
lactors and physical demands, or work situa-
tions, the analyst sh0 ld consider this factor.

General Work Situa ons Illustrating Trait

Applies diffv t principles and techniques
of specific fiela to appraise or investigate con-
dition or state a object, system, or activity.

Analnes and overhauls machinery and
equipment.

Situations in Which V ARCH Is Important

Makes and repairs artificial limbs, braces,
and other orthopedic appliances according to
prescrription. Make's cast of limb or deformity.
Draws pattern. Cuts and fshions devices,
using welding equipment, forge, riveting ma-
chine, drill, and handtools. Shapes parts over
lasts. Pads braces. Polishes devices using buff-
ing wheel. Adjusts nuts and screws at joints.
(Different techniques and procedures.)

Performs a variety of the following or simi-
lar duties, utilizing knowledge of systems or
procedures: Copies data, Compiles records and
reports. Tabulates and posts data. Computes
wages, taxes, etc. Records orders. Gives infor-
mation to and interviews customers and claim-
ants. Receives, counts, and pays out cash.
Prepares, issues, and sends out receipts,, bills,
policies, and invofces. Prepares inventory. Ad-
justs complaints. Operates office machines.
Opens And routes mail. Answers correspond-
ence. (Different techniques and procedures.)

Renders variety, of personal services con-
ducive to safety and comfort of airline pas-
sengers during flight. Verifies tickets, records
destinations, and assigns seats. Explains use
of safety equipment. Serves previously pre-
pared meals. Aids ill passengers. Answers
passengers' inquiries. Didtributes reading ma-
terial and items of convenience and comfort.

Prepares reports. (Different situations and
frequent change of activity.)

Maintains, repairs, and overhauls farm 'ma-
chinery, equipment, and vehicles, such as trac-
tors, harvesters, pumps, tilling equipment,
trucks, and other mechanized, electrically-
powered, or inotor-driven equipment on farms
or in farm equipment repair shops. Examines
machines, equipment, and engines, visually

and aurally. Dismantles them, using handtools.
Repairs or.replaces parts, using handtools, and
setting up and operating machine tools; such
as drill press, lathe, milling 'machine, wood-
working machines, welding equipment, grind-
ers, and saws. Reassembles, adjusts, and lubri-
cates machines and equipthent. (Differences in
techniques ahd procedures.)

Organizes and leads groups of activities that
meet interests of iiidividual,members. Develops
recreational, physical education, and cultural
programa for various age groups.. Demon-
strates and instructs participants in activities,
such as active sports, group dances, games,
arts, crafts, and dramatics. Organizes discus-
sions. Conducts surveys. Consults with 'other
sources ,sregarding specific individuals. Keeps
records. (Differences ih technologies and situ-
ations. Also change or involvement with more
than one activity at a time.)

Supervises and coordinates activities of.
workers engaged in operating machines and
auxiliary equipment to make bottles and other
glass cohtainers to specifications. Reviews pro-
duction schedules. Requisitions molds and
parts. Sets up forehearth mechanism, using,
gages, wrenches, and tongs. Weighs,, verifies
dimensions of, and inspects bottles. Observes
and listens to detect machine malfunctioning.
Performs supervisory tasks, such as interpret-
ing company policies, establishing or adjusting
work procedures, interpreting specifications
and assigning duties, analyzing and resolving
work problems, recommending or initiating
personnel actions. (Differences .in techniques
and procedures. Differences in situations and
change of activities.)

Arranges schedules for irrigation of farms
and orchards according to water rights -or
amount of company stock held, and controls ,

water floWthrough pipeline system. Confera
with customers. Analyzes needs and schedules



irrigation. Patrols pipelines, Raises and lowers
pipeline gates..Cleans, lubricates, and repairs
equipment. Inspects dams. Maintains records.
Prepares monthly statements. Writes reports.
(Differences in physical activities and tech-
niques and procedures.)

Cares for animals, such as mice, dogs, and
nionkeys, used in medical and technological
tests and research. Weighkor measures, grinds,
chops, and mixes ingredienhqo prepare animal
food. Feeds and 'waters animals. Records food
consumption. Leads or carries animals. Shaves
operative area. Administers anesthetics. Clean
and sterilizes cages, pens, land surrounding
areas using steam or germicidal solutions. Ex-
terminat inse ts. Repairs cages and equip-
ment. Orders feed and supplies. (Significantly
di fferent techniques and procedureS ; different
physical activities. Frequent change of ac-
tivities.

Accommodates hotel patrons by performing
the following duties. Registers and assigns
guests to rooms. Gives escort instructions.
Date-stamps, sorts, and racks mail and mes-

-sages:Transmits and receives meSsages, using
telegraphic devices . and telephone. Ans ers
inquiries. Maintains records of room, nd ac-
counts. Collects payments from departing
guests. Makes and confirms reservations.
(Frequent interruptions and change of activi-
ties; different procedures.)

Acts as house manager, advisor, and chap-
eronfor boarding school, college fraternity or
sorority house, children's home or similar es-
tablishment. Hires housekeeping personnel
and assigns duties. Orders supplies. Plans
menus. Determines need for maintenance and
repairs. Assigns rooms. Assists in planning
recreational programs. Chaperons group-
sponsored trips and social functions. Answers
telephone. Sorts and distributes mail. Com-
piles records. (Differences in procedures.)

Prepares specimen for museum collections
and exhibits. Cleans fossil specimens using
electric drills, awls, dental tools, chisels, and
mallets. Applies preservatives, such as plaster,
resin, and shellac. Molds and restores parts,
using molding and casting techniques. Con-

structs skeletal Mounts, using machinist's,
plumber's, carpenter's, and welder's tools and
equipment. Casts or molds duplicate specimens.
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Reassembles fragmented artifacts. Cleansrcata-.
logs, labels, and Stores specimens. Maintains
museum files. (Differences in technologies re-
quiring different techniques and procedures.)

Plans itinerary for hunting and fishing trips.
Guides and transports sportsmen to hunting
and fishing areas. Plans route. Drives motor-
boat 'or land vehicle. Poles or paddles water-
craft. Prepares meals. Expkins hunting and
fishing laws. Recommends guns or tackle.
Gives first aid. May feed, water, and care for
animals. (Differences in techniques, proce-
dures, envitonmental conditions, and physical
demands. Differences in situations implied.)

Coordinates activities of international traffic
division of railway-express agency and nego-
tiates settlements between. foreign and domes-
tic shippers. Plans and directs flow of air and
surface traffic. Supervises workers engaged* in

receiving and shipping freight, documenting,
waybilling, assessing charges, and collecting
fees. Negotiates with fcgign and domestic
shippers. , Prepares reports. (Frequent Change

of activities.)
Overhauls, repairs, modifies, and tests air-

craft instruments, using precision handtools
and following blueprints, work orders, and
manufacturer's specifications. Tests' instru-
ments, such as gyroscopic turn-indicators,
compasses, pressure regulating valves, tachom=
eters, transducers, watches, and timers, using
devices such as ohmeters, voltmeters, microme-
ters, pressure gages,' and vacuum-pump testers.
Records results. Diagnoses malfunction. Disas-
sembles faulty instruments, Using handtools,
Replaces defective or worn parts: Grinds and
machines new shafts and other parts, using
jeweler's lathes and precision grinders. Mag-
netizes or demagnetizes parts, using special
shop equipment. Cleans and lubricates parts.
Reassembles and retests Instruments. Epgraves
new instruThent dials, using engraver's tools.
(Different procedures and techniques.)

Constructs and repairs wooden articles, such

as store fixtures, office equipment, cabinets,
and high-grade furniture, using woodworking
machines and landtools. Studies blueprints os
drawings. Marks- outline or dimensions.
Matches materials. Sets up and operates wood-
working machines. Trims parts of joints. Bores
holes. Glues, fits, and clamps parts and sub-
assemblies. Drives nails or other fasteders.
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Sands and scrapes surfves and joints. (Differ-
ent techniques and,procedures.)

Teaches elemental natural and social science,
personal hygiene, music, art, and literature to
children from 4 to 6 years odd, to promote their
physical, mental, and social-development. Pro--
vides wide variety of experienpes by means of
dramatic play, story telling, field visits, and
group discussions. Fosters cooperative social
behavior through games and group projects.
Encourages Netudents in Mnging, dancing,
rhythmic achvities, and use of art materials.
Alternates periods of strenuoUs activity with
rest or light activity. Instructs children in per-
sonal.cleanliness.and self-eve. Evaluates prog-
ress. Discusses progress and problems with
parents. (Different techniques. and procedures.
Frequent change of activity.)

Demonstrates, sells, and services, sewing
machines. Explains and demonstrates hOW to
thread, adjust tensions, use attachments, and
sew various stitches. Writes sales slip or sales ,

contract. Receives payment and secures credit
authorization. belivers machine. Lubricates,
repairs, and adjusts machine in customer's
home, using handtools. Contracts for machine
rentals. Collects p'azLnents. (Different, teCh-
niques and procedures.)

Observes defails of work and interviews
workers and supervisors. Develops interview
techniques, rating scales, and psychological
.teets. Organizes training programs. Counsels
workers. Investigates problems. Conducts sur-
veys and research studies. Studies consumer
reaction to new products and package designS,
(Different situations; different techniques and
procedures.)

Patrols oil and gas pipelines and communi-
cation systems on foot, horseback, or in auto-
mobile, to locate and repair leaks, breaks,
washouts, and damaged utility wires and poles.
Inspects .pipelines. Repairs small leaks, using
caiking tools; hammers, clainps, and wrenches.
Reporth large leaks to district office. Inspects
telephone and telegraph wires, poles, and in-
sulators. Reports findings, Inspects automatic
drip bleeders. Adjusts or repairs bleeders,
using screwdriver and wrenches.. Installs and
replaces warning signs. Writes tep.o,rts of in-
spections. (Differences ,in physical Aernands
and- techniques and procedures.)

Services autbmobiles, buses, trucks, and
other automotive vehicles'with fuel, lubricants,
and acdessories. Fills fuel tank. Adds reinired
amounts of oil to ,crankcase and water to radi-
ator and battery, Washes windshield. Lubri-
cates vehicle. Changes oil. Replaces accessories;
such .as oil filter, air filter, windshield wiper
blades, and fan belt. Drains radiator and fills
with specified amount of antifreeze. Changes,
spark plugs: Repairs or replaces tires. Replaces
lights. Washes and waxes vehicle. Collects cash
for services, or supplies or completes credit
form. (Different techniques and procedures.)

Situations in WhiCh VARCH Is Not Important
Overhau/s and tests aircraft ignition system

components using handtools and testing devices
such as ammeter and voltmeter: (The number
of components and tools and differences in
techniques do not require significant tempera-.
)ment and adjustment.)

Coats, decorates, glazes, retouches, or tints
articles, such as fishing lures, toys; dolls, pot-
tery, artificial flowers, greeting cards, and
household appliances. Uses a single tool and
usually works with only , one kind of product.
(No differences in technique.)

Estimates liability of uninsured motorists
involved in accidents to facilitate application
of penalties and'bonding requirements of state
law. (The variety of 'data involved does not
require temperament adjustment. Duties are
closely related.)

Operates one or more hand- or power-fed
woodworking machines to surface, s*, or
joint lumber, or to cut tongues, grooves, bevels,
beads, or miolding patterns. Must be able to
operate several machines to accomplish differ-
ent cuts. (Works with a single technology, and .
the techniques and procedures are closely re-
lated. Does not change from machine to ma-*
chine with sufficient frequenCy to require a
temperament adjustment.)

-
Procedures For Rating and Recording
Temperamen ts (Acquirements

Evaluate all of the situations 'in the ja; being
analyzed for all possible temperaments factors.
Refer to the illustrations for assistance.
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Select th6se faelors that you consider to be
important in relation to the kinds of adjust-
ments which the worker must make for sue:
cessful job per fprmance.

Encircle the appropriate single-letter symbols
of the factors selected in step 2 in the worker

traitS section or the ob analysis. schedule
(Item 6).
Use-the multipleLletter syrnbol in addition tO
the single-leiter symbol when referring tii
tempffaments. factor in the commepts section
of the job analysis schedule.
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t INTRODUCTION

V
The Sandard Occupational Classification (S9C) epre-

sents a collection of occupations that are grouped nder a

comthon title based on similarities of the work/per ormed.

The SOC identifies, classifies and defines tese occupa-

t.ions in four major categories -- division, M'ajor 5roup

(2 digit level), minor gfoup 4-3 digit level):ah'd'unit group

(4 digit level). Each level is more specific t an the one

that precedes it. The definitions for each, ti le include

a short introductory paragraph that descries the work per-

formed and some of the tools and equipment'use ,In most

cases, the description may also provide saMple work activi-

ties, hours of work and travel, 'and sample pla es of work.

Since the i4fOductory paragraph will pro ably be the

most frequently used portion of the definitio this glos-

sary was developed to define some of the terms that may be

unfamiliar to the user. In some cases, conte 4tuai clues are

provided for difficult or technical terms; how verv when this

is not done the glossary should be consulted.

The glossary is arranged in alphabetical rder anil con-

tains over one huhdred words identified by the review panel,

as apart of the evaluation process. Each Word entry in the

glossary contains a short definition and a two, three, or four

digit number that corresponds to the title in which that'term

is used.



abutment(s) - a brfdgb support 64 641,6413

aerospace - rela-ting to atmosphere and space 2249

analytial - mathematical 17

appraise - to fixehe value of something 43 252,4123

appraiser(s) - a person who determines the value of an
article or. product 44

arboretum(s) a garden.of trees 25,252

artifact(s). .:- an article produced by human skill 25

asthma - a disorder that affects breathing 3031

audit(s) - to examine an accountC 3971

bailiff - an assistant to the sheriff 4799

bereaved - taken by death 2042

braille - written information for the blind 235,479,4793

braze - to scader two pieces of metal together 753

buffer(s) a device that lessens schock 6824

caliper(s) - a tool for measuring dimensions 6831

census report(s) - a count of people 4794

chaperone - a person who watches young people .5264 5269

cleft palate a split in the roof of the mouth 3034

'collator(s) - a machine that puts papers in sequence 615+

combine(s) - a harvesting machine 6118

conduit(s) - a large pipe 8643

consultant(s) - a person who gives advice 185

corporation - a business company. 5522

crown(s) of the tooth 6865

cutlery - knives 7522



decode - to figure

delegate - to give

derrick -

dialedt -

dictate

out. 39,399

authority to someone else; to appoint 1099

a lifting machine 652

a special speech form 3034

to say or read about something to be recorded or
written by another 4633

dictation - a process in which a person writes or transcribes
the spoken work of another 4622,4623

disability(ies) - a'loss of powers 3033

dispense - to supply with 301

disperse(ing) - to distribute or pass out 475

doctrine - a principle; something that is taught 204

,draft(s) - a rough copy 4624

dredge (noun) - a scoop-like tool 583

dredge (verb) - to dig or scoop 83

es

electrode(s) - an electrical pole 7215

electroplate - to coat electrically 7099,1312

emboss - to decorate with raised figures 472 744,764

etching tool(s) - a tool used for imprinting designs on metal 6823

expeditor(s) - a person who speeds a process 475

exterminate - to get rid of 524

forge(s) - a furnace 7519,6821

float(s) - a tool used to make a surface level or smooth

franchise - a chain of businesses 4249
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glaze - a smooth, glossy coating.. 7472

grade to-rate a'prodUct in terms of quality 5672

hearse(s) - a large automobile which carries the dead 8216

hoist(s) - a device for lifting 652

hone -to sharpen 6171,7324

horoscope - a forecast of a persons' future based on the
positioning of the planet and stars at the
moment of birth 328

horticulture(al) - flower growing 552

hydraulic - a device that works by liquid pressure 6113

implement - a tool 5616

ingot mold a casting mold for metal 8641

nlay(s) - a special repair on a tooth 6865

in erest - pay for the use of money 47,12

inventory - a listing of property. 4511

invoice - ra list of goods 471, 4712

lap-- a part folded over q324

lathe(s) - a turning machine 743,6864 -

ledger(s) - an account book 4712

legislator(s) - a lawmaker 11

levee(s) - a bank designed to protect against water floods 5615

liability - a total Of debts 1414

limousine(s) large automobile 8216
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manndquin(s) - a life size representation of the human head or body.
-

micrometer(s) - a tool for measuring small objects 6831

molten:- melted 6861 7342 8611,7717,7759

mooring line(s) - a rope'to fasten ships 8243

0

optic(s) ,- relating to the eye

optometrists(s)

parasite(s)

pelt(s) - a

philosophy -

pier(s) - a

1639

- a person-who examines,
certain visual defects

measures and treats

- an organism that lives off others 1855

fur-bearing animal skin 58,584

the-study of truth 1914

supporting structure 6413,6476

unfinished iron 754pig iron - crude,

podiatrist(s) - a foot doctor 2599

port - a place where ships dock 1638

power winche(s) - a power lifting device 8313

prescribe - to order as a remedy 27

primer - a paint undercoat 6442

propose -.to present 11

qiienab to cool 7544

resolve - to clear up 4511

. retrieve - to get back again

retrieving - 1ocatiAg 469



R(cont.)

rigging - a ship's ropes 8241

rivet(s) -fa-steners or bolts 6113 6812,6829 7675

sacraments - religious ceremonies 204

scaffold - a temporary, elevated platform 642,871,6422,6424 6442,8643

securities - stocki and bonds 471,4733

seine(s) a large fish net 583

seminar(s) a meeting designed to exchange ideas 22

sheltered workshop - a business operation designed to employ
and'train handicapped persons 127

shorthand - a shortened form of writing 4623

skid(s) - a timber for sliding heavy objects

speification(s) - a detailed plan 1637

specimen(s) - a sample 369

soldering iron(s) - a gadget that joins metals 6155,6812,6824

solvent - a mixture that dissolves dirt 6835

sonar - a direction finder 3711

statistic(s) - a numerical interpretation of information

steriotypel - a form of shorthand 4623

symptom(s) - a sign or pignal 29-

364,3712

template(s) - a pattern 6817,6839,7313,7431

therapeuiic - healing 2899,2830
ri

trowel - a tool for leveling, 'shaping or Spreading 6444,6465'



V

vaccine(s) -.a protection from disease .27

veneer(s) - a thin coat of wood 743

volt meters - a device for measUring ele9tricity 6155

vouchers(s) Kt receipt; a statement that pioves the'terms of
he transaction have been met 47121%4716'

W

weapons deployment - to spread out to form 'an extended front 2249

winch - a lifting device 8239

wirephoto - picture sent by wire 4739

X


